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Abstract
“Antennas for Handheld Satellite Personal Communicators”
S y n o p s is
“We have a problem ” 
“I find myself in complete agreement with that assessment, sir” 
Captain Picard to Data,
“The Measure of a Man ” Star Trek series
The project presented in this thesis examines the Quadrifilar Helix (QHA) as the most 
appropriate antenna for satellite personal communication network (SPCN) mobile handset 
communicators. The research aimed at approaching the antenna issue from different angles in 
order to illuminate all its dimensions
The SPCN poses new challenges for the antenna designer. The antenna becomes a crucial 
part of the communication link since the relative positions between the two ends (user and 
satellite) changes continuously. The antenna not only has to be as small as those on GSM 
handsets but also has to fulfil very demanding specifications of shaped radiation pattern with 
hemispherical coverage, circular polarisation and wide bandwidths.
A set of requirements concerned both the operating system and the antenna itself are used 
as the basis of the study. The requirements constitute a criterion for selecting the most suitable 
antenna type for a given system.
Different antenna groups fulfilling some of the SPCN requirements were investigated and 
the result was the selection of the family of helical antennas and in particular the Quadrifilar 
Helix Antenna (QHA). The QHA was studied in depth, yielding particular contributions in the 
following areas:
• Investigation by simulations and measurements of the performance capabilities of the QHA 
and creation of design guidelines which can be used for creating prototypes.
• Theoretical analysis of the QHA. The modes which are exited on this structure are presented 
and close form expressions for the far fields of the axial mode are formulated.
• A rational technique for deriving SPCN antenna specifications based on the communication 
environment in which the antenna will operate including the satellite system, physical 
environment and user interaction. This resulted in a new parameter (Effective Statistical G/T, 
ESGuT) that can describe the overall performance of a satellite system.
• Antenna designs for given specifications: A set of prototypes are designed and built based on 
the new ESGuT technique for particular satellite system. Different optimisation methods are 
also developed such as the use of loading rings and the conical QHA based on the 
Archimedean spiral. The work concludes with the idea of an Intelligent QHA which can adapt 
its performance to changes of the communication environment in order to optimise the link 
dynamically.
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Chapter 1
Pr o l o g u e
“Research is to see what everybody else has seen and 
think what nobody has thought.” 
Albert Szent-Gyorgi -Nobel of Medicine 
for the discovery and work on Vitamin C
1.1 Motivation
At the end of the century, the communication industry is trying to realise a dream of 
decades, whose only other visualisation can be found in science fiction literature and 
cinematography. Global, personal communications are indeed a dream, but also a necessity, as 
terrestrial mobile systems aim to cover most of the population in the “developed world” rather 
than the totality of the globe. Moreover, incompatibilities between the localised terrestrial 
systems prohibit the users from roaming freely (with a single terminal) between different areas of 
the planet.
Personal Communication Networks (PCN) based on low altitude satellites (SPCN) 
offering communications to small handheld terminals, are the answer the industry sees as the 
first step towards a global communication system. A number of commercial satellite 
constellations were proposed when this project started (end 1994) and a lot of research has been 
done since and is still in progress to establish the best possible solutions in this technical area.
The research in this project has been motivated by these emerging systems and examines 
the solutions in the specific field of the SPCN handheld antenna. A small antenna capable to 
serve the requirements of these communication proposals is a vital part of the overall system and 
forms a challenge for the antenna engineer.
1.2 Objectives
As the title of this work indicates, the prime aim is to select and design an antenna for 
SPCN handhelds, without any specific system in mind. The major common factors of all the 
different systems can be summed up in just two issues: small antenna structure, ability to operate 
with satellite systems and possibly also with terrestrial ones. Based on these two arguments the 
objective of the project was to investigate the different antenna solutions, select the most 
appropriate, analyse and demonstrate its potential and finally optimise it in order to be 
aesthetically and mechanically acceptable as well as being capable of meeting given 
specifications.
Specific objectives were also defined as follows:
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• Understand the issues related to the design of low profile antenna structures.
• Identify SPCN parameters which affect antenna design and select the most appropriate 
structure.
• Select and evaluate antenna types which can fulfil the PCN requirements (satellite and 
terrestrial mode)
• Define antenna specifications in order to increase system performance
• Optimise antenna design for size and performance
• Illustrate principles in the design of antennas for specific systems
• Study new ways to improve the overall performance of the antenna system
1.3 Project Achievements
The Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (QHA) was selected as the most appropriate antenna for 
SPCN, thus the major contributions of this project are associated with this structure. The QHA 
volute is studied intensively and the connection between its radiation performance (pattern shape 
and mode, polarisation and bandwidth) and its dimensions, the feed configuration and the 
interaction with nearby objects (ground, reflectors, human head) is revealed and design 
guidelines given. The radiation performance of the QHA and the derived design guidelines are 
reported in (AGIUS-96), (AGIUS-96b), (AGIUS-97c), (AGIUS-98f). The interaction between 
the human head and the QHA is included in (AGIUS-99) and (SUVA-99).
The full far-field performance of any QHA volute (E^Eg fields and axial ratio) is presented 
based on modified Maxwell’s equations (general radiation formula [SCHE-39]) and an assumed 
sinusoidal current distribution [KILG-69]). The analysis is presented in (AGIUS-99c).
The next major contribution is a rational basis for specifying the SPCN handheld antenna 
characteristics. Initially, a very accurate and easy to use mathematical model is described in 
order to calculate the thermal noise received from any antenna when its radiation pattern, the 
surrounding environment (building profile, atmospheric conditions) and the user handling of the 
terminal is known. A new parameter called Effective Statistical G/T (ESGuT) is introduced in 
order to characterise the performance of the overall system (satellite constellation, terminal 
antenna, blockage environment, user effects). This new parameter can be used not only to define 
the pattern shape of the mobile terminal’s antenna, but also to compare the effects of different 
environments, the performance of different satellite systems and the possibility for satellite 
diversity. The method was reported in three publications (AGIUS-97b), (AGIUS-98c), 
(AGIUS-98e) and will form part of the final COST 255 report (AGIUS-99b ).
The information and experience gained from these three previous contributions were used 
to design antennas for a typical satellite system (ICO). The antennas have to fulfil specifications 
created using the ESGuT method. Different matching techniques also had to be used in order to 
make the antenna operational in the systems sub-bands (1985-2015 MHz and 2170-2200 MHz). 
The models produced are presented in (AGIUS-97) and (AGIUS-98b). Two modified QHA are
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designed (Conical and Square QHA) in order to reduce the volute’s axial length and increase the 
pattern bandwidth. The conical QHA (CQHA) is reported in (AGIUS-99d) as it is a novel 
approach to conical helical structures.
The final contribution of this project is the patented innovation (AGIUS-98), (LEAC-99c) 
of the adaptive QHA (AQHA). The AQHA model incorporates most of the information derived 
from all the previous contributions and also from a set of measurements which demonstrated the 
capability of the QHA to operate with high diversity gain in heavy urban environments 
benefiting from the perturbation of the signal polarisation as it propagates in a scattering 
environment (LEAC-99), (LEAC-99b). The progress on the AQHA was reported in 
(AGIUS-97c), (AGIUS-98d), and (SAUN-98) and the final results will be presented in two 
invited paper (AGIUS-00), <LEAC-00).
It is interesting to point out that some of the methods presented in this report can also be 
applied in situations other than that of the QHA. The ESGuT method can be used in any possible 
base station to mobile terminal downlink scenario as long as the basic inputs are known. The 
mathematical analysis of the QHA demonstrated a very simple method for formulating the field 
of any wire antenna with known geometry and current distribution. Antennas like the conical 
QHA or the cross drooping dipole are expected to be easily analysed by this method.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is divided into nine chapters, the first being this introduction to the project. Its 
aim is to present the overall research work through its key points, the objectives, the work plan 
and the results.
The second chapter places the project in its real context. The idea of the personal 
communication networks and the transition from the second generation mobile terminals 
(limited number of services, non-global roaming) to the third generation (many services, global 
roaming) is presented. The role of satellites in this transition is significant, as they can globalise 
the existing communication systems either in the geostationary high-altitude orbit (GEO) or in a 
much lower altitude (non-geostationary) constellation. Each one of the possible orbit 
configurations has advantages and drawbacks that can affect the design of the mobile antenna. A 
comparison between terrestrial and different satellite constellations and systems demonstrates 
this effect on the antenna design.
The third chapter consists of two major sections: the SPCN handheld antenna 
requirements, and the antennas that can fulfil them. Initially the antenna theory and parameters 
are briefly presented to complete the picture of the work area - satellite systems and antennas. 
Then a set of factors which should be considered in the design of a small antenna is discussed. 
The general requirements for an SPCN handheld terminal antenna are then specified 
(hemispherical pattern, circular polarisation, sufficient bandwidth, small size). In the second
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section different antenna types are briefly presented. They are grouped using the above 
requirements as criteria. At the end of the chapter the antenna type which can fulfil most of the 
requirements is selected.
The family of helical antennas has been selected as the most promising one. The 
theoretical and practical performance of monofilar and multifilar helical antennas are presented 
in chapter 4. The simulation packages used in the rest of the project are also presented in this 
chapter. The validity of the simulators is demonstrated through the design of a monofilar helix at 
2GHz. This design also demonstrates the reasons why the monofilar helix cannot be used on a 
SPCN handheld terminal.
The theoretical performance of the Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (the preferred helical 
antenna structure) is presented in chapter 5. The chapter is divided into two sections. In the first, 
the radiation modes of the QHA are explained with the use of Brillouin diagrams. The 
presentation starts from the monofilar normal mode helix and then a step by step approach is 
used to derive the modes of the QHA. The second section deals with the electromagnetic 
analysis of the QHA in its most favourable axial mode. The radiated fields are formulated based 
on the general radiation formula method. The analysis presented in this chapter goes further than 
that of Kilgus [KILG-69] as it formulates both fields (E^,Eg) for any QHA (independent of 
element length dr number of turns).
The QHA as a practical radiator is demonstrated in chapter 6. This chapter is divided into 
several sections: simulation verification, feed arrangements, radiation pattern shape and 
dependencies, polarisation performance, effect of ground plane and reflectors, effect of the 
human head, input impedance, dual band, dual mode (terrestrial, satellite), practical design and 
construction. In every one of these sections practical and theoretical details are given which can 
be used as guidelines for the design of real QHA models.
In chapter 7 the antenna requirements which where defined rather qualitatively up to that 
point are also quantitatively defined. The figure of merit (G/T) of the handheld antenna is 
selected as the most appropriate factor. The noise temperature T received from a certain 
radiation pattern in a defined environment, under defined atmospheric conditions is modelled. 
The calculated values are then compared with noise measurements with the same pre-defined 
parameters of pattern, environment etc. The Effective Statistical G/T (ESGuT) was consequently 
defined to show the average available G/T for a satellite to mobile link using the aforementioned 
parameters and the satellite system statistics. Finally, the same quantity can be used to define the 
most suitable antenna pattern shape.
The eighth chapter includes some case studies. Antennas for the ICO satellite system are 
designed based on specifications derived from the ESGuT method of chapter 7. The antenna 
structures are designed and built according to the practical guidelines presented in chapter 6. 
Three methods are used to match the antennas in two sub-bands almost 200MHz apart. The first 
antenna has a wide diameter and hence has wider bandwidth and does not need any external 
matching. The next two antennas were matched using a matching circuit, while the last one was
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matched using two loading rings placed strategically on the periphery of the antenna. The 
antennas were then built and measured to verify the validity of the proposed techniques.
Two new QHA models are also proposed in chapter eight. The conical QHA and the 
square QHA support a standing wave current distribution essentially identical to that of the 
cylindrical QHA. The new models are shorter with wider bandwidth. Finally, the chapter ends 
with the new idea of the Adaptive QHA. This would be an antenna able to operate in different 
frequency bands and to change its electrical parameters in order to optimise the signal over noise 
and interference ratio S/(N+I).
Chapter 9 is the final chapter and includes the conclusions of this work. The way the 
objectives of this project are fulfilled is explained and all the results are summarised.
Chapter 1 Prologue
‘Antennas for Handheld Satellite Personal Communicators”
Chapter 2
Perso nal  Com m unication  
N etw orks
“...The answer for all these [communication] situations is to locate cells in the heavens, aboard 
earth satellites, not on the current generation of geostationary orbiting satellites, for they require 
sizeable terminal antennas... What is needed is a network of a few dozen low-earth-orbit 
satellites ...Thus the personal communicator becomes both universal and ubiquitous”
Andrew J. Viterbi, 
addressing the Marconi International Fellowship Award Ceremonies, 1993
2.1 Introduction
The reality of communications in the mid-'90s and the dream of a unified global personal 
telecommunication network implemented in the dawn of the third millennium was the motivation 
of this project, as described in the introductory chapter. Reality and dream seem to overlap each 
other in a fast moving technological world as it gets ready to cross the psychological barrier of 
2000. Therefore, before heading towards any target and objective it is necessary to explore the 
ideas involved, understand the present situation and envisage the future.
In the present world of second generation systems, different combinations of services and 
environments are provided by different operators. These systems intend to cover the whole 
spectrum of services and environments in small communication islands which are only 
sometimes interconnected.
Different system names have been used to describe the forthcoming generation of 
communication systems (PCN : Personal Communication Network, UMTS : Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System, FPLMTS : Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunication System, 
IMT2000 : International Mobile Telecommunications 2000, 3*^  ^ Generation Communication 
Systems). Whatever the name or the technical approach behind it, there is a single vision for the 
new communication reality: “communication to everyone, everywhere” [WEBB-96].
In this chapter this telecommunication dream that evolves to reality is going to be briefly 
presented with emphasis on the different component elements of the newly proposed satellite 
element (SPCN: Satellite Personal Communication Network). The idea behind the SPCN and a 
few of the most promising and representative commercial systems are presented.
The aim of this chapter is not only to present the communication environment, but also to 
point out the details which are involved in the design of an antenna capable of serving a handheld 
terminal in that communication environment.
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2.2 Global Personal Communication Networks
2,2,1 The Concept
Personal communications may be defined as the ability to affordably communicate with a 
person rather than a place [RAMS]. Mobile communications and wireless technology are the 
main “vehicles” toward that target, having the ability to offer an anytime-anyplace service, 
operating in a variety of environments. Global Personal Conununication Systems (PCN) will 
provide telecommunication functionality regardless of user location and required service.
The vision of PCN focuses on the provision of a high quality two way communication 
service - speech and data - to both business users and consumers on the move, outdoors and 
indoors. The goal is to create a global PCN which will be a competitive alternative to the 
conventional Public Switched Telecommunication Network (PSTN) - wired - or to any other 
wireless system. In order to achieve this the user is expected to find himself having the freedom 
to switch from one service type to another in any possible environment.
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Fig.2.1 Different systems expected to be incorporated in the Global PCN
In the existing or planned 2"  ^ generation mobile systems the services offered are 
disparate between operators and locations. The 3"^  ^ generation systems are envisaged as 
providing service to users in every conceivable circumstance, indoor or outdoor, from dense 
urban environments (including offices) through suburban to remote rural environments, and on 
land, sea and in the air. The range of services provided is expected to include [COX-95], 
[WEBB-96],[ITU-96]:
• Indoor communications within a house or office building (cordless phone. Wireless 
Local Area Networks - WLANs) offering excellent voice quality and high data rates;
• Private communication systems for users who require group and broadcasting calls, 
rapid channel access and low cost;
• Cellular communications with high voice quality and good coverage throughout a 
campus, city or town (cellular radio, WLAN, extended cordless), a state, region.
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country, continent or the globe (cellular radio, satellite based wireless);
• Paging with a small terminal and good coverage locally or in any other size area;
• Travelling communications on aeroplanes and boats and remote areas with high system 
availability;
• Data communications ranging from telemetry to remote network access.
As can be seen from the services offered, the key issue in the Global PCN is that 
satellite, mobile and fixed networks will co-operate to provide a totally transparent global 
communications service (Fig.2.1)
2.2.2 Satellite-PCN (SPCN)
The newest of all the wireless components of global PCN and probably the most ambitious 
is the satellite-based communication network. While terrestrial systems are configured to serve 
voice and packetised data, micro- and pico-cell personal communication networks and trunked 
mobile radio, serving subscribers living in the main population centres of the globe, satellite 
systems are proposed to offer similar services all over the planet. Satellite networks, placed in the 
appropriate combination of orbit and altitude, are well suited to filling the gaps in the land 
coverage left by the terrestrial networks, providing personal communication services virtually 
everywhere on the globe.
There are different approaches as to how communication satellites can take part in the 
global PCN. Firstly, they can be used to serve in their conventional role as international 
gateways, providing a world-wide capability to existing localised networks or extending a 
network to mobile users (e.g. Inmarsat services). Geostationary (GEO) satellites are now used in 
these communication areas having a lot of advantages as gateways but also a lot of disadvantages 
in offering services to mobile users, namely long delay, non global and restricted coverage, high 
power to compensate for the capabilities of small mobile terminals which increases both their 
cost and complexity, and very low elevation angles at high latitudes [GOLD-92].
Alternatively, satellite systems in Low Earth Orbits (LEO), Medium Earth Orbits (MEO), 
and Highly Elliptical Orbits (MEO) with their own combination of advantages and disadvantages 
in delay, coverage, elevation angle, number of satellites needed and power consumption, can 
provide direct personal-terminal to personal-terminal connectivity, thus being independent of 
existing facilities. Satellites in these orbits can act as orbiting “cellular base stations” with which 
a handheld mobile terminal will communicate directly, incorporating advantages from both 
cellular and satellite systems [EVAN-98]. Hybrid systems are also possible, requiring terminals 
that can operate with either system and switch seamlessly between them as network and 
transmission conditions dictate.
The features and the characteristics of a satellite based PCN in terms of availability, 
quality, portability and cost of the service should be comparable to those which users have come 
to expect from their cellular mobile radio systems. In general it is difficult for these systems to 
replace the terrestrial networks entirely because of their relative difficulty of providing
o
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substantial capacity and consequent inability to meet predicted user demand in highly populated 
areas.
Another problem of the satellite based PCN is their inability to offer indoor 
communications because of the transmitted power limitation imposed by biological hazards and 
energy storage limitations. Conversely, the terrestrial mobile systems are capable of offering this 
service.
Taking into account the above arguments, future PCN systems are expected to be a 
combination of satellite networks and terrestrial mobile networks offering to the user the ability 
to choose the system which offers best quality and the cheapest service at a given time, leading to 
an integrated satellite-terrestrial PCN. Officials from most of the leading satellite PCN 
companies have announced their intention to support development of dual mode handsets which 
will route traffic over the less costly terrestrial option, where available.
Oeosynhronous Orbit (GEO) 
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
High Elevation Orbit (HEO)
F ig .2 .2  P ictoria l representation o f  the fo u r  m ajor orb it types[ G lo b -w w w ]
The desire of the market is for handsets similar in size, cost and performance with those 
currently available for terrestrial cellular systems. The evolution of mobile communications is 
followed by the evolution of the handsets. The terrestrial cells become smaller and the size of the 
handsets seems to follow. In global communication systems an analogous route is followed. As 
more and more systems are proposed and installed, the size of the terminal becomes smaller. At 
the present time the Inmarsat-M standard allows almost global voice telephony to a transportable 
small briefcase size terminal, but not yet to a handheld terminal.
For voice telephony, the difficulties of providing sufficient receiver G/T and transmitter 
EIRP and maintaining human safety at the same time, put great demands on both the handsets 
and on the satellite itself. In addition, the need to make handsets dual mode (terrestrial/satellite) 
introduces constraints due to differences in frequency of operation and sometimes in modulation 
and access techniques [BRAN-94].
The satellite personal communication networks can be broadly grouped into two different
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categories. This grouping is based on the orbit into which their satellites will be placed. The first 
group consists of systems which use satellites in GEO, offering mainly regional services. In the 
second group belong all those systems which will use non-GEO orbits offering global coverage. 
More information about these two groups is given below.
2.2.2.7 GEO
Satellites in GEO hold a stationary position relative to the mobile user. This offers two 
advantages. Firstly, it allows the use of directional, high gain antennas on the mobile terminal 
and secondly, the satellite-induced Doppler frequency offsets are kept low, simplifying 
frequency compensation and allowing for efficient use of available spectrum by minimising the 
required guard bands between channels [PHIL-97].
The very high altitude at which the satellites must be placed (35,786km) offers the 
advantage of very large (though not global) area coverage (-45% of total earth surface area for a 
single satellite) and also the disadvantages of large slant range loss (high EIRP is required both 
for the satellite and the mobile) and long propagation delay (260ms for the round trip) (Fig.2.2).
A number of “super-GEO” schemes consisting of a few large and powerful GEO satellites 
to provide regional coverage to hand-held phones are under construction. They are focusing on 
regional markets in areas of the Earth where a large volume of population is concentrated around 
the equator.
From the mobile terminal antenna point of view there are two possible effective solutions. 
Firstly, when the mobile user remains stationary during the communication a very directional 
antenna towards the satellite’s constant elevation has to be used. Secondly, in the case of a 
mobile user on the move during the communication, a mechanically or electrically steerable 
antenna is needed to track the satellite. The disadvantages of the first solution are that there is no 
way to communicate with the satellite when the user is moving, and antennas with different 
elevation directionality need to be used in different latitudes as the satellite elevation depends on 
the mobile’s latitude. The second solution is only useful in the case of mobiles on vehicles, since 
the steerable antennas are usually big and cannot be placed on a handheld [WOO-82]. A 
hemispherical low gain antenna could be used on a mobile handset in order to communicate 
when on the move , but it is not at all efficient since only a small part of the pattern would be 
directed towards the satellite and the rest, which is the great majority, would receive noise.
In the next paragraphs two of these systems are briefly presented.
• Thuraya^ [MlLL-98]
Thuraya is planned to provide regional mobile personal communications services based on 
two geostationary satellites (one active and one spare). Services offered are expected to be: 
mobile & fixed voice, data, fax and messaging. The system is planned to cover the Middle East, 
Eastern Europe, North Africa, Central and Southern Asia, and possibly South East Asia. The
 ^ Thuraya is a trademark of Thuraya Satellite Communications Company
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market strategy is to provide fixed and mobile services which complement terrestrial services in 
remote areas. The Thuraya GEO satellites will each have a single deployable antenna, measuring 
16 X 12.6 m, producing 256 reconfigurable spot beams with a total of 13,750 TDMA voice 
channels. Calls from the subscribers will be connected directly via satellite to other Thuraya 
users. Calls directed to and from the PSTN or land mobile network will be downlinked by way of 
a feeder link to the gateway and then routed to the land infrastructure.
Thuraya is aiming for an average call charge price of US$0.50 per minute using dual mode 
handsets (Satellite/GSM), vehicular mounted terminals, and semi-fixed. The system design is 
based on GSM technology, with adaptations for efficient operation in the satellite environment. 
The system will provide the flexibility to accommodate changes in Thuraya’s traffic by means of 
a re-programmable payload in the satellite which will support modifications to the coverage area 
after launch and optimisation of performance over geographical areas where high traffic demand 
exists. [Thurl-www],[Thur2-www]
» ACeS* [STEV-97] [MILL-98],[RUSC-98]
The Asia Cellular Satellite System (ACeS) is planned to cover Southeast Asia, Japan, 
China, India and Pakistan. ACeS will offer a range of services, not only for handheld but also for 
other mobile and fixed terminals. Voice, facsimile, data and paging are amongst the proposed 
services.
Two satellites will be in orbit ( 1 active and 1 spare) with two large (>12m) antennas (T% 
and Rx). The satellite’s array will produce 140 spot beams and up to 10,000 voice channels to 
handheld terminals will be served. By using other types of terminals the link margin of 10 dB can 
be lowered and up to 28000 voice channels could be supported.
ACeS subscribers will communicate directly with one another via the GEO satellite. Calls 
to parties in the PSTN will be connected via the satellite and downlinked to a gateway. Retail 
service rates are expected to be less than US $ 1.00 per minute.
22,22 Non-GEO
As presented in the previous section the GEO based satellite systems have major 
disadvantages in offering personal communication services and global coverage. Non-GEO 
constellations can be found in a variety of different orbits, planes and altitudes. The general 
advantages these system may offer are:
• Lower path loss than GEO ( lower EIRP for satellite and mobile is needed)
• Lower delay than GEO giving improved service quality for voice communications.
• Totally global coverage
The disadvantages of these systems are the very high Doppler frequency offsets, the large 
number of satellites required and the consequent system complexity and regulation issues 
[GOLD-92].
 ^ACeS is a tradmark of Asia Cellular Satellite Systems
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The non-GEO orbits can be either circular or elliptical. The circular orbits can be Low 
Earth Orbits (LEO, 700 km altitude) or Intermediate Circular Orbits (ICO 5000-1500km) (also 
called Medium Earth Orbit - MEO). Each one of these configurations has advantages and 
disadvantages of coverage, delay, Doppler offsets and number of satellites depending on the 
altitude and the particular constellation set-up.
These non-GEO satellite systems target many different areas of the communication and 
information market. Voice telephony, multimedia communications, data communications, 
messaging, navigation are some of them.
The handheld antenna situation seems to be less complicated than it is in the GEO systems. 
The satellite is in orbit and its relative position with the stationary or mobile user changes 
continuously. The low gain hemispherical pattern antenna seems to be the most appropriate 
solution for handhelds, mainly due to their small size. Optimisation is possible and it will be 
shown in chapter 7 to depend upon the particular type of orbit of the satellite system. Steerable 
antennas can also be used but they will probably be more complicated since the relative position 
between satellite and mobile changes much faster than in the GEO case.
Four major systems seem to be competing for the world market of mobile voice and 
messaging communications. They all have a unique operational characteristic. Some of these 
characteristics can affect the handheld antenna design, as will be explained in later chapters.
•  Globalstar‘ [ETSI-93],[COMP-94],[HIRS-95],[STEV-97],[DIET-98],[BERM-98]
The Globalstar system is designed to have 56 satellites (life span of 7.5 years) placed in 
low earth orbit, 48 of which will be operational, with 8 in-orbit spares. The satellites will be 
placed in eight orbital planes of six satellites each with a 1,414 km circular orbit inclined at 52°. 
The orbit period is 113 minutes, and each satellite will be in sight for about 10 minutes. The 
minimum elevation angle will be 10° and the system is designed to provide coverage between 
70°S and 70°N with multiple satellites in temperate zones. The fi-equency bands in which the 
system is going to operate are as follows:
• Terminal to satellite: L-band (1610-1626.5 MHz)
• Satellite to terminal: S-band (2483.5-2500 MHz)
• Gateway to satellite: C-band (5091-5250 MHz)
• Satellite to gateway: C-band (6875-7055 MHz)
Globalstar plans to offer its services to both fixed and mobile users. The Globalstar single 
line fixed pay phone unit is used to connect a single pay phone into the Public Telephone 
Switching Network (PSTN) and deliver standard pay telephone service. Access to the Globalstar 
constellation is via an antenna mounted outside the booth with a clear view of the sky. This 
antenna will be cabled into the booth and connected into the Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) Radio Unit. For mobile subscribers, a vehicle mounted car kit and a handheld terminal
 ^Globalstar is a trademark of Loral QUALCOMM Satellite Services, Incorporated
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will be available.
Fig.2.3 The Globalstar constellation taken from [Glob-www]
The Globalstar/GSM Dual-mode User Terminal will offer a global roaming solution for 
GSM cellular phone users by providing worldwide GSM cellular-like services in areas outside 
traditional cellular coverage. Inside the GSM service area the subscriber may roam to other GSM 
cellular networks or switch to the Globalstar network. Even in areas not served by cellular 
companies, subscribers are ensured of mobile communication by Globalstar. The Globalstar 
constellation of LEO satellites will provide digitally crisp voice, data and facsimile services. A 
call made via a Globalstar User Terminal will first attempt to connect through existing local 
cellular infrastructure, and failing that, via the Globalstar satellite system. The call is then relayed 
via satellite down to a gateway, which then routes the call through the existing national 
PSTN/PLMN system to its end destination. Thus, the satellite system will act as an extension for 
existing infrastructure [Glob-www]
•  IRIDIUM' [SWAN-91],[ETSI-93],[COMP-94],[BERM-98],[SCHA-98]
The Iridium constellation consists of 66 LEO circular orbit satellites at an altitude of 785 
km, placed in 6 orbital planes. Each satellite will be in sight for about 10 minutes. The minimum 
elevation angle will be 8.2° and the average elevation angle is higher in latitudes closer to the 
poles. The link margin offered will be 16dB.
Both the uplink and the downlink frequency will be in L-Band (1.61 to 1.6265 GHz), 
offering a 10.5 MHz total bandwidth. Each satellite will have 48 spot beams. IRIDIUM is the 
only of the four systems presented here that will have inter-satellite links (23.18 and 23.38 GHz), 
using on-board processing, in contrast with the other systems which will route the incoming 
signals to the final destination through the terrestrial network. The IRIDIUM system will employ 
a combination of Frequency Division Multiple Access and Time Division Multiple Access 
(FDMA/TDMA) signal multiplexing to make the most efficient use of limited spectrum. Ka- 
Band (19.4-19.6 GHz for downlinks; 29.1-29.3 GHz for uplinks) serves as the link between the 
satellite and the gateways
Iridium is a trademark of IRIDIUM LLC
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F ig .2 .4  The Iridium  Constellation taken fro m  [S av i-w w w ]
Subscribers are expected to use pocket-size, hand-held Iridium telephones transmitting 
digitally to communicate with any other telephone in the world. Unlike conventional 
telecommunications networks, the satellite-based system will track the location of the telephone 
handset, providing global transmissions even if the subscriber’s location is unknown. The market 
Iridium is focusing on varies widely, including transcontinental business and personal use, 
communications during natural disasters, and service for developing nations without 
telecommunications infrastructure.
The Iridium handset is the primary means by which callers will communicate directly 
through the Iridium network. Its dual-mode capability allows the telephone to work as a 
terrestrial wireless telephone (in areas where compatible cellular service exists) and as a satellite 
telephone. The Iridium handsets are expected to be similar in design to Motorola’s cellular 
phones. Mobile telephone units will also provide in-vehicle access to Iridium services. Data and 
facsimile transmissions will also be provided.
Pocket-sized Iridium pagers are expected to be capable of receiving 66 character 
alphanumeric messages. Semi-portable Mobile Exchange Units, or MXUs, will provide remote 
locations with shared access to Iridium services. Aeronautical Iridium services will provide 
voice, facsimile, and data services to travellers on commercial aircrafts. Solar-powered phone 
booths are designed to provide public access to IRIDIUM services in remote areas that are 
underserved by existing telecommunications infrastructures. The portable, redeployable, and 
free-standing booth is able to operate by commercial or solar power[Irid-www].
• ICO' [JOHA-95],[BERM-98],[SCHA-98]
A constellation of 10 satellites (life span of approximately 12 years) in medium Earth orbit 
(MEO) 10,355 km above the Earth’s surface will be arranged in two planes of five satellites each, 
plus one spare satellite in each plane. The configuration has been designed to provide coverage 
of the entire surface of the Earth at all times and to maximise the path diversity of the system, 
ensuring that usually two, but sometimes three and up to four satellites will be in view of a user 
and a Satellite Access Node-SAN (earth station) at any time, increasing the likelihood of
' ICO is a trademark of ICO Global Communications
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uninterrupted calls. Each satellite will cover approximately 30 per cent of the Earth’s surface at a 
given time. The orbits have been selected to provide continuous coverage of the entire globe 
while allowing high elevation angles -average 40° to 50° - to users
F ig .2 .5  The IC O  constellation  taken fro m  [NELS-98]
The ICO service links will operate in the 2GHz band (service to users). Feeder-links will 
operate in the 5GHz and 7GHz bands. Each satellite is designed to support at least 4,500 
telephone channels using time-division multiple access (TDMA). The 163 service-link transmit 
and receive beams will provide links with a minimum power margin in excess of 8dB and an 
average margin in excess of lOdB.
The satellites will communicate with the ICONET, 12 satellite access nodes (SAN) located 
around the world and linked by high-speed cable. Each SAN will comprise multiple antennas for 
communicating with satellites, and associated switching equipment and databases. Calls from a 
mobile terminal will be routed via the satellite constellation and ICONET to the appropriate fixed 
or mobile networks or to another mobile satellite terminal. ICONET will select call routings to 
ensure the highest possible quality and availability of service to system users. Points of 
interconnection between terrestrial networks and the ICONET will be located throughout the 
world.
A critical feature of ICO will be its integration into public land mobile networks (PLMNs). 
In most instances the satellite network will be viewed as a complementary service into which 
PLMN subscribers who wish to have the capability of making and receiving calls in areas not 
serviced by their PLMNs may roam. In order to provide global roaming, ICONET will include a 
system for management of global user mobility based upon the existing digital cellular standard, 
GSM.
ICO user terminals are expected to be handheld, pocket-sized phones capable of dual-mode 
(satellite and cellular or PCS) operation and very similar in size, appearance and voice quality to 
today's handheld cellular/PCS phones. The price of ICO dual-mode phones, on the basis of high 
volume production, is expected to be competitive with those of other comparable satellite 
systems at service introduction. The ICO handheld phone is planned to have optional features, 
including external data ports and internal buffer memory to support data communication.
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messaging functions, fax and the use of smart cards (SIMs). The average transmitted power 
during conversation is expected not to exceed 0.25 watts.
The technology used in ICO handheld phones is expected also to be incorporated into a 
wide range of other user terminal types, including vehicular, aeronautical and maritime mobile 
terminals, and semi-fixed and fixed terminals such as rural phone booths and community 
telephones.
• Ellipse™' [BROS-93], [ETSI-93],[BERM-98]
Fig.2.6 The Ellipso Constellation token yrom[Elli-www]
The Ellipso system is unique in that it divides its global coverage into two zones, each 
served primarily by its own constellation of satellites. The Earth’s distribution of land and 
population by latitude serves as the basis for the overall Ellipso constellation design. Beginning 
in the year 2000, Ellipso will place 10 satellites in two High Elliptical Orbits (HEG) (Borealis™, 
116.5° inclination) having apogee of 7,846 km, perigees of 520 km and a three-hour orbital 
period. The apogees are near the northern extremity of the orbits. The satellites in Borealis orbits 
will serve mainly the users above 40° N. Six more satellites will be deployed in quasi circular 
equatorial orbits (Concordia ™) at an altitude of 8,040km. This constellation configuration will 
provide continuous coverage of all tropical latitudes plus all temperate latitudes to 47° S 
(extending to 55° S with reduced capacity). An additional complement of four satellites in a 
complementary elliptical Concordia orbit, with apogee pointing toward the sun, will dramatically 
increase daytime capacity. The Tropic of Cancer roughly divides the service areas of the two 
constellations, although there is a wide band of latitudes that can be served by either or both 
constellations. Ellipso can adjust the deployment schedule and capacity of each of these two 
zones to optimise global coverage to investment and demand as necessary.
Each satellite will be in sight for about 1 hour. Above 40° S two satellites will be in sight 
simultaneously but only one will be visible in latitudes between 40° S and 50° S. The satellites 
will be sun-synchronous which means that they will be arranged to pass over the area with the 
highest traffic during the period of the highest traffic. North of 30° S latitude, the best satellite in
* Ellipso is a trademark of Ellipso Inc. and Mobile Communications Holdings Inc.
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view of any user will never drop below 25° elevation angle in any 24 hour period. Most latitudes 
in this range will never see the best satellite drop below 30° elevation angle. Ellipso's average 
elevation angles to the primary satellite lie between 40° and 60° over most of the populated 
regions of the earth. The amount of blockage due to trees and buildings is expected to be less 
than any other SPCN.
The uplink frequency will be 1.61 to 1.6265 GHz and the downlink frequency 2.4835 to
2.5 GHz, offering a 16.5 MHz bandwidth. Each satellite will have 19 spot beams with varying 
gain as the distance traversed by the signal varies. Ellipso is going to use wideband Code 
Division Multiple Access.
The Ellipso user terminal is expected to be very similar in form and operation to those used 
for cellular telephony. There will be three primary types of terminals: handheld, mobile or 
portable, and fixed. Handheld terminals will resemble present cellular pocket phones in size, 
radiated power, battery life, weight, and operation. Mobile terminals will be designed for 
vehicular use and will be optimised for high quality service from moving vehicles. Fixed 
terminals will be designed for public or private installed use. Both the mobile and handheld 
terminal types are going to use antennas having “whole-sky” coverage. Fixed terminals use more 
directive antenna designs for greater efficiency. In many cases, Ellipso terminals will be dual 
mode terminals, capable of operating selectively in the Ellipso system or in the local terrestrial 
cellular system, depending on service availability and pricing for the call. Ellipso will also 
support other, more specialised, terminal designs. These include data-only terminals, personal 
digital assistants, and paging/polling terminals.
Ellipso signals may be transmitted in either of two kinds of bands, a 2.5 MHz wide band or 
a 5 MHz wide band, depending on service type and operational conditions. Usually, mobile and 
handheld users will be assigned to the wide band, while fixed users are assigned to the narrow 
band.
In the Ellipso System, these functions are distributed among several functional elements of 
the Ellipso ground segment. They include the Ground Control Stations (GCS), Ellipso Switching 
Offices (ESO), National Network Control Centres (NNCC), the Ellipso System Co-ordination 
Centre (SCC), and Tracking, Telemetry, and Command Centres (TTCC).
A primary objective of the Ellipso System is to minimise development time and costs of 
the system. In order to do this Ellipso has chosen, insofar as possible, to use as much of the 
equipment, procedures, and interfaces of existing cellular systems as possible. In response to 
these requirements, Ellipso has chosen to use the globally standardised GSM network model, 
equipment, and standards for its ground network.
2.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter the technical dream of a Global unified Personal Communication System 
was presented. The knowledge of this communication environment is essential in order to design 
the handheld that is going to serve it.
All the different services are expected to be provided from a network in which satellite.
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mobile and fixed networks will co-operate to provide a totally transparent global 
communications environment. The “communication for everybody, everywhere” motto seems to 
epitomise the Global PCN idea and dream.
Between the different systems expected to contribute to the Global PCN, the satellite 
networks of personal communications (known as SPCN) are the most commercially ambitious, 
technically challenging systems and provide the connecting element on which PCN is going to 
base its global idea and success.
The different satellite orbits and commercial systems planned to offer their services by the 
end of the 20*^  century were presented in this chapter in order to familiarise the reader with their 
concept and display the details which are needed in the design of the handset terminal and its 
antenna in particular. A quantitative comparison between the four major commercial SPCN 
competitors is presented in Appendix A. In Table 2.1 a qualitative comparison between the 
different satellite orbits is presented.
Table 2.1 Qualitative comparison between the tree major orbit systems [WILL-96]
Orbit LEO ICO GEO
Space Segment Cost Highest Medium Lowest
System Cost Highest Medium Lowest
Satellite Lifetime, Years 5 to 7 10 to 12 10 to 15
Terrestriai Gateway Cost Highest Medium Lowest
Overall System Capacity Highest Medium Lowest
Round-Trip Time Delay Medium Medium Longest
Availability/Elev .Angles Poor Best Restricted
Operational Complexity Complex Medium Simplest
Call Handover Rate Frequent Infrequent None
Building Penetration Limited Limited Very limited
Wide Area Connectivity Intersatellite links Good Cable connectivity
.
Development Time Longest Medium Shortest
Deployment Time Longest Medium Short
Satellite Technology Highest Medium Medium
Transceiver Type/ Dual-mode/ Dual-mode/ Dual-mode/
Gain Omni Omni >3 dB
The antenna, a unique and important element on its own, is the great unknown in these 
SPCN systems, because previous experience with handheld terminals communicating with 
satellites is limited. The antenna size and its ability to offer uninterrupted communication with 
the most stable gain in any situation have to be thoroughly investigated, and this is the main 
objective of this project.
In the multi-mode operation environment of Global PCN the role of the antenna becomes
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even more significant. The antenna has properties such as pattern, resonant frequency, 
polarisation etc. which are dedicated to a certain type of operation. This is an advantage in the 
single mode terminal but adds complication in the multi-mode situation.
The issues that need to be examined in this case are the pattern shape, polarisation and 
gain, the operation frequency and bandwidth, the antenna response to a varying environment, the 
number and position of antennas on the terminal, the antenna size and finally the trade of 
between gain and cost. In Table 2.2 some of the most important differences between terrestrial 
and satellite systems are presented. Each system defines its own antenna type (as can be seen on 
the last raw of Table 2.2), and the combination of these details creates the challenge of designing 
the antenna for a PCN handheld.
Table 2.2 Comparison between Satellite and Terrestrial systems
system SATELLITE ^ TERRESTRIA L
Required 
Antenna Pattern
hemispherical (nonOEO) 
directional (GEO)
toroid
Polarisation circular linear
Frequency L(1610MHz),L/S(l.61/2.5 GHz), 
S (1.95& 2.2 GHz),K band
UHF (900 MHz),S(1.8 GHz), 
K bands
Coverage Global (nonGEO) 
Regional (GEO)
Regional or local
Channel -Rician, line of sight 
-Outdoor
-Rayleigh, multipath 
-Outdoor/Indoor (line of sight)
Terminal size/cost big/high small/medium,low
Possible antennas *Quadrifilar Helix 
* Horizontally placed patch
^Monopole *NormalMode helix 
* Vertically placed patch 
*PIFA/PILA
It is rather overoptimistic to expect to have a terminal operating with all of the specified 
standards existing now or advertised for the near future, for both technical and commercial 
reasons. The systems will be integrated to offer their customers more capacity (like two similar 
co-existing cellular systems - DCS 1800, GSM), or wider coverage (two cellular systems existing 
in different regions - GSM, PCS, indoor and outdoor cellular and cordless systems - DECT, 
GSM) or for both reasons (global and regional cellular systems - SPCN, GSM). The realisation 
of these dual-mode systems is driven from their similarities or from the necessity to operate 
together [HIBB-97].
From the antenna point of view, the most difficult combination is the integration between 
the terrestrial and the satellite systems, and that is because the concept is completely different. In 
SPCN the base station (as the satellite can be considered) is moving in a plane perpendicular to 
the ground while in the terrestrial situation the base stations are not moving and they are
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distributed on the ground. The terrestrial system relies on the multipath effect and utilises an 
almost omnidirectional antenna and thus it is not so affected by shadowing, the presence of 
objects in the terminal vicinity (nulls can be easily introduced in the heads direction) or the way 
in which the user handles the terminal. The situation in the SPCN is completely different. The 
pattern is directive, and a line of sight is required, thus the system is greatly affected by 
shadowing and the handling of the terminal. The link budget formulation is also very different 
between the two systems because of the big differences in free space loss and the terminal 
antenna pattern’s characteristics. The polarisation is the last difference between the two cases, 
while the different frequency bands is a problem that has to be faced in any dual-mode case.
This project follows a step-by-step approach to the antenna problem. Firstly, the antenna 
for an SPCN handheld terminal is investigated, analysed and designed and then the options of 
multimode antennas are examined. In the next chapter the antenna characteristics are presented, 
the SPCN antenna specifications are roughly explored, possible antenna solutions and types are 
investigated and those fulfilling some of the requirements are presented. Later chapters focus on 
particular antenna types and on specifying the performance requirements of the antenna in a 
more analytical way.
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Chapter 3
A n t e n n a s  fo r  H a n d h e l d  
Te r m in a l s
‘[What is] the best approach to the antenna design in what can only be described 
as a greatly constrained design environment [?]. I do not know the answer to 
this question but my encounters with designers suggest a heuristic iterative 
process starting with the choice of antenna type, followed by the progression 
to installation on the handset case and finally system measurements and trials
J R. James -speaking to the plenary session 
of the International Conference on Antennas and Propagation (ICAP)
in Edinburgh, 1997
3.1 Introduction
The rapid growth in civil applications of mobile communications, particularly for personal 
use, has generated a need for the development of advanced communication systems. Today, the 
main topic in this field is the personalisation of mobile terminals and the consequent down-sizing 
of personal communication devices which can offer an increasingly wide range of user services. 
There is always a limit to what can be achieved with in-box processing regarding the 
optimisation of the incoming signal to noise ratio. Thus, the optimisation of the incoming signal 
with respect to noise continues to be a priority design issue. Unlike the situation with larger static 
equipment it is not just a matter of signal to noise optimisation; a multitude of electromagnetic 
field problems which are associated with the antenna and the equipment case have also to be 
solved.
Although, electronic devices have been rapidly reduced in size due to development of 
integrated circuits, the antenna for communication equipments still remains large compared to 
the equipment itself. This is because “antenna elements were usually listed explicitly as an 
accessory in the equipment manual, together with things such as dial knobs, which are not vital 
for communications and it was considered as an after-thought in the design” [FUJI-94].
Today the real significance of antenna design in mobile communication systems seems to 
have gained new understanding and the important role of the antenna has been recognised. The 
antenna is a critical element that can either enhance or constrain system performance, make the 
communication device look aesthetically attractive or not and finally its contribution to the 
overall cost depends on its functionality and complexity. Conventional types of antenna cannot 
be readily fitted to a personal communicator, since the antenna performance and characteristics 
have to fulfil a completely different set of specifications.
Modem antenna design concerns not only the antenna elements but also requires
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consideration of factors related to propagation, system and environmental conditions (Fig.3.1). 
These factors are in general closely interrelated and should be treated systematically when an 
antenna is designed [HUIS],[FUJI-9l],[JAME-94].
ANTENNA
system
propagation
environment
Fig.3.1 Factors related to mobile communication antenna system
A more complete description of the antenna performance parameters and points affecting 
the system design is given in the following sections.
3.2 Antenna Parameters and Theory
3.2.1 Performance Definitions^
Before presenting the antenna system requirements, some fundamental parameters and 
terms are presented which describe the performance of an antenna and are used extensively in the 
following text.
E -lines
Transmission line
G uid ed  (T E M ) w ave 
ID  w ave
T ran sitio n  reg ion  
o r  an ten n a
F ree space w av e  rad iation  
in 3D
Fig.3.2 The antenna definition by Kraus [KRAU-88]
First of all what is an antennal Kraus in his famous book “Antennas”, [KRAU-88] defines 
it as the structure associated with the region of transition between a guided wave (guided in a 
transmission line) and a free-space wave and vice versa (Fig.3.2). Another definition is found in 
[LEE-84] where an antenna is defined as a means for radiating or receiving radio waves which 
are propagating in free space rather in a guiding structure.
^The definitions of this section are mainly taken from references [KRAU-88] and [LEE-84]. Terminology defined 
and used by the author is also included as complementary to that taken from the above references
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The antenna appears from the transmission line as a 2-terminal circuit element having an 
impedance Z  with a resistive component called the radiation resistance Rr, while from space (a 
large distance from the antenna), it is characterised by lis radiation pattern.
The radiation pattern is the “image” of the antenna structure to the surrounding world since 
it shows graphically the distribution of radiation intensity as a function of direction (Fig.3.3). A 
radiation pattern typically consists of a number of different lobes. The one that mainly supports 
the communication link (having the maximum level) is the main lobe. The shape or direction of 
the main lobe also gives a name to the whole radiation pattern (“cardioid”, “peanut shape”, 
“doughnut shape”, “hemispherical”, “axial”, “normal” etc.). Apart from the main lobe, side lobes 
and back lobes can also be identified. These lobes mainly contribute noise (thermal and 
interference) to the system, but they can also be used as useful lobes if their level is sufficient 
and there is a significant signal in their direction. Nulls are the level dips between different lobes 
(Fig3.3) or within a lobe (as in a cardioid shape pattern) where the radiation is zero or has a local 
minimum.
zenith
field in direction( 8,(|) )
main lobe
,HPBW
null
side lobe \
back lobe
(j)=0
Fig.3.3 The radiation pattern and its parameters
At distances that are large compared with the size of the antenna and the wavelength the 
shape of the pattern remains the same (independent of distance) and usually the patterns of 
interest are for this far-fîeld condition. The far field pattern of an antenna is completely specified 
by the following three parameters:
• the 6 component of the electric field as a function of the angles 6 and cf) : EJ^  6, (f)) [Vm'^].
• the (f) component of the electric field as a function of the angles 6 and (f): E (^6, (f>) [Vm *].
• the phase of these fields as a function of the angles 6, cf)'. 81 9, (f>) and 8J 6, (f)) [rad or deg]
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The radiation pattern can represent the field intensity - E(6,(f)) [Vm'^], the power radiated - 
P(d,(f>) [W], or the power per unit area (Poynting vector) - S(6,(f)) [Wm'^]. The normalised 
patterns are produced by dividing the radiation pattern values with the corresponding maximum 
value. Finally the pattern can be expressed in a linear or a decibel scale
The angle 6 is called the elevation angle and is measured fi-om the xy-plane to the z-axis 
(the xy plane is assumed to be parallel to the ground) (9=90° is called zenith). The angle (f> is 
called azimuth and is measured on the xy-plane starting from the jc-axis. The Half Power Beam 
Width {HPBW) is the elevation angle between the point of maximum radiation and the point 
where the radiation is one half of its maximum value.
Some other very useful parameters are the directivity, the gain, the antenna impedance, the 
bandwidth, the field polarisation and the principal of antenna duality.
Directivity - (D) [dB]: Directivity of an antenna is the ratio of the maximum radiation 
intensity in a direction {9,(f>) (power per solid angle - U(9,(f) )max ) to the average radiation 
intensity, averaged over a sphere. Directivity can also be defined as : Unuix /  Uaverage , which 
characterises the antenna via a single number.
Gain - (G) [dErerant]- The gain of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the maximum 
radiation intensity to the maximum radiation intensity fi-om a reference antenna with the same 
input power. A Power Gain pattern -G{9,<f))- can be formed when the radiation intensity in 
different directions { 9 ,^  is divided by the radiation intensity of the reference antenna. Gain 
includes the effect of losses both in the antenna under consideration and in the reference antenna. 
The reference antenna is usually a A/2 dipole. In most situations it is convenient to assume that 
the reference antenna is an isotropic source ( E{9, 4>)-Eq V 9, (f>). The gain is then measured in 
dBi. The gain of a circular polarised antenna measured with another circular polarised antenna is 
in dBic (referred to an isotropic). Gain measured in dBa is relative to a dipole. The Gain can also 
be expressed as G=kD where k is the efficiency factor of the antenna which shows the ohmic 
losses on the antenna structure.
Antenna Impedance : A receiving antenna can be replaced by an equivalent Thévenin 
generator having an equivalent voltage V  and internal or equivalent antenna impedance Za 
(Fig.3.4). The voltage is induced by the passing wave and produces a current I  through the 
terminating impedance Z t  {3-1}. (Xt and Xa are the reactance of the terminating impedance and 
the antenna respectively)
The antenna resistance (Ra) can be divided in two parts, a radiation resistance Rr and a 
non-radiative or loss resistance R l which is associated with the antenna efficiency. The 
radiation resistance can be defined as the value of an hypothetical resistor which dissipates a 
power equal to the power radiated by the antenna when fed with the same current.
When the terminating impedance is the complex conjugate of the antenna impedance 
(Xa=-Xt , RT=Rr+Ri) maximum power is transferred between the antenna and the termination. 
When this condition is fulfilled the antenna is considered matched to the termination (usually the 
transmission line of the transmitter/receiver). The antenna impedance is also called input
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impedance or characteristic impedance and can be measured using a network analyser. 
Antennas like the monopole or the horn can be considered a one-port network, as presented in 
Fig.3.5. The feed transmission line is terminated in the antenna input impedance Z/= V i / h
antenna
V
Z t
Incident
wave
direction
/  = y
Zt +Z^
Zj = R j +  jXj
JXa
Ra = R r + R t
{3-1}
Fig.3.4 The antenna Thévenin equivalent circuit and the corresponding equations
In the case of a mismatch (the characteristic impedance of the feed line is different from 
the antenna’s input impedance) the incoming signal (aO is reflected on the antenna input {b\) and 
standing waves are created. The reflection coefficient (parameter Sn) and the Voltage Standing 
Wave Ratio (VSWR) can be measured and they show the level of mismatch.
F F + F 
VSWR = ^
1+ r
E . - E  1 - r
{3-2}
{3-3}
where Fis the reflection coefficient (usually a complex number)
Ei is the incident wave voltage 
Er is the reflected wave voltage
Emax and Emm are the maximum and the minimum value of the standing wave voltage 
respectively
Vil Antenna
Antenna
Fig.3.5 Two representations of an antenna as a one-port network
The lower the value of 5’n the better the matching. When VSWR =1 the reflected wave is 
zero, there are no standing waves and the antenna is matched. The antenna is often considered 
reasonably matched for any value of VSWR smaller than 2 ( IE 1=1/3 ). A matching circuit can
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be used to match the antenna to the required input impedance of the transmitter/receiver (usually 
50 or 75 ohms). Most wire antennas can be considered resonant structures. This means that 
they are matched to a pure ohmic load (XA=Xr=0) at a certain frequency when their length is 
approximately an integer multiple of a quarter wavelength (A/4) at that frequency.
Bandwidth - (Bw) : The IEEE Definitions of Terms for Antennas [IEEE-83] defines the 
bandwidth of an antenna as “the range of frequencies within which the performance of the 
antenna, with respect to some characteristics, conforms to a specified standard”. The 
characteristic referred to can be pattern or impedance. For the latter, which is usually more 
sensitive to frequency, a useful standard is that the VSWR be less than 2. In any case, the centre 
frequency of this range is the resonant frequency of the structure.
Polarisation : The polarisation describes the orientation of the total electric field - E( 6, (f>) - 
at a certain point in space, in the far field. Three main types of polarisation can be identified and 
are presented in Fig.3.6. If a plane wave is considered to travel out of the page (positive z- 
direction) with the electric field at all times in the y-direction, it is considered as a linearly 
polarised (in the y-direction) wave. In this particular case the wave has a vertical linear 
polarisation. However, if the E-field was in the x or z-direction and the wave was travelling on 
y-directions the polarisation would have been vertical linear.
In general, the electric field of a wave travelling in the z-direction may have both a y- 
component and an x-component. In the more general case the polarisation is said to be elliptical. 
The ratio of the major axis over the minor axis of the polarisation ellipse defines the axial ratio 
(AR, AR=E'2/E\). The two field components {Ex, Ey) can have a phase difference S. In the special 
case where AR=1 and ^=±90° the polarisation is said to be circular, while for linear polarisation 
the axial ratio is AR=°° or 0. When the wave is left-hand elliptical polarised, while when 
^<0° the wave is right-hand elliptical polarised. Two waves with the same polarisation direction 
are called co-polar. Two waves are called cross polar when they have orthogonal polarisations, 
as they are the following pairs: horizontal/vertical linear and right/left elliptical (or circular) 
waves.
linear
polarisation
E
elliptical
polarisation
circular
polarisation
z
(out)
X X
Fig.3.6 The three types o f polarisation fo r  waves travelling out o f p a g e .
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The polarisation is a very crucial parameter because an antenna cannot receive waves 
transmitted from a cross-polar antenna (the signal from the two antennas have the opposite 
sense of polarisation). In any other case there is a polarisation mismatch and only part of the 
transmitted wave can be received (polarisation mismatch is zero for matched co-polar antennas).
Reciprocity Theorem for antennas : If an electromotive force (emf) is applied to the 
terminals of an antenna A, and a current is measured at the terminal of another antenna B, then 
equal current (in both amplitude and phase) will be obtained at the terminal of antenna A, if the 
same emf (in power and frequency) is applied to the terminal of antenna B, assuming that the 
media are linear, passive, and also isotropic.
The consequence of this theorem is that an antenna can operate both as a transmitting and 
as a receiving antenna having exactly the same performance characteristics in pattern, 
impedance, polarisation etc.
5.2.2 Wave Definitions^
In this section the relation between the current distribution on the antenna elements and its 
radiation is explained through some very basic definitions. The importance of grouping the 
antennas according to the types of waves on their structure will become evident in Chapter 4 
where the performance of the different types of helical antennas presented differ based on their 
current distribution.
Travelling Wave : A Travelling Wave is an electromagnetic disturbance that travels with 
a definite phase velocity u. The Phase Velocity u can be considered as the velocity at which a 
point on the electromagnetic disturbance must travel, in order to maintain a constant phase.
Travelling wave antenna is defined as an antenna for which the fields and currents that 
produce the antenna pattern may be represented by one or more travelling waves, usually in the 
same direction. These antennas are called Uniform Travelling Wave Antennas. Examples of 
simple uniform travelling wave antennas are the long wire and rhombic antennas.
If the structure supporting a travelling wave is properly terminated, the reflected wave will 
be quite small and essentially a travelling wave distribution will exist. Long antennas like a long 
monofilar helix have a single outgoing travelling wave and behave in a similar way to terminated 
antennas without the need for a termination impedance. A Standing Wave antenna, however, 
can be considered as a travelling wave antenna with waves travelling in opposite directions. For 
example, the pattern of a half-wave dipole has been obtained in this manner.
Travelling wave antennas are usually called antennas with radiation from a Continuous 
source (no discontinuities or interruptions at macroscopic level except at the ends of the 
radiating portion of the structure). However, many arrays of discrete elements can be 
satisfactorily approximated by a travelling wave current or field distribution. Examples are 
Yagi-Uda arrays and arrays of slots and holes in waveguides. If the elements are closely spaced
 ^The definitions o f this section are mainly taken from references [WALT-65] and [KRAU-88]
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(<A/2), the structure may be referred to as a Quasi-continuous source.
Two terms that are frequently used in antenna work are endfire and broadside. An Endfire 
source is a source of linear extent for which maximum radiation is along the linear axis. A 
dielectric rod (polyrod) is an example of an endfire source. Principal radiation is along the axis of 
the rod. An endfire source generally has a phase velocity less than the velocity of light in free 
space; that is, c/u> 1
A broadside source, on the other hand, is one for which maximum radiation is normal to 
the source, which is usually a line or a planar aperture. Examples of broadside planar apertures 
are horn antennas and parabolic reflectors. A broadside source is characterised by an infinite 
phase velocity over the aperture; that is, c/ m= 0.
A travelling wave may be classed as a fast or slow wave depending on whether phase 
velocity u is greater than or less than the velocity c of a plane wave in free space. Thus a wave 
having c/u < 1 is called a Fast wave and a wave having c/u >1 is called a Slow wave.
In fast wave antennas with uniform structure and no dielectric or conductor losses, the 
fields decay exponentially in the direction of propagation due to radiation losses. There is 
leakage of power from the guiding structure associated with a power flow normal to the surface 
of the structure; hence fast wave structures are frequently called Leaky wave structures. A leaky 
wave is a travelling wave that continuously or periodically loses energy to radiation. Generally, 
the fields decay along the structure in the direction of propagation and build up in the direction 
away from the structure for such a wave, but there are exceptions to the decay along the structure 
in cases such as tapered amplitude sources and also active antennas where amplification is 
distributed along the radiating structure. Most leaky wave antennas are fast wave structures. A 
hollow waveguide is an example. With one wall removed, energy can leak out continuously all 
along the guide. Most practical fast wave antennas are perturbed waveguide structures such as 
the slotted guides [WALT-65].
Whereas slow wave antennas are generally endfire, near endfire, or backward wave 
radiators, fast wave antennas have a radiated beam at some angle with respect to the antenna 
axis. The angle of maximum radiation 6m is determined by the phase velocity and is given by 
0m-cos'^(c/u). A  practical upper limit for 6m is about 85° and the lower limit is about 10°. These 
limits depend on the length of the structure as well as the mode of operation.
Slow wave antennas are usually endfire or near-endfire radiators, and this class of 
antennas includes long wire antennas. Because a wave with c/u >1 in the absence of curvature, 
discontinuities, and loss may be guided without attenuation along the slow wave structure and in 
a sense is bound to the surface of the structure, slow wave structures are frequently called 
Surface wave structures. A surface wave is defined as a wave propagating along an interface 
between two different media without radiation. It is distinguished from the leaky wave by the 
fact that there is not continuous radiation of energy, but rather the surface wave is bound to the 
surface and radiation takes place only at curvatures, non-uniformities and discontinuities. Power 
flow is parallel to the structure except when losses are involved, in which case there is some
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power flow into the structure. Finally, for a plane uniform structure, the fields decay 
exponentially away from the structure. Some of the antennas in this class are the dielectric rod 
antenna, the helical antenna and the Yagi-Uda antenna.
Although slow wave antennas are usually endfire, there are a number of slow wave 
antennas such as the bifilar helix which radiate in the backward direction. These are sometimes 
called backfire antennas as contrasted to "endfire" antennas, which radiate in the forward 
direction. Backward wave structures are characterised by the fact that the phase progression of 
the radiating wave or the phase progression along the radiating elements is such that a wave 
often travels along the structure toward the feed end with phase velocity, m, less than the velocity 
of light. At the same time the group velocity and energy velocity are in the forward direction. 
Backward wave propagation is more readily obtainable on periodic structures than on continuous 
ones.
3.3 Antenna Design Considerations
Many factors have to be taken into consideration at the start of a portable handset 
(handheld) antenna design. These factors can be influenced by the requirements of governmental 
legislation, market situation, system consideration, a number of specific technical aspects and 
health issues [JAME-94].
In the presentation that follows these factors are explained and some solutions for the 
mobile handset case are presented. Moreover, they comprise the key points of the antenna 
analysis, design and construction in the work included in later chapters.
(i) Requirements for size constraints or electrically small antennas
Small antennas are needed as the phone box has to be small enough to compete in size with those 
used for the terrestrial mobile systems.
The term “small” antenna can have different meanings [FUJI-94]. Electrically small 
antenna is one which can easily be physically bounded by a sphere having a radius equal to Att/2 
where X is the free space wavelength. A very small dipole is an example.
A physically constrained antenna is one which is not necessarily electrically small, but is 
shaped in such a way that considerable size reduction is achieved in one plane without destroying 
the antenna resonance. Helical antennas fall into this category. Functionally small antennas do 
not necessarily satisfy the above definitions but apply where additional performance has been 
achieved without increasing the antenna size. Antennas with extensive beam control and 
adaptivity brought about by signal processing are included here. Physically small antennas may 
not fall in any of the above categories, yet their dimensions are regarded as small in the relative 
sense. A millimetre-wave horn antenna is an example.
When antennas are small, the bandwidth becomes narrow, radiation and the efficiency 
becomes low. On the other hand the antenna for Personal Communication Terminals (PCT) must
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have high efficiency with minimum losses in the transmission direction to maximise battery 
economy [HUIS]. As a result, a small antenna having all the required characteristics is very 
difficult to make. A compromise must be made, especially when factors of aesthetics and 
ergonomics are considered, since the antenna must have an appearance that ensures a marketable 
handheld system.
Fig. 3.7 Antenna loading techniques, taken from [HIRA-92]
However, there are some techniques offering smaller sizes in selected areas of interest. The 
first of them is to load the antenna (i.e. putting some materials on or around an antenna element). 
Loading may be classified into three techniques (Fig.3.7):
a) resistive or reactive loading to match the antenna’s input impedance,
b) loading with dielectric or magnetic materials, to reduce the wavelength and 
consequently the antenna length,
c) loading with conductive materials.
Radiation may occur from loaded materials and more than one of these techniques may be 
used simultaneously. On the other hand, objects in the vicinity of the antenna (e.g. the human 
body, the handheld box) can act as loading elements affecting the resonance of the antenna 
structure. This de-tuning effect is highly undesirable. Consequently these effects have to be 
studied during the antenna design and countermeasures have to be found.
A second technique is to use printed arrays of elements such as microstrip patches. By 
using this technique the antenna thickness can be significantly reduced. If the most efficient feed 
system is selected (lower insertion losses) the antenna aperture can be even smaller [HIRA-92]. 
Some other techniques are to use the same antenna aperture for different frequency bands 
(transmission-reception or multiple function), reduce peripheral components size and develop 
super-directive arrays which allows a smaller antenna aperture to achieve a relative larger gain.
The size of a single mode handheld for cellular mobile systems, in 1998, is on average 
around 150 to 175 cm^. The main limitations are the battery size and the customer’s subjective 
requirement to avoid very small or very large terminals. Since the market and the technologies 
used for satellite will be similar to that for present systems, the size for the satellite terminal 
should be similar to a cellular handset’s, and the antenna is the starting point for the handheld 
case design.
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(ii) Prescribed polarisation characteristics.
The small size of the phone-case does not allow for extended hardware facilities, hence 
there is a need to compensate for any signal reduction caused by electromagnetic phenomena 
with the aid of the antenna. In a terrestrial environment the signal is transmitted from the base 
station using vertical polarisation and the receiving antenna on the handset is polarised in the 
same way. Depolarisation phenomena due to the propagation environment cause signal level 
degradation. Similarly, a signal from a satellite is subject to depolarisation phenomena. Circular 
polarisation is better suited to the task due to the Faraday rotation effect and cross polarisation 
point of view than any other. Axial ratio of the received wave as low as 5 dB provides adequate 
antenna response [DETY-94], trading off potential loss with manufacturing precision.
The condition referred as Faraday rotation can seriously affect space communications at 
frequencies below 3GHz. The interaction of the atmosphere’s free electrons with the radiowaves 
causes rotation of the polarisation sense of the radiowave. A linear polarised wave can have a 
field vector in any possible direction, even the cross-polar one, after the rotation. On the other 
hand circularly polarised waves are not affected by the rotation of the plane of polarisation effect. 
[IPPO-86]
Other propagation phenomena, like tropospheric turbulence, reflection, scattering, 
refractive bending can cause depolarisation in different frequencies. A circularly polarised 
antenna has a better ability to receive a depolarised signal than a linear antenna due to its two 
orthogonal components.
Diffraction and scattering from the trees in rural environments, diffraction and reflections 
from building edges and surfaces in urban environments are expected to have a considerably 
greater effect on the polarisation state of the downlink. This will introduce extra losses in the link 
budget deteriorating the system performance. The level of these losses depends on the 
polarisation mismatch of the antenna on the mobile terminal with the incoming signal. A 
measurement campaign conducted at the University of Surrey (LEAC-99) (presented in more 
detail in chapter 8) showed that the polarisation of the diffracted and reflected signal in a non- 
line-of-sight situation is not right hand circular. The actual value of the axial ratio and the sense 
of the elliptical polarisation depends on the environment and the position of the mobile within it 
(distance from the diffracted or reflected edge or surface, elevation angle etc.).
Another outcome from this campaign was the potential benefit of exploiting polarisation 
diversity with a circularly polarised antenna used on the SPCN handheld. This can happen 
because it was found that the two orthogonal components of the circular polarised wave 
transmitted from the satellite experience uncorrelated depolarisation from the surrounding 
environment.
Unfortunately, this information has not yet been considered by the system providers and 
the polarisation requirements are those for the free space, line-of-sight situation : pure circular 
polarisation.
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(Hi) Achieving the matching requirements and channel bandwidth.
It is very important to achieve good input impedance matching over the required channel 
band to support the suggested services. An antenna which is not matched may not obtain the 
desirable radiation pattern specifications, in terms of gain and coverage and certainly will not 
achieve the designed efficiency.
It is usually desirable to use resonant antennas (designed to have VSWR better than 2:1 by 
properly selecting the antenna dimensions) because they do not need matching circuits. The 
matching circuits (passive or active) incur significant power losses and reduce the general 
efficiency of the receiver, and increase the system complexity, size and cost. On the other hand, 
resonant antennas have the drawbacks of narrow bandwidth (for constant input impedance) and 
sometimes large size, making the use of a matching circuit a necessity.
(iv) Effect of electrically small ground plane because of the box size.
A modem handset is expected to be a thin, flat stmcture containing a circuit board which is 
normally held parallel to the surface of the user’s face. On the scale of a wavelength, the electric 
structure can be realised as just a finite rectangular ground plane of negligible thickness formed 
by the internal circuit board. In simple designs the ground plane forms part of the radiating 
stmcture, with importance comparable to that of the antenna itself. The performance of an 
antenna mounted on a portable or handheld housing often varies according to the form and size 
of the housing and the configuration of the antenna element [FUJI-94]. Intermodulation effects in 
the stmcture associated with the antenna and the box are also possible.
Since the antenna is forced into close proximity with the housing, the antenna current is 
induced into both the antenna element and the conductive housing. The current dispersion is 
expected to alter the shape of the original radiation pattern. Two major antenna groups have to be 
identified at this point. Firstly, antennas which are affected in a negative way by the presence of 
the metal case, which acts as a ground plane, and then those antennas which use the case as part 
of the radiating stmcture.
Fig.3.8(fl) RF field near a radio with a sleeve dipole at 840 MHz (fc) (b)Sleeve dipole antenna elevation 
pattern, (dashed line ):centre frequency fc, (solid line): f=fc+5%  f  [FUJI-94]
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The negative effect is especially significant on a monopole type antenna and there are 
numerous techniques for isolating the ground plane using baluns, chokes etc. Such resonant traps 
are bandwidth constrained and can increase the height of the equipment; alternatively an increase 
of the surface area and hence the volume of the phone-box may be the solution.
The sleeve dipole antenna (see Fig.3.8) (commonly used in GSM mobile handsets) is an 
example. If the choke used is operated at a frequency of about ±5% away from the resonance of 
the sleeve line, RF currents will flow on the outer surface of the coaxial line feeding the antenna. 
These currents will excite the radio case, which radiates in phase opposition to the sleeve 
antenna. The pattern of the entire radiating structure has a minimum in the direction orthogonal 
to the axis of the antenna which is normally the direction of the maximum desired coverage in 
terrestrial systems [FUJI-94] (Fig 3.8)
#
(b)
Fig.3.9(fl) RF field near a radio with Normal Mode Helix at 450 MHz (fi)
(b) The elevation pattern of a Normal Mode Helix antenna on a 20cm long portable 
cellular phone. Taken from [FUJI-94]
A normal mode helical antenna (see section 4.2.3) belongs on the other hand to the second 
group, as it excites strong RF currents on the portable radio case, which is an integral part of the 
radiating system (Fig.3.9 a) making it a good antenna for UHF (the interaction between the 
antenna and the case are desirable and both contribute to the overall radiation performance). 
These RF currents are partly absorbed by the hand of the user and this problem is presented in 
paragraph (xi).
However, if in the 800-900 MHz band the case is much longer than a quarter of a 
wavelength (about 9cm) the currents on the case are in phase opposition with that of the helix, 
producing pattern lobing with gain loss at the horizon (Fig. 3.9 b) [FUJI-94]
One solution to the small ground problem is to use balanced antennas which do not need 
any kind of ground plane in order to operate, or antennas that operate even when their ground 
plane is smaller than their larger diameter [NAKA-88]
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(v) Achieving lower receiver noise figure and high transmitter efficiency in the presence of 
losses.
The performance parameter G/T (figure of merit) relies on an estimate of the antenna 
temperature which is related to the total noise power of the system. For a mobile antenna the 
antenna temperature is not as easy to define as for antennas in fixed scenarios. The low gain 
antennas may need to operate in different scenarios, from flat countryside to urban canyons 
between high-rise buildings. Modelling the noise distribution to account for the sky noise 
components and ground noise, requires compensation for the statistical environment of the 
mobile. A thorough investigation of this problem can be found in chapter 7. Finally the 
efficiency must be high in the transmit direction to maximise battery economy.
The use of a low noise amplifier (LNA) and terminal architecture with minimum losses 
between LNA and antenna are essential to keep the noise temperature low.
(vi) Need for diversity techniques
Since signal fading in the mobile radio environment causes severe reception problems, 
diversity techniques are used to reduce fading effects caused by multipath propagation. In 
terrestrial mobile systems the signal arrives at the handheld from all horizontal directions and 
also from a distribution of vertical directions (Rayleigh fading). In satellite PCN there is usually 
a line-of-sight, in addition to the multipath, leading to some short term Rician fading. The 
multipath is from ground reflections and elevated scattering from trees and building edges or 
because the line-of-sight disappears as the orbiting satellite moves out of the coverage of a highly 
directive antenna.
Diversity is usually applied at the receiving site (it can also be applied at the transmitting 
end but this is less common) so it does not cause any interference and can take different forms 
increasing the complexity, the size and the cost of the terminal. Two signals are obtained from 
two antennas in space, polarisation and angle diversity schemes and from one antenna in 
frequency and field diversity schemes [VAUG-93]. There is always a trade off between the cost 
and the benefit of these schemes and the final size of the case. A solution with two antennas (a 
À/2 whip and a FIFA) is shown in Fig.3.10.
‘-i.ti whip antenna (teftranpmininoand recplving)
Pltnoflnv#il«dF#m»nn«(lor roceiving)
Fig. 3.10 Schematic view of diversity antenna configuration [FUJI-94]
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(vii) Exploitation of latest material^  modelling and manufacturing methods.
New materials can provide extra rigidity to the antenna structure (especially in wire 
antennas with very small wire diameter) and have properties that can be used to improve the 
antenna performance or size ( e.g. loaded antennas, patch antennas).
The development of advanced methods for analysis and computer-aided design techniques 
for antennas with complicated structure, very small size and new materials can offer potential for 
progress and economy in antenna design and manufacturing. Estimation of performance and 
optimisation of characteristics of an antenna system located in different environments can be 
possible even if it is harder to reliably determine the characteristics of smaller antennas.
Finally the variability and the inconsistency in the production process must be minimised, 
increasing the repeatability and reducing the amount of malfunctioning parts.
(viii) User friendly, reliable operation with minimum of moving parts.
These points should be fulfilled to make a marketable and profitable product whose parts 
will be robust over long term with minimum servicing and cost.
(ix) Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) constraints
All electrical equipments sold in the European Union after the 1®^ of January 1996 should 
be free from dangers associated with electrical emissions, which means that electrical products 
should not interfere with one another operation.
The standards EN 55013 and EN 55020 respectively cover the emission and immunity 
performance requirements for broadcast receivers and associated equipments. The recent change 
has been the issue of amendments for satellite equipments [HICK-95].
(x) Cost factor
As described in [BRAN-94] the cost of a portable equipment can be estimated by the formula:
Cost = weight[Kg] *factor[$/Kg] |3-4a}
and correlates reasonably well with the antenna diameter. The factor can be determined by 
dividing the total cost by the weight from an existing design, assuming that technology is 
comparable. However the formula applies only for rather large terminals. For smaller terminals 
the manufacturing cost can be approximated by the formula :
Cost = 4 ^ ( sum o f parts cost) {3-4b}
The parts costs will be strongly influenced by their quantity and application.
For handheld terminals the antenna is small in comparison to the electronics in size and
complexity and is not the most appropriate indicator of cost. For very small terminals cost is 
dominated by the RF cost, the modem cost and the data encryption hardware cost (if any). As 
digital processing is incorporated into a design, the size and weight may be reduced, but the parts 
cost will increase significantly and the antenna remains a minor factor in the total cost. This
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might not be the case when the antenna requires specially designed RF parts to operate as it can 
be a phasing hybrid, a matching circuit or a filter.
(xi) Absorbing effect of the human body on system performance and possible health 
hazards
The effects can be seen as local tissue heating and/or current induction. The current 
induction is a resonant phenomenon called “coherent absorption”, caused when coherent RF 
currents run in the body when the E-polarised waves are in the direction of the body axis and the 
wavelength is two and a half or five times longer that the body axis. The peaks of the RF energy 
occur where the human anatomy has a small cross section like the ankles and the neck, 
increasing the tissue heating. Coherent absorption is only important at very low frequencies.
In the case of personal communications the problem is that the mobile phone is very close 
to the human head. Near-field coupling causes the head to absorb a significant amount of 
radiated power [MART-94]. The result of this absorption is local tissue heating which may 
trigger biochemical reactions. These effects originate because of the transfer of kinetic energy to 
biomolecules - mainly H2O with dissolved ions- from electromagnetic waves [SWAN-80].
Additionally the possibility of non-thermal effects resulting in cell mutations, 
carcinogenesis on animals exposed to EM fields or low frequency pulse EM waves have been 
reported [JOYN], [KOUL-94].
The basic quantity describing the interaction of EM waves with biological objects is the 
specific absorption ratio (SAR), defined as the ratio of the absorbed power density [W/m^] to the 
mass density [Kg/m^] [MART-94]. International standards give the allowable limits of SAR. For 
controlled exposure (aware of the RF energy presence) the allowable limit is SAR=0.4mW/g 
(averaged over the whole body) and the peak is SARp], =8mW/g (averaged over Ig of tissue). 
Averaging time is 6 min. For uncontrolled exposure SAR=0.08 mW/g and SARpk=l.6 mW/g with 
averaging time, 20 min. A human body of 70Kg is allowed to absorb in 6 min RF power of 
P=28W or £'max=10080 J (in 6 minutes) which is one quarter of the resting metabolic rate 
[ANSI-82]. A typical cellular type phone transmits 0.6 W which give a 0.6 mW/g peak SAR, 
much lower than the limit [FUJI-94].
(xii) Time-varying operational and body effects on tuning, radiation patterns and 
transmission efficiency.
A human head at 2GHz is electrically similar to a large rain drop at 60GHz, causing 
analogous difficulties. The human body can produce up to lOdB attenuation when blocking the 
signal path in close proximity to the receiver antenna, 6dB of which is from the human head 
alone. However a person passing by the antenna at a distance of only a few meters affects signal 
reception by less than 1 dB [SADE-93], [ALLN-93].
A well isolated equipment box minimises the losses induced by the hand, and near-field 
radiative coupling can be reduced without significantly affecting the antenna pattern coverage.
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Loss induced by radiation or direct contact is time-varying: it widens the antenna bandwidth and 
worsens receiver noise figures and transmission efficiency [MART-94] [SMIT-93].
(xiii) System compatibility.
Possibly the major aspect of the antenna design is the system for which it is designed. In an 
integrated personal communication environment the user expects to communicate fi*om almost 
anywhere to almost anywhere, at virtually any time, using the system (terrestrial or satellite 
based) that can offer the best service quality and the least cost. Under these demands the antenna 
(or antennas) on the handheld should offer services in the used frequency bands (0.9 GHz for 
GSM, 1.6/2.5 GHz for the satellite system) and the available bandwidth (25 MHz for GSM and 
around 16.5 MHz for the satellite systems).
The radiation pattern of the antenna system has to cover both the terrestrial 
(omnidirectional in azimuth and linear polarised) and the satellite-based system (hemispherical 
circularly polarised). The latter coverage pattern depends on the orbit configuration used, the 
number of visible satellites and the minimum elevation angle.
3.4 Antenna Requirements in SPCN
Satellite personal communications refer to two-way voice and data communication to a 
small handheld unit capable of being carried by a person offering global direct link with a 
satellite. As already mentioned the interface between the handheld and the satellite are the two 
antennas (on the satellite and on the handheld). Thus the quality and the availability of the 
service depends to a great extend on the antenna characteristics which have to fulfil as many as 
possible of the points in section 3.3, and particularly to be compatible with the system in which 
the handheld is going to operate. In the case of near-future SPCN the four major systems 
presented in the previous section have many differences, mainly in the orbit and in the frequency 
band used (Appendix A). These differences can affect the shape of the antenna radiation pattern, 
the antenna gain and the operational bandwidth.
In a given propagation environment the radiation pattern can greatly affect the average 
performance [RUSH-97]. Thus the shaping of the pattern has to be done with care, taking in 
account firstly the relative positions of transmitter and receiver and secondly that the users may 
not be prepared to make any effort to find the correct orientation of their handset to achieve 
optimum performance. In conclusion, in non-GEO SPCN the shape of radiation pattern should be 
dictated by the system orbital characteristics (minimum elevation angle, diversity, space losses ) 
and the possible orientation of the handhelds in use.
The orbital characteristics lead to a pattern which should have elevation directionality with 
more gain at the elevation angles with the higher expected losses. Although these elevation 
angles are those closer to the horizon, consideration must be given to any pattern component near 
to and below the horizon since this will contribute to the antenna noise and will also pick-up any 
co-polarised scattering from the environment. On the other hand because of the way users may
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hold the handheld and their possible unwillingness to co-operate in finding the best orientation 
there is a need for a pattern extended to angles below the horizon to compensate.
More specifically there is a need for a nearly hemispherical pattern or preferably a 
elevational shaped cardioid pattern offering the highest gain towards the region of the system’s 
minimum elevation angle. This is 10° to 40° above horizon for LEO and around 40° to 90° for 
HEG [SAINT-96]. Ellipso which is the only main system having satellites in HEG proposes 
antennas with hemispherical coverage [IMSC-95]. The pattern should also have no backlobes, 
reduced gain at zenith (offering almost uniform amplitude response over the whole orbit 
trajectory) and lower gain close to the horizon. In the azimuth the pattern should be nearly 
omnidirectional in all cases. Such a pattern configuration can be seen in Fig.3.11.
The parameters that describe the required pattern (presented in Fig.3.11) are as follows.
* Ocmax is the angle of maximum gain measured from the zenith;
* HPBW is the angle of half power beamwidth measured from the point of maximum gain;
* 03dB is the angle from the zenith to the 3dB point ( 80° < 03dB < 90° depending on the 
system’s minimum elevation angle);
* ufis the gain dip at the zenith ( 0< <z<10 dB [DETY-94] [SAINT-96] ) ;
* minimum elevation is the lowest elevation angle at which a satellite is expected to be in
communication with a mobile.
Some other details for the antenna should be the provision of circular polarisation over the 
entire hemisphere with an Axial Ratio (AR) less than 5dB [DETY-94], small size and the rest of 
the terms explained in section 3.3 should also be fulfilled.
zenith
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Fig.3.11 The desired antenna pattern
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The figure of merit is given by the following formula:
G G
T ~ T ^ + T , ( F - 1 )
{3.5}
w here G is the antenna gain [dB,]
is the environmental temperature which can vary from 50°K to 300°K 
depending on the surroundings and the gain pattern shape,
To(F-l) is the noise temperature of the antenna system (structure and feed line) and the 
LNA [K].
The variation of G/T due to the surrounding environment temperature, the losses of the 
system, and the antenna gain can easily introduce a lOdB difference in the link budget 
(dependent on the antenna type) [SAINT-96]. There is thus a need to integrate the antenna gain 
and the link budget (see chapter 7). Extra care in the pattern shape should be taken in dual mode 
terminals operating both with a SPCN and a terrestrial mobile system. Antennas in terrestrial 
mobile systems uses mainly toroid patterns with the maximum perpendicular to the antenna axis 
and a null on the antenna axis. In the direction of maximum gain is the users head which 
obstructs the radiation.
The final aspect of antenna design for SPCN is the operational frequency and the 
bandwidth needed. The table in Appendix A shows that two systems will use L-band (1.61- 
1.6265 GHz ) for the uplink and S-band (2.4835-2.5 GHz) for the downlink with a bandwidth of
16.5 MHz in each band (1% and 0.6% respectively). IRIDIUM will use L-band for both the 
uplink and the downlink and Ellipso will have a bandwidth of 7.5 MHz (0.4% and 0.3% 
respectively) in the same bands. The world administrative radio conference (WARC) allocated in 
1992 the band 1700-2690 MHz to the Future Public Land Mobile Telecommunication Systems 
(FPLMTS) - now IMT-2000. The sub-bands 1885-2025 MHz and 2110-2200 MHz are to be 
used for the implementation of the terrestrial components of IMT-2000/UMTS and the sub-bands 
2010-2025 MHz and 2185-2200 MHz for a combination of terrestrial and space communications 
[SAINT-96]. On the other hand existing terrestrial systems, like GSM, operate at frequencies 
around 900 and 1800 MHz.
All these different operational frequency bands mean different antenna sizes, especially 
when resonant antennas are used, or frequency independent antennas working in more than one 
band covering different systems. Finally, the input impedance, polarisation and VSWR should 
remain relatively constant over the service bandwidth to avoid the use of any other calibrating 
circuit or any degradation of the radiation pattern.
Under all these considerations there seem to be three possible approaches to a dual mode 
antenna system used in a combined SPCN and terrestrial system:
Différent antennas: One next to, inside, or above the other, operating at different 
frequencies and having different radiation patterns.
One antenna: One antenna having different radiation patterns at different operational 
frequencies or one antenna with wide radiation pattern (low gain) operating at both frequencies.
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Switching antenna system: An antenna system where the different system components 
could be controlled to produce the required performance (e.g. switching or adaptive matching, 
phasing, feeding.)
3.5 Possible Antenna Solutions
As pointed out in the previous section the main characteristics of the desired antenna 
should be small physical size, low gain (wide beamwidth), wide operational bandwidth covering 
all the desired bands and circular polarisation.
Bibliographic research is presented in four major antenna groups corresponding to the four 
major requirements (size - section 3.5.1, circular polarisation - section 3.5.2, low gain axial mode 
pattern - section 3.5.3 and wide bandwidth - section 3.5.4.
As is evident from the comparative antenna tables in Appendix B, there is no single 
antenna type which has all the desired properties. The designer must choose one that can fulfil 
the most important criteria (direction of radiation and polarisation) and then try to optimise the 
rest of the properties to an acceptable level.
A fifth group of antennas dedicated to SPCN applications is presented in section 3.5.5.
3.5.1, Small size antennas (antennas for cellular mobile handsets)
3.5.1.1 Sleeve Dipole
The sleeve dipole is an asymmetric dipole made of conductors of different diameters and 
slightly different lengths (Fig 3.12). Due to its cylindrical symmetry has a radiation pattern which 
is uniform in azimuth.
Metal
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.Dielectric 
' Coaxial 
line braid
Fig. 3.12 Sleeve dipole antenna cutaway [FUJI-94]
If the RF current choking is operated at a frequency of about ± 5 %  away from the 
resonance of the sleeve line, RF currents will flow on the outer surface of the coaxial line feeding 
the antenna, and these currents will excite the radio case, which radiates in phase opposition to 
the sleeve antenna. The pattern has a minimum in the direction orthogonal to the axis of the 
antenna which is normally the direction of the maximum desired coverage. When the choke is 
near resonance the pattern of the antenna is practically that of a centre fed half wavelength
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dipole. The gain of the sleeve antenna at the resonant frequency of the sleeve choke is 
theoretically 1.61-2.1 dBi but ohmic losses reduce the absolute free-space gain to 1-1.5 dBi.
3,5.L2 Helix [KRAU-88]
The helical antenna is physically shorter than a resonant thin wire antenna operating in the 
same frequency by a factor of three or more, for the same electrical length.
The helix antenna used for cellular handsets operates in its normal mode when Q <  3/4 , 
where Q  is the circumference of a turn measured in wavelengths. The maximum of the field is 
found normal to the helix axis (toroidal pattern). Circular polarisation can be achieved in the 
special case when Q  =^25^ where 5  ^ is the spacing between turns measured in wavelengths. 
Optimum performance can be achieved by properly selecting the size, pitch and number of turns 
of the helix (Fig 3.13).
The antenna excites strong RF currents on the portable radio case, which produces strong 
losses on the human body. A substantial pattern coverage gap is caused by the helix being held 
very close (2 to 4 cm) to the head of the user.
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Fig. 3.13 Geometry and dimensions o f a helical antenna (taken from [KRAU-88]
3.5.1.3 (Planar) Inverted-F antenna (PIFA) [FUJI-94] [QASS-94b] [JOHN-93] [STUT-81]
The PIFA can be considered as a modified monopole element. It consists of a conducting 
plate suspended above the handset chassis in one of three main configurations shown in Fig. 
3.14a, with a shorting wire at one end. Horizontal and vertical elements are placed orthogonal to 
each other. The element is fed by a probe such as the inner conductor of a coaxial feeding cable 
or by EM coupling.
The flat plate gives an 8-10% bandwidth increase when is mounted on a rectangular 
conducting box ( 4 x 6 x 1 6  cm). The pattern is directional and can be controlled by the structure 
dimensions and the shape of the handset ground plane. The PIFA can easily be used in diversity 
schemes (receive only) with a whip antenna. (Fig.3.14b) or another PIFA and it can also be 
conveniently packaged and protected so as not to be obstructed by the user.
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Fig.3.14 (a) PIFA configurations (b) diversity scheme configuration
3.5.L4 Whip antenna [JOHN-93] [QASS-94]
This is another type of monopole with broad bandwidth characteristics. The antenna has 
simple structure with low volume and can be easily installed and retructed.
MrrAL
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Fig 3.15 Shielded whip antenna 
( taken from [  QASS-94])
Fig. 3.16 Modified Transmission Line 
Antenna on a personal handy phone 
( taken from]SEAL-92 ])
Currents are not only inducted on the antenna element but also on the conductive housing, 
thus the radiation pattern is a function of the size of the housing. The shielded type is suggested 
as a possible approach for user protection [QASS-94]. Isolation between the antenna and the 
user’s body is achieved by inserting a metal plate (or reflector) between them as in Fig.3.15. The 
degree of isolation is governed primarily by the size of the plate. On the other hand experimental 
results have shown that input impedance matching and gain are governed by the overall size of 
the structure. The only limitation is the trade off between the general performance and its 
physical appearance.
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3.5.1.5 Modified Transmission Line antenna [SEAL-92] [TSUK-94]
The modified transmission line antenna offers high gain and good impedance for portable 
handy phones (low VSWR with more than 20 MHz bandwidth at 800 MHz). The directional gain 
is a function of the dimension L and is higher than the directional gain of a monopole (more than 
3 dBi). The antenna can radiate a vertically polarised wave in a horizontal plane parallel to the 
ground plane from two parallel vertical elements (Fig.3.16). The effects of the human body on 
the characteristics of this antenna are small since the box works to separate the antenna from the 
human body.
3.5.1.6 Patch antenna [STUT-81 ][JAME-89]
Patch antennas in general have narrow bandwidth, so there is a need to separate transmit 
from receive function. This is usually achieved by having two antennas put together in different 
configurations (stacked, use of shorting pins etc.)
Patch antennas have a rather directional pattern in the sense that they radiate only in the 
upper hemisphere. When they are placed on the back of a mobile phone case they offer less 
degradation compared to other antennas since the human head is in the very low backlobe 
[NOGU-95].
3.5.2 Circularly polarised antennas
3.5.2.1 Helix [KRAU-88]
The monofilar helical antennas (one element) physically produce circularly polarised 
pattern when they operate in the axial mode (3/4 < Q  < 4/3j The field maximum is on the 
direction of the helix axis. The radiation is circularly polarised for any pitch angle when :
(a). The helix has integral number of turns and the in-phase condition stands (A: = -1)
(b). The helix has a large number of turns which are not necessarily an integral number
and A: is nearly -1
where: AR=l/k (axial ratio) 
k= L;^(sm a  - 1/p) 
p  is the relative phase velocity 
Lx is the element length in wavelengths
The helical antenna in its axial mode needs a wide ground plane in order to operate 
properly (see chapter 4), thus its performance when placed on a handset terminal is greatly 
dependent on the size of the terminal which is the only ground available
Multifilar helical antennas (bifilar=2 elements, quadrifilar=4 elements) generally radiate 
circularly polarised waves due to their geometry and feed.
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3.S.2.2 Patch antennas
Surface currents on printed patches can flow along orthogonal directions and, thus produce 
two linearly polarised waves with perpendicular polarisation planes. Two or more feeds 
(Fig.3.17a) can be located in such a way that each feed excites a surface current in one direction 
only [HUAN-84]. In this manner one obtains a dual-polarised patch antenna that can be used to 
transmit or receive two orthogonal linearly polarised waves independently. When the signals fed 
to the two inputs have the same amplitude and are in phase quadrature, the antenna transmits a 
circularly polarised wave.
A slightly asymmetric patch (Fig.3.17d) (or a patch with some printed perturbations placed 
in the appropriate location - Fig.3.17c) with a single feed can also provide circular polarisation 
(but this only occurs for some very particular conditions, which can only be achieved over a 
narrow frequency band [JAME-89] [NAKA-95] [NAKA-90].
Feed pôirtls (pins)
Fig.3.17 Circularly polarised patch antennas (a) two feeds patch (b) asymmetrically fed  (one feed) patch 
antenna (c ) one feed and perturbation (d) asymmetric patch with one feed
3.S.2.3 Curl antenna
The single curl antenna (Fig.3.18a) radiates an asymmetric pattern because the structure is 
not symmetric, with a relatively narrow beamwidth (HPBW=73°). The maximum gain was 
measured to be 8.4 dBi (at around 12 GHz) [NAKA-93b]. The bandwidth for axial ratio lower 
than 3dB was measured to be 8% (11.4-12.4 GHz) and the input impedance was almost constant 
over the whole bandwidth (Zm=120-j70 Q)
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Fig.3.18 (a) The Curl antenna and its geometry [NAKA-93b],(b) the Quadrifdar Curl antenna fed  over a 
finite ground plane, (c) the Quadrifdar Curl antenna placed in a circular cavity. [ COLB-96]
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As with any other antenna fed over a ground plane, the curl needs a very wide ground 
plane to perform properly. In [COLB-96] it was found that a small ground plane destroys the 
circular polarisation performance of the curl antenna (Fig.3.18a). A quadrifilar curl antenna fed 
over a 8x8cm ground plane in phase quadrature was devised (Fig.3.18b). The antenna was 
designed to operate in the 1.61-1.6265 GHz (L), and 2.4835-2.5 GHz (S) bands of the proposed 
SPCN.
Measurements showed that the antenna has a HPBW of around 70° at the L band and an 
AR<3dB beamwidth of 70°. In S-band HPBW~60° and the AR<3dB beamwidth is around 70°, 
but the pattern is not omnidirectional in the azimuth. The input impedance remained almost 
constant in each of the two bands.
The antenna performance was improved when it was placed in a circular cavity (8cm 
radius, 2.5 cm height) (Fig.3.18c). In both bands HPBW~10° while the AR<3dB beamwidth was 
increased to 120°. The pattern was omnidirectional in azimuth in both bands but the input 
impedance varied a lot both between and inside the two bands.
The quadrifilar curl antenna in the circular cavity seems to be a very interesting antenna 
and can probably be used in situations with specifications less strict than those described earlier 
in this report.
3,5.2 A  Crossed Dipole
A common way to produce circular polarisation has been to place two linear dipoles at 
light angles in front of a reflecting screen and to feed them with equal voltage magnitude and 
with 90° phase difference. However, the azimuth beamwidth for horizontal and vertical 
polarisation is about 60° and 120°, respectively. Thus the axial ratio is low only for directions 
near the normal to the ground plane. Some techniques for improving the pattern and axial ratio 
performance of the crossed dipole antenna are presented in section 3.5.3 - Low Gain Antennas
3,5.2.5 Spiral
See section 3.5.4 - Broadband Antennas
3,5,3, Low Gain Antennas
3,5,3,1 Quadrifilar Helix [KILG-68] [KUMA-91] [DETY-94]
The quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA) consists of four wire helices, fed with currents of the 
same amplitude but in phase quadrature (Fig.3.19a). Its major advantages are the potentially 
small size, the circular polarisation, the broad angular coverage (Fig.3.19b). The performance 
characteristics of the QHA depend on the combination of its dimensions and number of turns.
The quadrifilar helix is proposed to be used by most of the commercial SPCN [ETSI-93] 
and is analytically presented in chapters 5,6 and 8.
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Fig 3.19 The Quadrifilar Helical Antenna (a) structure (b) typical pattern. [KUMA-91 ]
3.5,3.2 Crossed- Dipole [KUMA-91]
The crossed-dipole is the best source of circular polarisation. Some modified designs of the 
standard configuration can produce a low gain pattern with excellent axial ratio characteristics.
Planar Crossed-Dipoles [LEE-84],[DAVI-98]. A crossed-dipole, also known as a 
Turnstile antenna (standard configuration), consists of two perpendicularly oriented dipoles fed 
with currents that are equal in magnitude but 90° out of phase. It is not a linear array in the sense 
that the pattern multiplication principle cannot be applied to calculate the overall pattern because 
the two elements are not similarly oriented [LEE-84]. Moreover, although each of the elements is 
a linear dipole, the composite antenna is not strictly linear since it consists of conductors which 
are not co-linear.
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Fig.3.20 The crossed-dipole or Turnstile antenna. (A) antenna over a ground plane,
(B) elevation pattern of the antenna for two spacing between antenna and ground plane [DAVI-98]
The cross-dipole has two principal characteristics. The first one is that the radiation is in 
general elliptically polarised. The second characteristic is that its three dimensional radiation 
pattern is nearly omnidirectional (no ground plane used). When a ground plane is used 
(Fig.3.20a) the horizontal plane pattern remains omnidirectional (like a circle in the azimuth 
plane) and has the shaped patterns of Fig.3.20b in the vertical plane (elevation). The shape of the 
elevation pattern depends on the distance between the antenna and the ground plane. The antenna 
produces a circularly polarised signal along the main axis. Off-axis circularity is fairly good at 
high elevation angles and deteriorates towards lower elevations [DAVI-98].
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antenna produces a circularly polarised signal along the main axis. [DAVI-98].
Typical antenna dimensions:
Dipole length: ÀJ2- À (7.5-15 cm @ 2GHz)
Dipole-reflector spacing : ÀJ4-3Æ (=3.75-5.65 cm @2GHz)
Reflector dimensions: ~A X A (=15x15cm @2GHz)
A technique for equalising the azimuth beamwidth for vertical and horizontal polarisation 
is to enclose flat crossed dipoles in a cylindrical cavity [JOHN-93].
Lindenblad antenna: The Lindenblad antenna consists of four dipoles spaced equally 
around the perimeter of an imaginary horizontal circle about 0.3 A in diameter (Fig.3.20A). Each 
dipole is tilted 30° out of the horizontal plane; rotation (tilt) is about the axis joining the mid 
point of the dipole to the centre of the circle. All four dipoles are tilted in the same direction: 
either clockwise (for RHCP) or counter-clockwise (for LHCP) from the perspective of an 
observer located at the centre of the array. Polarisation cannot be reversed by modifying the feed 
harness; a change from RHCP to LHCP, or vice versa, can be achieved only by changing the 
antenna structure.
(B)
(C)
(A) (D)
Fig.3.2177%g Lindenblad antenna consists o f four X/2 dipoles oriented as shown in the 3-D view(A) and 
fed  as Illustrated in the top view(B). (C) Free-space vertical-plane power elevation angle fo r  
Lindenblad antenna. Ground reflections decrease gain at very low elevation angles and introduce nulls 
(taken from [DAVI-98]) (D) A four helical-shape-dipole array (taken from [JOHN-93])
Radiation from the Lindenblad is omnidirectional in the horizontal plane and favours low 
elevation angles in the vertical plane (see Fig.3.21C). The radiated signal is nearly circularly
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polarised in all directions. Since all dipoles are fed in phase, power division and phasing are 
simple and the array can easily be duplicated. Furthermore, using folded dipole elements 
simplifies impedance matching.
Another version of the Lindenblad antenna can be seen in Fig.3.21D. The dipoles form a 
short section of a four-arm helix antenna and are approximately M2 long. The array 
circumference is approximately X (=15cm @2GHz). Thus the overlap of the dipoles provides 
approximately the equivalent of a constant circular current distribution for both the horizontal 
and vertical components. The four dipoles are shunt-fed asymmetrically by four rods emanating 
from the centre of the array. The rods are connected to the centre conductor of a coaxial feed 
enclosed in the horizontal support structure. The axial ratio is about 3 dB, and the bandwidth 
increases with the number of dipoles in the array. [JOHN-93]
Crossed-Drooping Dipole:. The CDD antenna consists of two drooping dipoles crossed in 
a turnstile array. This type of antenna combines features designed to increase low elevation angle 
radiation It also provides a better axial ratio than the Crossed Dipole antenna and gives an 
increased bandwidth with circular polarisation over a variety of ground planes. Finally, the 3dB 
beamwidth and the hemispherical shaped radiation pattern that it produces are the desired ones 
for mobile terminal to satellite communication. Fig.3.22. shows two types of crossed drooping 
dipole antennas.
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Fig.3.22 Two types o f Cross-Drooping Dipole antenna (taken from [KUMA-91])
In [KUMA-91] a low gain cross drooping dipole antenna at L-band is presented. The 
antenna consists of four drooping shaped dipoles which are connected to a mast approximately 
0.4A, above the ground plane. The antenna operates in left hand circular polarisation or right hand 
circular polarisation depending on the phasing direction. The results reported at a frequency 
range of 1.53 to 1.67GHz are: maximum gain of 6dBc at 45° elevation plane and return loss 
better than -18dB.
The inverted-V CDD antenna has been studied by many researchers and [WOO-84] 
reported the application of an inverted-V crossed dipole for mobile satellite (MSAT) data 
terminals. In [GATT-90] another inverted-V CDD antenna is developed to provide hemispherical 
coverage for a telecommunication systems. This antenna consists of two drooping dipoles 
approximately 0.25X in length. The dipoles make an angle of 45° from the central coaxial
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coaxial mounting pole and are placed 0.5A, above a IX  square ground plane. This antenna is 
designed to operate at 2.115-2.295GHz, giving a maximum gain of 6dBi and a VSWR of 1.23:1.
The inverted-U dipole antenna [WOO-84] provides better performance, whereas the 
inverted-V has a simpler mechanical structure. An inverted-U antenna is designed, and two 
antenna heights are investigated (0.334A- and 0.5À.) The return loss of these antennas was found 
to be less than -16dB at required frequency band.
A very comprehensive study of the capabilities of the crossed drooping dipole (V and U 
type) was conducted in UniS as part of two MSc projects (supervised by the author) [GOUL-98] 
[METO-99]. The way the different parameters (element length, ground plane size, dipole to 
ground distance, drooping angles, V or U type, feed arrangement) are related with the 
performance of the antenna were studied through both simulations and measurement. Moreover, 
the way a CDD printed on flexible dielectric material performs compared to the wire structure 
was investigated (Fig.3.23).
The best designs in terms of size and performance are of a U type CDD with a droop angle 
of 70°-85° fed over a À/2 x X/2 ground plane in a X/2 distance from the ground plane. An antenna 
designed for 1.6 GHz (actually resonant at 1.57 GHz) was found to have a maximum gain of 
linear polarised patterns of 2.21 dBi, a 3dB beamwidth of 98° (both sides of the zenith) and axial 
ratio better than 3.78dB to elevation angles from the zenith to 10° above horizon and an 
omniazimuthal pattern. Finally, the printed version of the antenna performed in a way very 
similar to the wire one.
- «S*;. - I Î
Fig.3.23. A Printed Cross-Drooping Dipole prototype [GOUL-98]
3.S.3.3 Patch Antennas
As explained before (section 3.5.1) the pattern of patch antennas is directional; it exists only in 
the upper hemisphere. The exact shape though, of the pattern can vary a lot and depends on the 
shape of the patch, its feed and any perturbations used. Fig.3.24 shows the difference in pattern 
between a printed disc antenna and a printed ring antenna. As can be seen the pattern of a patch 
antenna can be considered as “low gain” as it can cover very low elevation angles.
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Fig. 3.24 Two broadbeam patch antennas (top) disc patch antenna with “conical” beam [NAKA-90] and 
(bottom) ring patch antenna with “hemispherical” pattern [NAKA-95]. Both antennas have one feed and
perturbations to create circular polarisation
3.5.4 Broadband antennas (fuppe/fiower > 2 )  
3.5.4.1 Spiral [STUT-81] [LEE-84] [JOHN-93]
Fig.3.25 Different spiral antennas configuration (a) Archimedian (b) Planar Equiangular [STUT-8]]
The spiral antenna is a planar structure with wideband characteristics (fupper/flower >10 : 
frequency independent). In Fig.3.25 two different types of spiral antenna are presented.
The two element Archimedian spiral is created by the equation : r=ro(f> and r=ro((f)-7r) and
the two element Equiangular by the equation : rj=roe'''^, r2-roe 
where ro is the radius for angle ^ 0 °
a  is a constant giving the flare rate of the spiral that defines the winding direction.
8 is an angle that is used to constract the inner edge of the spiral (radius rf).
These two types of antenna perform in a similar way. The radiation pattern is bi-directional 
with two wide beams broadside to the plane of the antenna. The field pattern is approximately of 
cos(0 shape where the z-axis is normal to the plane of the spiral. The HPBW is around 90° and 
the polarisation is close to circular down to 70° from z-axis. The sense of polarisation is
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determined from the flare of the spiral. For example, the antenna in Fig.3.27b is wound in the left 
hand direction and it radiates in the right-hand sense for directions out of the page and in the left- 
hand sense for opposite propagation directions.
A single main beam can be obtained by placing a circularly cylindrical cavity on one side 
of the spiral forming a cavity-backed spiral antenna. Non-planar forms of spiral antennas can be 
used to produce a single main beam. For example, the planar equiangular antenna can be 
conformed onto a conical surface, creating the conical equiangular spiral antenna.
3.S.4.2 Biconical [STUT-81] [LEE-84] [JOHN-93]
The bandwidth of a simple dipole antenna can be increased by using thicker wire and can 
be even wider if the conductors are flared to form a biconical structure. The pattern of the 
biconical antenna is generally omnidirectional in azimuth and it has a shape similar to that of a 
dipole.
Fig.3.26 The three types o f biconical antennas (a) infinite, (h) finite, (c) discone. Taken from[STUT-81] 
Three different forms of this antenna can be found:
Infinite Infinite conical conducting surfaces end to end, but with a finite gap at the feed point. 
Acts analogous to an infinite uniform transmission line guiding spherical waves instead of plane 
waves (Fig.3.26a)
Finite A practical antenna made by truncating the two cones of the infinite bicone. (Fig.3.26b)
Discone One cone of the finite bicone is replaced by a ground plane. (Fig.3.26c)
The pattern of the discone has vertical polarisation which can be made circular with the use 
of a cylindrical aperture polariser, and is uniform in azimuth (omni). The antennas have a very 
wide frequency range.
3.S.4.3 Log-Periodic [STUT-81],[LEE-84]
This is another planar antenna (Fig.3.27). Its construction is simpler than that of the spiral. 
Impedance and radiation characteristics repeat periodically as the logarithm of frequency.
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Fig.3.27 A Log-periodic toothed planar antenna Taken from [STUT-81 ]
3.5.5 Antennas for Land Mobile Satellite Communications
In this section some antennas proposed for SPCN handheld terminals are presented. Most 
if not all of them are academic proposals which fulfil most of the system requirements. The 
presentation is brief, as before, and concentrates on how these antennas fulfil the pre-specified 
requirements. Some of the antennas are designed for the Global Positioning System (GPS,) 
whose satellite characteristics and antenna requirements are very similar to SPCN if not more 
strict. At the end of the section some pictures of commercial SPCN solutions can be found. 
Unfortunately no technical details about them have been released at the time this report is 
written.
3.5.5.1 Printed Antennas
In reference [PADR-97] a stacked patch square antenna is proposed for GPS receiver use. 
The structure consists of two different patches stacked one on top of the other, which makes the 
structure resonant at two frequencies. Circular polarisation was achieved using a single feed per 
patch placed in the proper position. The pattern was hemispherical but did not fulfil the strict 
shape requirements set by the GPS system. The cross polarisation rejection criterion (cross-polar 
<15dB) was not fulfilled either. The antenna was of relatively low cost, light weight and small 
size (7.85x7.70x0.5 cm at 1.5 GHz).
A similar stacked patch antenna was built in [DETY-94] for dual frequency operation on 
behalf of ESA for MEO satellite systems (Fig.3.28). The antenna was constructed in two pieces, 
one ring for transmission and a disc for reception. The two pieces were positioned one on top of 
the other in a Nylon radome offering good axial ratio and having an isolation of 30dB. The 
antenna is quite large but, according to the authors, it can be accommodated on a handset 
terminal. The structure is also of very low cost. The antenna system can offer coverage of 0° to 
60° as it was desired, can operate in the frequency bands of 1.6/2.4 GHz , has right hand circular 
polarisation with an axial ratio less than 5 dB, G/T > -25 dB/K, V5'W7?<2:1 .
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Fig.3.28 A double stack patch antenna model fo r MEO satellite system. Taken from [DETY-94]
In [LIU-97] another type of dual band patch antenna for SPCN is presented (the structure 
and its feed can be seen in Fig.3.29). It consists of a cross microstrip patch and four quarter 
wavelength patches. The four quarter wavelength patches are grounded at the edges. The cross 
patch is used for the lower frequency while the set of quarter wavelength patches are for the 
higher.
iBontegptitt
Fig.3.29 A dual band patch antenna for SPCN together with its feeding network. Taken from  [LIU-97]
The antenna was designed to operate at S (2.7GHz) and at L (1.6 GHz) bands. The axial 
ratio was measured to be below 3dB for a beam width of 40° and 165° respectively, while the 
HPBW was 80° in both frequency bands. The boresight AR<5dB bandwidth is only 13 MHz and 
9MHz at the S and L bands respectively. These results show that the antenna has a narrow 
beamwidth and bandwidth and it cannot be used easily for SPCN.
Finally, in [YAWA-98] the idea of satellite pack antenna is presented. The Engineering 
Test Satellite-VIII (ETS-VIII) planned to be launched about 2002 in Japan will test S-band 
satellite mobile communication and broadcasting systems by using a geostationary satellite. The 
baselines for terminal antenna design are as follows:
(a) frequencies at 2.7 GHz for uplink and 2.5 GHz for downlink, (b) left-handed circular 
polarisation, (c) Dual mode operation : cellular and satellite, (d) Gain of about 2.5-3.0 dBi.
All the required functionality for the satellite mode handset is contained in the pack, so it 
can be deployed simply by changing the battery pack. The antenna and RF circuits are 
perpendicularly deployed to the battery pack to reduce the effect of head to antenna coupling 
(Fig.3.32A) The antenna configuration can be seen in Fig.3.30B,C.
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Fig 3.30 (A)The satellite pack idea (B) Structure of Self-Diplexing Stacked patch antenna,
(C) Geometry of upper and lower antenna. Taken from [YAWA-98]
In a conventional self-diplexing antenna, the upper antenna is independently fed through a 
central cylinder inside ring patch antenna. In this paper a rectangular patch antenna with 4 short 
pins for the lower antenna is used to produce a small, low profile and simple structure. It is fed 
on a diagonal line to radiate circular polarisation. The upper layer antenna is a square patch 
antenna with high dielectric material. In this design two ceramic plates with 6 ^  10 have a feed 
probe between them. The slit of the plates also excites a degenerate mode for circular 
polarisation because the electrical length in the X and Y directions is slightly different. One of 
the short pins of the lower antenna is replaced by a coaxial cable for the upper antenna feed. The 
ground plane of the upper antenna is common with the lower patch antenna. Both antennas are 
directly fed from the back by coaxial lines.
3.5.S.2 Printed Arrays
In reference [WOO-82] two microstrip arrays are proposed as steerable antennas for GEO 
satellite to land mobile (vehicle) communications. The first one is a planar array of 24 microstrip 
elements. The antenna beam which is perpendicular to the plane of the structure can be steered 
down to 19° elevation angle with 4.9dB scan loss (71° off boresight). The second one is an array 
of 38 elements placed in 3 rows on the surface of a truncated cone. The unscanned beam is 
perpendicular to the cone’s surface and when the cone’s angle is properly selected only a very 
small elevation angle steer is needed to cover the 5° to 60° elevation region. The azimuthal scan 
is achieved by switching between the different elements. The antenna gain is 12 dBi and its size 
is 1.1m X 0.5 m at 850 MHz.
A quite “interesting” solution is presented in reference [HUAN-93]. A phased array of 
printed dipoles at 30 GHz for transmitting and printed slots at 20 GHz for receive is head 
mounted (Fig.3.31) and by mechanical or electronic steering can track the orbiting satellite. Any 
use of this particular head-mounted idea is not viable at lower frequencies because of size 
constraints.
A more realistic approach to printed arrays for use with an SPCN handset is presented in 
[ALLN-95] (Fig.3.32). Two planar arrays of four vertically polarised patches back to back but
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tilted towards each other at the top in the shape of a roof could form the basis for an antenna 
which could easily be folded down over the front and the back faces of a satcom handset. A 
telescopic mast can be used to extend the antenna above the human head
Fig.3.31 A Ka-band head-mounted
o q L
phased array for SPCN [HUAN-93]
Fig.3.33 Satcom handset with a bi-planar 
-patch-element “rooftop" antenna [ALLN-95]
The spacing between elements in each horizontal pair would be about A/4 and the distance 
between a vertical pair ~A/2. The two horizontal pairs on each face would be phased so that the 
combined beam of each pair is pointing 20° off normal in azimuth. Nearly omnidirectional 
coverage would then be achieved.
3.5.5.3 Helical Antennas
In reference [COLB-95] the square helix antenna is proposed as applicable for SPCN 
handsets (for more details on helices see chapter 4). The square helix has similar performance to 
a cylindrical one of the same size (axial mode conical pattern with circular polarisation) but it 
was proved to be slightly more directive, with significant lower back lobe and better axial ratio. 
As explained in chapter 4, the monofilar helix has quite a narrow HPBW (~ 80°), is quite long at 
L-band and needs a large ground plane. These points make this antenna unsuitable for SPCN 
handsets. On the other hand, in [PADR-97] an array of some 60 square helix elements is 
proposed for GPS. The total size of the two level structure is about 110x45cm at 1.5 GHz. The 
pattern is hemispherical {HPBW=^0°) and the cross polarised field is at -18 dB.
The second type of helical antenna proposed for mobile satellite communications 
[McCAV-91], [OHTS-96], [KAWA-97] is the bifilar helix, which consists of two helical 
elements wound around the same axis and fed in anti-phase. This antenna (presented in more 
detail in section 4.3.1) has a backfire “peanut” shape pattern with the maximum gain at medium 
elevation angles. The polarisation is circular and there is no need for a ground plane. The pattern 
can also be steered in elevation by varying the pitch angle, the length or the relative phase of the 
feeds. The only disadvantage of this antenna is that a substantial number of turns is required to 
achieve the current distribution which supports the required “peanut” shape pattern.
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The third helical antenna proposed is the quadrifilar helix (QHA). In [DETY-94] a QHA is 
proposed for SPCN handhelds. A dual band design is presented and compared to a stack patch 
antenna was proved superior in size, pattern and bandwidth. In [RUSH-97] a QHA is proposed 
as a solution for ODYSSEY™ (a MEO system that in 1998 was merged with ICO™). Other 
systems also propose to use the QHA on their handsets but the announcements can only be found 
on their home page in the Internet [Irid-www], [Ico-www], [Glob-www].
In references [TRAN-90], [SHUM-96] and [FOO-98], the QHA is proposed to be used in 
GPS handset receivers and finally in [KEEN-88] a QHA is designed to operate with the 
INMARSAT-C GEO and the GPS LEO satellites in similar frequency bands.
The QHA is so widely proposed for mobile satellite (non-GEO) terminals because it can 
have a hemispherical pattern with a typical HPBW of 140° to 180° or more, axial ratio better 
than 3dB in every elevation angle within the HPBW and a relatively small size. More 
performance details, design options, multi-mode and multi band operation of the QHA can be 
found in chapters 5 and 6.
3.5.S.4 Some Commercial Ideas
g
ss
Fig.3.33 Advertised SPCN phones, (a) [RUSC-98] (b) IRIDIUM advertisement in TIME M agazine, 
August 17 ‘98, (c) Globalstar advertisement in Mobile Communications International, July/August ’98
Fig.3.33, contains pictures of mobile terminals proposed to be used in real commercial SPCNs. 
They are taken from advertisements or articles and the were not accompanied by any other detail. 
According to the companies’ releases the antennas are supposed to be QHAs.
Three very interesting points can be observed in Fig.3.33. Firstly, phones in (a) and (c) 
have a second antenna to communicate with the terrestrial systems. Secondly, the need to raise 
the antenna above the human head to avoid blockage, detuning, pattern deterioration and power 
absorption can be seen in (b). Finally, the phone in (c) has the SPCN antenna tilted in order to 
keep the antenna pattern upright as the user tilts the phone to its operational position
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3.6 Summary and Conclusions
The area of satellite PCN is extremely interesting both from the engineering and 
commercial point of view. The design of antennas for an SPCN handheld terminal has not only 
to do with the electromagnetic aspects but also with the environment, the system used, the user’s 
terminal and the cost. In this chapter the antenna was described as a vital part of any wireless 
communication system.
At the beginning the most commonly used terms from antenna theory were presented. This 
will allow the reader to follow the terminology used in this thesis
The theory part was then followed by an extended list of parameters which an antenna 
designer should have in mind during the design period. The large number of factors and 
considerations (which sometimes conflict with each other - e.g. pattern direction and human 
interaction or special materials, cost and antenna efficiency) show how important it is to carefully 
plan the antenna design process and also how vital a carefully designed antenna can be for the 
system’s communication and market performance and success. In the following chapters these 
parameters will be used as guidelines for the achievement of the project objectives.
A satellite personal communication network (SPCN) differs in many points from other 
personal communication systems. These differences (presented mainly in Chapter 2) depict the 
handset antenna specification. These can be summarised into a hemispherical pattern with 
circular polarisation, small antenna size (preferably low diameter and not very long axial length), 
resonance in one, two or more frequencies and adequate bandwidth. Most of these parameters are 
defined by the system specifications. In chapter 7 a way to precisely define the antenna pattern 
shape will be presented.
Finally, an extended bibliographical review was conducted. The aim of this review was to 
identify all the possible antenna candidates. The antennas selected for presentation in section 3.5 
fulfil at least one of the most vital requirements: small size, axial pattern, circular polarisation, 
wide bandwidth.
Chapter 3 concludes with a brief presentation of the antennas proposed to be used on 
mobile satellite communication terminals. From all the antennas selected, only those having the 
properties of circular polarisation, radiation in the upper hemisphere and small size should be 
tested further to find the optimum design, having the desired pattern and bandwidth. These 
antennas seem to be the patch antenna, the spiral antenna, the helix and finally the quadrifilar 
helix.
This project concentrates only on wire antennas, since they seem to have a smaller 
diameter and their accommodation on a handheld terminal is easier. Helical antennas were 
selected to be studied and the quadrifilar helical antenna (QHA) in particular since it seem to be 
the only structure that can provide a low gain pattern with circular polarisation while it does not 
need a ground plane and its size can be within acceptable limits. The different types of helical 
antennas and a prototype in the SPCN frequency band are presented in the next chapter .
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Chapter 4
H elic a l  A n t e n n a s
. .After the lecture I asked the visitor if he thought a helix could be 
used as an antenna. “No”, he replied, “I’ve tried it and doesn’t work”.. .” 
John D. Kraus -inventor of the helix antenna
4.1 Introduction
The performance requirements for a handheld terminal in SPCN were explained and 
defined in Chapter 3. They can be summarised in four major points:
• hemispherical pattern in the z-direction
• circular polarisation
• adequate bandwidth
• small size
Several antenna types that can fulfil one or more of the above points were also presented 
and compared in Chapter 3. One of the most promising antenna types seems to be the helical 
antenna which can fulfil all of the required performance points by virtue of its shape and 
provided that certain conditions on its dimensions are obeyed. In this chapter the helical antenna 
is presented in detail.
In the first part the monofilar helix antenna is presented. The monofilar helix radiates in 
two different modes. The axial mode (directive pattern along the helix axis) is the one of major 
interest and is presented in detail. The formulas and conditions that describe this mode are also 
presented and explained. The other mode is called normal and the radiation pattern is then 
similar to that of a monopole (toroidal pattern around the helix axis). The normal mode helix is 
used on terminals in terrestrial cellular systems but is not useful in an SPCN terminal.
The monofilar helix part concludes with a presentation of different monofilar helix 
configurations. Each one adds another interesting feature to the performance characteristics of 
this antenna.
In the second part the multifilar helix (antenna with more than one helical element) 
configuration is presented. The interest is focused on the bifilar helix (two helical elements) and 
the quadrifilar helix (four helical elements). The latter is the main antenna proposed for SPCN 
handheld terminals, is the main topic of this thesis and is only briefly presented in this chapter. 
The bifilar helix is presented in more detail as an intermediate stage from the monofilar to the 
Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (QHA)
The third part of this chapter deals with the analysis, design and construction of a
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monofilar axial mode helix antenna (MAMHA). The structure described in this section is 
supposed to be (following helix antenna theory) the smallest possible MAMHA at the frequency 
of interest (2GHz) This exercise has allowed the exposition of the abilities and usefulness of the 
monofilar helix in the 2 GHz band, and to establish the validity of the simulation packages used 
in the remainder of the work.
The simulation packages that have been used to simulate the antennas of this project are 
presented in Appendix C. Their major advantages, disadvantages and operation are described, 
together with a piece of software written to facilitate their use with helical antennas.
4.2 Monofilar Helix
Fig.4.1 shows the structure of a monofilar helical antenna and its associated dimensions 
(taken from[KRAU-88])
Fig. 4,1 Helix and associated dimensions.
The following parameters are used to describe a helix:
D = diameter of helix (wire centre to wire centre)
C = circumference of helix = %D
S = spacing between turns (wire centre to wire centre) - pitch distance 
Of = pitch angle = tan‘ (^5/77£))
L = length of 1 turn 
N  = number of turns 
A = axial length = NS=Laxiai 
d = wire diameter
G = diameter or side length of ground plane
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Some of these parameters are very important in the electrical behaviour of the helical 
antenna as will be shown. The helical antenna is shorter by a factor of three or more than a 
resonant thin wire antenna operating in the same frequency, having the same electrical length. A 
monofilar helix can operate in two main modes, the axial and the normal
normal mode: This radiation mode is excited when Q  < % where Q  the circumference of a turn 
measured in free space wavelengths. In this mode the maximum of the field is normal to the 
helix axis for all helix dimensions. Circular polarisation can only exist when : Q
where is the spacing between turns measured in wavelengths. In any other case the 
polarisation varies from linear to elliptical depending on the dimensions of the helix
axial mode: This radiation mode is excited when 3/4 <C^< 4/3 and the maximum of the field is 
on the direction of the helix axis. The polarisation is circular for any pitch angle (a)
when :
i) The helix has integral number of turns and the in-phase condition stands (k = -l)
ii) The helix has a large number of turns which are not necessarily an integral number
and A: is nearly -1
where k = sin(a) -  — 
PJ
Lx. length of one turn in free space wavelengths 
a : pitch angle
p : phase velocity of wave in wire
4.2.1 A x ia l M ode H elica l A n ten n a
4.2.1.1 General Parameters
The monofilar axial-mode helical antenna is one of the easiest of all antennas to build. 
Nevertheless, attention to detail can maximise its performance [KING-80] [KRAU-88].
Gain and beamwidth, which are interdependent, are functions of the number of turns, the 
turn spacing (or the pitch angle) and the frequency. Selecting the size, the pitch and the number 
of turns, high quality performance can be achieved.
The performance parameters are also functions of the ground plane size and shape, the 
helical conductor diameter, the helix support structure and the feed arrangements. The ground 
plane may be fiat, with diameter or side dimension of at least ÀI2 [KFLEE-84], or cup-shaped 
forming a shallow cavity [KRAU-88]. There is also the possibility to launch a wave on a helix 
without a ground plane or with a very small one (backfire helix) [NAKA-88], [KRAU-95], 
[JOHN-84]. Kraus in [KRAU-88] states that the effect of the ground plane on an axial-mode 
pattern is small if there are at least a few turns, since both the returning wave on the helix and the
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back lobe of the outgoing wave are both small. Hence the effect of the ground plane can be 
neglected unless the helix is very short ( NS^ <¥2 ).
The conductor size is not a very crucial factor in the helix performance. It can vary from 
0.005/1 or less to 0.05/1 [KFLEE-84],[KRAU-88]. The helix can be supported by a few radial 
insulators mounted on an axial dielectric or metal rod or tube whose diameter is a few 
hundredths of a wavelength. The helix can finally be fed axially, on the periphery [SAKA-95] 
[WHEE-47] or from any other convenient location on the ground plane with the inner conductor 
of the coaxial line connected to the helix and the outer conductor bonded to the ground plane.
The half power beamwidth is given by Kraus in the following quasi-empirical relation:
4.2.1.2 Axial-mode Operation
As a first approximation, a monofilar helical antenna radiating in the axial mode may be 
assumed to have a single travelling wave of uniform amplitude along its conductor. Using the 
principle of pattern multiplication, the far field pattern is the product of the pattern for 1 turn and 
the pattern for an array of N  isotropic point sources (where N  is the number of turns). The array 
factor for an integer number of point sources placed on a straight line is given by {4.2}:
sin(Wr/_2)
smiy/H)
f
y /  =  2 ti S x c o s ( 0 )  - — ^ {4-3}
where p is the relative phase velocity
(p=M/k=phase velocity along the helical conductor/velocity of light in free space) 
is the pitch distance in wavelengths (distance between point sources of the array)
Ly^  is the length of one helical turn in wavelengths
(f) is the angle between the linear array and a random observation point
If the fields from all sources are in phase at point of the helix axis ((f)=0) the radiation will be in 
axial mode. For the fields to be in phase it is required to have:
If/= -27m  {4-4}
where m=0,l,2,3,... is the number defining the operation mode. The minus sign results from the 
fact that the phase of any source k is retarded by 2nL/p with respect to source k-\
By putting (/j^ O and equating {4.3} and {4.4} we have:
P
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When m=l, {4.5} is appropriate for a helix operating in the first order transmission mode 
Ti which exists when is of the order of À. For small pitch angles, this mode has regions of 
adjacent positive and negative charge separated by approximately 0.5 turns. It is found that 
radiation from helices with Q=1A and N >l produces a well defined beam with a maximum in 
the direction of the helix axis. For N  <4 the radiation is backfired but it can be endfire with the 
use of a ground plane. For N>4 the radiation is by itself in endfire direction. These phenomena 
are closely related to the current distribution in the helix arm as can be seen in the next section. 
Values of m > 1 corresponds to higher order transmission modes .
The case where m =0 does not represent a realisable condition unless p exceeds unity 
{u/c=p) since when m =0 and p=\, from.{4.5}, we have L = S. This is the condition for an end­
fire array of isotropic sources excited by a straight wire connecting them («'=90°). However, the 
field in the axial direction of a straight wire is zero so that there can be no axial radiation in this 
case. Table 4.1 shows the relative phase velocities for the first-order transmission mode in 
helical antennas.
Table 4.1 Relative phase velocity for T\ mode on helix [KRAU-88]
C o n d i t io n
In-phase fields (ordinary end-fire)
» y/ =  —Im n
R e l a t iv e  p h a s e  v e l o c i t y
P =
1
V -H1 sin or-I- [(cos a)C . ]
{4-6}
Increased directivity
P =
K S x +[ ( 2 N- t \ ) / 2 N]
y/ = - { 2 7 m  + — )
1
sinor + [(2V-h 1) / 2V[cosor) / Q  ]
{4-7}
In general, each transmission mode propagates with a different phase velocity. When 
waves of more than one transmission mode are present the resultant phase velocity becomes a 
function of position along the helix and may vary over a considerable range of values.
4.2.1.3. Current Distribution and Transmission Modes
The basic assumption for the helix current analysis is that the current is one-dimensional 
and flows only in the direction of the conductor axis. Since the currents on the helix vary 
harmonically with time, and must satisfy Maxwell’s equations, it is possible to obtain 
expressions for the currents by the superposition of one-dimensional travelling waves. At least 
three travelling waves of significant magnitude exist in the helical arm and in general they have 
different phase velocities. For simplicity, the amplitude of the component waves will be assumed 
either constant or exponentially attenuated [MARS-51]. Each component can then be expressed 
as:
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where: a  is the attenuation constant,
CO is the angular frequency,
/? is the phase constant. 
lo is the current amplitude
In general the current distributions measured consist of two or more travelling waves and 
only the total sum of these currents is measured.
Current distributions can be interpreted in terms of travelling waves associated with three 
different modes of transmission on the helix (the current distributions that correspond to the 
different modes are presented qualitatively in Fig.4.2 and 4.3). For Q<2/3 the To mode can be 
found almost in isolation over the entire helix. When 3/4<C^<4/3 the phase velocity measured 
between the third and the sixth turn of a seven turn helix corresponds to that of the Ti mode. 
Mode To is always present but it is significant only close to the two ends. For C^=0.7, both Ti 
and To are of about of the same importance and this is called transition region. When Q is  about 
3/4 or somewhat more, the measured phase velocity is about that for Ti mode, and when Q  
reaches about 4/3, a higher order transmission mode (T2) appears to become partially effective 
and the radiation may no longer be in the axial mode.
To m ode distribution (0.348 <C ^< 0.66)
Fig.4.2a shows a typical current distribution in To mode. The current distribution consists 
of two To mode waves which travel with the velocity of light in opposite directions and have a 
slight exponential amplitude attenuation. There is also a Ti mode wave which can be assumed 
constant in amplitude and to travel with a relative phase velocity p = 0.571. The final result of 
these waves is an amplitude characteristic which has a large standing-wave ratio and a phase 
characteristic which is nearly a step function.
The transition region from  the Tq to the Ti mode (0.66< C^< 0.8)
As Q is  increased the attenuation of the two To modes becomes more sharp. This results 
in less energy reaching the open end of the helix and therefore, less energy reflected to create 
standing waves. Because of the greater attenuation of the two To modes and because of its 
increased relative amplitude value, the Ti mode becomes increasingly important (Fig.4.2b) in 
this region.
Ti  m ode distribution (0.8 < C^< 1.3)
The To mode is attenuated rapidly and Ti waves predominate a few turns from the feed 
point. Most of the energy which reaches the open end is reflected in the form of the 7b wave 
which is also attenuated rapidly leaving only the ITi"*" I to predominate over most of the helix 
(I7i’*'i denotes the amplitude function and the sign indicates the positive-going direction). This
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results in a small reflected wave reaching the feed end of the helix and accounts for a relatively 
constant input impedance as a function of frequency (Fig.4.3). To is predominant closer to the 
feed.
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Fig. 4.2 Measured current distributions on the helix as a function o f element’s length 
(a) To mode (b) Tq to T\ mode (c) Ti to T2 mode (reproduced from[MARS-51 ].)
Fig.4.3a indicates two distinct minima while Fig.4.3b shows only one. These minima can 
be explained as the points where mode [Tq"^ ] interferes with mode [Ti^]. As the circumference 
becomes higher [T\^] becomes higher too and interferes with [To"^ ], which is travelling in the 
same direction with a different phase velocity. The depths of the minima are controlled by the 
relative magnitudes of the two waves when they are in phase opposition. With a further increase 
of Q  the attenuation of To increases, causing the minima to become more pronounced (as [Tq^ ] 
becomes comparable to the small but constant [Ti^]). Then, as the attenuated [Tq^ ] becomes 
much smaller than [Ti^], one of the minima can no longer be observed (Fig. 4.3b).
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Fig. 4.3 Measured current distributions ofTj mode on the helix as a function helix element length
(reproducedfrom [MARS-51 ]
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The transition region from the T\ to the T2 mode (1.3 < C^< 1.5)
The transition  phenom ena observed in this Q  range are quite sim ilar to those o f the Tq to Ti 
m ode transition  region (Fig.4.2c). The T\ m ode develops an exponential attenuation  sim ilar to 
that o f  the Tq m ode discussed earlier. The radiation pattern o f a helix in the range o f frequencies 
w here the presence o f T2 m ode is dom inant breaks up into a large num ber o f  lobes.
4.2,1.4 Radiation Pattern o f  Axial Mode Monofilar Helix
For long helices (NSj[>l), the array pattern  is m uch sharper than the single-turn pattern  and 
largely determ ines the shape o f the total far field pattern. H ence, the calculation o f  only the array 
factor suffices for an approxim ate pattern  o f any field  com ponent o f the helix. T he single turn 
pattern  need not be calculated  except for short helices. The far-field  pattern  can be calculated  
from  know ledge o f the dim ensions o f the helix and the w avelength. T he value o f the relative 
phase velocity  can be com puted from  the helix dim ensions and the num ber o f turns. T he effect o f 
the ground p lane can be neglected for helices long enough (NS^>\/2) since the backlobe and the 
returning w ave o f the helix are both small.
A ssum ing that the single-turn pattern is given by co s(0 ) the approxim ate pattern  o f a 
m ulti-turn  m onofilar helix in the axial m ode can be given as:
E = sin
N
s i n ( A ^ / 2 )
c o s ( ^ ) {4-9}
s'm(y//2)
where (Afor the increased directivity condition is:
^  =  2 ; r [ 5 ^ ( l - c o s ^ ) - i - ( l / 2 ^ )] {4-10}
N ote that {4-9} show s the shape o f the pattern and not its direction (backfire or endfire).
Fig.4.4 The total fa r field of the helix (N=2.5, Sx=0.098 at 2.05GHz) according to {4-9} and {4-10}
The radiation pattern  o f an axial m ode helix ( Q  = 1 ) having only a few  turns to support a 
curren t d istribution to the first m inim um  is a lobe in the backfire d irection. T he curren t 
distribution consists o f only a decaying current and its re lative phase velocity  is found  to be 
nearly  equal to 1.0, w hich approxim ately satisfies the in-phase condition o f the backfire  rad ia tion  
[NA KA-88]
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4.2.1.5 Axial Ratio and Circular Polarisation
The axial ratio is given by the formula [KRAU-88]:
AR = -.---------- !---------- r 0 < A « < o o  {4-11}
|L ^ [sin a -l/p )] I
From{4-ll} it appears that the axial ratio can be calculated from the length and the 
pitch angle a  of the helix, and the relative phase velocity p. AR=1 when the in-phase field value 
of p  is introduced in{4-8}. In other words, the in-phase condition is also the condition for 
circular polarisation in the axial direction. If the value of p  for increased directivity is introduced 
in {4-8} the axial ratio will be [KRAU-88],[VAUG-85]:
2A + 1
^ion_axis) ~ 2N  {4-12}
If the number of turns A is large the axial ratio approaches unity and the polarisation is circular.
In conclusion the polarisation is circular when:
(i) The helix has an integral number of turns and the in-phase condition holds (k = -l)
(ii) The helix has a large number of turns and k is nearly -1
where AR=Hk (axial ratio)
S /k= (sin (a)-l/p) and as sin(cr) = we have: p  = ^   ^ which is the in phase
condition of {4.6}
4.2.1.6 Wideband Characteristics
The helical antenna has inherently broadband properties, possessing desirable pattern, 
impedance and polarisation characteristics over a relatively wide frequency range. The axial 
mode pattern exists for a nearly 2 to 1 frequency range because the natural adjustment of phase 
velocity results in the fields from the different turns adding in phase in the axial direction. The 
terminal impedance remains almost constant because of the large attenuation to the reflected 
wave from the open end, and the polarisation remains circular because the in-phase field 
condition is a circular polarisation condition too [KRAU-88].
4,2,3 Normal Mode Helical Antenna
In the normal mode the radiation is perpendicular to the helix axis. This radiation pattern, 
with its maximum normal to the helix axis may also be described as side-fire or broadside. This 
mode is dominant when the circumference of the helix is much smaller than the wavelength 
[KRAU-88][WHEE-47].
A helix in normal mode can be modelled as consisting of a number of small loops and 
short dipoles connected in series. The diameter of each loop is equal to the turn diameter and the 
length of each dipole equal to the spacing between the turns. The current is uniform in
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magnitude and in phase over the entire structure of the helix. Since it may be assumed that the 
length of the helix is small, the far field pattern is independent of the number of turns and it is 
sufficient to calculate the field as being contributed by a single small loop and a short dipole.
The polarisation of such an antenna is in general elliptical. The axial ratio is given by the 
formula [KRAU-88],[CHO-91]:
AR =
2S {4-13}
Three special cases of the polarisation ellipse are of interest.
a) When ~0 and A R ^  ) and the polarisation tends to become purely linear in
the vertical direction. The helix radiates as a vertical dipole in this case.
b) When Eg ~0 and AR—> 0 ( SJ^-^0 ) and the polarisation tends to become purely linear in 
the horizontal direction. The helix radiates as a horizontal loop in this case.
c) When \E \^ = \Eg\ and AR=1, the polarisation is circular. Setting {4-13} equal to unity we 
have Q  = ^25^ . {4.14}
4.2,4 Different types of monofilar helical antennas
4.2.4.1 Spherical Helix [CARD-93]
The spherical helix is a wire antenna in a helical shape that is wound over a spherical 
surface as shown in Fig.4.5
The geometry is defined such that a constant spacing between successive turns is 
maintained. This has the advantage that the spherical helix can be easily constructed and the 
mathematical expressions that describe its geometry can be readily formulated, thus facilitating 
experimental evaluation as well a computer simulation of the helix.
As can be seen in Fig.4.5 the gain is around 4.5 dB; in the axial direction (0=0°), the 
polarisation is circular for -45°<^<45° (beam broader than typical cylindrical helix) and its size 
at 2GHz is similar to that of a ping-pong ball (-3cm diameter). The bandwidth is 50 MHz at that 
frequency.
-45“ ,45“
Fig. 4.5 Spherical helix and its measured far-fieldpattern(N=7)
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4.2.4.2 Conical Helix
Fig.4.6 shows the configuration and the co-ordinate system of a conical monofilar helix. 
Two types are distinguished according to their pitch angle.
Low pitch angle (a < 6°) [NAKA-84b]: Two distinct regions of current distribution can be 
found. One is the region where the current has a phase velocity nearly equal to the velocity of 
light, decaying from near the source point to the first minimum. This current is the major 
contributor to the radiation pattern. The current in the other region is almost constant after the 
first minimum. A conical helix with a ground plane is equivalent to a balanced conical helix with 
a real and an imaginary arm. The decaying current near the feed point contributes to the backfire 
radiation. The current in the real arm is composed of at least two travelling waves with different 
modes, resulting in the appearance of the current minima.
The resulting input impedance is purely resistive in the order of 200 ohms over a 
frequency range from 3.0 to 6.0 GHz. Over that range the axial ratio is less than IdB and the 
HPBW is around 90°.
In order to produce all these wideband characteristics, it is required that the arm length is 
long enough to include the second minimum of the current distribution at the lowest operational 
frequency (i.e. 2.6À, ).
Fig.4.6 Configuration and co-ordinate system of a conical monofdar helix. Taken from [NAKA-84b]
Short conical helix [NAKA-85]: When the extreme wideband characteristics are not required, 
the conical helix antenna may be constructed by a short antenna arm that can support only the 
decaying current region.
A good pattern performance with a not very wide bandwidth can be achieved with an arm 
length of about 0.3X at 4 GHz compared with an arm length of 2.6À, for wide bandwidth 
performance at the same frequency [NAKA-84b].
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4.2.4.3 Low profile axial mode helix [NAKA-84][NAKA-85b]
The monofilar helix should be wide enough in order to support a decaying current 
distribution at the operational frequency. The length of the helix arm should then be long enough 
to include only the first minimum of the current distribution.
For example a helix with a  =4° , / =  11.5 to 12.5 GHz and two turns (axial length = 0.19À), 
has a pattern with AR= 0.5dB, HPBW = 70°, and input impedance between 70 ohm resistive and 
30 ohm reactive. A model of this antenna type at around 2 GHz is presented in section 4.4.2
4.2.4.4 Helix with Parasitic element
Configuration I [NAKA-80] Fig.4.7 shows the model of the antenna, its current distribution and 
its radiation pattern. Initially the antenna was constructed with 8 turns, then it was cut at the 
point of the first minimum of the current distribution (second turn). The bottom part remains in 
feed and the rest consist the parasitic element. An antenna with cx=l2.5°, S=0.01X at 3 GHz has 
a pattern with HPBW=55°, Ai?=1.8dB.
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Fig. 4.7 Antenna model, current distribution and radiation pattern( taken from [NAKA-80]
Configuration II [NAKA-86] Fig. 4.8 shows type A and type B helices with parasitic elements. 
In type A the parasitic element starts at the current minimum, 1.5 turns after the driven helix and 
in type B the parasitic element starts after 2 turns. The parasitic element is only wound over the 
surface wave region of the driven helix in order to establish a travelling wave current 
distribution.
atriven  b e l l*
h e l ixa r l v « H  h ^ l i x
.-.parasitic h.«Hx
Fig. 4.8 Type A and Type B helices with parasitic elements
Type A produces IdB higher gain than a typical monofilar helix, wider bandwidth than type B, 
AR<3dB, frequency range 1.8:1 from 2.2 to 4 GHz, input impedance 160±60 ohms resistive and
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-70 ± 35 ohms reactive, using single feed point (Fig.4.8).
4.2.4.S Tapered Helix [KRAU-88][ANGE-67][DONN-80]
As mentioned earlier in this section, two main modes propagate along the axis of a helix 
antenna, and are reflected at the open end. Of these four current waves only the forward going is 
useful for the desired axial mode radiation pattern. Tapered extremities serve as matched 
transitions to the coaxial line at one end and to free space at the other, improving the amplitude 
reduction of the three unwanted waves. The final result has very good polarisation purity. Fig.4.9 
shows helices tapered at both ends. They both have the same performance, but the second has 
extremely low sidelobes. Ai?<1.05dB in the main lobe, frequency range 1.8:1, operating 
frequency 2.2 to 4.2 GFIz (pitch angle and diameter D=3.2cm).
turns
Fig.4.9 Tapered helices (taken from [ANGE-67])
In Fig.4.11 a selection of conical or tapered open helices is presented. For pitch angle 
tapers between 5° and 17° and 0.8<Q<1.2, the pattern variations are minor. However, at 1.2 
and with the pitch angle decreasing from 17° at the feed end to 5° at the open end, the gain is 
IdB more than for 1.2 and pitch a=12.5°(constant pitch). This is a significant improvement, 
since the highest gain for a uniform 6-turn helix (with similar dimensions) occurs when a  is 
approximately 12.5° and Q=1.2 [KRAU-88].
D e c r e a s i n
Fig.4.10 Open end tapered helix (taken from [KRAU-88])
4.2.4.Ô Dual Frequency Helical Antennas [HAAP-96]
A combination of two helical antennas or a helix and a monopole over a ground plane 
(Fig.4.11) can provide a relatively low profile dual frequency antenna system. The two antennas 
are resonant at two distinctly different frequencies and the smaller one is inside the other one.
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The helix-monopole antenna has an input impedance of about 50 ohms when placed on the 
small size ground plane of a cellular handset. Z,>, is only around 10 ohms when the antenna is 
over a big ground plane. The bandwidth is 12% and 4.5% in the 1750 MHz and 894 MHz 
frequency bands respectively.
The helix-helix antenna has narrow bandwidths of 5.2% and 2.2% at the same frequencies. 
The bandwidth can be broader if the overall antenna dimensions (both radius and pitch) are 
increased.
The radiation patterns of both combinations are omnidirectional in azimuth and they agree 
with the patterns of the individual antennas.
Fig.4.11 Two dual frequency helical antenna configurations( taken from [HAAP-96])
4 .2 .4J  Square Helix [COLB-95][COLB-98]
The three different Square Helix (SH) structures shows in Fig.4.12 were tested in the 
references. Configuration (d) seems to be the most promising from the performance viewpoint. 
All the vertically oriented wire segments are 0.06A, in length and all the horizontally oriented 
wire segments are 0.24A, in length.
Fig.4.12 A Cylindrical Helix and three Square Helix configurations (taken from [COLB-98])
Structure (d) has the potential advantage of easier construction, and a geometry easier to 
integrate with the handset (compared with the other two square helices).
In the reference the square helix (type d) of 4 turns at 1.8GHz is presented. The model 
produced similar results to a typical cylindrical helix with the same dimensions, although the 
square helix model is slightly more directive, and has a significantly lower backlobe and better 
axial ratio performance.
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4.3 Multifilar Helix
43,1 Bifilar Helices
A bifilar helical antenna -BHA- (or Patton coil [PATT-62]) consists of two helical 
elements which have the same axis and are placed at 180° angular distance. The two helical 
elements are fed with 180° phase difference and they may or may not be connected together at 
the non-feeding end.
The radiation characteristics depend upon the phase progression of the current along the 
helix element. The direction of radiation in the elevation plane can be controlled by changing the 
helix pitch angle and/or the helix diameter. A bifilar helical antenna radiates an axial beam in the 
-Z hemisphere when the helical radius is of the order of Rh =0.1A and the pitch angle is of the 
order of 10°. A bifilar helix with the same radius and a pitch angle of 40° radiates a split beam in 
the -Z hemisphere [KRAU-88]. The variation of either of these two physical parameters causes 
the direction of radiation to scan from zenith towards the horizon [McCAV-91]. Such an antenna 
is proposed in [KAWA-97] and [McCAV-91] where the length and the diameter of the antenna 
remain constant while the number of turns is altered mechanically from 5 to 6.5 (Fig.4.13).
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Fig.4.13 Elevation cuts of a scanning BHA. Length and diameter remain constant while the number of 
turns changes from 5 to 6.5 turns.(takenfrom [KAWA-97])
The Patton coil is a backfire antenna characterised by a travelling-wave current 
distribution. In this mode a backward wave exists in the sense that, while the group velocity is 
directed away from the feed point, the phase velocity is towards the feed, hence producing 
backfire radiation [WALT-65] [NAKA-93]
The backfire bifilar helix antenna was one of the first backfire antennas studied. The 
monofilar helix without a ground plane also has a backfire axial radiation mode. The monofilar 
helix, though, is rarely used without the ground plane that enhances its radiation performance, as 
explained in section 4.2. The BHA has an advantage over the conventional axial-mode helical 
antenna in that a ground plane is not needed (the BHA is a balanced antenna), having a simpler 
feed [NAKA-82]
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The polarisation of the bifilar helix antenna is circular within the main beam, independent 
of the peak’s location in elevation (zenith or lower elevations for split beam configurations) and 
the length of the helical element (resonant or otherwise [KEEN-97]). A slight difference in the 
axial ratio with respect to the azimuth angle ^  is due to the bifilar not having the azimuthal 
symmetry found in a loop antenna. That is, the bifilar helix antenna does not have the same wire 
cross-section configuration when it is cut by a plane along the z axis at two different azimuth 
angles [NAKA-91]. Some structure modifications which can be applied in order to improve the 
axial ratio are presented in the following paragraphs.
Fig.4.14 shows a graph of bifilar helix radius versus pitch in which the shaded area shows 
the region of backfire operation (travelling wave current distribution and a single backfire 
radiated lobe) [PATT-62]
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Fig.4.14 Radius V5. pitch in BHA performance. The shaded area gives the region o f best backfire 
radiation[PATT-62] (taken from [WALT-65])
4.3.1.1 Loaded [NAKA-91]
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Fig.4.15 Radiation pattern of six turn BHA with 400 ohms resistive load.( taken from ]NAKA-9J ])
a) (^=0°and b ) (p=90°
A bifilar helix with r=0.04A, pitch angle a  =68° and operating frequency/=  1.5 GHz has 
for N = \2  a decaying current wave along the arm end. The number of turns can therefore be 
truncated without deterioration of the radiation performance, if a proper load is connected
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between the arm ends. A terminal resistor is adopted to reduce the reflected current from the arm 
ends and consequently any significant backlobe created from it [NAKA-82], [KEEN-97]. Thus 
the use of the loaded termination contributes to the reduction in the antenna length.
For example the antenna above can have six turns using a load of 400 ohms. The radiation 
performance is then circular polarised with split beam (Fig.4.15), AR<0.5 dB in the frequency 
range 1.3-2.5 GHz.
4.3.1.2 Tapered [NAKA-82],[NAKA-93]
The front-to-back (F/B) ratio of a BHA can be improved by forcing the current to decay 
smoothly (minimise reflection currents) to one and only minimum, in a region close to the feed 
point in a way similar to that described in the loaded end version. This can be done by tapering 
the feeding section of the BHA and/or flaring the far (non-feed) end.
In the references, the tapered section is specified by an equiangular spiral. The current 
distribution follows the required smooth decay pattern for higher frequencies (f>2.6 GHz for a 
BHA tested in the 2-3.5GHz frequency range).
At lower frequencies (below 2.3 GHz), the attenuation rate of the travelling current reduces 
(the attenuation rate of the current changes as a function of frequency), and the forward current is 
not attenuated completely when it reaches the arm end. Therefore, there is an appreciable 
reflected component of the current along the helical arm so a standing wave is created and the 
antenna performance is deteriorated.
In [NAKA-82] a resistor is placed on the non-feed end of the antenna to absorb any 
reflections at that end, as described in the loaded BHA [NAKA-91]. The loaded-tapered BHA 
(LTBHA) has an improved F/B ratio performance and also a better axial ratio. The absolute gain 
does not deteriorate, in spite of the use of a terminal resistor. The radiation efficiency is reduced 
but the directivity is improved, keeping the absolute gain unchanged.
flareU section*■uniform section uni form s e c t i o nsection'
arm l e n g t h arm end feed ooint arm endfeed po in t
Fig.4.16 The current distribution of two BHA with improved performance.
(a) Tapered Feed section and Flared Open end (b) Tapered Feed section [NAKA-93]
f e a l  > ________ /jtmag I/I
In [NAKA-93] another idea is presented in order to reduce the reflections at the arm end. 
As the frequency is decreased, the helix circumference in wavelengths is also decreased. It can
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be said then that as the circumference (in A) is decreased, the attenuation is decreased and as 
explained before there are reflections at the arm end. It is, therefore, beneficial to flare the open 
end for rapid decay of the forward current.
The Tapered-Flared BHA (TFBHA) presented has a bandwidth of 1.75:1 (2.0-3.5GHz) of 
almost constant input impedance. Its pattern is similar to the pattern of the Tapered BHA and its 
radiation efficiency greater than that of the LTBHA. In Fig.4.16 the current distributions on the 
arm of the TBHA and the FTBHA are presented.
4.3,L3 Conical [NAKA-87]
Fig. 4.17 shows a conical bifilar helix.
Wire r o d i u s p  s O  3 m m
Fig. 4.17 Configuration and co-ordinate system of conical BHA (taken from [NAKA-87])
This antenna was designed to have radiation performance similar to the quadrifilar helix 
(described in section 4.3.2), but simpler feed system. It was found that, as the cone angle 
decreases and the pitch angle increases, the angle coverage of the circular polarisation becomes 
wider. The widest circularly polarised beam of 197° is obtained when the cone angle is 5° and 
the pitch angle is 45°. The antenna height is 4.66A, but further experimentation showed that 
similar results can be produced with a height of only 1.37A.
4 3 ,2  Q uadrifilar H elix  [KILG-75][KUMA-91]
This antenna consists of four wire helices placed on a dielectric cylinder or disc, or of two 
orthogonal bifilar antennas. All the wires are fed with the same amplitude but are driven in phase 
quadrature. The resonant quadrifilar helix produces a cardioid shaped radiation pattern with 
excellent circular polarisation over a wide angle. This kind of antenna can give a "shaped 
conical" radiation pattern with maximum gain at the rim of the cone (120° to 180° wide) and gain 
decreasing up to a minimum of approximately 10 dB less than the maximum at the centre of the 
cone. This seems to be the optimum pattern for satellite communications, so this antenna will be 
examined separately in the next chapter.
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4,3.3 Octafilar Contrawound Helix [GERS-66]
The octafilar contrawound helix (OCH) consists of eight bifilar elements. The two helical 
elements of each bifilar are wound in opposite directions (see Fig.4.18). The elements wounding 
the same direction are fed with 45° phase difference. The elements of each contrawound bifilar 
are fed in phase.
The main advantage of this configuration is its ability to control the polarisation of the 
antenna. The polarisation of the OCH can be linear, right-hand and left-hand circular. The 
polarisation can be changed because the contrawound design is actually two multifilar antennas, 
wound in opposite directions. One set of windings propagates right-hand circular polarisation, 
and the other left-hand polarisation. Linear polarisation can be produced with the appropriate 
combination of the two circular cases.
The second advantage of any multifilar helix antenna is its increased bandwidth of axial 
mode radiation compared with the monofilar helix. Theoretical and experimental results suggest 
that the maximum bandwidth is proportional to Vf+1, where W is the number of windings in one 
direction (a more analytical presentation of the relation between the number of elements and the 
bandwidth is included in the next chapter). Hence, the limit in the maximum obtainable 
bandwidth is the number of feeds that is practical to be used.
In the reference mentioned, an OCH with the following dimensions is presented:
Radius:23.81 mm 
Length: 457 mm 
Pitch angle :53°
The antenna was operational in the 400MHz-3GHz bandwidth with a conical axial pattern 
with a beamwidth of 98°- 58° (beamwidth is a function of frequency).
FEED POINTS
F E E D  P O I N T S
Fig.4.18 binding geometry of a contrawound bifdar( bottom) and a non-contrawound bifUar
(taken from [GERS-66]
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4.4 Design of a Small Axial Mode Helix
4,4,1 A small Axial Mode Helix Antenna
As a first try to approach the world of real small antennas a monofilar helix operating in 
axial mode was designed. The design details were based on a paper by Nakano [NAKA-84]. 
Nakano found that the standing wave distribution observed along the arm of a 1-tum helix 
becomes a travelling wave (smoothly decaying current ) with a velocity nearly equal to that of 
light in free space.(Fig 4.19a), when the number of helical turns is 1.5. The operation of the short 
helix is characterised by a leaky-wave nature, while that of the long helix by a surface-wave 
nature (a curved surface wave may have energy leakage and appear as a leaky wave antenna 
[WALT-65]).
The antenna designed by Nakano had the following structure details .- Q  =1, «=12.5° 
(pitch angle), wire radius r=0.005A and the feed point was localised on the helical axis and a 
short wire was inserted between the feed point and the beginning of the helix. That configuration 
allowed the rotation of the helix about the helical axis with feed point being fixed. By using an 
infinite ground the antenna radiation is in the endfire direction. The result of this design were a 
broad radiation pattern (Fig.4.19b) with HPBW=S6 °, gain in z-axis 4.6 dBi, AR=2.6 dB. The final 
conclusion is that a short helix radiates a circularly polarised wave provided it possesses a 
decaying current distribution.
0—
1.5 turns MO
T h eoretica l:
a r m  l e n g t h
E xp erim en ta l : x  x  x  x
Fig.4.19 (a) current distribution (b)radiation pattern, of a small helix antenna fed  over a ground plane
[NAKA-84]
That antenna was simulated with NEC-2 in the frequency band 1.5 GHz-2.9 GHz (centre 
frequency 2.05 GHz) over an infinite perfect ground plane, fed axially by a voltage source of 1 
Volt, and the results were in a very good agreement with those presented in Nakano’s paper. The 
diameter of that antenna at a centre frequency of 2.05 GHz is Z) = 4.7 cm (C^=l) and the height 
of the antenna is Lax = 6.37 cm. The pattern was in the axial mode in the 1.5-1.8 GHz frequency 
range. Split beam pattern performance was detected in the 2.0-2.5 GHz frequency range.
As the proposed antenna is quite long and too wide to be used on any handheld, a new 
smaller structured was then designed (to have an axial mode pattern in the 1.8-2.5 GHz 
frequency band) and simulated. The helix diameter was reduced to the lower limit of the
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axial mode region : Q  = 0.8 (at 2.05 GHz), and the pitch angle was also reduced to : c ^ l° , but 
half a turn was added to the helix to assure the required current distribution. Again the helix was 
fed axially with a voltage source of 1 Volt and it was simulated on an infinite and perfect ground 
plane. The design details of this new antenna are included in Table 4.1. In Fig.4.20 the y-z and 
x-y views of the antenna configuration are presented. That configuration was simulated by 
NEC-2. The input impedance is presented in Fig.4.21, the current distributions are in Fig.4.22, 
the elevation pattern cuts in Fig.4.23 and the 3D patterns in Fig.4.24.
Table 4.1 Dimensions of simulated small Helix Antenna
 Center FregiKncg =2.05_GHz
___________ ^O.Jl‘^ 2 m____
 O^^^=0jy[70jnDi_ )
 j^ ^ O I^ n ^ h d ix  ___
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. _  turn)
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Fig.4.20 Small helical Antenna configuration (a) y-z plane view (b) x-y plane view (c) the real prototype
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Fig. 4.21 Input impedance of the simulated helix antenna given by NEC-2
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Fig.4.22 Current distributions of the designed antenna given by NEC-2
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Fig.4.23 Radiation pattems(elevation) o f the simulated helix antenna given by NEC-2
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Fig. 4.24 3D radiation patterns o f  the simulated antenna given by NEC-WIN
As it was expected and explained in earlier sections the monofilar helix supports a 
smoothly decaying current in the frequency where Q=1 (2.5 GHz). In that frequency the Ti 
transmission mode is supported and the pattern is in the axial mode. Below that frequency the 
current is reflected at the open end of the helix creating a standing wave (2.0 GHz - C^=0.78) but 
the structure is still inside the axial mode frequency range. At 2.9 GHz (Q=1.13) the current 
distribution has two minima. This corresponds to the Ti to TI transition region. The pattern at that 
frequency is still in the axial mode but the creation of side lobes has started (in low elevation 
angles) as it can be seen in Fig.4.23 and 4.24. The antenna would support a decaying current and 
an axial mode pattern at 2.9 GHz if the helix arm was shortened to the point of the first 
minimum. The asymmetries of the pattern at higher frequencies (difference between E^ and Eg at 
around -70° elevation are due to the existence of the feeding radial. As the frequency becomes 
higher the length of the radial becomes longer compared with the wavelength and the antenna 
structure more asymmetric.
The input impedance of the antenna seems to be constant and reactive in the 2.2-3.1 GHz 
frequency range. The real part of the input impedance is close to 50 Ohms at around 2.0 GHz. 
The conclusion from the information extracted from the current distribution and the input 
impedance is that the antenna is expected to be useful and operate as required in the 2.1 to 2.5 
GHz band where decaying current is supported and the input impedance remain constant. This 
was also proved from the pattern performance in Fig.4.23 and 4.24. In Fig. 4.24 specifically the 
transition from the normal mode (To) to the axial mode (Ti) and finally to the split lobe region 
(Tz), as Q  becomes greater with frequency; can be observed.
The antenna was also built and measured with a network analyser. Several ground planes 
were used with different sizes and two shapes - square and circular. Also a grid ground plane was 
used. The wavelength at 3.1 GHz which was the highest frequency used is 9.68 cm. The sizes of
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the aluminium ground planes tested were : 6 cm, 11cm, 15cm side for the squares and diameter 
for circular. The grid ground plane had a diameter of 10.5 cm. All of the grounds had diameter 
greater than X/2 as required [KRAU-84]. In Fig. 4.25A there are several outputs from the 
network analyser for different ground planes and in Fig. 4.25B there is a comparison between the 
predicted VSWR graph given by the simulation with NEC-WIN (infinite perfect ground plane) 
and the VSWR graph measured with the network analyser for a square ground plane with 
D  = 15cm.
S i  I.IdB /
div div
(D=6cm)
nfinite gr und plan
no ground plane
grid ground plane 
(D ^ IIcm ) wide g round  plane
(A) (B)
Fig. 4.25 (A) Input reflection coefficient for the constructed antenna when it was placed on different
ground planes (B) The VSWR graph from the simulation (green) (infinite perfect ground plane) and from  
the network analyser (orange) (circular ground plane with diameter D=15 cm)
It is obvious from the VSWR graphs that the helix antenna designed operates best with the 
correct ground plane size. As the ground plane diameter (or side) becomes longer than X/2 in the 
lower frequency the performance becomes stable (Fig.4.25) When it becomes too small, or when 
there is not any ground plane the performance deteriorates considerably.
The helix constructed was also measured and the results are presented in Fig.4.26. The 
ground plane used was square with a side of 15cm. The two linear polarisation components were 
measured at 2.5 GHz.
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-36
-39
Fig.4.26 The two linear patterns (normalised) o f  the constructed helix a t 2.5 GHz
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In Fig.4.26 the normalised to the maximum value patterns are presented because the 
measuring system cable losses and the gain of the transmitting antenna were not known. The 
pattern shape is almost as expected from the simulations. Small differences might have been 
caused from the way the antenna was built and handled. The small differences between the two 
linear components show that the antenna is having a good circular polarised pattern.
Finally the comparison between the measured and the simulated VSWR performance in 
Fig.4.25 and for the pattern in Fig.4.23, and Fig.4.26 showed the validity of the NEC code in 
simulating the whole performance of a monofilar helix antenna.
4.4.2 Comments
As it can be seen from all the above graphs, the designed antenna has the expected performance. 
The simulation (when a perfect infinite ground plane was used) gave these results:
Bandwidth = 800 MHz (1.9GHz-2.7GHz) for pattern and constant input impedance
HPBW=m°
Directive Gain = 5dB
Polarisation : Left hand circular
Radiation Pattern : Almost hemispherical
The antenna was designed to have C^= 0.8 at 2.05 GHz and it was expected to have Bw of 
900 MHz centred around this frequency. Unfortunately this size of the circumference was at the 
limit of the axial mode operation. The antenna was centred on about 2.4 GHz where Q =  1.
By comparing the outputs of the network analyser with the simulation results, can be seen 
that there is a very good agreement when the used ground plane is wide having a side of about 
0.8 X, at the centre frequency which agrees more with [KRAU-88] (side of 3X/4 ) than with 
[KFLEE-84] (side of 0.5X ).
Finally, note that the monofilar helix antenna despite meeting most of the requirements of 
a handheld PCN antenna does not have the desired size. The antenna built in this work has a 
volume of 3.72 X 3.6 X 3.6 cm operating in the frequency band 1.9-2.7 GHz which is too wide and 
moreover needs a very wide ground plane to perform as required. By changing the pitch angle 
and the number of turns only the axial length of the antenna can possibly be decreased. Any 
reduction in the helix circumference would make the helix radiate in normal mode.
The benefit from this investigation might not have been an antenna performing according 
to the very strict requirements of an SPCN handheld (as defined in a previous chapter), but a lot 
of experience and knowledge was gained over the helical type of antennas and the NEC 
simulator.
The series of simulations concerning the design of the small axial mode helix showed that 
the NEC simulator works nicely with helical type of antennas. The transfer from the normal 
mode to the axial mode and then to the split lobe mode was observed verifying the theory. Then, 
a good agreement between the simulated pattern, the patterns included in [NAKA-84]
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[NAKA-85b] and the measured patterns was observed and finally, an excellent agreement 
between the simulated and measured VSWR concluded the validation of NEC-2 and NEC-Win 
in working with helical antennas.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In chapter 3 the helical antenna was selected as the only one which can fulfil most of the 
SPCN handheld antenna requirements and is worthy of further investigation. As a result, chapter 
4 was dedicated to presenting the features of the helical antenna.
Initially, the theory behind the monofilar helical antenna was presented, showing the 
different radiation modes. From the three major modes (normal, axial, split lobe) the axial mode 
seems to be closer to the SPCN requirements. The pattern is conical to hemispherical with no 
major backlobes. The polarisation is typically circular and its rotation depends on the direction of 
rotation of the helical element. The bandwidth is wide and the size is potentially small.
An investigation of optimising these characteristics followed. Initially a selection of 
monofilar helical antennas was presented. Different shapes (conical, spherical, tapered), extra 
parasitic elements, combination of length, turns and pitch are some of the options offered through 
the literature. Usually the purpose of these techniques is to produce a smoothly decaying current 
distribution along the helix arm. This will suppress any reflections at the end of the helix and 
consequently the creation of any standing waves. As a result the helix will be in the desired axial 
mode and possibly would have a smaller length and/or better pattern performance that a pure 
cylindrical helix. However, these techniques can usually be applied on long axial mode helices 
with a great number of turns and this is not the case on mobile phones where only a short helix 
with a small number of turns can be accommodated.
The second group of helical antennas that was then presented consists of multifilar helices. 
Bifilar and quadrifilar are the main types in this set. The bifilar and its different types and 
configurations were presented. Although the bifilar has, under certain circumstances, similar 
performance characteristics to the quadrifilar helix, the latter is preferred for its robustness in 
structure and performance as it explained in more detail in the following chapters. Their main 
difference exists in the form of the current distribution they support. Patton’s backfire BHA is 
characterised by a travelling wave current distribution which needs a great number of turns and 
special termination (flared, tapered or loaded end) to perform well. In contrast, Kilgus’s 
quadrifilar helix is characterised by a standing wave current distribution which is well supported 
in a small structure with one or even less turns [NAKA-93],[PATT-62] [KILG-69].
The chapter concludes with the design, simulation and measurement of the smallest 
possible monofilar helix antenna in the 2GHz band. The design was based on a paper by Nakano 
[NAKA-84]. The antenna was simulated by NEC, its VSWR performance was measured with a 
network analyser and the simulated patterns were compared with pattern from the reference and a 
measurements.
The result of these comparisons were that NEC can simulate with accuracy the pattern and
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the input impedance of a monofilar helix and that can be used for predicting the performance of 
these antennas when they are modelled accurately (using the HELIXC software created for that 
purpose) and follow the programs constrains.
The antenna itself was found to perform as it was predicted in the reference. The model 
that worked out had a smaller radius than the suggested and it was an extra half a turn longer to 
support the necessary current distribution. This modelling produced a small antenna that was 
resonant in the 2.0-2.9 GHz band. Unfortunately even this size is quite large (especially the 
radius length) and more than that, the antenna needs a very wide ground plane to perform as 
required.
In conclusion, the monofilar axial mode antenna can be used in terminals that are not 
handheld and with satellite systems that offer coverage down to medium elevation angles. 
Polarisation and bandwidth seem to fulfil the requirements.
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Chapter 5
The Theoretical 
Quadrifilar Helix A ntenna
T believe the geometry proportion served the Creator as an idea 
when He introduced the continuous generation 
of similar objects from similar objects” 
Johannes Kepler, 
German mathematician and astronomer
5.1 Introduction
Following the selection process in previous chapters, the quadrifilar helical antenna (QHA) 
has been shown as one of the most promising helical type antennas and possibly the best solution 
for SPCN handsets. Initially the QHA was presented in Chapter 3 as a radiating structure 
fulfilling the low gain and circular polarisation requirements. Later in the same chapter it was 
mentioned that the QHA is suggested as an SPCN solution in real and commercial handsets.
The QHA was first presented in August 22, 1966 in a paper by C.W.Gerst and 
R.A.Worden [GERS-66]. Their intention was to introduce the benefits in pattern bandwidth of 
having “multifilar” helical antenna structures. Consequently they presented the “bifilar” (2 
elements), “quadrifilar” (4 elements), “hexafilar” (6 elements) and “octafilar” (8 elements) 
antennas and their differences from the “unifilar” (1 element) helix.
However, the first papers on the pattern performance of the QHA were published in July 
1968 by A.T.Adams [ADAM-68] and C.C.Kilgus [KILG-68] in two different articles in the same 
edition of IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation. As it will be explained in a later 
section the two authors have different approaches on the subject. The best known, and probably 
the most used is the one introduced by Kilgus, hence the name “Kilgus Coil” [KRAU-88]. This 
“Coil” was presented in all the previous chapters.
This chapter starts with a brief presentation of the antenna structure and the definition of 
the different dimensions and construction terms. The rest of the chapter concentrates on the 
theoretical analysis of the QHA. Initially the different modes propagating on a helical element 
are presented and demonstrated through the Brillouin diagram. Then, by explaining the 
symmetries of helical structures, the increased end-fire radiation bandwidth of quadrifilar helices 
(and multifilar helices in general) is also explained. The analysis leads to a diagram that shows 
the relationship between the pitch angle, the number of windings and the circumference offering 
end-fire radiation with the widest possible bandwidth.
In the second theoretical part, the radiation modes of the QHA are demonstrated by using 
the analysis for the sheath helix and the Brillouin diagram. Two modes (Klock’s mode 1 and 2)
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are identified. In the first mode (low frequencies) the pattern scans fi-om the backfire direction, 
through the sidefire to the endfire, while in the second mode the endfire radiation is predominant. 
Areas where both modes co-exist are also identified.
The last theoretical part deals with the QHA operating in the second endfire mode. This is 
known as the Kilgus Coil, and it is the one which offers the required performance for an antenna 
accommodated on an SPCN handset terminal. The equations for the electric field components are 
derived based on the “General Radiation Formula”(GRF) technique by Schelkunoff [SCHE- 
39] and the standing wave current distribution. The theory behind the GRF is presented before 
the field equations are derived. The method is based on Kilgus’ work [KILG-69]. The derivation 
of the fields is explained step by step, points which were missing from the original publication 
are clarified and explained, a few mistakes are corrected and the formulas have been generalised 
to work for any QHA with any dimension fulfilling the end-fire conditions. The Eg field 
equations, that do not exist in any previous publication are also derived based on the method 
developed. The chapter ends with plotted results of the derived gain patterns.
5.2 The Structure
In general the QHA structure consists of four identical helices. The helices are placed at 
the ends of two mutually perpendicular circle diameters equal to the diameters of the helices. The 
four helical elements are connected by radial parts, as can be seen in Fig.5.1. Another way to 
describe the QHA structure is to say that it consist of two mutually perpendicular bifilars.
The important structure parameters, the combination of which affects the radiation 
performance of the anterma (see later sections), are as follows (Fig.5.1):
N\ number of turns
ro'. radius of each helix
D: diameter of each helix (D=2ro)
Lei', length of each helical filament
Lelement— L g /4- 2 r q
Lax', axial length of each helix (axial height of the antenna)
P: pitch distance of the helix 
\|/: pitch angle of the helix
FE: feed end is the set of radiais connected to the feed
DE: distant end is the set of radiais which are not connected directly to the feed
The QHA is a resonant radiating structure when each helical element (helix filament plus two 
radiais) has length equal to an integer number of quarter wavelengths (X/4) [KILG-70], 
[KILG-74]:
X
k k m e n ,= in -  {5.1a}
or
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N a^xial
N
À+ + 2ro = m — {5.1b}
where m is a non-zero integer number
Lax
Fig.5.1 The QHA and its dimensions (a) Front view, (b) top view, (c) trimetric view
For the Kilgus coil is important to point out that, when m is an even number, the TE radiais 
should all be shorted together (shorted radiais) (Fig.5.2a), while when m is an odd integer, the TE 
radiais should remain open (open radiais) (Fig.5.2b) [KILG-70], [BRIC-76]
Fig.5.2 The top view of the DE( distant end) Radiais (a) Shorted radiais (m:even),
(b) Open radiais (m:odd)
The four helices are fed in phase quadrature (90° phase difference : 0°,90°,180°,270°) in order to 
produce the desirable QHA pattern.
5.3 From the Monofilar to the Quadrifilar Helix
The operation of the QHA is similar in some respects to the monofilar helix antenna, 
which radiates in the normal mode for Q  (circumference in wavelengths) less than 0.75 and 
radiates in the axial mode or forward endfire mode for between approximately 0.75 to 1.25 
(axial mode BW~2:1). The QHA is reported to operate in the axial mode for Q  between 
approximately 0.4 and 2.0 (axial mode BW ~ 5:1) [ADAM-74], [KRAU-88]. Hence, the QHA’s 
bandwidth is much wider and it operates in the axial mode from lower frequencies.
Helical antennas seem to have an axial mode bandwidth which is proportional to W+\ 
where W is the number of windings (2:1 for the W= \ monofilar helix and 5:1 for the W=4 QHA)
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[GERS-66]. In the following paragraphs this phenomenon will be explained. Some equations 
involving the helix’s diameter, pitch angle and number of windings (or elements) will also be 
included. This analysis^ will not only explain the size of axial mode bandwidth but will also 
show which are the radiating modes of a helical structure and the QHA in particular, which mode 
is useful and how it is possible to achieve operation in that mode.
5,3,1 Brillouin Diagram
The different modes propagating along the arm of a monofilar helix were presented in 
section 4.2.1.3. They are related to the operational frequency since each one of them appears for 
particular values of Q  and they are responsible for the direction of the radiation pattern (i.e. To 
mode for normal mode and T\ mode for axial mode).
In the analysis that follows, the helix is considered as a periodic structure with the 
following properties [GERS-66].
There are frequency bands in which propagation along the z-axis is rapidly attenuated. 
These bands are called stop-bands or forbidden regions. In them the helix radiates perpendicular 
to its axis, attenuating the signal that should radiate along the z-axis. Conversely, there are pass- 
bands in which energy propagates along the z-axis with little attenuation. The pass-bands 
determine the axial mode bandwidth of the antenna.
Electric fields may be analysed by expressing them in Fourier series. Each term of the 
series is called a space harmonic. These space harmonics are functions of the frequency and of 
multiples of the #and z co-ordinates which describe the geometry of the helix. The existence of a 
particular space harmonic depends on frequency, helix geometry (number of windings, pitch, 
diameter etc.) and the amplitude and phase of the sources feeding the windings. The helix is also 
considered as a linear array of N isotropic sources (one for each turn) as described in section 
4.2.1.2 [KRAU-88]
At certain frequencies, the harmonics (modes) which are undesirable for axial radiation 
begin to propagate along the helix’s radius rather than along its axis. In multifriar helical 
antennas, control of feed phasing and changes in antenna geometry eliminate radially 
propagating space harmonics, providing greater passbands and greater bandwidth. With every 
space harmonic a phase constant is associated which determines how the phase of the harmonic 
varies with distance along the helix. For an antenna without losses, the phase constant for the n^  ^
space harmonic is given by
{5.3}
where is the phase constant for the n* harmonic ;
ySo is the phase constant for the zero order harmonic; 
n is any integer including zero;
P is the pitch distance of the helix
 ^ The helical modes and end-fire bandwidth analysis is based on the reference [ GERS-68]
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Once the modes that can exist are known, it is necessary to determine how fSn varies with 
frequency, because passbands exist whenever :
2m {5.4}
where k is the free space phase constant (the phase constant for a wave travelling at the speed of 
light) and
l7 t _  2 n f  _  0)
c
k  =
A c 
where A is the free-space wavelength 
/ is  the frequency in Hertz 
Ü) is the radian frequency 
c is the velocity of light in free space.
{5.5}
Equation {5.4} is the condition of axial radiation for a linear array [WALT-65] and can be 
rewritten as:
{5.6}
To obtain an expression that includes the helix’s pitch angle, if/, both sides of the above 
expression are multiplied by the helix’s radius, r» Since the term 277T(/P is equal to the cotangent 
of we have.-
<-^{PQh±ncoi{y/)) {5.7}
2 cot\|/
Fig.5.3 Brillouin diagram for a monofilar helix taken from [GERS-66]
A Brillouin diagram which plots frequency against phase makes these expressions more 
meaningful and shows the significance of passbands and forbidden regions. In the Brillouin 
diagram shown in Fig.5.3 for a monofilar helix, the vertical axis kro, is proportional to frequency 
and the horizontal axis is proportional to the phase constant, /%. The triangles represent the 
passband region specified by inequality {5.7} The grey area surrounding the triangles is the
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forbidden region; it meets the axis at multiples of cotf^j, as required by inequality {5.7}. The 
portion of the forbidden region above ncotf if/) is the region in which the n^ z-harmonic would 
radiate perpendicular to the z-axis, causing attenuation along the axis.
5,3,2 Modes in the Quadrifilar Helix
Multifilar helical antennas are phased so that the phase difference between windings is 
27tW, where, as before, W  is the number of windings. The electric fields then have the same 
amplitude and relative phase at periodic points in the helix. These properties are summarised by 
the three types of symmetry which a multifilar radiating structures can possess [GERS-66]:
Translational : Any point moved a pitch distance along the helix’s axis cannot be 
distinguished from the original point with reference to the space harmonic functions describing 
electric fields along the axis of the helix.
Rotational : Any point moved around the circumference of the helix by 2 t t  radians comes 
back to its starting place.
Screw : Any point moved along the z-axis a certain distance and then rotated a certain 
angle returns to a similar point.
Translational symmetry allows the electric field to be represented by a Fourier series in 
harmonics of z; rotational symmetry allows expansion of the fields in a Fourier series in 
harmonics of â. However the screw symmetry allows only certain z-harmonics for a given 6- 
harmonic that fulfil the following equation:
m = n + 2bW  {5.8}
where: m is the index of the ^harmonic 
n is the index of the z-harmonic 
6=0,±1,±2,±3,...
W is the number of windings
If the first ^harmonic (m=l) of a W-filar helix is excited, the only other â harmonics that can 
exist are harmonics with index:
m = 1 + bW  {5.9}
In this way all the even 0-harmonics are excluded. In each bifilar the phase difference 
between the two elements should be tt. The even ^harmonics create fields which have 0° phase 
difference and for that reason are suppressed.
When the first ^harmonic is excited in a QHA, only ^harmonics like the harmonics 
1,5,9,13,17 etc. can also exist (equation {5.9}). Only the first ^harmonic contributes to the 
desired radiation along the axis. The other harmonics, which are at least SdB below the 
amplitude of the first, radiate at other angles contributing to the sidelobes.
Substituting the allowable ^harmonics in equation {5.8} the allowable and suppressed z- 
harmonics can be found. Among the suppressed are the z-harmonics 2,3 and 4. The effect of
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removing these z-harmonics can be seen and more easily understood in the Brillouin diagram for 
the QHA in Fig.5.4.
The small triangles in the diagram represent the monofilar helix antenna’s passbands. The 
large triangle represents the QHA’s passband. Because z-harmonics 2,3 and 4 are suppressed the 
forbidden regions corresponding to these harmonics are eliminated. This makes the passband 
triangle four times as large. Since the height of the triangle is proportional to frequency, the 
QHA can operate over a much broader bandwidth than the monofilar antenna
Four main regions can be identified on the Brillouin diagram. Initially, and starting fi-om 
the zero frequency point kro increases along the solid blue line with a slope of sinf i//}- This 
implies that the wave along the helix travels at the speed of light. In this frequency range, the 
energy will propagate along the z-axis, but will not be radiated. It is reflected at the end of the 
helix and travels back to the source where it is dissipated.
kr •
^ max
krQ=(N/2)cot(V) 
lo-Q = co t(\ |/)/(l-s in (\|/))
2cot(\|/) 3cot(\|/)
I  ^ pï^  {rad] I
4cot(\j/) 5 cot(\|/)
Fig.5.4 Brillouin diagram fo r  a QHA (passband in white )taken from  [GERS-66]
The antenna continues to operate along the solid blue line until the forbidden region of the 
z-harmonic is reached at kro=kromin where :
iTTr^  cos(y/)
{5 .10 )
As the frequency increases, kro cannot follow the same curve because it enters the 
forbidden stopband of z-harmonic 1. For that reason it jumps to the other side of the forbidden 
region to the side of the large triangle. The normalised phase velocity is given by:
V, kr„
{5.11}
and it decreases rapidly at this transition, while the normalised group velocity, given by the 
differential equation:
{5.12}
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increases to a value of one. The phase velocity is less than the group velocity when the antenna 
radiates.
In the third region the kro increases following the curve (blue solid line on the left side of 
the large triangle):
fero = -  coi{yr) +  {5.13}
which is the endfire condition of equation {5.5}
The structure continues to radiate in the endfire direction until one of the following two 
conditions prevents propagation:
(a) The line for wave travelling at the speed of light (black dashed line) intersects the 
passband triangle at:
*'• -7 3 S;
At that point the phase velocity equals the group velocity
(b) The top of the passband triangle is reached. At that point krois:
W
kro= — cos{yr) {5.15}
Beyond these points, the helix is in the forbidden region.
The maximum frequency of operation for a given pitch angle is kromax which is the 
minimum value of ^ ro from {5.14} and {5.15}.
In Fig.5.5 the values of kro and pitch angle over which the endfire radiation condition is 
satisfied are plotted for various multifilar structures. Because kro is equal to the circumference 
divided by the wavelength, the vertical axis is labelled as normalised circumference, Q .
The bounds of end-fire radiation for a W-filar helix are the three curves labelled:
wQ w  = — cot(yr) {5.16b}
cos(yr) 
l + sin(yr)Q(min) -   ^ . . /-.-X {5.16c}
Fig.5.5 is effectively the presentation of the endfire bandwidth of a W-filar structure 
having as a parameter the pitch angle.
It is interesting to notice the experimental boundary for the monofilar helix on the diagram 
as given by Kraus [GENS-66]. The agreement seems to be quite good. The coloured area 
represents the boundaries for the bifilar helix (as drawn by the author by using {5.16}) and it 
very much resembles the diagram of Fig.4.15 [PATT-62] which are the experimental results by 
Patton for the bifilar helix.
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The end-fire bandwidth is given from:
f
—  '' _  Umax
f .m. K
{5.17}
Substituting equations {5.16} to {5.17} we have the BW  increasing as the pitch angle 
increases:
BW = l-hsin(^) 
1 -  sin(^)
{5.18}
'  W = 1 6
W = i
W = 4
W = 1 W = 2 X,(W)
•sbifilar
Ë  0 . 5 “ " K raus W =1 boundary
pitch an gle [deg]
Fig.5.5 Normalised Circumference vs. Pitch Angle for different W-fdar structures. End-fire radiation is 
achieved when the combination of and pitch angle is between the lines C^ (min), Cx(max) cind (Taken
from [GENS-66])
For a given pitch angle the bandwidth is the vertical distance between the curve and 
either the C;^ (max) or the , whichever is reached first (see Fig.5.5). As can also be seen from 
the diagram, the bandwidth increases monotonically until the point where curve C;^ (max) intercepts 
with the Cj^ (w) curve. At that point we have :
^A(max) )
max
l - s in(ÿf )  2
l w + 2
{5.19}
J
So, equation {5.18} becomes: 
If
1
W + 2
1 + If
= Vf +1 {5.20}
Vf+ 2
which is the maximum bandwidth for this optimum pitch angle {if/mad- This result agrees with the 
experimental results presented at the beginning of section 5.3 [ADAM-74],[KRAU-88].
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Above if/max the bandwidth is:
BW =
W
A^(tnin)
-  =  —  
cos(y/) ~ 2 1 +
1 {5.21}
l + sin(^)
and as (^approaches 90°, the bandwidth decreases approaching W.
5.3,3 Radiation Modes of the QHA
In the previous section, the way the different modes propagate in the W-filar helix was 
presented. The way the different harmonics affect the end-fire bandwidth, and the relation 
between pitch angle, number of windings and endfire radiation are also explained. In this section 
a closer look at the radiation modes of the QHA is going to be included. The presentation is 
based on the previous analysis by Gerst and Worden [GERS-68] and also on the work of 
Sensiper [SENS-51] and Klock [KLOC-63] as is summarised in the papers by Adams ([ADAM- 
68], [AD AM-70], [AD AM-74])
Sensiper showed that the determinantal equation of the W-filar tape helix, fed in the 
expf-7 <;^ j mode, become identical to the determinantal equation of the sheath helix as the number 
of tapes W becomes infinite. Thus, the tape QHA should have a behaviour somewhat similar to 
that of the sheath helix and its performance can be partially explained in terms of these results.
The sheath helix is only a mathematical model and it consists of a right circular cylinder of 
radius or which conducts only in the “helical” direction (Fig.5.6). That is, the surface is perfectly 
conducting in the direction an making an angle if/ (pitch angle) with the plane perpendicular to 
the axis. Its conductivity is zero in a direction perpendicular to a\\ ( a j  [NEUR-67]
ax
Fig.5.6 The geometry o f a sheath helix, taken from [NEUR-67]
In [ADAM-70] it is stated that the tape width is a less important parameter in the 
behaviour of the helix antenna. In [KRAU-88] the wire diameter of a wire helix is also 
considered as a second-order, non critical parameter. Consequently the analysis of the tape QHA 
would be valid (as a starting point) for the wire form too.
The approximate form of the k-p  diagram (Brillouin diagram) of the sheath helix is shown 
in Fig.5.7. The two solutions with physical meaning that Klock calculated for the determinantal
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equation are presented in the diagram as M ode  One  and M ode  Two. Mode 2 is a solution with 
real phase constant and phasing appropriate for forward endfire radiation. Mode 1 is a solution 
with complex phase constant and phasing such that it should pass progressively from backfire 
through sidefire to forward endfire radiation as frequency is increased [ADAM-68]
/  LINE B
0.5
LINE A ^  """
MO,DE O N E
k
TW O
0.50 1.0 2.0
Fig.5.7 CO'P diagram for a sheath helix by Klock. The Klock radiation modes can be seen.
Taken from [ADAM-74] k = kD I 2 cotiy/) , = Re(y^D /2cot(yr)
For low frequencies, the propagation constant pr closely follows line A, whose slope 
(group velocity) corresponds to the speed of light. As mentioned in the previous section, the 
wave along the z-axis is reflected back to the feed point where it is dissipated. Near the 
intersection O the propagation constant suddenly becomes complex and the antenna begins to 
radiate much more effectively. The QHA (and for that matter any N-filar helix) has the same 
general behaviour except that the bandwidth for forward endfire operation is extended by the use 
of a multiple winding.
From that point the two solutions for the determinantal equation appear. These solutions 
are the two modes of Klock. The first one {M ode One in Fig.5.7 and jum p region  according to 
[GERS-68]), also known as “scanning mode” has complex propagation constant and phasing 
which makes the radiation beam scan from the backfire direction to the end-fire as the frequency 
of operation changes. The solution approaches line A for very narrow tape widths, while the 
variation of the pitch angle affects only the slope of line A. The second solution {Mo d e  Two in 
Fig.5.7) has real propagation constant, follows line B, and has a phasing appropriate for forward 
endfire radiation.
These solutions mean in practise that:
(i) The QHA radiates backfire for: 0.35<Q<0.45, BW=30% for backfire radiation
(ii) The break point (frequency where endfire radiation begins) is at around Q=0.4-0.45
(iii) At around Q  =0.9-1.2 (two-three times the break point frequency) there is a strong 
tendency towards pattern break-up due to the stronger presence of the scanning mode, 
which can be suppressed with the use of a ground plane or by adjusting the pitch angle.
(iv) Pattern deterioration appears in the frequency range 1.6<Q<2.7 because mode one scans 
from sidefire to endfire, and mode two curves away from line B. The effect is extra
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sidelobes in the pattern.
(v) Complete pattern break-up occurs in the 2.7<C^<3.0 range.
The scanning mode can be achieved theoretically when the QHA is operated at low 
frequencies. In practice it is easier to achieve it by loading the QHA with a dielectric core which 
lowers the frequency at which the antenna starts to radiate, or with a metallic core which does 
not affect the minimum frequency of radiation [ADAM-68] and according to Fig.5.5 by using 
very low pitch angles (QHA is below the end-fire BW). This effect can be seen in the figures that 
follow.
H E L K
AXIS
Fig.5.8 Radiation patterns o f a QHA in Mode One, taken from [ADAM-68]
(loaded with a dielectric core £^=72). Pitch angle=50°, diameter=2.5cm, length 60.8 cm 
(a) 1.05 GHz, (b) 1.2GHz, (c) 1.3 GHz, (d) 1.4 GHz, (e) 1.5 GHz, (f) 1.6 GHz 
 (solid line) : horizontal polarisation,  (dashed line) : vertical polarisation
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5.4 The Mathematical Analysis of the QHA Radiation Pattern 
5.4J , Introduction
The work by Adams [ADAM-68] concentrated on the two modes of the QHA with more 
attention given to mode one and its scanning capabilities. Some results were also presented for 
the mode two endfire operation but they were mainly for an antenna with a narrow beamwidth.
On the other hand, the work by Kilgus exploits the capability of the QHA to operate as a 
low gain antenna in the endfire mode which is the one of the SPCN antenna requirements. In 
[KlLG-69] (a copy of which can also be found in [KUMA-91]) the mathematical analysis of the 
QHA’s far-field (only the component) patterns is presented, for the special case of a A72 
element length QHA with 1, 0.5 and 0.25 turns. The whole analysis is based on the “General 
Radiation Formula” technique by S.A.Schelkunoff [SCHE-39]. In this work a method to 
calculate the radiation pattern of an arbitrary shape wire antenna based on the knowledge of the 
current distribution, is formulated. A similar analysis is also presented in [WANG-91] without 
revealing many details. The field formulas presented are only for the special case of a X/2, half 
turn volute.
In the sections that follow, the “General Radiation Formula” technique is explained and it 
is then used to calculate the radiation fields of the QHA. The field analysis is presented step by 
step, including all the points that are missing from the original paper in order to establish a 
method that can be used in all cases. As a result a few mistakes in the original paper are 
corrected, the formulas for the Eg component of the far-field are also derived and all of the 
formulas are generalised for any element length and number of turns. The method presented here 
can be used for any wire antenna of known current distribution and geometry.
5.4.2 The General Radiation Formula
5.4.2.1 Electromagnetic Fields
The electromagnetic field produced by a given distribution of electric currents in terms of 
the retarded vector potential A is expressed as follows:
® = {5.22}
H = V xA
where is the permeability of the medium
e is the dielectric constant of the medium
Ü) is the angular velocity : (ù=2nf
The electric retarded vector potential A can be written as a function of the electric current 
element of moment/ / :
-  lIe - ‘^
{5.23}
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where r  is the distance from the element.
The vector potential of a general distribution is obtained with the aid of the principle of 
superposition. Similarly, a magnetic retarded vector potential F can be defined as a function of 
the magnetic moment K  I'm [Volt-metres] :
Am-
The complete expression for the fields is then:
Ë  = + V Â - V x F
j m
_  _  1 _  _  {5.25}
H = V x A + ------V* VF -  jœéP
j m
In the case of calculating radiation fields we are interested only in terms varying inversely 
with distance r  from the origin of the co-ordinate system. Hence, two auxiliary vectors N  and L 
are related to A and F  as follows:
N  = lim {Ame‘^ A )
-  -  {5.26)
L = lim {Am e'^F)
Assuming for the present that these limits exist ( it is proved that they exist in [SCHE-39]) we 
have:
F  = — ---------+
4 7Tr r
where : ôj/r, 62/r tend to zero as r increases indefinitely and N  and L are independent of r
Substituting A  and F  from {5.25} to {5.23}, we have:
\ S'
/  \  8"
/ \ S'" {5.28}
AnÀr^ » "/ r
/  \  0 ' " ‘
5.4.2,2 Electric-radiation vector N
Ordinary antennas carry only electric currents. This is the case with the QHA and from 
now on only the electric current equations will be presented
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Fig.5.9 The polar co-ordination system. N g and are the components o f N tangential to the sphere
The radiation vector of an electric element at the origin O (Fig.5.9) is defined simply as the 
moment I  I of the current element, where I is the current in amps, and / is the vector whose 
length is the length of the element in metres. The radiation vector of the above element situated at 
a point other than the origin is;
W  = 1529}
where r is the distance between the origin and the element (see Fig.5.12)
^ is  the angle formed by the radius drawn from 0 to this element and a typical radius from 0 
^=2 tt/X
From spherical trigonometry we have:
cosy/^ = cos^cos^ ' + s in ^ s in ^ 'c o s (^ -  0 ')
where : {O’, ^ ’)are the spherical co-ordinates of the element;
{0,(f>) are the spherical co-ordinates of a typical point in space
{5.30}
The radiation vector of any set of elements is the sum of the radiation vectors of the 
individual elements. Thus, if the current elements are the differential elements of a thin wire, 
then these vectors (Cartesian form) can be expressed in the form of integrals:
15.31)
where : (x,y',z) is a typical point on the wire 
N  = N^cc^ + N yây  + N^cc^ 
a ^ , a y , a^ are unit vectors (see Fig.5.9)
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The spherical components needed are then calculated from the transformation of Cartesian to 
spherical co-ordinates where a  are the unit vectors:
ax'CXe = cos9cos^  ax = -sm(/>
a y a e  = cos0 sm(/) a y 'a < p = co s^  {5.32}
a z a e  = - s m 6  aza<p = 0
Ng = NxŒe + N ya e  + N za e  =>
Ng = (|A ^|cos^+ Ny s in ^ )c o s ^ - |A js in ^  {5.33}
N ^  = - |W ^ |s in ^ +  N y c o s^
5.4.3. The Quadrifilar Helix Analysis
In reference [KlLG-69] the radiation pattern of the quadrifilar helix is calculated in two 
stages. Firstly, the contribution from the helical parts is presented and then the radiation from the 
radial parts follows. In this section the way these fields are calculated will be shown in detail.
5.4.3.1 The helical parts
The use of Schelkunoffs general formula requires knowledge of the current distribution 
on the radiating element. Kilgus produced this current distribution for the resonant QHA based 
on the following assumptions.
5.4.3.1.1 Current Distribution
The structure is resonant (element length integer multiples of 7J4) so the current 
distribution (which is assumed to be sinusoidal) on each helical element has maxima at the feed 
end and every À/2 and minima every À/4. For each element of the helix, the current magnitude is 
then given by the following equation:
i (a )  = I q cos(/?rg ) c o s ( ^ ^ )  {5.34}
where : the angles a and y and the radius ro can be seen in Fig. 5.12 
N  is the number of turns
m is the helical element length in 7J4 (Lei=m 7J4). m is an integer 
m a
co s(-j^ ) shows where the maxima and minima are on the helical element, and
generalises the formula by Kilgus for any element length and any number of turns. 
cos(y0ro) is the variation of the wave on the feeding radial
According to this formula, the current distribution is of standing wave type, in contrast to
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the axial mode monofilar and bifilar helix which have a travelling wave distribution. The level of 
the current magnitude remains the same without being attenuated (assumes a lossless wire). The 
method of moments analysis of the QHA in [ADAM-74] produced a current distribution as 
described by Kilgus. In Fig.5.10 the current distribution for a QHA with element length 
Lg/= 1.4224m is presented fory^0.25GHz, /\o.25=1.2m and m=5 and for/=0.4 GHz, Ao.4=0.15m 
and 171=1.5. The current maximum at the feed point and the minima for A/4 lengths can be easily 
seen in these distributions
2.0
1.0
00 m=5
OISTANeE ACOMft HCLIM 
r « 0.2S OHi
4  0
to
m=7.500
- 4 0  f-
OtSTAMCE ALONG HELIN 
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Fig.5.10 The current distribution for a QHA with Lg/= 1.4224m, D=0.0716 m 
and pitch angle cx=40° in two frequencies. Taken from [ADAM-74]
This current distribution assumption is valid for helices with short element lengths (usually 
QHA with 2 or less turns). In the case of longer QHAs with a greater number of turns the current 
distribution looks more like a travelling wave. Standing waves are still created at the distant end 
of the helical element but due to attenuation the distribution of Fig 5.11 can be observed.
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Fig.5.11 The current distribution of a long QHA with N=4, Lax=4X, R=0.17X and m=23. 
fo is the resonant frequency. Taken from [MORI-96].
Although, it is obvious that there is a great difference between the two distributions in 
Fig.5.10 and Fig.5.11 the assumption of the standing wave distribution in Fig.5.10 and equation 
{5.34} is adequate to describe the performance of a short QHA (few wavelengths long) as it is 
the case with practical SPCN handheld designs.
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5.4.3.1.2 Fields
As it was stated before, in the case of the QHA there is only an electric current distribution 
so the fields can be expressed as follows:
I \
=
AnÀr K)
/ \
From now on only the and components will be presented, but similar things are valid 
for the other components too
n - . \ %
X r -  (5.36)
c C /  -yljUS
SO :
2 ti:
1 =  -y /g  {5.37}
A 27t /  '--- 27T
By substituting {5.34) into {5.26} we have:
-iPr
%7tr
{5.38}
" 8 ®- '
We now express N^and Ng as a function of the current distribution on the helical parts. The 
analysis that follows is based on a right-hand wound helix, which has to be fed with 90° phase 
difference in a clockwise direction in order to provide an endfire pattern (the polarisation would 
then be LHCP). Similar analysis can be used for any other combination of helix wound and feed 
direction provided the angles and signs involved are selected properly (see section 6.3.2.4)
On each point of the helical element the current can be assumed to have three Cartesian 
components : 7%, ly, 1^ . (see Fig.5.12 and Fig.5.13).
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Fig.5.12 The geometry of the QHA (only one element can be seen) and of the vectors used in the analysis
helix  3
h e lix  1
helix  2
helix  4
Fig. 5.13 (d)Projection of the element current on the xy-plane (b) the right hand wound QHA as seen
from the bottom
.71
Ix(oc) = -i(o r)cos(7)cos(— -  ctr) = - i {a)cos(y)  sin(ctr)
I y (a) = i(a) cos(y) cos(a)
I^(a)  = i(a)  sin(x)
{5.39}
From the relation between cartesian and polar co-ordinates {5.32} the and I  g currents
can be derived:
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(a) = {cc) + 1 y {a) cos(<^ ) = i{a) cos(/)[sm(or) sin(^) + cos(ûr) cos(^)] = 
= /(ûr)cos(7 )0 (^,ûr)
Ig (a) = -I^  {a) cos(0 ) cos(^) + ly {a) sin(^) cos(^) -  (a) sin(^) =
= /(ûf)cos(^)cos(7 )[-cos(0 ) sin(ûf) + sin(0 )cos(ûr) -  tan(0 ) tan(/)] =
= f (<%) cos(^) cos(y)[0 (^,6z) -  tan(^) tan(y)]
{5.39}
Assuming that angle a* starts from the bottom radial of element k  we have the following 
angles to consider starting from the %-axis (element 1 - see Fig.5.13b) :
a\—a+ 0
a2=a-7r
a3=a-7j/2
Oi=a-37T/2
The factors 0( (f), a) and 0( a) for the A and I  g current components become respectively:
(h) co&(4>-a) -sm( (fy-a) -cos((f>-a) sinf <jya)
6 ((f>,a) (Ig) sm(<^a) cos( (fya) -cosf (fya)
For element 1 the currents are:
{a) = i{a) cos(y) cos(^ -  a)
I  g (a) = i{a) cos(0 cos(y)[sin(^ - d ) -  im{9) tan( 7 )]
{5.41}
{5.42}
Since the current elements have been formulated, the fields created by these currents can be now 
expressed :
mXIA
iTtr  ^ *%7tr /=o
z=o
where / is the distance along the helical element 
From Fig.5.14 we can write :
{5.43a}
{5.43b}
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COS 7  =
d l
dL =  =  d a —^
cos y  cos y
{5.44}
dlh
Fig.5.14 (a)Projection o f the helical element on the xy-plane
(b) relation between element length and axial length
so finally the electric fields of the helical elements are:
- iP r  2 t!N-iCOjUrQe
STTTcosiy) ^
-icojurQe- i p r  2 kN
8»-cos(y)
{5.45}
The vectors r' for helical elements 1,2,3, and 4 and for r at the field point (Fig.5.13) can be 
written as:
T* = a ^x  + 0c y + {5.46}
Tocosf a) -rocosf a) roSinf a) -roSinf a) rsinf 0) cos( cf>)
Oy roSin( a) -roSinf a) -roCosf d) rocos(a) rsinf 0} sinf cf>)
P o/2 k Pa/2'K Pa/2n P o/2 tl rcosf 0)
For element 1 we have the inner product : 
■^*r = r^rcosC^)
(5.47}
P a  {5.48}
r'cos(^) = ——  = Tq cos(Gr) sin(^) cos(^) + Tq sin(cr) sin(^) sin(^) +  cos(^)
r ^ I tt
where : P is the pitch distance. Pitch distance is the axial length of one helix turn.
Similar products can be written for the rest of the helical elements. We can also write: 
Cû^Ir.rr.co^{prç.)e
K = ----- ^ ^ ---------- {5.49}
8 ÆT
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By using {5.47},{5.48} and {5.49} the electric field for the helical elements 1 & 2 in {5.42} can 
now be written as :
= ( S i ) H K )  J cos[ — )cos(< > -a )e
/yff Tq (cos(a) sin(g) cos(<»)+sin(a) sin(^)sin(^))fcos(0)
d a
a=0 /
=-(S2)(-iK)  f COS ^  c o s ( ^ - a ) e
10^  ro(-cos(ûr)siD(0)cos(ÿ)-sm(a)sin(0)sin(^))4-cos(ô).^
d a
= - i S , ) H K )  J  COS —  s m - a ) e
<io v4ATy
id  ro(sin(ar)sin(0)cos((J)-cos(or)sin(0)sin(^))+cos(0)-^ I 
( -  sin(a) sin(g) cos(0)+cos(a) sin(0) sin(^))f c o s (^ ) -^  j
a=0 7
d a
{5.50}
Ee,,nx, = ( ‘^ i)H ^ )c o s(i9 )  j  cos —— [sin(<Z> -  Of) -  tan(^) tan(%)]
«=0 v4A^y
exp
Por
Tq (cos(or) sin(P) cos(^) + sin(ûr) sin(P) sin(^))cos(P)-----
V ITT J_
d a
^m a'^
=  ( S y ( - i K ) c o s { d )  J COS ^  [-s in ((!> -a )-ta n (0 )ta n (j') ]
a=0
exp id rQ(-cos(a)sin(P)cos(^) -  sin(or)sin(P)sin(^))cos(P) P a  
In  )
d a
=  (^ 3 )( - f^ )c o s (0  J COS —  [cos(<Zi -  or) -  tan(^) ta n (/)]
a=0
exp
P aijd Tq(sin(cir) sin(P) cos(^) -  cos(a) sin(P) sin(^))cos(P)  d a
V 2;r y_
=  (S4 )(-iK )cos(Û ) j  cos —  [-cos(^ z)-«r)-tan (^ )tan (7 )]
exp
P aip 7*q(- sin(or) sin(P) cos(^) + cos(or) sin(P) sin(^))cos(P)-----
. V 2 ^ 7
d a
{5.51}
The factors Si, S2, S3, S4 show the feed phasing of each element. As mentioned before in 
this section the phasing should have a clockwise direction (see Fig.5.15) in order to produce a 
pattern in the endfire direction. As a results the feed phasing factors are :
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- 9 ( f
element 2
element 3
Qo
1 8 0 0
element 4
element 1
9 0  0
S\=  +1  
8 4 = +i
S 2= - l  
Ss= -i
{5.52}
Fig.5.15 The QHA feeding phasing 
5,43,2 The radial parts
The current on the radiais can be approximated by a uniform distribution, that is I(r)=Io 
provided ro is very small compared with the wavelength. In Fig.5.16 the simplified 
configuration for the radiais’ field analysis is presented.
Fig. 5.16 The geometry o f the QHA radiais
Since the current distribution is assumed to be uniform, vector /  is permanently located at 
the centre of each radial.
Two sets of radiais are used. The high and the low pair and the currents are 4  and 7/ 
respectively. The angular distance between the high and the low radial is always:
a  = iTtN  {5.52}
where : A^ is the number of turns
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In the analysis of the radiais equation {5.29} is used (see Fig.5.16) : 
Pair 1-2
“High” radiais ____________________
j  l a ,  cos(a) •
~ 'b
iV,= J /,j,s in (œ )-e '« ““"'V3-
-ro
N = 0
radiais
A^ , = 0
N ^ = 0
{5.54}
Pair 3-4
“High” radiais
= p 34« sin(œ) •
-ro
Toi/i/" radiais
N = 0
N , = cosa • = 1 ^34, •
N = 0
{5.55}
The angle (^between the vector /  (from the origin to the “high” or “low” radial pair) and 
the vector r (from the origin to a typical point in space) is 0  and Ti/2 -d{ for the “high” or “low” 
radial pair respectively). The length of vector /  is :
r/ = 0
'ft = ^axial = ™  
where : P is the pitch distance of the hehx 
Laxiai is the axial length of the helix
{5.56}
so we have :
rj cosiyr) = 0
cos(y^) = PNcos{6 )
{5.57}
By using equation {5.57} equations {5.54} and {5.55} become: 
Pair 1-2
“Lgw ” radiais“High” radiais
ifi>Ncos(0)
N z = 0
-  ^ ^o h ii
N y  = 0  
^ z = 0
{5.58}
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Pair 3-4
“High” radiais____________________________ “Lgw” radiais
N y = 2 0^ / 3 4 ^ N y = {5.59}
=0  =  0
Equations {5.58} and {5.58} are then used in {5.31} to find the polar c o m p o n e n ta n d  
Pair 1-2
= -  sin(çi)[iV,,^_ ] + cos(^)[w^^^ ] =
= -sin(ç>)[2 ro/,j, + IrJ^H  cos(a)e'^™ “ ‘<">]+ cos{(j>)\lrJaH s in (a )e ‘^ ™'“ '">] =
= - 2 r,[la, sin(f)) +  sin(^ -
(5.60a)
N  Q = N  Q + N  Q —°12 l^ow-U h^igh-n
= cos{0) c o s ( < S ) [ ] +  cos(0) s i n ( « > ) [ A f + A f ] =
= cos(^)cos((^)[2ro7i2/ +2ro7j2;, cos(a)e'^^^‘'°'^ ^^ ] + cos(^)sin(^)[2ro7i2/, sin(a)e'^^^‘'°®^^^ ] 
=  2 r o  c o s ( ^ ) [ 7 i 2 ,  c o s ( ^ )  +  I^ 2h cos(<p -  j
{5.60b}
Pair 3-4
^034 “  <^Plo.-2A ■’■ h^igH-3A
= -sin(«>)[Ar,^__^ +  ] +  cos(0 )[iV ,^^  + ] =
= -sin(«>)[2 r(,/3, ,  sin(a)e'^™ ‘“ <"']+cos(«>)[2 r„/3„  + 2 r J , , ,  cos(a)e'^™ “ '<«] =
= 2 ro[734, cos(^) + 734  ^cos{(/) -
{5.61a}
h ig h -3 4
= cos(0 )cos(«>)[iV,^^^ +  J  +  cos(0 )sin(ç>)[)V^^^ +  =
= cos(^)cos(^)[2 ro734  ^sin(a)e'^^^‘'°'^^^]+cos(^) sin(ÿ)[2 f 7^34y + 2 ^^ 734,, =
= 2 ro cos(^)[734, sin(^) + 1, , ,  sin(^ +
{5.61b}
The basic assumption on the current distribution of a QHA with short elements (few A/4) is 
that the current has maxima at the feed and distant end and also that the distribution on the 
radiais is uniform. So we can write for the radial currents (Fig.5.17):
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X/4 X/ 2 U 2  3X/4
top 
radiais 1-2
0
^ helix 1----- ►  helix 2
Fig.5.17 The current distribution (standing wave) on one o f the two bifdars. 
Solid line: element length =A/2, Dashed line : element length ='k/4
h l l  ~ ^3 4 / “ ^0 cos(^rQ)
h l h  ^ h A h  ^ ^0
m a
cos-
AN
= / q cos(^rg) mtrcos
{5.62}
By using equation {5.59} equations {5.57} and {5.58} become:
= - 2 foXoCOs(/?r„) sin(^) + sin(^-t% ) cos- ifiPN co s (d )
cos(/?ro)cos(<9) cos(^) + c o s ( ^ - a ) cos-mTT ip P N  co s (0 )
= 2 f(,/oCOs(^r„) cos(^) + cos(^-O f) cos-
mTT
2
iflPN cos(&)
cos(y^ro)cos(i9) sin(^) + sin(^ + t%) cos
mTT W PN  c o s id )
{5.63}
Finally the fields produced by the currents on the radiais are formulated as follows:
sin(^) -f sin(^ -  a) cos-
mTT J 0 P N  cos(^0)
= ( .^ n ) ( - 2 m cO S ( 0 cos(^) + COS(^  -  Gf) C O S
m/r ifiPN cos(0 )
cos(0 ) + cos(^ -  a ) cos
mTT
2
IPPN cos(6 )
=(.^34)(-2f^)cos«9) sin(^) + sin(^ + a ) cos
mTT ipPN cos{9)
{5.64}
As in the case of the fields by the helical elements the factors Sn  and 534 are the feed 
phasing parameters: 5 i2= + 1 , .^ 34=+/.
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5.4.3.3 Results
The overall fields from a QHA as analysed above will be given by the following equations:
^ < t> h e lix _ X  ^ < h e l i x _ 2  ^ ^ < h l
E q — EQ + Eg  + Eg  + Eg  + E g  + E ,
^ to ta l  ^ h e l i x _ \  ^ h e l i x _ 2  “ h e l ix _ 3  ^ h e l i x _ 4  ^ 2  ^
^tOt -
{5.65}
The fields calculated using the method above are presented in Fig. 5.18. It can easily be 
seen that the method produces patterns which are symmetric around the z-axis and also 
omnidirectional in azimuth as the elevation patterns for (()=0°,45°,90° are identical.
-1 0 -1 0 120120 120
-  30
150150 150
-30 -50 -25
180 0 180 180
210 210
X,
240 300 300
270
Fig 5.18 Field patterns (magnitude) as calculated from  the presented method fo r  a QHA with Lax=89mm, 
ro=6mm and N=1 turn (f=1890 MHz) ----  ^=0°, ---- ^=45°,   ()>=90° [dB]
The total gain pattern Gtot(Q,<^ ) is given from the following equation:
max 8 (6,(1))
where 6, (f>) is the normalised power pattern [dimensionless]; 
D is the directivity [dimensionless]; 
k is the efficiency factor of the antenna [dimensionless];. 
k - 1 because the antenna is lossless in this analysis.
S( 0, (f>) is the Poynting vector [W/m^]
[5.66}
+ E^(d,(t))
2Z.
I  iTvn
0 0
[5.67]
where E f  6, (f>) and E J  0, (f>) are the peak values of the fields previously calculated [V/m] 
Zo is the intrinsic impedance of free space. Zb=376.7 ohms 
dQ. is the solid angle subtended by area dA. dQ.=sm (6 )d0d(l).
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As shown in Fig.5.18 the fields calculated are omnidirectional in azimuth so since there is 
no variation in the cf) direction all the components of equation {5.67} can be assumed to be 
functions of ^.only
\E ,{ e ) (+ \e ,{9)\
2Z„ 2k
= 4
\E ,(0 ) f + E ,(6 )
2k
-a \s{9 )s in (e )d 0  j  E /g )  ]sm(0)de
Similarly for the two linear field components we have:
\Ee(0 ) f  _ _ \Ee(O i
G A6) =
4;r
2k = 4 2 k
^ K j s { 0 )sin{e)d0  j  |E ^ (g ) | '+ |E /g ) | ]sin(e)a6>
{5.68}
(5.69)
GA0) =
4;r
2 k = 4 2/r
^ k J S(0)sin(0)d0  j[ |E g (g ) |' + E /0 ) ') s in ( 0 ) d 0
(5.701
In the graphs that follow the results of this analysis (gain patterns) are compared with 
results from NEC and measurements of the actual antenna.
Fig. 5.19 Comparison between the gain patterns [dBi ] of the QHA presented in Fig.5.19 as produced  
with NEC ( — —  ), with the method presented in this chapter ( ) and from measurements
( (a) Vertical polarisation, (b) horizontal polarisation, (c) total gain
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The plots in Fig 5.19 show very good agreement between the new method presented in this 
chapter and NEC and also between the two simulation methods and the measurements. Some 
small differences between the two simulation methods are possibly due to the very simple model 
of the current distribution used in this method. The current was assumed to be uniform along the 
radiais of the antenna. This is true only for a Hertzian dipole (/1/50 length). In the case of the 
antenna presented the diameter of the helix is 12mm which is yl/13 at 1890 MHz and the uniform 
current approximation is rather crude. The differences between the two simulators become 
greater (and the method increasingly inaccurate) as the antenna diameter is increased and 
becomes comparable to ÀJA.
As explained before, the direction of radiation swaps between end-fire and back-fire when 
the phasing of the four elements changes direction. The antenna presented here is a right hand 
wound structure, fed with 0°...90° phasing in a clockwise direction (looking from the bottom end 
-feed point- to the top end) in order to produce the end-fire patterns of Fig.5.19. When fed in a 
counterclockwise direction it is expected to radiate in the back-fire direction (see chapter 6  for 
more information about the relationship between the dimensions of the QHA and its direction of 
radiation and the sense of polarisation). The method presented gave this result as can be seen in 
Fig.5.20 where the calculated results are compared with the simulation results from NEC.
Fig.5.20. The back-fire radiation peformance of the QHA of Fig.5.19 as calculated by the method
presented here and NEC [dEJ
Very good agreement between the method and NEC can also be observed in Fig.5.20. The 
pattern is now in the back-fire direction and as expected no significant differences can be 
observed between the patterns of the end-fire and back-fire direction. Finally, the axial ratio of 
the antenna can be calculated by the following equation [SIWI-95];
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AR{9,(!)) =
1 +
Ee{9,(j))
cos(arg(E^ {9,(f))) -  arg(E^ {9, ((>)))
Eg(9,(l>)
sin(arg(E/<9,^)) -  a rg (E /# ,4>)))
{5.71}
where argf... j is the phase angle of the complex field E
The plot of the axial ratio of the antenna presented in Fig.5.19 can be seen in Fig.5.21
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360
elevation [deg]
Fig.5.21 The axial ratio o f the antenna presented in Eig.5.18 as calculated using the method presented
and equation {5.71}
The axial ratio of the analysed antenna remains better than 3dB for a beam width of more 
than 200° as indicated by both the analysis and the NEC simulation. The backlobe of the antenna 
is expected to be circularly polarised with the opposite sense as indicated by the deep nulls in 
both graphs at around 120° to 150°. The differences in level between the two plots are due to the 
differences in gain level between the vertical {E^ and the horizontal {E^  gain patterns which are 
more significant in the analysis results. However, the tendencies are the same showing an 
antenna with good circular polarisation inside the main beam. The fields of each helical and 
radial element as calculated by the analytical method presented in this chapter are included in 
Appendix F. The current distribution is also included.
5.4.3.4A Special Case: Halfturriy X/2 QUA
One way to analyse a half turn QHA is to consider it as two bifilar helices fed in phase 
quadrature. A simplified model of a half turn bifilar helix can be approximated by a group of 
linear and semicircular segments as in Fig.5.22 [KILG-68][KILG-70]. In that figure (Fig.5.22(a)) 
the arrows (in blue) indicate the current distribution of the Xll volute, with maxima at the feed 
and distant ends and minima at the centres of the elements. The dotted current (in yellow 
background) indicates the vector sum of the currents in the circle. If the wires are removed, the 
current distribution is similar to that of a loop-dipole antenna with the loop in the plane of the 
helix radiais and the dipole perpendicular on the centre of that plane (Fig. 5.22(b)).
It was experimentally found [KILG-6 8 ] [KILG-70] that a half turn bifilar helix has a
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toroidal circular polarised pattern with the null perpendicular to the radiais and the helix axis 
which is very similar to the radiation pattern of the loop-dipole antenna. Thus since the X Jl, half- 
tum QHA is constructed by two bifilars in phase quadrature, it can be modelled as two loop- 
dipole antennas fed in phase quadrature. One loop is perpendicular to the other as it can be seen 
in Fig.5.22(c).
Fig. 5.22 (a) model o f a half turn X/2 bifilar helix (b) loop-dipole model o f a X/2 bifilar helix
(c) loop-dipole model of a X/2, half turn QHA
The expressions for the small loop-dipole antenna are [KILG-6 8 ] :
Ea -  i
. 60;r[/^]sin(^) - ik r i —-(sin(^)g 
r
-ikr
\ 2 0 n ^ [ l^ ] s in (e ) fA
* r U " '
where : Id is the dipole current 
Il is the loop current 
k=27r/A
A is the loop area 
L is the dipole length
A'i=/^2 in order to have = which gives circular polarisation
{5.72a}
{5.72b}
In [KILG-70] the expressions for the half turn , A/2 QHA model are written:
' ■& _LoopD ipole\
‘ <p_LoopDipole\
= Ke (sin ^  4- y cos ^  cost?)
= (cost) cos (p - j  sin qf)
COS ^  ;  s in  ^ c o s  t ) )
= I^g-^^(sin^cost)-h ycos^)
{5.73a}
{5.73b}
{5.73c}
{5.73d}
where 8= tt/2 expresses the phase quadrature between the loop-dipole antennas.
AT is a function of range, current magnitude and element length. This constant should be
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the same for 6 and Com ponents of a single loop because of the requirement for circular 
polarisation and equal for the two loop-dipoles because of physical similarity and equal 
feed currents
The magnitude of the total field is :
J7 — J7 — I 77 I -L I ^  I — +
= \K\(^ J^cos((/>Ÿ cos{6Ÿ + sin(C^ + -\/cos(C^ + sin(C^ cos(^)^ j
{5.74}
Fig.5.23 The calculated and measured patterns (normalised)of a X/2, half-turn QHA (Lax=0.21X, 
ro=0.04A, N=0.5 turns, Leiement=k/2). Taken from [KILG-70]
In Fig.5.23 the calculated pattern for cf)=n(7r/2) where n=0,±l,±2 is plotted. Equation 
{5.74} becomes:
Egr ~ E^j = |AT|(cos(^) + 1) {5.75}
which gives a cardioid pattern. Equation {5.75} gives a good approximation of the pattern of this 
special case QHA. It works only for cf) an integer multiple of nil.
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
As described in previous chapters, the quadrifilar helix antenna is selected for the SPCN 
handset terminal because of its small size and hemispherical -low gain - pattern. In this chapter 
the theoretical background of the QHA was presented in order to understand its real potential, to 
explain the way it radiates and to build the basis for further exploitation and optimisation.
Initially, the structure of the QHA was presented, accompanied by all the design and 
dimension parameters which are needed to describe it.
The modes which can exist on a monofilar helix were presented through the k-p Brillouin 
diagram. Passbands where the monofilar helix radiates and forbidden stopbands were introduced 
as a function of frequency. This analysis showed how and why the axial mode bandwidth of a 
monofilar helix is narrow ( 0.75<Q<1.25).
Structures with W (>1) helical elements have a set of symmetry properties that allow only 
harmonics with a certain index to propagate. This, as it can be seen in the Brillouin diagram in 
Fig.5.4, gives a much wider passband, which is proportional to W+1 and which also suppress
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higher, unwanted harmonics. As a result, a multifilar helix has a wider axial mode radiation 
bandwidth and a narrower structure than a monofilar helix and it can be selected to operate at any 
axial mode frequency. The endfire (or axial mode) radiation depends on both the circumference 
of the helical element (Q ) and on the pitch angle. Fig.5.5 summarised this dependency, showing 
the boundaries of Q  and pitch angle within which a W-filar helix would be in the endfire mode. 
Experimental results for the bifilar helix previously presented in [PATT-62] seem to fit nicely 
into the diagram.
The QHA has two major radiation modes. They have been studied on the theoretical model 
of the sheath helix by Klock and are known as Klock modes 1 and 2 and depend on frequency. 
Mode 1 is also known as “scanning mode” since the pattern is scanning from the backfire mode, 
through sidefire to endfire as the frequency increases. Mode 2 is purely endfire. Variations in the 
pattern shape can be identified with frequency because of the interaction between the two modes.
Mode 2 is the one of particular interest in the SPCN situation. This type of antenna was 
studied intensely by Kilgus and for that reason is known as “Kilgus Coil”. The mathematical 
analysis and experimental studies showed that the pattern is almost hemispherical. They also 
shown that, by selecting the appropriate combination of number of turns, pitch angle and 
diameter, the pattern can be further shaped to emphasise the elevation angles of greatest interest.
The mathematical analysis is based on the general radiation formula technique by 
Schelkunoff. This technique is based on geometric knowledge of the current distribution on the 
radiating element. Kilgus suggested that the current distribution on the helical elements is the 
same as that on a dipole with maxima at the feed end and every A/2 lengths. A similar result was 
derived by Adam using the Method of Moments. The QHA mathematical analysis is presented in 
full length in chapter 5. All the ambiguous points in Kilgus’ paper are explained, a few mistakes 
(wrong signs) are corrected and the formulas are generalised to operate for helical elements of 
any length, number of turns and winding direction. The Ep field is also formulated, making the 
analysis more complete and allowing calculation of the axial ratio.
The results presented are in very good agreement with simulation results produced with 
NEC and measurements done in an anechoic chamber. Backfire radiation was also simulated 
with this analytical method when the phasing directions was swapped. The method is quite 
accurate as long as the QHA analysed has narrow diameter on which the current distribution can 
be approximated as being uniform. The same method can be used to analyse any other wire 
antenna with known current distribution and geometry.
The chapter concludes with the special case of A/2, half-tum QHA which according to 
Kilgus can be modelled as two loop-dipole antennas placed perpendicular to each other. 
Simplified field formulas that describe only the shape of the pattern are then presented as a result 
of this model.
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Chapter 6
The Practical 
Ouadrifilar Helix A ntenna
“I am coming more and more to the conviction that 
geometry [...] should be ranked, not with arithmetics, 
which is purely aprioristic, but with mechanics” 
Karl Friedrich Gauss, 
German mathematician
6.1 Introduction
As presented in chapter 5, the quadrifilar helix antenna consists of four helical elements 
placed around the same cylinder with 90° angular spacing. The construction of the antenna is not 
the only complicated thing. The need to feed each helical element with 90° phase difference 
leads to various possible feed configurations which add extra complexity to the construction. 
Moreover, the selection of dimensions and feed arrangement can affect the radiation pattern 
performance, the input impedance, and the system efficiency.
In chapter 5 the theoretical performance of the QHA was presented based on a 
mathematical current distribution model. No information about the feed arrangement, the 
geometrical and current asymmetries, the proximity of a ground plane or other objects is 
included in the model. This chapter presents results for most of these situations which have been 
derived from literature, simulations and measurements
Initially, the issues of a practical QHA are presented. The phasing implementation and the 
feed arrangement affect the system in various ways which will be explained. The possible 
solutions are to use four feeds (90° phase difference between them - three phase hybrids are 
needed), to use two coaxial feeds connected to a 90° phase hybrid, or one coaxial feed together 
with an appropriate structure arrangement. Simulations and measurements will demonstrate the 
differences. A constructed single feed (self-phased) QHA is also going to be presented.
The different combinations of radiation pattern shape and antenna dimensions are 
presented through comprehensive diagrams and simulation results. The impact of the ground 
plane and the human head on the QHA performance is then presented. The practical issues 
section closes with a report on the antenna’s input impedance and bandwidth, including 
measurement methods.
The special case of QHAs with one or less turns, called fractional turn QHA (FTQHA) are 
then presented. Their benefit over other designs in size and performance is presented through 
performance graphs produced from extensive simulations.
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The following section focuses on the way a QHA can be used for dual mode (terrestrial 
and satellite) and dual frequency operation. Results from all three sources are included.
Finally, the practical design and construction of QHAs is demonstrated. All the different 
aspects are presented with details and photographs, offering practical solutions to design, 
construction, feeding and measuring matters. The results included in that section are also 
compared with simulation results from NEC. The observed agreement establishes trust in the 
simulator and on the results presented in previous sections.
6.2 Simulating the QHA
As mentioned in Appendices C3 and E3 the helical structure is created by HELIXC, a 
program written in MatLab\ HELIXC can create the input file for either NEC^ or Micro_Stripes^ 
which are the two simulation packages used.
The QH antennas were simulated as structures consisting of four helices and eight radii. 
Each pair of helices is connected through the radii to form two bifilars. The radii at the feed end 
have a 1mm gap between them to avoid a short but they are either shorted or open at the other 
end depending on the element length (section 5.2). HELIXC creates the helical parts as a set of 
short linear elements whose size is chosen by the user. The user inputs the number of turns (AO, 
the distance from the ground plane (zo), the angle (on the horizontal plane) between the start and 
the end point of each linear element (y), the radius (R) and the axial length (Lax) of each bifilar’s 
helix, the number of segments per element and finally the radius of the wire (r). An endfire or a 
backfire QHA can be selected by putting the sources at either end.
6.2.1 NEC'WIN Pro
For a QHA with 0.25 or 0.5 turns, the angle y is chosen to be 15° so there is an adequate 
number of elements for the simulation process. For more turns, y is selected to be 30°. The 
number of segments per element is selected to be one, the wire radius is 1 0 % of the helix radius 
or 1mm at maximum and the wire was considered to be made of copper. The feeding radii (feed 
end - FE) have three segments and the excitation is applied to the middle one. The excitation 
used was a voltage source with IV magnitude and appropriate phase. Two feeds with 0° and 90° 
phase are used. When four feeds are needed, the FE has a pair of segments per radius, each one 
of length r/3. Each segment is connected to a helical element and not to each other. The radii at 
the distant end (DE) have five segments. In the open radii case, the middle segment is missing. In 
Fig.6.1A two QHA models in NEC-Win Pro and their segments can be seen.
Some of the output commands of NEC were also given in the structure program. The rest 
were given through menus in the spreadsheet of NEC-Win .
 ^MatLab is a mathematical solver package, Trademark of The Math Works Inc., USA
 ^NEC is a MoM based antenna analyser program by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, USA
 ^Micro_Stripes is a TLM microwave analysis program by Kimberley Communications Consultants Ltd, UK
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Fig.6.1 {A)Two QHA models from NEC-Win Pro (they are fed  at the top radiais) (a) 0.25 turns - shorted 
DE radiais (b) 0.75 turns - open DE radiais (B) The meshed model of a QHA in Micro_Stripes
NEC runs very fast (1-2 sec for a pair of elevation cuts for one frequency on a Pentium 
200MHz computer). As a result the user can have any number of elevation cuts in any number of 
frequencies. Input impedance, VSWR, Axial Ratio and current distribution are standard outputs.
Finite ground planes have to be simulated as wire grids and no dielectric can be simulated.
6.2.2 Micro_Stripes
The QHA is simulated in the same way as for NEC. HELIXC writes the input file in the 
appropriate format. The geometric “primitive” Cable is used to simulate the structure. The 
meshing of the model has to be done manually however, because it is a very important and 
detailed process. The user needs to ensure that there are no significant “staircase” inaccuracies 
that lead to the creation of open circuits along the antenna structure (Fig.6.1B). Care should also 
be taken to ensure that there is at least one free space cell between the FE radiais in order to 
avoid a short circuit between them. Finally, the correct cell size should be selected in order to 
cover the maximum required frequency without increasing the computation time (see Appendix 
C) and [KCCMS.3]). The great problem in simulating QHA with the present version of 
Micro_Stripes is the feed phasing. The 90° phase difference can be introduced only as a time 
delay in one of the feeds and this is frequency dependent. As a result only one frequency can be 
simulated each time. Each run (QHA in free space) takes from 8 min for a wide diameter QHA 
(coarse mesh) to several hours for a very slim QHA (very fine mesh) for one frequency. The 
program gives as an output a file that can be post-processed to give a 3D radiation pattern of all 
the different polarisations. The current distribution on the wire can also be extracted.
The practice when a QHA is simulated in Micro_Stripes is to run the model asking only 
for the Time_Domain output. The simulation can be stopped after a few minutes (allowing for 
the voltage pulses to expand to the whole of the structure) and the current vs frequency graph is 
checked to find the resonances of the antenna (frequencies where current is maximum). The 
Space_Domain output can then be acquired by re-running the simulation for the resonance 
frequency.
The Micro_Stripes simulations are much slower than these for NEC but dielectrics, ground
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planes, human head, detailed coaxial feeds etc. can easily be modelled.
6.2.3 Simulation Results
In this section some simulation results are presented and compared with theory or 
measurements. The purpose is to show the validity of the simulations (especially with NEC) on 
which the antenna design was based.
Distant end Feeding endM M
2.B3-
R4
-Cr-
No of segments
Fig.6.2 (A) The current distributions on the helical elements o f a QHA with 3X/4 element length
simulated by NEC. (M l-4 : current magnitude for the four elements,R1...R4 : real part o f the current on 
the helical elements) (B) The current distribution (magnitude )on a QHA with A/2 elements simulated by 
MicroJStripes. The lighter the colour the higher the current magnitude
In Fig.6.2A the current distribution on the helical elements of a QHA with 3/1/4 element 
length simulated by NEC are shown. As expected the current magnitudes (Ml-4) are identical for 
the four elements, having a maximum at the feeding end and at A/ 2  distance from the feed and 
minima at A!A and 3/1/4. The real parts of the currents (R1-R4) have the maxima and the minima 
at the same points. The phase difference of 90° between the elements can also be seen by 
observing the real parts of the current.
A similar result is produced by Micro_Stripes for a QHA with A/2 long elements 
(Fig.6.2B). The maxima are located at the two ends (light colour) and the minimum at the centre 
of the elements at a distance of A/4 from the feeding end. The current magnitude on the radiais 
remain uniform. These two simulation results verify the assumption about the current distribution 
as presented in the previous chapter.
In Fig.6.3A the pattern simulation results from NEC and Micro_Stripes for the same QHA 
(N=0.5, ro= 14.6mm, Lax=45mm, open -end) are compared. The patterns represent the total field 
(all polarisations) and are normalised at their maximum value. The agreement in the pattern 
shape is excellent.
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Fig.6.3 (A) Total field of a QHA with N=0.5 turns, vo= 14.6mm, Lax=45 mm. Coloured area: simulation 
by Micro_Stripes, Blue line: simulation by NEC, Green line : 3dB beamwidth 
(B) Measured vs. Simulated patterns for the linear components (vertical and horizontal) o f the total field. 
The measurements were done in an anechoic chamber and the simulations are by NEC.
The patterns are normalised to the maximum measured value.
In Fig.6.3B the measured linear polarised patterns of a QHA with N= 0.25, ro= 14.55mm, 
Lay= 70mm, shorted DE, are compared with the simulations in NEC. The agreement is very good. 
Some asymmetries in the measured pattern may be due to the asymmetric structure or the feed 
(sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2).
6.3 Practical Details
6.3,1 Feed Arrangements
6.3.1.1 Phasing vs. Direction o f  Radiation
The radiation performance of the QHA is based on the way that it is fed. As was explained 
in chapter 5, multifilar helical antennas are fed with a 2tHW phase difference between their 
windings where W is the number of windings, in order to radiate in the axial mode, i.e. tH2  for a 
the QHA. Hence, the feed arrangement should be designed to produce this phasing 
[BAOVU-94].
As will be shown in section 6.3.2.4, the QHA radiates approximately circular polarised 
fields. The sense of the radiation is affected only by the direction in which the helical elements 
are wound and not by the phasing direction. On the other hand, as is stated in [KILG-6 8 ] and 
[TERA-91], reversal of the phasing sequence swaps the direction of radiation from end-fire to 
back-fire, keeping the sense of the circular polarisation unchanged. In Fig.6.4(b) this effect can 
be seen for a long QHA. The current distribution for the two cases can be seen in Fig.6.4(a)
A 15 XJA long QHA is used to demonstrate the effect on the current distribution. In the 
graph the dashed line denotes a typical example of an endfire situation. The level of the current 
amplitude remains relatively steady while a standing wave is created at the end of the element. 
Both the outgoing and reflected waves are attenuated. In the other case (solid line) the current 
decreases exponentially from the feed point to the antenna end. This suggests that waves 
travelling along the helical element decrease exponentially due to the radiation, and induce 
backfire radiation.
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Fig.6.4 Endfire and Backfire radiation of a QHA. (a) current distribution, (b) radiation patterns ( N=5, 
pitch, P=0.55'k, ro=0.15X,m=15) Taken from [TERA-91]
For a short QHA (small number of turns ) the current distribution in the backfire radiation 
is the same as in the endfire radiation as it was shown in the mathematical analysis of chapter 5. 
The different phase relation between the patterns of the two bifilars causes the change of 
direction to the radiation pattern.
It is interesting that there is not a smooth transition of the radiation pattern from the endfire 
to the backfire situation as the phase changes. In Fig.6.5 the angle of maximum gain is plotted 
(^ Gmojc) versus the phase in the feed of bifilar #1  (two feed arrangement - see following section). 
The zenith is at 0° (endfire) and the horizon at 90°. The dcmax of two elevation cuts -azimuth 
angles ^0°,90°- are included.
When the phase of one BH is in the range of 20° to 70° the pattern is not symmetric in the 
azimuth and as the phasing between the feeds approaches the relation 50°/-40° degrees, the 
pattern both in the azimuth and the elevation is increasingly distorted. The transition from endfire 
to backfire radiation happens in the region of 50° to 40°
100
7 0 - -
4 0  60
p h a s e  in fe e d  o f bifilar #1 [d eg]
100
Fig. 6.5 The effect o f varying the feed phasing (Qcmax Phase at feed #1). The phase difference between 
the two feeds remain always 90° ( i.e. 90°/0°, 80°/-10° etc.). Simulated results from NEC
The conclusion is that a QHA can be used as an endfire or backfire antenna by phasing its 
feeds appropriately, but cannot be used as a scanning antenna by varying the phasing of the feeds 
and keeping it always to 90° difference. A phase difference of 90°± 10° can be tolerated since 
the pattern is still symmetric and in the proper direction.
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6.3.1.2 Four or Two Feeds
The QHA can be fed in two quite similar ways:
Four feeds. Each helical elements is fed separately. In practice the phase sequence the 0°, 90°, 
180°, 270° phasing sequence by using three hybrids (Fig.6 .6 (a)). In practice four coaxial 
cables are connected to the antenna. The inner cables are connected to the four helical 
elements while the outers are all shorted and connected to the ground of the transmitter/ 
receiver through the hybrid, creating a sort of cylindrical ground (see Fig.6 .8 ). In the 
simulation with NEC the four feeding radiais have a length of (2/3)ro, are divided into 
threesegments and do not touch each other. The feed is placed on the segment which is not 
connected at one end.
Two feeds. The QHA is now considered as a set of two bifilars fed in 90° phase difference. This 
phasing is created by a 90° hybrid (Fig.6.9(b)). In practice the two bifilars are fed as if they 
were dipoles. Two coaxial cables, connected to the hybrid on the other end, are feeding the 
two bifilars. The unbalanced output of the coaxial line has to be balanced as required from 
the antenna [JESS-83] and for that reason a balun is used at each feeding coax. In the 
simulation with NEC the two feeding diameters of the QHA are divided to 3 segments and 
the source is placed in the middle one. The two diameters have a very small separation on 
the z-axis in order not to touch each other.
It is essential to cut all the coaxial cables to the same length in order to avoid the 
introduction of any asymmetric phase differences.
The two-feeds arrangement requires less hybrids. On the other hand, the two-feed 
arrangement is more complicated at the connection point with the antenna. The main 
complication is the need for a balanced feed with respect to ground which can be provided using 
a balun. It also prevents the wave which has been contained within the cable from tending to 
“spill over” the extreme and travel back over the surface of the cable. This “spill over” is 
radiated, affecting the performance of the antenna. Different types of baluns are available and 
generally they are not very difficult to built. They can offer an impedance transformation, if it is 
needed, but they are frequency limited since they are based on the transmission line. This 
situation limits the bandwidth of the antenna itself.
Simulation of antennas with 2 and 4 feeds in NEC shows no difference in the shape of the 
radiation pattern. The cylindrical ground created by the outer of the four feeding coaxial cables 
cannot be simulated with NEC so in practise the two models are identical. However, the situation 
seems to be somewhat different in simulation results by Micro_Stripes (Fig.6.7) and results from 
measurements (Fig.6 .8 ). In Fig. 6.7 it can be seen that the four-feed arrangement creates a low 
level backlobe which did not exist when the antenna was modelled without a feed or with a small 
spherical ground.
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“Antennas for Handheld Satellite Personal Communicators”
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Fig.6.6 The four feed  (a) and two feed  (b) arrangement o f  the QHA
no feed
spherical ground 
coaxial feed
Fig.6.7 The effect o f  feeding the QHA with four coaxial cables . The outer o f  the coaxials create a 
cylindrical ground. Simulation in MicroJStripes [LEACH-98]
(a) front view, (b) top view, (c) normalised radiation patterns (RHCP.)
In Fig.6 .8  the effect of the four feed configuration can be seen through the measured 
pattern of two antennas with the same dimensions(Fig.6 .6 B) but different feed arrangements.
-2 5
-35 9 02 7 0 2-feeds VRT
4-feeds HRZ 2-feeds HRZ
180
Fig.6.8. Measured patterns [d B f o f the QHA in Fig.6.9 (N= Itum, Lo;c= 102mm, ro=8.7mm ,/=2 .5G H z ) 
with two feeds (2-feeds) and four feeds (4-feeds) arrangements.
HRZ : linear horizontal polarisation, VRT: linear vertical polarisation
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It can be easily seen that no effect was observed due to the feeding cylinder. Some 
differences between the patterns are mainly due to construction and measurement inaccuracies 
and differences between the two models.
In both the simulation and measurement results no effect was observed in the main lobe, as 
expected from [KILG-6 8 ]. The cylinder created by the outer part of the coaxials is grounded via 
the network of hybrids but is too narrow to affect the radiation pattern of the antenna. More 
information about the effect of the ground on the antenna is presented in section 6.3.3.
6.3.1.3 One Feed
Another way to feed the QHA without hybrids and with only one feed is by using the Self­
phased configuration which is presented in detail in this section
6.3.1.3.1 Self-Phased Configuration
The quadrature-phase current relation required between the two bifilars of the quadrifilar 
can be achieved by using the Self-Phased technique [BRIC-75],[MAXW],[DAVI-90] which can 
be seen in Fig.6.9.
side view
A ’
top view
ii50 Ohm Coax
Fig. 6.9 The self phased QH and the top connection of the infinite balun . Taken from [DAVI-90]
In this kind of arrangement the two bifilars are not of the same size. One bifilar is designed 
to be larger in axial length and radius than a bifilar designed in the desired resonant frequency 
(equation {5.1(b)}. The other bifilar is smaller. The larger loop appears inductive at the resonant 
frequency and the smaller one capacitive. The equivalent electrical circuit can be seen in 
Fig.6.10.
X c X i .
Fig.6.10 Electrical equivalent o f the self-phased QHA
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In order to achieve phase quadrature, the larger bifilar loop must lag 45° while the smaller 
one must lead by 45°. As proved in the following equations this means that ±X=R.
For the large inductive bifilar :
Z , = R ,  + j X , = ^ R , ^  + XlZ(S>,
-, X,= tan
R.
{6 .1a}
{6.1b}
For the small capacitive bifilar :
Z , = R ,  + j X , = ^ R /  + X^,Z<^,
-1O 5 = tan
R.
when
we have
0 ^  =45°  
O 5 = - 4 5 '
and the current leads by 45' 
and the current lags by 45°
Finally
0  = 0 , - 0 , = 4 5 ° - ( -4 5 ° )  = 90°
{6 .2 a}
{6 .2 b}
{6.3}
{6.4a}
{6.4b}
{6.4c}
This leaves a 90° phase difference and because the magnitudes of all resistive and reactive 
components of both impedances are equal, a purely resistive input impedance is the result.
R t -
2R 2R  
2R + 2R
= R {6.4d}
By selecting R=50 ohms the antenna is matched to a typical coaxial cable without any additional 
component. [DAVI-90] gives details on how a self-phased QH with an infinite balun feed can be 
built and what the proper dimensions in wavelengths should be:
Table 6.1 Design data for self phased QH. Taken from [DA VI-90]
Ds Ls Length AA ’ Dl Ll Length BB ’
(diameter) (axial length) (diameter) (axial length)
0.156;i 0.238A 1.0162 0.1732 0.2602 1.1202
Wire diameter : 0.0088 2
The self-phased QHA can be fed with any typical balun configuration provided that the 
connection is as in Fig.6.9 [BRIC-75]. However, the most common way is to use an infinite 
balun. The great advantage of this configuration is that the balun is part of the radiating structure, 
since one of the four radiating helical elements is made of the feeding coaxial cable (the rest are 
simple wires) as can be seen in Fig.6.9. At the end of the coaxial, the inner conductor connects to 
the opposite half of the bifilar, forming the feed point. The other end of the second half of the
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loop connects conduct!vely to the outside surface of the coaxial feedline at the antipode point of 
the loop where the feedline enters and become the first half of the loop.
In operation, current flowing on the inner conductor emerges at the feedpoint to flow onto 
the second half of the loop. However, for current flowing on the inside of the outer conductor of 
the coax, on its arrival at the end of the coax, the only path for this current is around the end and 
onto the outside of the outer conductor. This external feedline current is the desired antenna 
current, because the outside portion of coax extending from the feedpoint to the antipodal point is 
the radiator, and externally the antipodal point marks the end of the feedline and the beginning of 
the loop radiator. Due to the skin effect, the transmission line currents flowing inside the coax 
portion of the loop are completely divorced from the currents flowing externally on the loop until 
the internal currents emerge at the feedpoint, where they become the external currents.
Since the feedline is separated from the antipodal point symmetrically relative to the loop, 
currents induced on the feedline due to coupling from each half of the loop are equal and flow in 
opposite directions. The opposite currents on the line thus cancel each other, decoupling the 
feedline from the loop. In other words, a source connected to the bottom part of the coaxial line 
can be considered as applied directly to the two input terminals on the top of the structure and the 
feedline disappears. As a result the unbalanced mode entering the antipodal point is transferred to 
a balanced mode at the feedpoint.
6.3.1.3.2 Two real prototypes
Antennas of this arrangement based on the data of Table 6.1 were simulated using NEC. 
Unfortunately NEC cannot simulate the infinite balun but the self-phased design was simulated 
as shown in Fig.6.1 la  where the current distribution of a self phased QHA (L-band model of 
Fig.6.1 lb) as simulated with NEC is presented. The two bifilars were connected at the top as 
shown in the top view in Fig.6.1 la. The source placed on the segment that connects the two 
bifilars creates the 180° phase difference between the elements of the same bifilar, created 
otherwise by the balun and the 90° between the two bifilars is created by their size difference as 
described.
TOP View
source
FRONT View
Fig. 6.11 (a)Simulation model in NEC of a self-phased QHA 
(b) two real Self-Phase antennas used in a measurement campaign
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Two self-phased QH antennas were designed for an L/S band Mobile Satellite Channel 
Characterisation campaign [PARK-96]. The antennas were mounted on a helicopter (Fig.6.12(b)) 
transmitting a signal to a receiver mounted on a vehicle driven in different environments 
(Fig.6.12(a)). The helicopter simulated an orbiting satellite and the campaign characterised the 
wideband mobile satellite channel. An antenna with a circular polarised omnidirectional pattern 
in azimuth and hemispherical in elevation was required and the QHA fitted these requirements 
well. A QHA antenna was also used in a similar measurement campaign described in [WU-93]. 
The dimensions of the two antennas are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Dimensions o f the two Self-Phased QHA (referring to Fig.6.9)
Frequency =1.55GHz Frequency = 2.32 GHz
A=0.19355m A = 0.1292m
Dz,=33.48mm Z)s=30.19mm Dl = 22.36mm Ds = 20.17mm
LL=50.32mm Ls=46.06mm Ll = 33.613mm Ls = 30.768mm
BB ^ =216.77mm AA’=196.65mm BB = 144.81mm A A ’= 131.367mm
Wire Diameter. 1.7mm Wire Diameter : 1.135mm
V=l/2 turns N =\I2  turn
Dtteer
SCAJti«tD
6.12 Mobile channel characterisation using helicopter based transmitters
In Fig.6.13 the VSWR graphs, as measured in the network analyser, for the two antennas 
are presented. As can be seen the antennas are well matched (VSWR<2) over the whole required 
bandwidth of 25 MHz. Although the S-band antenna seems to have a centre frequency of 2.5 
GHz and the L-band antenna of 1.6GHz, the required bandwidth is covered because the actual 
bandwidth of both antennas was measured to be about 250MHz. The high level backlobes 
presented in the simulation and measurement results of Fig. 6.14 and 6.15 are caused due to the 
fact that the antennas were resonant at a higher frequency. The antenna is then not properly 
phased since the conditions described in equation {6.4} are not completely met.
Fig.6.14 gives simulation results of these two antennas based on the simulation model 
described earlier (the total gain pattern is presented). The L-band antenna seems to have a 
maximum gain in the axial direction of 4.75dB and HPBW=120°. It can also be seen that the
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radiation pattern is not omnidirectional in azimuth having a 3dB variation at elevations close to 
the horizon. Within the 3dB region the azimuthal variation is only about IdB and only very close 
to HPBW edge. The S-band antenna seems to have a maximum gain in the axial direction of 3.5 
dB and HPBW=145°. The gain variation in azimuth is as with the L-band antenna. The azimuth 
asymmetry is caused by the difference in the dimensions of the two bifilars and limits the 
usefulness of the self-phased QHA.
S P A N
5 0 0 . 0  MHz 00 . MHz
C E N T E R
S P A N L-bandS-band
Fig.6.13 The VSWR of the two antennas as measured with the network analyser
Fig. 6.14 Simulation results (total pattern infdBi]) for the L-band self-phased QHA (a) and S-band self­
phased QHA (b) (simulation with NEC-WIN) —  ^=0°, ^=90°
The measured patterns (circular polarisation) of the two self-phased QHAs are presented in 
Fig.6.15.
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Fig.6.15 The measured patterns (normalised to their maximum value [dB])ofthe two self-phased QHAs 
used in the measurement campaign (a) The L-band antenna ( 1.6 GHz), (b) The S-band antenna (2.4 GHz) 
Left Hand Circular Polarisation -  -  -  . Right Hand Circular Polarisation
A fairly good agreement between the measured and the simulated results can be observed 
by comparing Fig.6.15 with Fig.6.14, considering some construction differences (in dimensions 
and use of infinite balun) that affect the resonance and consequently the shape of the radiation 
pattern.
6.3.2 Radiation Pattern Shape
6.3.2.1 Physical Description
The greatest performance advantage of a QHA is its pattern which is shaped in the elevation 
plane (varying from “cardioid” or “peanut shape” to “hemispherical”) and its circular polarised 
radiated fields. Hence, it is essential to describe the physical mechanisms that produce it before 
the shaping factors are presented.
m
perimeter = X
Fig.6.16 (a) Horizontally polarised Square Loop radiator, (b) Half-turn Bifdar Helix 
The blue arrows show the currents on the antenna wires
In order to visualise the radiation performance the special case of a QHA of half a turn and 
element length equal to M2, will be described [MAXW]. As presented before, the QHA can be 
considered as a combination of two bifilar helices arranged orthogonal to each other and fed in
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phase quadrature. The bifilar helix on the other hand, can be visualised as a loop twisted around 
an imaginary cylinder. A square loop of that kind is presented in Fig.6.16(a). The perimeter of the 
loop is A and each side is X/4. Such an antenna acts like a broadside array of two dipole elements, 
with the top element being voltage fed from the bottom one. In this loop, the currents at the top 
and bottom sides flow in the same direction. The horizontally polarised fields produced by the 
currents in both top and bottom sides are thus in phase and add to produce the conventional 
broadside radiation pattern which has a two lobe pattern normal to the plane of the loop. The nulls 
appear bidirectionally on a horizontal line in the plane of the loop midway between the top and 
bottom sides.
In the vertical sides of the loop the current in the top part of each side flows in the direction 
opposite to that in the corresponding bottom half. Consequently, the vertical polarised fields 
produced by both halves of each vertical side are mutually out of phase and cancel.
The case of the bifilar helix is a bit different. In the bifilar helix-loop with a half-tum twist 
(diameter=A/4), the currents in the top and bottom sides flow in opposite directions (Fig.6.16(b)). 
Thus, the fields produced by the currents in the top and bottom sides are now out of phase with 
each other forming an endfire array relationship. In the direction normal to the plane created by 
these two sides the field is zero. The lobes of the endfire radiation contributed by the top and 
bottom sides appear as horizontally polarised radiation on the plane formed by the two sides, in 
the direction normal to them (on the axis of the imaginary cylindrical former). The currents 
flowing on the helical elements of the loop retain the same distribution within the wire as when 
they are untwisted. However, the change in the physical position and orientation of each current, 
compared to their vertical position, results in a correspondingly different position and vector 
direction for each element field produced. As would be expected, the addition of all these 
elemental fields result in a composite field consisting of both horizontally and vertically polarised 
fields. The total field produced has a toroidal shape along the axis of the bifilar and with nulls in a 
direction perpendicular to the plane formed by the top and bottom sides, or radiais of the loop. 
The polarisation is expected to be elliptical (it can be circular by selecting the dimensions of the 
bifilar appropriately).
A QHA can then be produced by adding a second identical bifilar, on the same axis and 
enclosing the same space, but rotated by 90° relative to the first one. Consequently, the null of 
bifilar 1 and the maximum radiation of bifilar 2 appear at the same point in space (normal to the 
plane of the radiais), and vice versa. On the other hand, in the axial directions the radiation from 
both bifilars are equal and maximum. By feeding the two bifilars with 90° phase difference the 
hemispherically shaped elevation pattern appears. This is because the fields of both bifilars are in 
phase in one axial direction and add to each other while in the opposite direction, the fields are out 
of phase and cancel. Since the cancellation is not perfect off-axis, the result is a cardioid-shaped 
pattern of revolution around the axis. In the broadside direction normal to the axis, the respective 
nulls and maxima of the two individual bifilars compensate each other to produce a uniform 
omnidirectional radiation in the azimuth. The self-phased QHA consisting of two non-identical 
bifilars produces a pattern which is not omnidirectional in the azimuth (Fig.6.14, 6.15). This
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analysis also explains the ability of the QHA to radiate in the endfire or backfire direction when 
the phasing is changed from 90° to -90°. The maxima of the bifilars add in the opposite direction 
due to the phase swap. The exact shape and polarisation of the QHA pattern depends on the 
dimensions of the structure, as will be explained in the next section.
Ô.3.2.2 Pattern Shape Dependencies
The main points of the pattern shaping are the angle where the maximum gain is {dcma^, the 
half power beam width {HPBW) measured from the Ocmax, the angle between the zenith and the 
HPBW point {SsdB) and finally the difference between the maximum gain and the gain at the 
zenith {d), as shown in Fig.6.17.
Kilgus performed extensive investigation, mainly experimental, on the performance of the 
QHA. The results show [KILG-75] that the QHA with integer number of turns {N>\) can offer a 
well shaped conical radiation pattern and good circular polarisation.
3dB
Fig.6.17 The radiation pattern o f a QHA and its shape characteristics 
Kilgus uses the ratio
k = ro/p {6.5}
where is the helix radius in wavelengths; 
p is the pitch distance in wavelengths;
as a parameter to group the different antenna sizes. The conclusion was that only QHA with k 
between 0.038 and 0.2, small diameter and moderate pitch can have a shaped radiation pattern 
with a local minimum at the zenith without simultaneously producing multiple lobes.
As the pitch and the radius become larger (with k constant) the dcmax and dsdB angles 
increase. By keeping pitch constant and increasing the radius {k increases) dcmax and OsdE 
invcrease too. Finally, as the number of turns increases, the radiation pattern becomes more
shaped with a very deep local minimum at the zenith. As a final conclusion from the work by
Kilgus is noted that there are QH antennas with a well shaped radiation pattern but their size, 
especially at L-band, is too big to be actually used in a handheld terminal.
These remarks by Kilgus are summarised in the diagram of Fig.6.19 which is based on the
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diagram in [KILG-75]. No information about the number of turns is included.
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Fig.6.21 Regions of QHA's shaped conical beam performance. Based on [KILG-75]
In most of the references concerning the QHA, there is information on how the radiation 
pattern is shaped or changed by different variations of the geometrical characteristics. Most of this 
information is empirical. A schematic presentation of all the pattern dependencies found in the 
literature is shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Schematic relationship between geometry and radiation pattern characteristics o f the QHA
P ■
c t i d i i [TRAN-90]
c t tl tl c t narrow [KILG-75]
c t m I c t conical [KILG-75]
c t h I c t multilobes [KILG-75]
c t i i c t i i i [KILG-75]
[BRIC-76]
c t th ripples 0 [KILG-75]
c t th [KILG-75]
c t c t d i [BRIC-76]
d d [TERA-77]
i c t f i i f i [KILG-75]
<1 i i d section 6.3.2.3
>1 f i i section
Ô.3.2.3
>1 th or 
tl
not-good
shaping
[KILG-69]
c t i i [MAXW-]
>1 weak cut-off, 
backlobes
[TRAN-90]
{ c t  constant, i i n c r e a s e , f a s t  increase, d: decrease,/d: fast decrease, h: high, th: too high, /: low,
tU too low, m\ medium)
6,3.2.3 Fractional Turn Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (FTQHA)
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The idea exploited in this section is to investigate how the QHA performs with less than a 
turn. The results presented are based on a large number of NEC simulations following the ideas 
and the parameters presented by Kilgus.
The number of turns (N) examined were: 0.25, 0.375, 0.42, 0.5, 0.625 and 0.75. All of them 
gave symmetric relative position between the upper and the lower radiais of the QH except for the 
0.42 turns case. The parameter k was set to 0.038, 0.083 and 1.164, as in the experiments by 
Kilgus. The simulations were done using NEC-2 following the size restrictions described in 
previous paragraphs and exploiting the good agreement between simulations and measurements 
exhibited in section 6.2.3
N=0.75,
N=3 N=0.5
hk2Q.
0.04 0.06
radius in wavelengths
0.02 0.08 0.10
Fig.6.19. Zenith gain dip a[dB] V5. Radius [X] for QHA designs with â:=0.083
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Fig.6.20 0 3 angle [deg] V5. Radius [X] fo r QHA designs with k=0.083
The results of the simulations show that QH antennas constructed from monofilar helices 
with less than one turn, usually have in general the same response to changes of k or ro as QH 
antennas with integer number of turns. However the dependency of the pattern parameters to the 
design parameters, is considerably less dramatic. As can be seen from Fig.6.19 and Fig.6.21 - only 
the graphs for k=0.0S3 are presented, the rest can be found in Appendix D -the slopes of the 
graphs for QHA with less than one turn, are less steep, giving more options for selecting the 
proper antenna design configuration (the results for integer number of turns are from reference 
[KILG-75]). Moreover, it is obvious that the FTQHA can have a smaller size than the integer
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number of turns QHA (for the same parameter k), which makes it more suitable for 
accommodation on the top of a HHT.
N = 5
1 0 - -
N = 2
N = 0 . 7 5
N = 1
HPBW [deg]
Fig.6.21 Zenith gain dip a[dB ] vs. HPBW [deg] fo r  QHA designs with /:=0.083
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Fig.6.22 Zenith gain dip a[dB] V5. Qs^ b angle [deg] fo r  QHA designs with A:= 0.083
Fig 6.21 shows the relationship between the local gain minimum at the zenith (a) and the 
HPBW angle for constant k. In Fig.6.22 the relation between a  and the 3dB angle {dsds) is 
presented for constant k. Both these graphs show that the pattern shaping of the FTQHA can be 
more useful for a SPCN HHT than for the integer turn QHA, since it gives a deep local minimum 
for moderate dsds angles and as a is inversely proportional to HPBW, extended main lobes that are 
illuminated from the ground are avoided and consequently the amount of thermal noise received is 
limited.
The plots presented in the last four figures together with those included in Appendix-D and 
in Fig.6.21 describe graphically the radiation pattern shape performance of the FTQHA and can 
be used to design an antenna to given requirements, as shown in the following example.
Example;
An antenna for the satellite system Iridium is to be designed for the centre frequency, 
/=  1618.25 MHz where the wavelength is A=0.1854m . The axial length of the antenna should be: 
10cm<Lox:<12cm but because
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10cm<L«r<12cm but because
rn
k =  ^  =
N
the radius is:
10 X k/N < ro <72 x k/N
{ 6 . 6 }
(6.7}
From this formula and by giving the different values to the number of turns N  and the 
parameter k and keeping in mind that it is also required to have:
0.5cm< ro < 1.5cm (or 0.027A < ro <0.081 A} {6.8}
the QH antenna with the proper size can be chosen. Moreover, the antenna also has to fulfil the 
radiation pattern requirements. These should be combined to give:
OdB < a  <10dB and
75° < <90° {6.9}
From {6.7} and {6.8} we also have : 
0.05<MV<0.125 {6 . 10}
Some of the possible fractional turn QHA designs which can fulfil equations {6.8},{6.9} 
and {6.10} found in the design graphs are included in the table which follows:
Table 6.4. Design and performance details of suitable for SPCN handheld antennas in the L-band
k N 03dB
[deg]
k N
[turns]
ro
[A]
a
[dB]
03dB
[deg]
0.083 0.75 0.055 0.02 78 0.038 . 0.375 0.034 0 79
0.06 0.43 85.5 0.04 0.05 87.5
0.065 1.72 90 0.042 0.03 0 75
0.034 0 80.5
0.04 0.33 90
0.5 0.03 0 77
0.032 0 82
0.036 0.39 89
0.625 0.028 0.29 85.5
0.032 0.33 86
0.75 0.028 0.22 82.5
0.03 0.81 87.5
0.032 1.37 90
The results in Table 6.4 show that the available selection of designs becomes greater as k 
becomes less than 0.083. This means that antennas with smaller radius and smaller number of 
turns can offer the required performance, keeping the overall antenna size quite low.
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63.2.4 Polarisation
The axial ratio (AR) gives the quality of the polarisation (section 3.2.1). The QHA can offer 
very good circular polarisation over a wide elevation angle beam. A value of AR lower than 5dB 
inside the coverage is considered adequate for SPCN operation [DETY-94], [SAINT-96]. Kilgus 
in [KILG-75] indicates that the AR for a QHA with 1,2,3 or 5 turns varies between 3 and 6 dB, 
while for FTQHA the AR can be even better, especially within the 3dB beamwidth. In general, 
the AR is a function of Lax, /"o, N and the symmetry of the constructed volute. On the other hand 
the AR is not a function of the phasing, offering the same circular polarisation for both the end 
and back fire radiation [SAIN-82], [TERA-91].
In the following paragraphs the relation between the phasing sequence, the radiation direction 
of the main lobe and the polarisation sense is presented through experimental results and 
empirical observations, and is compared with information in references and simulations. The final 
conclusions are presented in Table 6.5, but first some essential definitions have to be explained.
6.3.2.4.1 Definitions
A  QHA must be fed with 90° phase difference between each of its four helical elements in 
order to produce a hemispherical, circularly polarised pattern. This phasing arrangement can be 
achieved with the three distinct configurations presented in previous sections (Fig.6.26).
ccwelement 4 element 4
element
element 1lelement 1 element^ 
(coax)element 2
( t))  element 2
CCW
elementelement 4
element 3
element 9 element 1
cw
element 1 
(coax)element 2 element 2
Fig.6.23 The three possible ways to feed a QHA, (a) self-phased (1-feed), (b) two feeds (0° and 90°),
(c) four feeds (0°,90°, 180°,270°). The arrows indicate the clocking direction in casesh) and c).
In the case of Fig.6.23a the top of the antenna is presented (as explained in Fig.6.24), while 
in the other two cases the view from the bottom of the antenna is shown. The clockwise (CW) and 
counterclockwise (CCW) direction are denoted by the arrows in Fig.6.23. The direction of the 
element winding and the radiation direction are presented in Fig.6.24 where the “left hand 
wound-LHW” QHA (b) and the “right hand wound-RHW” QHA (c) cases can be seen. When the 
antenna radiates towards the non-feeding end is called “endfire” and in the opposite case is called 
“backfire” (Fig.6.24a).
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Fig.6.24 {di)Directions o f radiation (b) Left hand wound (LHW) QHA (c) Right hand wound (RHW) QHA
6.3.2.4.1 Polarisation dependencies
When the antenna is properly phased it radiates in the endfire direction. When the phasing 
direction is reversed the QHA radiates towards the backfire direction. In [KILG-68],[BRIC-76], 
[TERA-91] is stated that the endfire/backfrre patterns created by reversing the phasing direction 
are identical both in shape and polarisation sense. This was proved to be correct (Fig.6.28), but no 
information was included on the relation between the winding direction, the phasing direction, the 
radiation direction and the sense of the polarisation. In Table 6.5 all of the parameters are 
presented.
These results can be more easily visualised in the polar plots of Fig.6.25. The antenna 
presented is a QHA with axial length Lax=4.1cm, diameter D=1.5 cm and 0.25 turns. The antenna 
is resonant at 2.385 GHz and two prototypes wound in the two different directions were built and 
measured. The antenna is fed from the bottom as in Fig.6.24a. The LHW structure radiated in the 
endfire direction with RHCP when phased in the [ 0°,90° ] CCW sequence. The [0°,90°] CW 
phasing sequence, reverses the radiation direction but not the sense of polarisation. In the RHW 
QHA, endfire radiation is produced when the phasing is in the [0°,90°] CW direction. The 
polarisation in that case is LHCP. By reversing the phasing, the radiation direction is reversed but 
the polarisation sense remains the same, as expected. It can also be observed in the plots of 
Fig.6.25 that the polarisation of the backlobe is of the opposite sense to the polarisation of the 
main lobe.
The measurement results were also in agreement with simulation results. The antennas were 
simulated both in NEC and in Micro_Stripes. The simulations showed the effect of the ground 
plane in detail. An infinite ground plane reverses the backfire radiation (bottom fed antenna 
radiating in the -z axis) to endfire radiation and also reverses the sense of the polarisation. No 
effect on the radiation direction or the polarisation sense can be observed when the antenna is in 
the endfire mode (bottom fed antenna radiating in the +z axis). Similar results about the effect of a 
finite but wide ground plane are included in [BAOVU-94] and [FOO-98]
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Table 6.5. Polarisation sense and radiation direction in different feeding configurations. Polarisation and 
Radiation direction in italics show the effect o f ground plane. The polarisation sense is according to the 
IEEE Standard definition [IEEE-83]
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0°, 90° 
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LHCP Endfire
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Bottom
0°, 90° 
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LHCP Backfire
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Fig.6.25 The normalised pattern [dB] o f  a QHA with different phasing (measurements).
(a,) LHW QHA, [0°,90°] CW phasing, M  LHW QHA, [0°,90°] CCW  phasing 
(bi) RHW QHA [0°,90°] CW phasing, (bz) RHW QHA, [0°,90°] CCW  phasing
In conclusion a LHW QHA radiates in the endfire mode with RHCP when it is fed in the [ 0°,90°] 
CCW phasing sequence. A RHW QHA radiates in the endfire mode with LHCP when it is fed in 
the [ 0°,90°] CW phasing sequence. Reversal of the phasing sequence reverses the radiation 
direction but not the polarisation direction.
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In [FOO-98] and [BAOVU-94] QHAs were designed for GPS and UHF satcom reception 
respectively. In both cases, the antennas were placed close to the metal plates which constituted 
the ground plane of the matching/feeding network and the structure base respectively and are 
much wider than the antenna diameter. In both cases, when the antennas were phased in order to 
radiate away from the metal plates (endfire direction), no effect was detected on either the pattern 
shape or the polarisation. When the antennas were phased in order to produce a backfire 
radiation, the result was a pattern with the same level in both the endfire and backfire direction 
and of opposite polarisation sense. In [BAOVU-94] this effect is ascribed only to the phasing and 
not to the metal plate behind the antenna. In the next section a more complete picture of this 
phenomenon is given. Finally in [MAXW] it is stated that the profile of the volume beneath the 
antenna has relatively little effect on the radiation, provided that it is mounted at least À/4 above 
the conductive surface which would form a reflective plane.
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Fig.6.26 (a) Antenna phase centre location (d: distance from feed point) and (b) angle position o f the
antenna phase centre ( if/ : angle from the horizon) for both linear polarisations with a X x X  ground 
plane located at À/4from the antenna element (Taken from [HUSS-91])
In [HUSS-91] an investigation into the effects of the ground plane on the radiation pattern, 
and the phase centre stability is presented. In the GPS system the location of the phase centre of 
the field radiated must be known with great precision. A finite size ground plane was introduced 
at different distances from the antenna and its effect was calculated with the tangent sphere 
technique (Fig.6.26). The computed location {d,if/) of the antenna phase centre in polar co­
ordinates is such that the mean square error is minimised over a small angular range for obtaining 
the local antenna phase centre, and hemispherical coverage region for determining the overall 
best fit phase centre. The rms error is the difference between the actual value and that of the 
desired value originated from the antenna phase centre in the same location. The rms phase error 
is 8.2° for 1mm spacing between the antenna and the ground plane, reaches its minimum when 
the ground plane is placed at MA from the antenna and increases to 0.79° and 1.4° for ground 
planes placed at XI2 and X respectively. The phase centre in the free space case was found to be at 
<i=0.1558À, and ^0 .2 7 ° .Any backlobes that exist in the free space situation seem to be 
suppressed both in Eg and Eg as the ground plane gets close to a ÀJA spacing.
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6.3.3.2 Simulations
In every paper by Kilgus it is stated that one of the greatest advantages of the QHA “A its 
lack o f ground plané’' [KILG-75]. Unlike to a monofilar helix or a monopole, the QHA does not 
need to be fed over a ground plane in order to radiate as predicted. In two-feed configurations the 
QHA is fed in a way similar to that of a dipole. A pair of coaxial lines with the necessary baluns 
at their feeding ends are connected to the two bifilars as if they were dipoles. The other ends of 
the coaxial lines are connected to the 90° hybrid. In this kind of configuration there is no place for 
a ground plane, since it cannot easily be connected anywhere. Hence, even if a metal plate is 
present, it floats around without being earthed or connected to the antenna feed. Similar things are 
true for the one-feed configuration.
In the four-feed configuration the situation is different. As was presented in 6.3.1.2, the 
outer of the feeding coaxial lines creates a thin cylindrical ground which never approximates a 
perfect infinite ground (a perfect infinite ground can be approximated by an aluminium or copper 
plate that extends beyond the source by several times the length of the source [STUT-81]). The 
effect of this small cylindrical ground was proved by simulations and measurements (section 
6.3.1.2) to be very small when the antenna was radiating away from the feeding end. Of course, in 
this configuration a finite ground can be connected to the outer coaxial lines and properly earthed.
The effects of real ground planes and reflecting plates are presented in the following 
simulation results. A QHA (N=0.5 turns, Lax=66mm, ro=4.9mm) is simulated over an infinite 
perfect ground plane, a finite ground created by copper radiais (ground diameter 8cm), a 8 X  8cm 
copper grid (maximum spacing between wires: 0.7cm</I/10 at 2GHz) and a 4 x  4cm copper grid. 
The distance between the antenna and the plate is selected to be : I.5cm=/I/I0, 3.75cm=/V4, 
7cm=A/2 and 15cm=A at 2GHz. Finally, simulations for both the endfire and backfire situation 
were conducted (backfire is the case when the antenna radiates towards the plate)
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no ground 
d=1.5cm=A/10 
d=3.75cm=X/4 
d=7.0cm=A/2 
d=15cm=2.
Fig.6.27 Simulated patterns o f a QHA at 2GHz over A) perfect infinite ground plane, B) radial ground 
plane with 8cm diameter, made o f 72 copper wires o f 1cm diameter, C) metal grid (SxScm with 0.5 cm 
spacing between copper wires), D) metal grid (4x4cm with 0.5 cm spacing between copper wires), (aj
endfire radiation, (b) backfire radiation
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As expected from the literature, the effect of the ground plane or the metal plate on the 
endfire QHA is not significant and it reaches its minimum as the size of ground or metal plate 
becomes smaller and the distance from the antenna greater.
The situation in the backfire mode is altogether different. The existence of a ground plane 
(cases A,B) or of a metal reflector (cases C,D) causes part of the main lobe to be directed 
towards the endfire direction. The whole of the main lobe is reversed when an infinite ground 
plane is used and the distance between the antenna and the plane becomes ÀJA. The polarisation 
of the reversed lobe is of the opposite polarisation sense as was explained in section 6.3.2.4. 
When a small metal reflector is used, only part of the main lobe is reflected and as the plate 
becomes smaller and the distance closer to XIA the effect becomes minimal.
6.3.33 Measurements
This section gives measurement results of the effect of the mobile terminal on the pattern 
performance of the QHA. Two different situations are presented based on the two different types 
of feed.
6.3.3.3.1 Two feeds
A wire antenna with dimensions: r=49mm, Lax=60mm, N=0.5 turns is placed on a mobile 
handset and measured. The 90° hybrid is placed on the back of the terminal and the two baluns 
feeding the QHA are passing through the battery and the metal shielding of the terminal to 
connect the antenna (Fig.6.29B-a). As a result, the metal case of the terminal is not connected to 
the ground (the only possible way would have been via the hybrid). The results for the linear 
polarisation components are presented in Fig.6.28a and for the circular polarisation components 
in Fig.6.28b
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Fig.6.28 Normalised patterns of a QHA placed on a mobile phone (see Fig.6.29Ba) (a) horizontal and 
vertical linear polarisation (b)right and left hand circular polarisation
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These results are then compared with the patterns of the same antenna measured without the 
presence of the mobile terminal. The only ground is the case of the hybrid which is not directly 
behind the QHA (Fig.6.29B-b).
The differences between the two cases are very small and they exist mainly in the back and 
side lobes. No major asymmetries were detected, as a result of the rectangular shape of the 
terminal’s cross section. The effect of the metal case of the mobile terminal acting as a reflector 
(not grounded) is insignificant and the antenna operates almost as in free space (small pattern 
differences can also be due to structure asymmetries and mishandling).
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Fig.6.29 (A) Pattern comparison (normalisedpatterns [dB])
(B-a) between a QHA placed on a handset phone and a QHA in “free space” (B-b)
6.3.3.3.2 Four feeds
This is a more complicated case because the outer parts of the feeding coaxial cables form a 
kind of a ground plane which is properly grounded. In Fig.6.7 the effect of this feed type was 
simulated with Micro_Stripes. The only effect found was an increased backlobe and a small gain 
reduction on the boresight. In this section measurement results from such a feed are presented.
A small feeding jig was used to feed the antenna. A commercial 180° hybrid and two 
surface mounted 90° hybrids were enclosed in a metallic box (Fig.6.30a). The outer of the feeding 
coaxial is connected to the ground of the hybrids and the metal case of the box whose dimensions 
resembled a mobile terminal. The patterns of a printed (see chapter 8) QHA with dimensions 
r=4.2mm, Lax= 86.34mm, A=ltum are presented in Fig.6.30b. The (f>=0° and (p=90° elevation 
cuts (absolute gain [dB,]) are presented and as can be seen they are almost identical. The only 
differences can be found in the backlobe. A difference in gain level between the measured and the 
simulated patterns can be observed which is probably due to absolute gain measurement 
uncertainties and because the simulation does not take in account any losses due to mismatch and 
the feeding arrangement.
The use of the small jig, although it provides a bigger, properly earthed ground than the 
cylinder in Fig.6.7, it does not seem to affect the symmetry of the pattern, hence even the
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backlobes coincide. It does affect however the level of the backlobe which seem to be higher by 
about 2 dBi. This is probably due to mutual coupling and edge diffraction on the metal case of the 
jig [HUSS-91].
Feeding jig
Total Simulation
(b)
Fig.6.30 A QHA on a small jig  (grounded case) and its radiation pattern
6.3.4 Effect of the human head
It is important for the system designer to know the exact behaviour of the QHA (as for any 
other radiator) when it is placed on different size terminals and near to the human body in order to 
evaluate the link performance. However, no information about the effects of nearby objects on the 
pattern performance of the QHA have been presented. This section aims to show the effects of the 
human head and hand on the radiation pattern of the QHA. The radiation pattern shape and 
polarisation performance of the antenna system (antenna structure, feeding arrangement, and 
mobile phone case) are examined through simulations and measurements.
6.3.4.1  Simulations
Bone layer 
QHA \ Brain layer
terminal
Skin layer
Fig.6.31 The simulation model (a) The three layer model (b) 100% of the antenna is shadowed by the head 
(c)50 % of the antenna is shadowed by the head [SUVA-99]
A  three layer sphere (Fig.Sla) with one layer for the skin, one for the bone and the third one
for the brain was used in order to simulate the human head (skin: 6/^32, cr=0.51 Sm'% skull: 6^8,
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O'=0.15 Sm'% brain: 6^47, o=1.42 Sm'^). This model simulates the human head to a reasonable 
approximation with a simulation time which is not too high. As shown in [SUVA-99] there is no 
significant difference in results between a very detailed head model (shape closer to human head 
and several layers) and the three layered sphere, hence the latter case was selected for this work. 
Several QHA models were used at the centre of the SPCN band (at around 2 GHz) placed on a 
metal box simulating the mobile terminal. A one layer hand model (6^=56, o-=1.76Sm'^) was also 
placed around the terminal’s case. The antenna-terminal system was placed along the vertical axis 
of the head (z-axis). The simulations were conducted with Micro_Stripes.
63.4.2 Measurements
Two different heads were used in the measurement set-up. The first one (Fig.6.32) was a 
plastic phantom filled with a liquid which acts in a manner similar to the human brain at 2 GHz 
(skull: ér=3.5, brain: e^44.61, dr=1.87Sm'^). A hand phantom filled with a similar material was 
used to support a real GSM terminal (as in section 6.3.3) on which the QHA prototype was 
placed. The whole system was then placed on a rotating table, inside an anechoic chamber. A 90° 
hybrid placed on the back of the terminal was used to feed the antenna. The head-terminal system 
was then illuminated by a log-conical circularly polarised (RHCP) antenna in order to measure the 
circular pattern and with a horn antenna in order to measure the two linear components of the 
circular pattern. The difference (in dB) between the two linear patterns in conjunction with the co- 
polar circular pattern would give a good indication of the axial ratio. Unfortunately, it was not 
possible to place the phantom in a position with its face parallel to the ground (liquid spillage 
problem); hence, the mobile terminal was placed on the nose-to-ear axis in order to measure the 
elevation pattern of the QHA. The second head used was the real head of the author as can be 
seen in Fig.6.33.
Fig.6.32 The Phantom Set-up (a) side view, (b) front view
Two different configurations were used with the human head. In the first one (Fig.6.33a,b) 
the antenna-head system is placed parallel to the ground (face toward ground) in order to measure 
the elevation pattern of the antenna system placed in the expected position (along the vertical axis 
of the head). A set of measurements were conducted in this position. The head shadowed 100% 
(Fig.6.33a), 50% (Fig.6.33b) and 0% of the antenna. A free space measurement was also
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conducted. The second configuration used can be seen in Fig.6.33c. The antenna-terminal system 
was placed along the nose-to-ear axis with the head in the upright position in order to measure the 
elevation pattern of the antenna and compare these results with those collected when the phantom 
was used. As with the phantom, the two circular and the two linear polarisation patterns were 
measured.
Fig.6.33. The Real Head Set-up (a) head shadows 100% of the antenna, (b) head shadows 50% o f the
antenna, (a) antenna in the nose-to-ear axis
63.4.3 Results
In the following plots different results are presented. In Fig.6.34a the RHCP patterns 
measured for 50% and 100% shadowing of the antenna by the human head are compared with the 
simulation results for the same shadowing of the same antenna by the three layer sphere human 
head. The first thing that can be observed is that the part of the pattern which is away from the 
head (right hand side on Fig.6.34.a) is less affected by the presence of the human head for both 
shadowing situations and in both simulation and measurement. The part of the radiation pattern 
which is closest to the head is reduced in gain level (all patterns are normalised) and this 
deterioration is greatest in the measured patterns. This is probably due to the shape of the human 
head (not spherical) and the existence of the rest of the human body (neck, shoulders) in that 
direction. The overall level of the pattern in the 100% shadowing case is less than the gain level of 
the 50% shadowing case since some power is absorbed by the head. This effect can be seen in 
both the simulation and measurement results.
Another conclusion is that the QHA is less affected by the head as the head shadowing 
reduces. This effect can be seen in Fig.6.35a where the measured results for 0%, 50%, 100% 
shadowing and free space are compared. The QHA patterns at 50% and 0% shadowing are less 
affected from the head compared to the 100% case and it are not much different from the free 
space case. A very interesting effect from the head presence is the increase of the cross-polar 
(LHCP) level in the direction of the main lobe in the 100% shadowing case (Fig.6.35b) which 
indicates that the signal from the T% is depolarised from the head. The level of depolarisation 
increases as the shadowing from the head increases.
Finally, as observed from both the measurements and the simulation the QHA is not 
dramatically affected by the presence of the human head (or body). Lower gain levels of 1 to 3dB
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can be observed (in the measured patterns) only for angles below -70° from the zenith (close to or 
below the minimum elevation angle for a typical SPCN).
•100% shadowed 
-50%  shadowed
-  100% shadowing SIMULATION 
" 50% shadowing SIMULATION
(e )
. ( f )
(c )
-900-4-
(C ) .  1\ \ V \  (d)
(b )— On the Phone
(c )  Phone & Phantom Head
(d )— Phone & Human Head (QHA as  with Phantom Head) 
(e ) ^  Phone & Human Head (QHA vert 100% shadowed) 
(f ) ------ Phone & Human Head (QHA vert 50% shadowed)
Fig.6.34 (a) Measured and Simulated patterns in 50% and 100% shadowing by the head 
(b) Measured pattern for different configurations of the QHA and the head 
(normalised patterns [dB])
R H C P
11,; >100% shadowed
Fig.6.35 Measured patterns in free space, 0%, 50% and 100% shadowing by the head 
(a) RHCP (b) LHCP (normalised patterns [dB])
This last result can be seen more clearly in Fig.6.34(b) where measured patterns for 
different antenna and head configurations are presented. The first thing that can be seen is that the 
use of the phone case (no head or hand present) affects only the back lobe of the free space pattern 
(patterns (b) and (a) respectively). The addition of the human head and hand affects only the side 
of the pattern that is closest to the head and the presence of the human body behind the antenna 
(shoulders and torso) suppresses the backlobes. The results are quite different when the phantom 
head is used. Since, the antenna was placed on the nose-to-ear axis of the phantom, the head cross 
section affecting the antenna was different. The effect of the human head on the antenna pattern 
shape was measured to be weaker than from the phantom (patterns (d) and (c) respectively). This
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may again be due to the presence of the human body behind the antenna and the difference 
between the layers of the phantom and the human head (no skin layer and thinner bone layer for 
the phantom)
Finally, as can be seen in Fig.6.36, the difference between the gain of the horizontal linear 
component vertical linear component (as measured with a linear polarised horn antenna) remain 
below 3dB. This result, in conjunction with the very low difference between the free space and 
the head-shadowed circular patterns, indicate that the axial ratio is not destroyed by the presence 
of the human head. The effect of the head and the human body can be seen at lower elevation 
angles (below ±80°) and in the pattern side closest to the head.
6 ■" IGhorizontarGvertical 
l y - x  [dB]
Free space 
100% shadowed 
50% shadowed
3 - - ✓
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Fig.6.36 Measured difference between the linear polarisation components
The QHA has been shown to provide the required pattern shape and polarisation in both the 
ideal free space situation and in a close approximation in the presence of the human body. The 
performance becomes even better (closer to the free space situation) as the antenna becomes less 
shadowed by the head (extended over the head) and this was proved both by simulations and 
measurements with a phantom and with a real head.
63,5 Matching
Removing mismatches between a radiating structure and the feed allows all of the available 
power to be delivered to the antenna. It is particularly important for structures like the QHA 
which require a multiphase feed to operate. Reflections caused by mismatches are capable of 
destroying the balanced operation of the hybrids and as a result the phasing of the antenna. Hence, 
it is necessary to predict or measure the input impedance of the QHA or at least to minimise the 
mismatch.
6.3.5.1 Input impedance and resonance frequency
As explained before, the QHA is a resonant structure with element lengths equal to an integer 
multiple of ÀJA so the imaginary part of input impedance equals to zero. In [KILG-69] is 
suggested that the input impedance changes from 75 ohms for a 14-tums volute to 15 ohms for a 1 
turn volute. In [KILG-74] it was found that when Lei is equal to 0.5A the input impedance is 10-20 
ohms, while for Lei equal to lA the input impedance is 50 ohms. Finally, in [KILG-75] it is
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suggested that QHA with helical element lengths shorter than lA, are sharply resonant while 
helices with element lengths of several A give no indication of resonant characteristics while their 
input impedance varies between 100 and 300 ohms.
Measuring the input impedance of a QHA is not a simple task. Measuring the Su  parameter 
at the input of the feeding network alone is futile, because most of the reflected power (due to the 
mismatch between the antenna and the 50 ohm feed) is absorbed by the resistors in the hybrids 
[KIES-95]. Therefore, the 5'n has to be measured directly at the base of the antenna. This cannot 
be done while the antenna is in operation so other techniques should be used. The methods used 
or proposed are presented in the following paragraphs.
6.3.5.1.1 One feed
This is the self-phased QHA which is inherently matched to 50 Ohm as presented in section 
6.3.1.3. The input impedance can be measured directly (see Fig.6.13), since the feeding coaxial 
cable is part of the antenna (infinite balun).
6.3.5.1.2 Two feeds
This QHA configuration is fed via a network of one 90° hybrid and two baluns. The 
antennas of this type presented in this report used A/4 folded baluns (1:1 impedance 
transformation) made of coaxial cables with 50 ohms characteristic impedance. The input 
impedance of the antenna system (QHA and baluns) depends on both the element length and the 
balun [BRIC-76], thus, it had to be treated as a two port network for input impedance 
characterisation purposes.
The input impedance performance of the antenna was simulated with NEC (in the absence 
of the baluns and the SMA connectors). In most cases a disagreement between the expected Zi„ 
(resonant structure) and the simulated one was observed. In some other cases where dual antenna 
structures were simulated even negative VSWR was observed. As is also explained in 
[BERK-96], NEC does not seem to be suitable to calculate the input impedance of a helical 
antenna and especially of a QHA with any accuracy.
This ambiguity between the design (based on the resonant formula) and the simulation had 
to be resolved by measurements. No details are included in any of the original QHA references on 
how the Zin was measured. The only possible options then were firstly, to measure the at each 
of the two ports by terminating the other one with a 50 ohm load and secondly, to find out at 
which frequency the antenna was matched not by measuring the VSWR but by measuring the 
maximum gain of the antenna in the frequency range that it is expected to operate.
The S'il measurement method seems to give a good indication of the resonance points of a 
prototype, especially for QHAs with open non-feed radiais [BRIC-76]. In this case the 
measurement of each bifilar is similar to the measurement of a folded dipole. Depending on the 
interaction between the two bifilars, it is expected to be close to the resonant formula result. 
Differences between the measurements of Su_porti and Su^jortz mean that either the two bifilars are
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not identical or that the two baluns are different (feed imbalance). Any of these situations can 
cause pattern degradation and asymmetries.
The frequency vs. maximum gain response seems to be even closer to reality compared with 
the previously mentioned methods [SHAR-97]. The antenna under test is placed in the anechoic 
chamber and its maximum gain (the elevation angle of maximum gain can be closely estimated by 
simulation) is measured over a range of frequencies. This method can find the frequency at which 
the antenna structure (QHA and feeding network) is most efficient. At that frequency the 
combination between antenna resonance and mismatch is optimum.
In most of the cases examined in this project the 5n and the maximum gain method results 
were in good agreement, especially with the printed prototypes which have better symmetry and 
mechanical tolerance.
6.3.5.1.3 Four feeds
This type of QHA can be characterised in a similar way to the two-feed type. A small 
difference exists on the S\\ measurement because now only the antenna is measured (no baluns 
are used) and because the outer parts of the coaxial cables connected to the antenna elements (in 
order to measure the antenna) create a small ground plane which affects the input impedance of 
the antenna due to mutual coupling and edge diffraction [HUSS-91]. As in the case of the two- 
feed QHA, one port is measured at a time while the other three are terminated to 50 ohm loads. 
The results from the four port are again expected to be identical.
A more detailed procedure on how to measure the input impedance of a four feed QHA is 
described in [PEKO-98]. The antenna is treated as a passive, linear four-port device which can be 
fully characterised by its 4 x 4 S-parameter matrix (Fig.6.37)
V 4
V3V2
Fig.6.37 The four port equivalent of a QHA.
E[ : phased feed of port i, Z\ : load impedance o f load at port i, /, .• current at port i, 
Vi : voltage at the port i, Zq ; is the impedance of the measuring system (=50 ohms)
After some calculations and using the assumptions that all the loads are the same 
(Zi=Zo=500hm), the QHA is absolutely symmetric (5'i2=5'i4) and that the feed is also symmetric in 
magnitude and phase ( Ei=l, £’2=], £ 3=-l, £ 4=-]) the input impedance is given by the following 
formula:
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=  {6.11}
1-:>11 +^13
Equation {6.11} indicates that the input impedance of a symmetric QHA excited with its 
normal phased fashion can be derived by measuring the two S'-parameters of the opposite ports 
(elements of the same bifilar) when the antenna is operating and by loading the other three ports 
with 50 ohm loads. The results found with formula {6.11} in [PEKO-98] were in very good 
agreement with slotted line measurements (which is a very lengthy procedure).
If 5ii alone were to be measured the would have been calculated from the formula for 
one-port device :
1 Ojj
which is very similar to {6.11}. In the special case of open non-feeding radiais, S13 (and 5'24) is 
expected to be zero, since port 1 is not connected to port 3 and the two helical elements are 
orthogonal to each other, a one port measurement is then adequate, assuming that both the antenna 
and the feed are absolutely symmetric.
63,5,2 Bandwidth
The bandwidth of a QHA is typically a few per cent of the operational frequency. The 
bandwidth is expected to be increased by using wide strip elements, but the radiation pattern 
deteriorates as a side effect. Experimental data indicate that increasing the radial dimension of the 
elements allows a bandwidth of 10-15% [KILG-74]. A 3% bandwidth is reported as a typical 
value in [BRIC-76]. The pattern reported had constant peak gain within the bandwidth, but the on- 
axis gain varied with frequency.
The bandwidth defined by the pattern characteristics is a lot wider (around 25%), having 
almost constant peak gain (Gmœd (within IdB variation) and constant âsds but the on-axis gain 
changes with frequency as the maximum gain elevation (âcrnox) changes. [BRIC-76]
6,3,5,3 Antenna matching
Sometimes, the shape of the pattern is more important than the design of a resonant antenna 
[MIGA-83]. In these cases the antenna has to be matched externally.
This can be done by designing a matching circuit based on the knowledge of the antenna’s 
input impedance and placing it between the antenna and the feed. Another way is by loading the 
antenna in order to change its input impedance. In [MIGA-83] a pipe of vinyl chloride was 
inserted into the QHA, loading it capacitively. A method of introducing loading rings on the non 
conductive surface of a printed QHA is presented in chapter 8. Finally, the antenna can be 
empirically trimmed as suggested in [BRIC-76], but this affects the symmetry of the pattern.
Another way to ensure minimum mismatch between the feed and the antenna is to print both of 
them on the same flexible material. The widths of the lines should be carefully selected and
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tapered line should be used to connect the helical elements (wide) with the feed lines (very 
narrow due to the very thin substrate) in order to minimise mismatches. The measured VSWR is 
then as measured at the only port of the integrated antenna system [SHAR-97], [SHUM-96].
6.4 Dual band and dual mode configurations
As mentioned in section 3.4, systems like ICO and Globalstar plan to operate in different 
uplink and downlink bands (1985+30MHz and 2170+30MHz, 1.61+16.5 MHz and 2.4835+16.5 
MHz respectively). A single QHA cannot easily cover both bands, especially for Globalstar. The 
issue becomes even more complicated in the situation where the satellite system is to be 
integrated with a terrestrial system such as GSM. The terminal antenna not only has to serve 
another frequency band (900 MHz or 1800MHz) but also has to have a completely different 
pattern performance (circular polarised hemispherical pattern for the satellite system and linearly 
polarised toroidal for the terrestrial). The differences in the access schemes can also be 
significant. An antenna which switches from the Rx mode to the T% can be used with TDMA but 
not with CDMA or FDMA where the modes should co-exist in time. A broadband antenna would 
fit better to the requirements of these two access schemes.
In this section the performance abilities of the QHA to serve different frequency bands 
(dual band) and different systems i.e. satellite and terrestrial (dual mode) are presented mainly 
through references and simulations.
6.4.1 Dual Band
Coverage of both bands can be achieved by using two different structures (one for each 
band) or one multi-resonant structure.
6.4.1.1 Two antennas
Two antennas can be used in order to serve the two sub-bands. Two configurations can be 
used; both antennas printed on the surface of the same cylinder, or one antenna inside the other.
The first design seems to be most robust as a structure, and is more easily constructed but 
design restrictions apply due to the overall geometry .The second configuration allows for a 
greater number of design combinations, but the overall system is physically more complicated. 
Coupling between the two antennas is in both cases controlled by the relative position between 
them.
6.4.1.1.1 On the surface of the same cylinder
In [SURE-96] two QHAs are printed on the surface of the same hollow dielectric cylinder. 
Their lengths are different and they cover the L and S bands allocated to SPCN. Inside the 
hollow cylinder is a cage dipole which covers the UHF band for a terrestrial system. The QHAs 
are fed with two printed circuits without the use of any other hybrid, while the dipole is fed by a
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balun. The reference is a patent application and no radiation patterns are included. It is stated 
though that the L/S band antennas have a hemispherical pattern, circularly polarised with axial 
ratio ~2dB and peak gain 2.8 dB±0.2dB, with return loss better than 15 dB over a ±15 MHz 
band. The dipole pattern is toroidal with linear polarisation and a peak gain of 2dBi.
In this configuration both antennas should have the same diameter but different lengths in 
order to operate in the two different sub-bands. The pitch and the relative position of the two 
antennas should then be carefully selected in order to avoid the helical elements touching each 
other at some point and to minimise the coupling between the elements.
Unfortunately NEC proved to be inadequate to simulate such a structure. The results showed 
negative real input impedance and a pattern of excessively high gain.
6.4.1.1.2 One antenna inside the other
In references [TERR-90] and [SHAR-90] two QHAs are printed in separate hollow 
dielectric cylinders. The antennas have different lengths to be resonant in 1.53-1.559 GHz and 
1.6-1.626 GHz bands and the smaller cylinder is placed inside the other. The graphs included in 
the second reference show that both radiation patterns are almost hemispherical, with a gain dip 
on the zenith, HPBW greater than 200°, cross-polarisation less than -lOdB in the whole coverage 
and VSWR better than 2:1 for both bands. The low VSWR is achieved due to the presence of 
mutual coupling between the two structures, which was calculated to be 50 Ohms at the entrance 
of each radiating strip.
In Fig.6.37 the simulation results of a dual structure QHA are presented. The structure is 
designed to operate in the 1.985-2.015 GHz and 2.17-2.2 GHz bands (ICO system bands)
Inner antenna Outer antenna
N=l turn A/=l turn
Lax=90mm Lflx=105mm
ro=4.4mm ro=5.6mm
m=3 m=3
W .0489 A=0.0533
The pattern performance in both bands is similar to that for the individual antennas. Even better 
results are possible by selecting a more appropriate antenna combination or by changing the 
relative position of the two antennas.
In the graphs that follow the self-phased QHAs presented in Table 6.2 are simulated in an 
“one inside the other” configuration at 1.6 and 2.5 GHz (Globalstar bands)
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Fig.6.37 Two antennas inside the other.
(a) The structure modelled, (b) Performance o f dual antenna in both sub-bands 
—  —— —  Dual antenna, Vertical Polarisation at 2200 MHz
m m m m m Dual antcnna. Horizontal Polarisation at 2200 MHz
Dual antenna. Vertical Polarisation at 1985 MHz 
_ _ _ _ _  Dual antenna. Horizontal Polarisation at 1985 MHz
Fig.6.38 The radiation patterns o f two self-phased QHA in a “one inside the other “ configuration, as 
simulated by NEC, (aj The 1600 MHz antenna (outer) is fed(b) the 2500 MHz (inner) antenna is fed. 
  Stand alone antenna ■■ Dual antenna
\
Flg.6.39a The current distribution on the dual antenna when the 1600 MHz antenna (outer) is fed
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Fig.6.39b The current distribution on the dual antenna when the 2500 MHz antenna (inner) is fed
The performance of the self-phased antenna in an “one inside the other” configuration is 
some how different to the “stand alone” situation. The radiation pattern of the outer antenna 
seems to improve when the smaller antenna is added inside its volute, while the performance of 
the inner antenna deteriorates.
A set of two QHAs in the “one inside the other” configuration (Fig.6.40) was also measured 
in the anechoic chamber. One S-band backfire antenna ( N=0.25 turns, Lax=35mm, r= l l . l  mm) 
was placed inside an L-band endfire antenna (A=0.25 turns, Lax=70mm, r= 14.55mm). The S- 
band antenna was placed 5mm lower than the top radiais of the L-band antenna and it was 
rotated by 45° relative to it. The inner antenna’s volute was covered with a double layer of paper 
in order to avoid any electrical contact between the two structures. Both antennas were connected 
on separate hybrids.
The graphs in Fig.6.43 show reasonable agreement between measurements and 
simulations. However, it has to be mentioned that the relative position between the two antennas 
was selected because NEC could provide acceptable results with this configuration and also 
because mechanically the structure was rigid. A mathematical analysis of the interaction between 
the two structures would dictate the optimum relative position.
2370 MHz1 3 3 0  M H z
300 /
Fig.6.40 The radiation pattern o f  a pair o f  QHA in the “one inside the other” configuration at 
1330 MHz (outer is fed) and 2370 MHz (inner is fed) (received pow er in dB)
vert ■horz vert simulation — horz simulation
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The “one inside the other” configuration seem to have very promising pattern performance. 
However, the feed arrangement is too complicated and becomes very difficult to be implemented 
as the frequency becomes higher and the difference between the two bands smaller (less available 
space for feeding cables) especially in a prototyping environment.
Another solution would have been a stacked QHA configuration [DETY-94]. The smaller 
QHA (S-band ) is located on top of the longer one (L-band). The two antennas have a common 
feed point in such a way that the S-band antenna (Rx) endfires while the L-band antenna (T%) 
backfires. The predicted patterns are as desired, but the structure is too long.
6.4.1.2 One antenna
6.4.1.2.1 Dual Resonance
A  second approach to the multi-band operation of an antenna and in particular of a QHA on 
a handheld terminal for SPCN is to create a multi-resonant structure. This can be achieved with 
different techniques that are presented in the following paragraphs.
The QHA is a very resonant structure with resonant points for every À!A element lengths. It 
is then expected to serve two different bands if the following condition is satisfied:
m / X Xj/4=m2 X X2M  {6.13}
where mi and m2 are integer numbers and
A/ and A] are the wavelengths at the frequencies of interest
350 ^ 3
2450 MHz 1634 MHz
/ /
Fig.6.41 The radiation pattern (power received in dB) of an QHA resonant in two different bands for
witch equation {6.13} is valid (2450/1634=3/2)
In the case of Globalstar, for example the relation between the two bands of interest is 
almost 3 to 2 (2.45 GHz to 1.62 GHz). Hence, a QHA with element length equal to 2Ai.62GHz/4 
will appear to be also resonant at 2.45 GHz having an element length of 3A2.45ghz/4. This effect 
can be observed in Fig.6.42 where an antenna designed for S-band (/=2450MHz, N=0.5 turns, 
Tax=60mm, r=11.16 mm, element length=3A2.45GHz/4 hence the non-feeding radiais are open) 
seems also to be resonant in the L-band (1634 MHz ) where the element length is 2Ai.634ghz/4. 
The frequency response of the antenna (zenith gain vs. frequency) shows that the structure 
receives the highest power at those two frequencies.
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The level difference between the simulated and the measured patterns is greater in the L- 
band situation. There are two reasons: firstly, the baluns used to feed this antenna (two-feed 
configuration) were designed to operate at S-band {MA folded balun) and secondly the non­
feeding radiais should have been shorted for the L-band measurement since the element length is 
M2 at that frequency. The use of some kind of switch which would allow the non-feeding radiais 
to be shorted at the lower frequency and open at the higher is expected to improve the antenna 
performance.
6.4.1.2.2 Use of Switches
If the QHA structure is resonant at for example L-band, a series of switches can disconnect 
the lower part of the structure making it resonant in a higher frequency [DETY-94].
R F  Inpu t
U M  7001B  
Typ.0 deg 
port
XI2  @ 260  M H z
50 Oh, Q uadratu re
H ybrid
X /2  @ 302 M H z
to X
Fig. 6.42 A QHA switched between two frequency bands (taken from [SAIN-82])
This idea is explained and realised in references [SAIN-82] and [OLES-85] where the 
switches are PIN diodes (Fig.6.42). The helical arms are made of coaxial cable. The diodes have 
very low resistance of less than 1 Ohm when they are in a forward biased condition. The forward- 
biased diode short circuits segments of the antenna to effectively change the length of the 
radiating elements and thereby change the resonant frequency of the structure. Multiple bands are 
also presented in [OLES-85] through a more complex arrangement of circuitry, including forward 
and reverse biasing of PIN diodes from various locations. The capacitors shown in Fig.6.42 are 
DC blocks which allow the RF currents to flow through the entire arms when the diodes are not 
conducting during the reverse biased mode (lower frequency). The antenna was designed to 
operate at 302 MHz and 260 MHz and the measured patterns were very similar to those in free 
space. The gain at the higher frequency was higher than the one at the lower (3.2-1.5 dBic).
6.4.1.2.3 Matching Circuit
The final way to create a multi-resonant antenna system consisting of only one antenna 
structure is to use a matching circuit. In reference [DETY-94] a QHA designed to operate in a
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GEO system is resonant in two frequency bands 100 MHz apart in the L-band. A printed 
matching circuit was developed for that purpose. This technique will also be demonstrated in 
chapter 8.
6.4,2 Dual mode
(a)
Fig.6.43 A monopole inside a QHA (a) structure (b) radiation patterns [dB i]
QHA at 1990 MHz ^  monopole a t 900 MHz
In section 4.2.4 a monopole integrated with a monofilar helix is presented (Fig.4.12 
[HAAP-96]) as a dual band solution. Similarly, dual mode operation can be achieved when a 
monopole is placed inside the volute of a QHA. The two antennas are fed independently and the 
result is to have two different pattern modes with one antenna volume as presented in Fig. 6.43.
Table 6.6 Radiation Pattern (elevation cuts) and Current Distribution 
( on helical elements) o f a QHA for different phase combinations
FEEDING PHASE
%
p attern
90^ i s œ 2 7 0 ^
current
distribution
#1
#2
#3
O'
O'
O'" 90' 90'
0^ 180' 180'
90'^ O'" 90'
iiiii
hi l l
#4 O' 180'' 0 " 180'
#5 O' 0 " O' O'
In ,
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The QHA can operate in the toroid mode and in the hemispherical mode by simply using a 
different phase sequence. In [LEIS-95] the antenna has tight hand circular polarisation with a 
hemispherical QHA pattern in S-band and a vertically polarised monopole toroid pattern at UHF, 
so it can be used with a satellite system (in this case GPS) and also with a cellular one. The 
structure radiates as a QHA when the phasing between the two bifilars is 90°. When there is no 
phase difference; the structure radiates as a current-fed inverted monopole.
This useful property of the QHA to operate as a multimode single-structure antenna is 
summarised in Table 6.6. When the structure is not fed with 90° phase difference the pattern is no 
longer hemispherical. By selecting the appropriate phase between the four helices it is possible to 
have a bifilar mode pattern or a monopole mode pattern. As seen in Table 6.6, phase type #0 
gives the original QHA mode while phase types #1,2 give the bifilar mode pattern and phase 
types #3-5 give the monopole mode pattern. The current distributions show the same result.
6.5 Practical Design of a Ouadrifilar Helix Antenna
6.5.1 Design
In this section the procedure for designing, building and measuring a QHA prototype is 
briefly presented. The length of the helical element of a QHA is given by equation {5.1} which 
can be rearranged to give the relation between the radius and the other dimensions for a resonant 
antenna:
. 1 m X - 4 ( 7 ^ m X f  + (4L „)^
where ro is the antenna radius
Lax is the axial length of the antenna volute;
N is the number of turns;
m is the element length in MA and can be used as a parameter that gives resonant 
designs with different dimensions
The results of equation {6.13} are used in conjunction with the results presented in Fig.6.19 
- 6.22 and in Appendix D, in order to find the antenna structure that can fulfil a given set of 
specifications. Then the models have to be simulated as described in section 6.2. Optimisation of 
the design can be achieved in a first stage by using the information included in Table 6.3 and 
Fig.6.18. The process is explained in the example of section 6.3.2.3 for a fractional turn QHA and 
will be also presented in Chapter 8 where antennas for ICO are designed. This process can be also 
used for QHAs with more than one turn by using information similar to that presented in 
Fig.6.19-6.22.
6.5.2 Construction
When the design and simulation procedure is finished the prototypes can be built either by 
using wire or by printing them on dielectric film.
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It is very important to build and feed the antenna as accurately and symmetrically as 
possible. Phase or amplitude imbalances between the four (or two) feed points and structure 
asymmetries can cause asymmetries in the azimuth direction of the pattern. In [TRAN-90] is 
found that in order to meet a 10° phase ripple at 0° elevation constraint, it is necessary to have 
0.5dB (amplitude), 10° (phase) feed network balance and 0.5mm mechanical tolerance. Similar 
requirements are also true for the pattern magnitude symmetry.
The way the prototypes were constructed (as described in the following paragraphs) does 
not enssure absolutely perfect and symmetric structures which explains most of the pattern 
asymmetries measured.
6.5.2.1 Wire models
F ig .6 .44  Three steps in the construction o f  a w ire QHA
Copper wire of 1mm diameter was used to build most of the wire antenna included in this 
project. A cylinder of the appropriate diameter was used as a former (Fig.6.44a) and the copper 
wire was folded around it following pre-printed trucks (Fig.6.44b). Finally, some external support 
was used to keep the structure in its required form (Fig.6.44c). The use of external support was 
essential because, depending on its size, the antenna was distorted on removal from the former or 
later on due to mishandling. The support was also necessary when the antenna was an odd 
number of A/4 long and the non-feeding radiais had to remain open. As it can be seen in Fig.6.45 
four different types of support were used (some antennas, due to their slim design, did not need 
any).
The effect of the support cannot be measured in an absolute way. It was expected to load 
the structure and slightly alter its resonance frequency. The amount of this variation depends on 
the supporting material and its thickens. This uncertainty problem was solved by using Beryllium 
Copper wire (BeCu) instead of Copper. This material is much harder than copper and it is more 
difficult to form a helix with. As soon as it is bent around the former, it is placed in an oven 
where it is heated up to 400°C and is then allowed to cool slowly. This procedure hardens the 
material even more and gives it some spring properties. The final structure does not need any 
support, it is very hard to distort and as shown in chapter 8 it performs as well as one made of 
copper.
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Fig.6.45 Four types o f  external support fo r  wire QHA 
(a) hot glue : is placed when the helix is still on the form er and comes out with it 
(b) masking tape : is better fo r  wide structures and is p laced when the helix is still on the fo rm er  
(c) p lastic  disks: the QHA passes through fo u r  holes on the disk (d) p lastic  ring : used to support
the open radiais o f  a backfire QHA
6.5,2.2 Printed models
A  much better way to accurately build a QHA is to print it on a flexible material. The 
printed QHA prototypes in this report were built on Kapton material of 50|Ltm thick with half 
ounce copper (17.5|xm) on each side of the substrate. The material is manufactured by Rogers inc. 
(R/Flex 2005 K828) [LEAC-98].
The prototypes are formed by etching the tracks onto a flat piece of the flexible material, 
(Fig.6.46). This flat piece of material is then rolled around a solid metal cylindrical former of 
appropriate diameter and the edges are joined together with adhesive tape. Depending on the 
design of the antenna, the radiais at the top of the antenna are folded into the centre and are either 
soldered together, or are sandwiched between two thin pieces of tape to hold them in the correct 
orientation. The bottom radiais at the feed end are also folded towards the centre but are soldered 
to the pins of the PCB header used to connect them to the feed. The spacer of the pin 
configuration holds the pins and thus the radiais in the correct orientation.
Fig.6.46 The QHA prototype before and after it is rolled into a cylinder
In manufacturing these prototypes, the dimensions of the chosen designs are given as inputs 
to a small piece of software which generates the PCB artwork in the form of extended Gerber
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files. The artwork masks for the etching process are then created directly from these files. The 
copper clad substrate is laminated with photosensitive etch resistant material. Light is then 
illuminated through the artwork mask onto the material. The laminate is then developed and after 
checking the unwanted copper is etched off of the material. The copper from the second side is 
also etched off.
This method of producing QHA prototypes is superior to the wire approach because it 
produces symmetric models that can be replicated very accurately as many times as required by 
using the same Gerber file and former cylinder. The effect of the dielectric is very low due to its 
very low thickness, but it is rigid enough to support the antenna structure without the need for any 
external support.
6,5,3 Gain Measurements
All the antennas were measured in an anechoic chamber. They were placed on a rotating 
table and their linear and circular polarisation components were measured. Two major methods 
were used to find the absolute gain of the antennas.
I) The feeding cable losses were measured with a through measurement. The output power of the 
signal generator was set to OdBm and the distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna 
was measured in order to calculate the free space losses. Then the following formula was used to 
calculate the gain of the antenna under test:
R^x ~  T^x ~  F 5L  — — Lj^ +  +  Gj.^  — — L^ b^les ~  ^/eed {6-14}
where Pjx and Prx are the transmitted and received power respectively ;
Ptx is set to OdBm and Prx is measured [dBm];
FSL is the free space loss (calculated) [dB];
Lcabies are the losses due to the feeding cables [dB];
Gtx are the gains of the transmitting antennas (log conical spiral for circular 
polarisation and double ridged guide horn for linear polarisation). These gains are either 
taken from the specification data measured with the two (identical) antenna method or 
with the three antenna calibration [dBi] or [dBc];
Grx is the gain of the antenna under test [dBi or dBc];
Lpoi is the polarisation losses ( =3dB for linear polarisation measurements and 
OdB for circular) [dB];
Lfeed the losses of the feeding arrangement [dB];
n )  Two standard antennas were connected to the transmitter and the receiver and the measuring 
system was calibrated to OdB in order to calculate later on the absolute gain of the measured 
antenna models (Fig.6.47).
For the Set-up calibrated case we have:
-  Pt + ^cables + Peal = ^R3 + ^«1 {6.15}
where P is the power (Pcai is the power measured in the calibration procedure) [dBm]
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G are the antenna gains known from their data sheets or measured [dB, or dBc 
FSL is the free space loss [dB]
c^ables are the losses of the system’s cables [dB]
Ljig is the losses of the feeding jig used [dB]
Log-Conical RHCP 
R3Log-Conical RHCP R1 FSL
- o
Signal
Generator
Network
Analyser
Rx Tx
computer control
Fig.6.47 Calibration Set-up
The antenna under test was then placed in the position of the receiving antenna and the 
power received was measured. The absolute gain of the QHA was then calculated to be:
Left Hand Circular polarisation (LHCP):
^ Q H A _ L H C P  ^m easurem en t ^ L o g - c o n ic a l_ LH CP ~ ^ ^ R 3  ^ j i g  [dBc] (6.16a}
Right Hand Circular polarisation (RHCP)
^ Q H A _ R H C P  ^m ea su rem en t ^ R \  ^ j i g [dBc] {6.16b}
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
In chapter 5 the theoretical background on why a structure like the quadrifilar helix radiates 
the way it does, was presented through theory and mathematical analysis. Chapter 6, by contrast 
focuses on how such a structure can be designed and built in order to radiate the way theory 
predicts and the system specifications require.
The chapter started with the way a QHA can be simulated in NEC and Micro_Stripes 
(section 6.2). Practical details are given in order to create the input files and the pattern simulation 
results are compared with measurements in order to establish the validity of the programs.
The next part was dedicated to demonstrating all the practical issues an antenna designer 
needs to know in order to design a specific QHA (section 6.3). First, the feeding (section 6.3.1): 
the way the phasing affects the direction of radiation is explained and demonstrated through 
graphs of current distribution and polar patterns. The three possible feeding arrangements (one, 
two and four feed points) are then presented.
The two and four feed arrangements are very similar in the sense that the phasing is created 
by a phasing network consisting of a 90° hybrid and two baluns in the first case and a 180° and 
two 90° hybrids in the latter. The configuration (practical and theoretical) of these feed 
arrangements and the way they possibly affect the pattern of the QHA conclude their 
presentation.
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The elegant one-feed self phased QHA is then presented (section 6.3.1.3). Two models 
designed and built for a propagation measuring campaign demonstrate the performance of this 
design. The way the structure works, the way to simulate it with NEC and a table with empirical 
design instructions are also included. The elegance of the one-feed design is shadowed by the fact 
that the structure works only for specific dimensions which guarantee the creation of the correct 
phasing (no hybrids are used).
The pattern performance is the next subject (section 6.3.2). The way the patterns of the two 
bifilars add in space (when properly phased) to give the hemispherical pattern of the QHA is 
initially explained. Then the dependencies of the pattern on the structure’s dimensions are 
presented. A comprehensive table summarises all of these dependencies collected from published 
results. Then the fractional turn QHA is presented (section 6.3.2.3) and its pattern differences 
from the QHA with more than one turn are demonstrated. The fractional turn QHA is more 
attractive for SPCN handheld terminals not only because of its smaller axial length, but also 
because it can produce shaped patterns as required with small modification of its dimensions. A 
set of graphs (produced through extensive simulations and validated by previously published 
work [KILG-75]), plus an example, show the way to design a fractional turn QHA.
The next performance issue presented is the polarisation of the pattern (section 6.3.2.4). 
The polarisation is circular (when the phasing is correctly applied) but its sense depends on the 
winding direction of the helices and the phasing direction. In general, endfire radiation is 
achieved when the phasing direction is the same as the winding direction. The polarisation sense 
is then of the opposite direction (e.g. tight hand winding and clockwise phasing produce left hand 
circular polarisation in the endfire direction).
The effect of the ground plane is presented in section 6.3.3. The QHA does not need a 
ground plane in order to be fed in the same way a dipole does not need a ground plane. In both 
cases the antennas have balanced feeds with the aid of baluns. The presence of a metal plate or 
box (grounded or otherwise) in the vicinity of the QHA cannot however be ignored, especially 
since this is the case in the four feed type antenna and when the antenna is placed on the mobile 
terminal. Results from the literature, simulations and measurements showed that the effect of a 
ground plane or a metal case is very low and is concentrated on the backlobes. However, if the 
antenna radiates towards a ground plane, the pattern direction and the polarisation sense are 
reversed.
The effects of the mobile terminal and the human head on the pattern performance of the 
QHA were then studied through measurements (section 6.3.4). The results showed again that the 
pattern is not destroyed, keeping its general shape, symmetry and polarisation.
Section 6.3.5 presents the ways used to characterise the QHA prototypes with regard to 
input impedance and matching. The techniques for measuring the Si i and the maximum gain for a 
range of frequencies are explained for the three different feed arrangements.
Methods for using the QHA as a dual band (serving two distinct frequency bands) or dual 
mode (serving both the terrestrial and the satellite systems) is presented in section 6.4. The QHA 
is used as one multiserving structure or it is combined with other radiators (other QHAs or a
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monopole) in order to operate in the required systems and bands.
Finally, the chapter concludes with section 6.5, which presents some details on how the 
prototypes presented in this thesis were designed, built and measured. The difficulties of the 
prototyping stage and the way they affect the characterisation of the final model are 
demonstrated.
With this chapter the analysis of the QHA as the most promising antenna for the SPCN 
handheld is concluded. The theoretical and practical details which describe its performance have 
been presented, analysed and coded in comprehensive tables and graphs. Still remaining is the 
design of QHAs that will fulfil the specifications of a particular satellite system. The system 
selected for creating QHA prototypes is ICO, and the work is presented in chapter 8.
First, there is a need to create a rational way to derive specifications from the system 
characteristics and the environment in which the terminal antenna is going to operate. This 
research is the subject of chapter 7 where a method based on calculating the average available 
G/T using different parameters is presented.
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Chapter 7
M o d e l o f  t h e  F ig u r e  o f  
M e r it  (G/T) in  a  S a t e l l i t e  
TO M o b ile  D o w n lin k
“The mass gross absence of sound in space 
is more than just silence” 
Eugene Cernan 
Astronaut, 
member o f Apollo 10 and 
commander of Apollo 17 missions
7.1 Introduction
In the case of satellite personal communication networks (SPCN) the radiation 
characteristics of the quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA) -which is the major candidate- are strongly 
affected and defined by its dimensions (chapters 5,6), and the need to create specifications (for 
this or any other antenna) is obvious. The interaction between the dimensions and the radiation 
characteristics has to be based on the common objective of any communication system: the ability 
to communicate under any condition. This can be expressed through the link budget formula 
which is the basis for this work. The aim is to describe a rational basis for specifying handheld 
antenna characteristics with regard to the satellite orbital motion, the effect of the propagation 
environment, and the achievable antenna constraints [PHIL-97].
A formulation for the G/T of the terminal is presented, which includes as interrelated 
parameters, the antenna pattern, the spatial distribution of noise generating obstacles around the 
handheld, and the interaction of the handheld with the user. This formulation acts as the basis for 
the calculation of C/N statistics related to the satellite system details. The antenna radiation 
pattern can then be optimised, subject to certain constraints of size, aesthetics and construction, to 
yield a specification for the radiation pattern. The handheld antenna can then be designed to this 
specification, and its actual, measured, characteristics can be introduced back into the formula to 
provide the necessary performance evaluation.
The figure of merit (G/T) is part of the well known link budget formula {7.1}. It is defined 
as the ratio between the antenna gain [dBi] and the noise temperature of the receiver system [K]. 
It is a factor that contributes to the overall system performance and its theoretical prediction can 
be useful, not only in the link planning, but also in the design of the receiving antenna whose gain 
is involved.
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7.2 Link Budget
It is necessary to examine the Link Budget Formula (LBF) {7.1} before the noise model is 
explained. The LBF consists of parameters which depend on the system and/or the environment. 
The LBF can also be written as a function of the direction of the line of sight in space, assuming 
that there is always a satellite to mobile line of sight link.
^{6,(j>) = E IRP {e.< l> )+ j{e,(l> )-L ,„{e,(p)-W \oÿ,(,B )-K  + M{0,<l>) [dB] {7.1}
In this equation for the satellite to HHT downlink, the task is to achieve at least some 
required threshold value of C/N. In other words, the task is to design the system to provide 
adequate margin M  in all cases of pattern or environment, ensuring communication of adequate 
quality between the terminal and satellite.
As the satellite and the mobile move, their relative position changes continuously. As a 
result, the values for the parameters involved in the LBF also change. Therefore, there is a need to 
model the satellite to mobile scenario as distributed in space. An averaged version of LBF 
can then be used to define the communication link performance. Some of the LBF parameters 
depend on the satellite system and others on the environment or the antenna used on the mobile. 
Interrelations can also be identified as follows:
Ltot : Total Losses.
^tot ~  ^Fs + ■¥ Lj. + [dB] {7.2a}
where Lfs is the free space loss
= ( 4 x R / A f  [dB] {7.2b}
where R is the distance between transmitter and receiver [m]
A is the wavelength [m]
La is the attenuation introduced by the atmosphere [dB]
Lpoi are the losses caused by depolarisation phenomena [dB]
LfdiG the losses caused due to local fading and shadowing effects 
close to the mobile [dB]
Lfs depends only on the satellite system (orbit altitudes and antenna pattern shape). 
As the satellite moves to lower elevation angles (0) the Lps becomes higher so we can assume an 
Lfs( 0) parameter. The way to compensate for this loss variation is to shape the satellite and/or the 
mobile antenna pattern accordingly. As will explained in the next paragraph, there is no need for 
such compensation in most cases.
La depends on the atmospheric environment and on the path length so we can assume 
an La(0,(f)) dependence.
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Lf depends mainly on the surrounding the mobile environment and it can also be 
expressed as L 0 , (f> ). The lower the elevation angle the higher these losses. At very low elevation 
angles blockage becomes the dominant effect and the communication link is usually broken.
Lpoi depends on the way in which the environment disturbs the polarisation of the 
signal [LEAC-99]. Lpoi depends on (0,(f>) and the environment and indicates the polarisation 
mismatch of the antenna. This may be reduced by the application of an intelligent antenna (see 
chapter 8).
No misalignment effects are to be considered in the model presented here, since they 
are included in the radiation patterns to be used.
EIR P :  Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power.
E I R P  = Pj. + G j  [dB] {7.3}
where Pt is the transmitted power ( from the satellite in the downlink) ^Bw]
Gt is the gain of the transmitting antenna [dBi]
Since we have Gj(0, (f)) the EIRP also has to be expressed as EIRP(0, (f> ).
{EIRP -  Lp,),p  = ^  = 0 ^  = + IQlog
Lps {AttR !  X) AttR An: An
where d>(0,(f>) is the Power Flux Density from the satellite at the mobile.
{7.4}
Most of the MEO/LEO mobile satellite systems are planning to use an isoflux antenna 
( 0,(j))-<Po ) on board the satellite. Equation {7.5} shows that the satellite antenna will have a
shaped radiation pattern G(0, (f>) to compensate for the variation of the free space loss Lpsi 0, (f>):
= + 1 0 1 o g U V 4 ^ )  [dB] (7.5)
which is constant for each operational frequency.
B : Bandwidth
It is defined by the system [Hz]
G/T : Figure of Merit
This parameter depends on the mobile antenna pattern and on the environment [dB/K]. As 
already mentioned it is defined as the ratio between the antenna gain [dBi] and the total receiver 
noise temperature (noise received from the antenna plus noise inside the receiver [dBK]). In the 
next section this relationship will be explained and a model to calculate this parameter in 
different scenarios will be presented.
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As can be seen from all the preceding comments, only the parameter G/T depends on the 
mobile antenna. Therefore, this is the only parameter which can be optimised after the satellite 
system is launched. Mobile satellite systems use some form of power control to compensate for 
any extra losses (atmospheric, depolarisation, fading) and extra interference. The mobile 
handheld on the other hand is designed to have that kind of power control only in the transmit 
mode (uplink). The G/T(6,(f)) parameter can suffer severe degradation due to the increase of the 
received noise from the environment. For these reasons is necessary to predict the received noise 
in different situations and to select the most suitable antenna pattern in order to achieve the main 
task which is to have the maximum possible margin M  to allow significant C/N to establish a 
communication link of high quality.
7.3 The Model 
7.3d The G/T Model
The quantity G/T in dB can be expressed as follows [KRAU-88]:
■ | ( f t ç ) ) ^ = G ( 0 , « > ) , « - l O l o g ( 7 ; )  {7.6}
\ \ P M < P y T M 9 )  dQ. , X
■ A - " - ----------- %------------------ =  — \ ] - ^ T i e , , ^ ) - û n e - d e - d ( p  {7.7}
A “ “ A  n n ^
where
where 0, are elevation and azimuth angle respectively 
G( 0, (/)) is the antenna gain power pattern in dBi 
P{0, (f)) is the antenna power pattem( =10 ^
Pni 0, </>) is the normalised antenna power pattern (P(6[ ^ )/Pmax)
Pmax is the maximum value of the power pattern [mW]
I n n
= 11 {0, (j))dCl is the solid angle of the pattern [rad] {7.8}
0 0
dQ.—sm0 d0 d(f)
Ts( 0,4>) directional temperature of the environment [K]
Ta is the noise temperature received by the antenna [K]
In the rest of this work the antenna pattern is assumed to be omniazimuthal so all 
parameters are considered as functions of the elevation angle (0) only. Using the combination of 
equations {7.6-7.8} a G/T pattern can be produced for different antennas and different 
environment scenarios. The combination of this pattern with the satellite statistics can give a 
better view of the most appropriate antenna performance.
The environment surrounding the antenna pattern is divided into three regions for noise 
temperature calculations (Fig.7.1). The first region occupies the volume below the minimum
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elevation angle as defined by the satellite system (e.g. 10° for ICO). In this region the noise is 
considered to be contributed entirely from ground.
The second region is between the minimum elevation angle and an elevation angle of 75° to 
80° depending on the environment as it is described in a later section. In this region the noise 
comes from the obstacles surrounding the user, the atmosphere, the rain, the ground, and the 
human activities (man-made noise). The third region covers the rest of the pattern where noise is 
contributed only from the atmosphere, clear sky and rain.
region 3
region 2
réglon.1
Fig.7.1. The division o f space surrounding the antenna into three regions 
The noise coming from the sun is also added at the end {7.9}
’^ A  '^regionl ’^ region! region?) '^Sun {7.9}
In the G/T calculations the CCIR rain model (report 564-4) {CCIR-1], the CCIR ground 
noise approximation (report 390-6) {CCIR-2], and the combined tropospheric galactic and cosmic 
noise from reference {GORD-93] [NASA-1] (clear sky noise temperature) were used. England 
was assumed to be the location (latitude 50°-55°) for evaluating latitude dependent variables like 
rain attenuation, satellite distribution and temperature.
The noise coming from the surrounding obstacles (mainly buildings) was calculated using a 
physical (geometrical) model [SAUN-97] which assumes that shadowing occurs exactly when the 
direct ray from the satellite is physically blocked by a building face or other densely distributed 
obstacles. A formula was derived connecting the shadowed elevation angle with the azimuth 
angle {7.10}. In the noise temperature calculation a uniform maximum height for all the buildings 
was assumed for calculation simplicity but a more statistical or realistic distribution can also be 
used (section 7.4.3.2). The elevational blockage profile as a function of azimuth as seen from the 
stationary terminal is (assuming uniform height of the buildings):
(  -  0.7 • R {(p)] • sin(^)^
^^(<^) = tan {7.10}
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where R(4>) is the radius of the first Fresnel zone [m]
dm the distance from the reference obstacle face [m] 
hb the building height above ground level [m] 
hu the user height above ground level [m]
7.5.2 Noise Temperature
As explained in section 7.3.1, Region 1 is dominated by ground noise. In the case of flat 
terrain (minimum elevation angle not completely covered with obstacles) a contribution from rain 
and clear sky can also be added.
Tv^ gionx = Tgi +Tg2 + Tgi +  T^cx {7.1 la)
where Tgi (/=1,2,3,4) is the noise contribution of Earth in different elevation angles as 
described in [CCSR-2] (see {7.11c}) [K]
IJt rp
Tg, = \\Pr,{e)^-^de^d(p {7.11b}
290Æ...^i < -1 0 °
150A-...-10°<& <0°
50^...0°< ^3 < min.elev.angle(~ 10°) [CCIR-2] {7.11c}
10^...10°<6>4
T =
iT tm e
T^ x = .ded<p {7.11d}
0  sh
where i=1,2,3 corresponds to one of the three first ground noise sub-regions 
me is the minimum elevation angle [rad] 
sh is the non shadowed angle below me [rad]
Tetcj is the noise temperature coming from the non dominating sources [K]
Traini Is the raiu noise temperature [CCIR -1 ] [K]
A(0) is the rain attenuation [CCIR-1] [dB]
Tcsi 0) is the clear sky noise temp [NASA-1 ] [K]
In Region 2 things are more complicated due to of the existence of buildings. The part of 
the pattern illuminated by the buildings receives their noise temperature (average air temperature 
for different latitudes) and the part illuminated by the sky receives the clear sky noise 
temperature. Ground noise and man-made noise are also present {7.12} [CCIR-1],[CCIR-2].
'^ R&gionl ~ '^ sideljb '^ side\_cs '^ side2_b '^ sidel.cs '^ etcl {7.12a}
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7rdR_k(9)
W . = J  J  P M ) ~ - d 0  dç> {7.12b}
0 0
W « = J  1 P „ ( .< P ) - ^ ^ ~ r ^ - d 0 d ç  {7.12c}
0 e^ j,i<p) ^^ A
2;rAe y  , T
= -sm e -d e -d ç )  {7.12d}
where Ag is the highest elevation angle of region 2 in radians (75°-80°) and depends 
on the maximum elevation angle shadowed by the obstacles
Tbuiid is the building temperature equal to the mean temperature of the examined latitude [K] 
Tsideki^ ) is the noise coming from the building face in front of and behind the user 
(sidel,side2) [K]. When the user stands in the middle of the street the noise coming from 
each side is the same for buildings of the same height.
Tsidek_b,Tsidek_cs are the noise temperatures from side A; from the buildings and the sky 
respectively
R^_k((f>) is the blockage profile calculated from {7.10} for each side 
Tman.made=-25Y. at S-baud (2GHz) [GORD-93]
T4 noise from region 4 (see {7.11c})
Finally in Region 3 the contribution is contributed mainly by the sky :
0 he ^ ^A
The last noise contribution is given ft'om the sun at daytime and the moon at night. The 
noise temperature of the moon can be neglected and the noise temperature of the sun is given by 
{7.14} [CCIR-2]
r„ ,= 1 .5 -1 0 ’ ( ^ ) - A ( ^ )  {7.14}
“sdB
where 6343 [°] is the 3dB beamwidth of the receiving antenna 
1.5 X 10^  K is the temperature of the Sun 
0.5° is the sun angular diameter
7.4 Model Evaluation 
7.4.7 The Inputs
The evaluation of this G/T model was done with three radiation patterns taken from the 
work on Quadrifilar Helical Antennas presented in chapter 6 (pattern 1-3). These patterns were 
selected because they represent three very distinct but practical cases (Fig.7.2).
A isotropic pattern (Pattern 0) of OdBi gain was also used for comparison purposes. Pattern 
1 has its maximum gain at 60° above horizon and has a small dip at zenith. Pattern 2 has its
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maximum at zenith (almost hemispherical pattern) and it has the highest maximum gain of the 
four and finally Pattern 3 has the maximum at 25° above the horizon, has a very distinctive dip at 
the zenith and the greatest backlobe of the three QHA patterns The 3dB angle for the three 
directional patterns is at 10°, 5°,-15° respectively, around the horizon. The three patterns were 
assumed to have circular polarisation. A vertical slice of each pattern (elevation pattern) was used 
to calculate the received noise by simply rotating that slice 1° at a time and using equation {7.7} 
(azimuth step A(j)= (t>2-(t)i=l°).
tattern 2
patten^
I
p a ttern  I
elevation angle [deg]
Fig.7.2 The Gain patterns used in the model evaluation
Four different environments were initially used for evaluation. In Fig.7.3 the variation of 
the shadowed elevation angle given in equation {7.10} is shown.
_ _ h e a v y  u r b a n ( A ) u r b a n  (B) flat  t e r r a in  (D),rural  r o a d  (C)
(A)
(C)
( C f
(A)
(B)
(0 ) (D)
a z i m u t h  [ d e g ]
Fig.7.3 Theoretical blockage environments
Environment A is assumed to be a heavy urban situation with a street width of 18m (5 cars, 
2 pavements and 2 alleys: 9x2=18) and building height 20 m (5 floors: 5 x 4=20), environment B 
is light urban as described in [SAUN-97] with a street width of 35m and building height of 15 m, 
environment C is assumed to be a rural road with a width of 6m and height of very dense trees 10 
m, and finally, environment D is flat terrain of width 50m and obstacle height of 2m. In A the 
user is standing on the pavement edge, at 2/9 of the street width, but in all other cases the user is 
assumed to be in the middle of the street width. In all cases the user height is 1.6 m. The blockage
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patterns presented here are the results of processing the building profiles with the technique 
presented in [SAUN-97] and are used to define the elevation angles d\,&i in {7.7}. The rain 
statistics and temperature characteristics correspond to English latitudes (55°). The frequency 
used was 2GHz. The total noise at the receiver input is:
-L
Ttot — +
'feed
1 - 1 0  10
-L•feed
T ,+ T ,1 0 10 [K] {7.15}
where T tot is the thermal noise at the input of the receiver (antenna-feeder-receiver chain)
Trx is the thermal noise of the receiver [K] (assumed to be7)g;^120K)
7} the thermal noise of the feeder (filter, LNA, matching, phasing) [K] (7}gg^=290K)
Ta the noise temperature received by the antenna and calculated from the present model [K] 
Lfeed is the insertion loss of the filter between the antenna and the first LNA plus 5dB for 
phasing and matching [dB] (Z^ eed=5.5 dB)
7.4.2 Software
The model was realised in MATLAB® and a piece of software was created. The user can input all 
the inputs required by using pop-up menus.
File W ntfow Help
owiputmw m quency i FntPBttem
Aim. Oend. Sat. System UserHandl. I AntaimaSys.
GuTiSS
ffraphs? ^
, Str
#rr
Fig.7.4 The software that calculates the noise contribution o f the environment and 
the G/T o f the receiving antenna
The outputs of the program are the calculated noise (T^), the G/T pattern of the given antenna, and 
the parameter ESGuT (effective statistical G/T) which is introduced in section (7.7) (see also 
Appendix E)
7.4.3 Results
7.4.3.1 Simulated Environment
The noise temperature calculated from the software is presented in Table 7.1 and 
graphically in Fig.7.5
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Table 7 1 Calculated Noise temperature received from different antenna patterns in différent environments
Environm ent A Environm ent B E nvironm ent C Environm ent D
Pattern 0 222 K 181 K 247 K 167 K
Pattern 1 102 K 61 K 128 K 51 K
Pattern 2 113K 75 K 139 K 64 K
Pattem.3 164 K 118K 190 K 98 K
250
5 ’200
o> 100
■  pat. 0 
# p a t . 1
□  pat. 2
□  pat. 3
#9
Envir. A Envir. B Envir. C Envir. D
Fig.7.5 Calculated noise temperature as seen from different antenna patterns in different environments
It is evident that there are significant differences between the noise performance of the 
different antennas. Pattern 0 (ideal isotropic antenna) receives the maximum amount of noise. An 
isotropic antenna receives the largest amount of noise when this is uniformly distributed. If the 
environment has a uniform constant noise temperature T\ then the isotropic antenna, according to 
equation {7.7}, would also see noise temperature T\, while any other antenna in a real 
environment would see less than that. However, in the case of an isolated source (very small 
aperture) the antenna with the higher gain towards the source would receive the highest amount of 
noise.
Pattern 1 (maximum gain at 30° below zenith) receives the least noise. This is mainly 
because it has lower back lobe than Pattern 2 (the Earth is the main noise contributor) and high 
gain at higher elevation angles than Pattern 3 (surrounding buildings are the second major noise 
source).
The Sun was the only isolated noise source considered. Its contribution is minimal because its 
aperture is very small compared with the 3dB angle of the antennas {7.14}.
7.4.3.2 Impact o f  Real Environments
A fish-eye lens camera was used to take pictures of different locations representing typical 
environmental scenarios (Fig.7.6a). The lens was pointed towards the sky, resulting in images 
covering the entire upper hemisphere. These pictures essentially show the local environment in 
polar co-ordinates with the azimuth varying on the periphery and the elevation varying along the 
radius. The pictures were transformed to cartesian co-ordinates with the azimuth on the x-axis 
and the elevation on the y-axis (Fig.7.6b) taking due account of anomalies caused by the 
curvature of the lens [PARK-96]. The final step is to produce the blockage profile that can be
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used as before to calculate the received noise. An image processing algorithm was written 
[HARA-97] to distinguish between building facades and sky and give the required blockage 
profile in a 360x90 pixel format. The result can be seen in Fig.7.6c,d for a light urban 
environment and Fig.7.6e,f for a heavy urban case.
Fig.7.6: The process of using a fish-eye lens picture to calculate the noise received by an antenna (a) 
Fish-eye lens picture o f a light urban environment (b) Azimuth V5. Elevation transformation o f the Fish- 
eye lens picture o f the light urban environment (c) The blockage profile o f the light urban environment (d) 
the integration limits for equations {7.12} (e)-(f) as in (c)-(d)for a heavy urban environment respectively
The calculated reeeived noise for these two environments is shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Calculated noise temperature received from different antenna patterns in two real urban 
environments
Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Isotropic
Light urban 55 K 70 K 108 K 173 K
Heavy urban 98 K 109 K 161 K 217 K
The results in Table 7.2 are very similar to the results for Environments B and A of Table
7.1 respectively. Other results using pictures of real environments have verified that 
Environments A, B and D can be considered as typical urban, suburban and rural (open field) 
environments. These three are used subsequently as reference cases.
7.5 Measurement of Noise Temperature 
7.5.7. Source of Noise Temperature
In a receiver-antenna system the noise temperature T referred to its input is the sum of the 
receiver temperature (7}) and the effective temperature of the antenna {Tant), i.e.:
T=Tr+Tant [K] {7.16}
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If the noise power received from an antenna is Pn , the effective (or equivalent) noise 
temperature of the antenna ( 7  ^) is defined as the temperature satisfying:
PN=kTeB [W] {7.17}
where B is the noise bandwidth of the receiver associated with the antenna [Hz]
k is Boltzmann’s constant (=1.379E-20 [mW/Hz K] ).
The antenna measured noise has two components. The first one arises from internal losses 
in the antenna’s structure ( Tint ), and the second one is produced from the reception of external 
noise sources that are within the antenna’s coverage ( Text )•
T. + T
Tan,= ”  {7.18}
where 4  is the insertion loss of the antenna [power ratio]
The lossy antenna can then be modelled as a lossless antenna cascaded with an attenuator 
whose loss ( Ld ) is equal to the dissipative loss of the lossy antenna. Ld is equal to II when the 
antenna is perfectly matched (1:1 VSWR). Tant now represents the noise temperature present at 
the output of the lossless antenna. is the noise temperature of the attenuator of value Ld and 
can be written as:
Tint—(I'D ~^ )Tphysical {7.19}
where Tphysicai is the physical temperature of the antenna (290K).
In the case of a mismatch the effective noise temperature {T f [K]) is given by :
r ; = r , ( i - | r , [ )  {7 .2 0 }
where I 7] I is the reflection coefficient [BAIL-89].
The external noise temperature {Text) is contributed by the environment which surrounds 
the antenna, as discussed in the previous sections. This is calculated by the model and software 
presented. The following section describes a way to measure the external noise temperature from 
different environments. A comparison between the measured and calculated results follows in 
order to prove that the use of the model is not only easier but also more accurate and faster than 
the real outdoor measurements.
7.5.2 The Measurement Set-Up
The set-up used to measure the noise temperature in different environments is presented in 
the JPL MSAT-X report [BELL-88]. The antenna system was mounted on a van which was 
driven in different environments
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The antenna was connected to the measuring box which consisted of a series of low noise 
amplifiers in cascade. The output of the box was then connected to a spectrum analyser where 
the noise power was measured. The total gain of the assembly should be enough to ensure that 
the measured noise level is well above the noise floor of the spectrum analyser i.e. that the noise 
contribution of the spectrum analyser to the total noise temperature - referred to the input of the 
box - is much smaller than from the input amplifier. The bandpass filter is used to limit the input 
power to the second amplifier, keeping it far from saturation. (Fig.7.7)
The process of measuring the noise contribution of the environment consists of two 
measurements. Firstly a load is connected to the input and the noise power received is measured:
M ,= k { T ,„  + T ^ ) B G  [W] {7.21)
where B is the resolution Bandwidth of the Spectmm Analyser [Hz]
G the total gain of the assembly [dB]
Thox is the noise temperature of the in-box assembly [K]
antenna
The Box
a n t
•  •  •
box
lo a d
50 Ohm load
Fig.7.7 The Noise measurement Set-Up
where Tant is the noise temperature of the antenna [K]
Tioad is the temperature from the 50 Ohm load [K]
G],Fi are the gain [dB] and noise figure [dB] of the input amplifier 
G2,p 2 are the gain [dB] and noise figure [dB] of the second amplifier 
GsyFs are the gain [dB] and noise figure [dB] of the third amplifier 
Lc„Tc are the insertion loss [dB] and noise temperature [dBK] of the coaxial cable 
L f, Tf are the insertion loss [dB] and noise temperature [dBK] of the bandpass filter 
Tsa is the noise temperature [dBK] of the Spectrum Analyser which was measured 
(Msa) to be (Msa =k(TsA+Tioad)B) Tsa = 63.8 dBK 
B is the resolution bandwidth of the Spectrum Analyser [dBHz]
Then the antenna is connected to the box and another measurement is taken 
^ 2 = * ( î ;» + 7 ;„ ) b g  
By dividing {7.22} with {7.21} we have:
{7.22}
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L n t  = iT, + T , . )
M,
- Z box {7.23}
One of the antennas used in the MSAT-X report was a crossed dipole. It is a wire antenna 
with low insertion losses. In the report the antenna was assumed to receive lOK external noise 
from a rural -open- field environment (only the sky was assumed to contribute). Assuming 
further that the antenna was matched, the insertion loss was calculated to be 0.2 dB using {7.18}. 
However, the antenna has a significant backlobe (as can be seen in Fig.7.8) and significant noise 
is expected to be received from the ground. In order to account for that noise too, a 0.1 dB 
insertion loss should be assumed in the following comparison. In that way {7.18} results in a 
greater value for Text which seems to be more realistic compared with the lOK claimed in the 
MSAT-X report [BELL-88].
90
180
Fig.7.8 . The pattern o f the cross-dipole antenna used in the MSAT-X report [BELL-88]
The pattern of the crossed-dipole was fed into the software and the noise for environments 
similar to those measured, was calculated. In Table 7.3 there is a comparison between the 
calculated values of environmental noise {Text) and these measured from the MSAT-X group 
assuming the antenna insertion loss to be 0.1 dB and 0.2 dB.
Table 7.3 Comparison between measured and calculated noise temperature for different environments
Flat terrain Residential area Between high buildings
GuTiSS prediction 43.5. K 90 K 145- 173 K
MSAT-X (0.2dB) 13.6 K 75.36 K 159.12K
MSAT-X (O.ldB) 19.84 K 80.22K 162.08K
Environment A and C (Fig.7.3) were used for the case “Between high Buildings” (Site VI 
in [BELL-88]) because the exact height of the buildings is not mentioned in the reference. 
Environment B was used for the residential area in a “Small Town” (Site IV) and Environment D 
was used for the “Rural Field” case (Site II)
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The root square sum error calculated in the MSAT-X reference is ±20 K for high measured 
temperatures and ±10K for low antenna temperature when an extra attenuation pad is used. The 
inaccuracies are due to uncertainty in measuring Tbox and Tant resulting from the low precision of 
the spectrum analyser ( absolute accuracy of about ± 1.5dB).
The simulated results are very close to the measured ones. They are definitely within the 
measurement accuracy limits. However, the great difference in the flat terrain is most important 
because it is out of the expected limits and because the flat terrain can be used as the basis for all 
the other environments. A small error in measuring the very low Tam (power M2) could have 
caused this difference. The other possible reason for this difference could be the absence of man- 
made noise in the open field measurement. 25 K are considered as man-made noise in the 
calculation of noise in equation {7.12e}
In conclusion, it seems that the software approximates very well the noise received 
especially from quite heavy environments which are those of greatest interest. The calculations, 
when they are performed with care, save the researcher the inconvenience of the outdoor 
measurements and are free from measurement inaccuracies and precision problems.
7.6 Effect of Tilting the Mobile Antenna
The noise temperature calculated using the previous model can now be used to derive the 
G/T pattern of the antenna (in dB/K) by simply subtracting the noise temperature in dB 
(lOlogTyi ) from the antenna gain pattern (in dBi). This represents the situation where the user 
keeps the axis of the antenna absolutely vertical. When the handset is tilted a new gain pattern 
has to be used to calculate Ta and the G/T pattern.
In this case the 3D gain pattern has to be tilted appropriately. The slice model used before 
for the upright position can also be used by slicing the tilted 3D gain pattern into vertical slices. 
Each one of these slices is than integrated over the blockage profile exactly in front of it. This 
approach would, however, yield a result which is highly specific to the orientation of the user 
with respect to the local environment. In order to make global predictions, it was decided to 
adopt an azimuth-averaged pattern, equivalent to assuming that the user’s orientation is 
uniformly distributed. The new pattern is created by the 360° revolution of the tilted 3D pattern. 
The new pattern is then sliced in vertical slices and then are averaged.
The discrete averaged pattern G (â) is then found for 180 X 360 azimuth X elevation points
as:
1 180 1
where kj is the number of 0/ for which :
1^ . -  6^\ < 0.5° for each azimuth ^  ^  =0°,2°,4°,...360°) 
m=0,l,...359 the elevation points of the averaged pattern
{7.24}
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j= 1,2,... 180 the azimuth points of the 3D pattern 
G{<f)j^ (t)j) is the tilted pattern in 3D
In Fig.7.9 and 7.10 the azimuth-averaged patterns arising from tilting patterns 1 and 3 through 
various angles are shown. Note that the averaged pattern tends towards the isotropic as the tilt 
goes to 90°. The noise temperatures resulting from operating these two antennas in environments 
A and D are shown in Fig.7.11.
tilt tUt
tilt
tUt
2.5 T
60 deg tilt 
120 deg tilt
2
1.5 --
0.5 --
0 -L
-180 -150 -60-120 -90 -30 120 150 180
Elevation ang le  [deg]
Fig.7.9 : Azimuth-averaged pattern 1 fo r  several tilt angles
0 deg tilt 
30 deg tilt 
60 deg tilt 
120 deg tilt
45 deg tilt j 
90 deg tilt I
E le v a t io n  a n g le  [d e g ]
Fig.7.10: Azimuth-averaged pattern 3 for several tilt angles
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# — #  pattern 1, environment A 
0 — 0  pattern 3, environment A 
4 ^ - A p a t t e m  1, environment D 
A — A  pattern 3, environment D
200.0
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Fig.7.11 Calculated noise temperature received from Environments A and D using aperture-averaged
patterns 1 and 3 versus tilt angle
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As expected, an increased tilt results in an increased noise level because the high gain 
lobes of the antenna are directed to the ground and towards the buildings which have a much 
higher temperature than the clear sky. The higher and more dense the blockage profile the higher 
the noise received. In the same environment a pattern with higher gain in the direction of the 
buildings or the ground (pattern 3) receives more noise, which is the azimuth-averaged effect of 
significant antenna tilt.
7.7 Effective Statistical G/T (ESGuT)
The values of the G/T pattern calculated in the previous sections could be used directly 
within a downlink budget to predict the link performance for each satellite elevation angle. A 
better global approach for system design and analysis is to use the statistics of the satellite 
elevation to calculate the Effective Statistical G/T (ESGuT) as defined in {7.25}
'4
E S G u T  = ] G T ( e ) P s s ( 0 ) d 6  {7.25}
0
where GT( 0) is the calculated G/T pattern
Pss( 0) is the probability density function of the satellite elevation angle for a given 
latitude, assuming a uniform distribution of satellites in azimuth with respect to the 
environment (see Fig.7.12)
The ESGuT thus depends on all relevant parameters, including the satellite system, the 
user, the propagation environment and the antenna itself, describing the overall performance of 
the system with a single number. The same approach can be used to calculate the ESGuT for the 
first (highest) and the second (next highest) satellites by using the relevant pss- ESGuT is in a 
sense a generalisation of the mean effective gain [TAGA-90] which applies in land mobile radio 
environments.
Fig.7.13 shows ESGuT calculations using azimuth-averaged patterns 2 and 3 (Fig.7.9 and 
7.10) and environment A (urban) for two different satellite systems: Iridium and ICO. These two 
systems represent two very different cases (Fig.7.12). Iridium is a LEO system with the first 
satellite at high elevation angles (30° to 55°) in very high latitudes, mainly below 30° elevation 
in medium latitudes (70°- 40°) and around 18° for most of the time in other lower latitudes. The 
second satellite is always below 55° for high latitudes, below 30° for medium latitudes and 
around 10° for lower latitudes. On the other hand ICO is a MEO system with the first satellite 
staying in low elevation angles for latitudes above 70° and having a more uniform elevation 
distribution (20°-90°) for all other latitudes. The second satellite is mostly to be found in the 
elevation range 10°-40° for all latitudes. In Fig.7.12 the statistics of Globalstar are also 
presented. This system (LEO) is not designed to offer coverage in very high latitudes. The first 
satellite can be found in elevation angle between 20° and 40° for low and high latitudes and in 
higher elevation for latitudes around 50°. The mean elevation of the second satellite follows a 
similar pattern with much lower values. Globalstar mean elevation seems to be lower than ICO
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for both satellites while it is higher than Iridium only in latitudes below 60°. Iridium seems to 
have the highest mean elevation in latitudes higher than 65°.
ICO, 1st sa t.
□-----□  ICO, 2nd sat.
h .— A  Iridium, 1st sa t. *
A— A  Iridium, 2nd sat. a
# — •G lo b a ls ta r , 1st sa t. *  '
Globalstar, 2nd sa tA  \  -
x iAg  40 .0
2; 20.0
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Latitude [deg]
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Fig.7.12. Mean elevation angle fo r  three major satellite systems versus latitude
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Fig.7.13. ESGuT comparison fo r  different tilt angle effects
Note the effect of tilting the pattern in the graphs of Fig.7.13. The more tilted the pattern, 
the more noise is received, as presented in Fig.7.11. The effect becomes important when the
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antenna is tilted by more than 45°. This can be seen in Fig.7.11 where the noise received 
increases rapidly with tilt and also from Fig.7.13 where the ESGuT does not change by more 
than IdB for tilt angle, between 0° and 30°. The noise received may increase with tilt, but the 
ESGuT does not necessarily reduce as a consequence. It does for example reduce for Pattern 1 
both in ICO and Iridium (Fig.7.13,a and 7.13,c respectively). When Pattern 3 is used in ICO a 
different situation results, thus :
For latitudes below 60°, an antenna tilted between 30° and 60° has a higher average G/T 
than an un-tilted or over-tilted one. The reason is that the maximum gain is towards high 
elevation angles and at the same time ICO’s 1st satellite is expected to be found at these high 
elevation angles most of the time. At latitudes above 60°, the less tilted the pattern, the higher 
the ESGuT from the 1st satellite.
In latitudes below 60° the average G/T available from the 2nd satellite for 0° tilt is higher 
than the maximum average G/T for the first satellite (30°-60° tilt). The reason is that Pattern 3 
has maximum gain in low elevation angles while it receives almost the same amount of noise 
when tilted less than 60° (Fig.7.13c). This effect only occurs for Iridium at the very high 
latitudes (Fig 7.13d).
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G — G  pat. 1 ,0  deg  tilt, 2nd sa t _ 
# — a  pat. 1 ,4 5  deg  tilt, 1st sat. 
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^ — 4 pat. 3 ,0  deg  tilt, 1 st sat.
A — AP®t- 3 ,0  deg  tilt, 2nd sat. -  
pat. 3 ,4 5  deg  tilt, 1st sat. 
pat. 3 ,4 5  deg  tilt, 2nd sat^
CDa
H3o
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4.0 6.0
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4.0 6.0
Latitude [deg x 10]
Fig.7.14 Comparison between patterns I and 3
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The graphs in Fig.7.14 can be used as a tool to select the most applicable antenna pattern. As can 
be seen, antenna pattern 1 has higher available ESGuT than antenna pattern 3 for both satellites 
and systems and tilt angles up to 45°. On the other hand pattern 3 seems to have less ESGuT 
variation with latitude or tilt. The same results are valid for every environment since only the 
level of the noise received differs.
The last set of graphs (Fig.7.15) includes a comparison between different systems. 
Globalstar is also included.
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Fig.7.15 Comparison between different Satellite Systems
ICO seems to offer the highest ESGuT value when pattern 1 is used for tilt angles up to 45° 
and for both satellites and latitudes up to 60°. Iridium in combination with pattern 1 offers the 
best ESGuT in higher latitudes. Globalstar seems to be the best system from the ESGuT point of 
view for latitudes between 40° and 60 ° because the levels are very high for both satellites. 
Otherwise, Globalstar is better than Iridium at low latitudes but worse than ICO. At high 
latitudes where the system is not designed to offer service the level of ESGuT is very low.
The situation is different when pattern 3 is used. Iridium has the higher ESGuT at low 
latitudes for the first satellite and at high latitudes for the second satellite. For the other two
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systems the second satellite is more favourable in latitudes below 60° when the antenna is not 
tilted more then 10° to 15°. For 45° tilt the first satellite is dominant.
7.8 Summary and Conclusions
This work has shown a method of calculating the figure of merit {G/T) for any satellite to 
handheld downlink. The model calculates the noise received by the given pattern of a mobile 
handheld antenna. Statistical or real environments may be used and the effect of tilting the 
antenna can also be incorporated into the calculations. The noise temperature for different 
environments predicted by the model is in very good agreement with measured results presented 
in [BAIL-89].
A new mobile satellite system parameter was also defined in this work. This parameter is 
the Effective Statistical G/T (ESGuT), which combines the effect of environmental noise, 
antenna patterns and user positioning of the handheld terminal, allowing analysis and 
optimisation of system parameters, particularly the handheld antenna pattern. Essentially ESGuT 
represents the average available G/T of the downlink.
A compact piece of software called GuTiSS has been developed, which calculates the 
ESGuT directly. The environment can be inputted as a profile data series or as a picture. The 
antenna pattern can be inputted as a numerical series and then tilted to any angle. Atmospheric 
conditions can also be defined. The satellite statistics are then used to compute the ESGuT.
The benefits of using ESGuT rather than any other measure of G/T in a link budget are 
summarised as:
• uses average rather than specific environmental information
• averaged over the environment and the user handling, yielding representative of overall 
system performance
• includes the effect of the satellite constellation statistics
•  can incorporate the effect of satellite diversity
• provides a rational criterion for selecting the optimal antenna radiation pattern.
• provides comparison between satellite systems in different latitudes for different types of 
antennas.
Particular results in this work published in (AGIUS-97b),(AGIUS-98c),(AGIUS-97e) are:
• ESGuT performance is usually worsened by tilting the handheld due to local environmental 
noise contributions.
• In some pattern shapes or tilted cases, ESGuT may be better for lower elevation angle 
satellites, increasing the importance of providing high diversity availability.
• A pattern with the maximum gain closer to the horizon seems to have lower ESGuT levels 
even if it is not tilted. The effect of tilting though is as dramatic as in the case of a more 
hemispherical pattern.
• The optimum pattern for a potential system depends strongly on the details of the satellite 
constellation and the environment which is going to be used most of the time
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Chapter 8
D esign  of QHA Prototypes 
FOR Real  System s
“We must cut our coat according to our clothes 
and adapt ourselves to changing circumstances ”
W.R.Inge,
Dean of St. Paul Cathedral 1860-1954 
from “Lay Thoughts in Home book o f Quotation”
8.1 Introduction
The performance capabilities of the quadrifilar helix antenna were theoretically 
demonstrated in Chapter 5 and their practical use and implementation was discussed in Chapter 
6. These two chapters described the QHA (in comparison with all the antennas presented in other 
chapters) as the most suitable antenna structure for use on an SPCN handheld terminal both 
because of its performance and its size.
Chapter 7 on the other hand proposed a rational way to produce specifications on which 
the design of a QHA can be based, for any given satellite system. It is therefore, appropriate to 
dedicate this chapter to the design of QHA for a real system, by using all the collected 
information presented in all the previous chapters.
The system selected was ICO, for reasons that will be explained in the following section. 
The first set of antennas are designed based on the use of ESGuT presented in chapter 7 and the 
second one on a given pattern that was theoretically created to serve this particular system. The 
performance of the prototypes compared with the simulations and the specification requirements 
are presented, together with other practical details which affected the performance of the 
designed antenna.
The second part of this chapter deals with techniques that can improve the QHA 
performance by adopting a non cylindrical quadrifilar helix structure. The conical quadrifilar 
helix antenna (CQHA) and the square quadrifilar helix antenna (SQHA) are two new approaches 
to the standard cylindrical QHA that can improve its size, its bandwidth or both. The results of 
the constructed prototypes will be presented in section 8.3
The chapter concludes with the idea of the intelligent quadrifilar helix antenna (I-QHA) 
(patented by UniS) (AGIUS-98), which utilises most of the ideas presented in chapters 5 to 8 in 
order to create an antenna system (feed and radiating structure) which can respond to the
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changes of the communication environment (system characteristics, frequency bands, 
environmental noise, de-tuning, head shadowing etc.) by adapting its performance.
8.2 QHA models for ICO
8,2,1 Introduction
The ICO system was chosen for this part of the work because of three very interesting system 
planning parameters, from the antenna design point of view. Firstly, the operational date of the 
system is in the very near future (around 2000), which makes the design of a proper antenna a 
necessity. By checking the orbital statistics of the system (Fig.8.1), it can be easily seen that the 
minimum elevation angle for the first satellite is higher than 20° in most of the latitudes. Only 
the areas which are sparsely inhabited like those above 70°N and S and between 3° to 6°N and S 
are covered with lower elevation angles. Even in these cases the satellite is above 20° for more 
than 99% of the time for latitudes between 70°and 80°and for 95% for latitudes above that. 
These statistics mean that a potential antenna should have a hemispherical pattern covering, in 
the 3dB angle, from zenith to an angle no higher than 18°-20°. This is very important for the size 
of a QHA since the performance of this antenna is highly dependent on its relative dimensions, 
as shown in chapters 5 and 6.
latitude - [deg]
(a)
10 deg. latitude 
30 deg. latitude
70 deg. latitude
(b)
Fig. 8.1: ICO satellite statistics, (a) Minimum and mean elevation angle fo r  the ICO f ir s t  and second  
satellite vs. latitude, (b) % o f  time that a satellite is in a specific elevation angle( ICO statistics were 
produced with SPOC+, software created and optimised within CCSR, University o f  Surrey)
The third parameter that motivated the work on an antenna for ICO is the operational 
frequency. ICO is planning to operate entirely in S-band (1980-2010, 2170-2200 MHz) 
[JOHA-95]. This means that an antenna working in one band can be more easily designed (in 
contrast to other systems operating in L/S band) and because of the relatively high frequency, a 
resonant structure such as the QHA can have a relatively small size.
In conclusion, the ICO HHT antenna is expected to have an elevationaly shaped pattern 
with an elevation coverage from the zenith to any angle between the nominal minimum elevation 
angle (10°) and 20°. In the azimuth plane the antenna has to have an omnidirectional pattern. 
The next requirement is to have circular polarisation with an axial ratio better than 5dB within 
the major lobe. The operational bandwidth of the ICO system can be covered with one antenna
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operating by itself in a bandwidth of 220 MHz, or with one antenna operating in both sub-bands,
8.2.2 QHA models based on the ESGuT method
8.2.2.1 Pattern selection
The analysis of the overall system performance based on ESGuT (presented in chapter 7 ) 
showed the type of antenna pattern which is the most appropriate for different satellite systems, 
in different environments and latitudes. The criterion is to maximise the average available G/T as 
it is affected by the relative position of the satellite and the mobile user.
Two major types of pattern were analysed for different scenarios (Fig.8.2). Pattern 1 is a 
wide beam width pattern (maximum gain at 30° from zenith, less than IdBi variation between 
zenith and 30° above horizon) having very low backlobes (“hemispherical” shape). Pattern 3, on 
the other hand, is a more shaped pattern which covers the lower elevation angles with high gain 
(maximum gain at 60° from zenith), has a significant gain dip on the zenith (-3.5 dBi) and rather 
significant backlobes (compared with that of pattern 1). The two patterns represent two different 
solutions for SPCN handheld terminal antennas as they cover different elevation angles.
Fig.8.2 Two major types o f  antenna pattern fo r  SPCN handheld terminals. The patterns belong to real
small volume QHA [dBi].
The ESGuT analysis showed that pattern 1 is much more favourable as an antenna pattern 
for an ICO terminal. First of all such a pattern tends to receive less thermal noise from the 
environment as it covers higher elevation angles that are not blocked by grounds or buildings 
(Fig.7.11). Secondly, as was presented in Fig.7.13,a,b, pattern 1, when used in the ICO system, 
has higher overall ESGuT at every latitude and any antenna tilt angle in a heavy urban 
environment (worst case scenario) that pattern 3. A closer observation of Fig.7.14a shows that 
pattern 3 offers more ESGuT for the second satellite than for the first one, which means that most 
of the available G/T is in lower elevation angles where the second satellite spends most of its 
time. The first satellite, on the other hand, which spends most of its time in high unblocked 
elevation angles (see Fig. 8.1.a) produces 0.5-IdB less G/T on average.
The conclusion of this analysis is that a pattern 1 type antenna is the one required for the 
ICO terminal, with hemispherical pattern with a very wide beam that would have:
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(i) low zenith gain deep (~0.5dBi max)
(ii) HPBW that covers the minimum elevation angle of 15° (Fig.8.lb)
(iii) low backlobes
In the following section a set of antenna models are proposed for this function
8.2.2.2 Antenna models
The ICO HHT antenna performance specifications were identified in previous sections of 
this contribution and can be summarised in the need for an elevational shaped hemispherical 
pattern with azimuthal omnidirectionality and circular polarisation for both the two sub-bands of 
interest. The size of the antenna and its accommodation on the HHT box is the next thing to be 
considered. The solutions proposed here are a short but wide antenna and two relatively long but 
thin ones by comparison to present GSM HHTs.
The equation that gives the relation between the radius, the axial length and the number of 
turns for a resonant QHA was calculated in chapter 6:
“ ’ 8 Æ W -1  {8.1)
where N is the number of turns,
Laxiai the axial length,, 
m is the helical element length in À/4.
Using equation {8.1}, for different number of turns (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 turn were 
worked out based on the reported -section 6.3.2.S- advantage in performance and size of the 
fractional turn QHA) and having the integer factor m as a parameter the possible resonant 
solutions at the frequency of 2080 MHz were found (centre of the 1980-2200 MHz band).
The first selection criterion is the ratio k=ro/p where p  is the pitch step. As stated in 
section 6.3.2.2 this ratio has to be between 0.038 and 0.2 for a cardioid pattern with a local 
minimum on the zenith. The second criterion is the size of the antenna as imposed by the size of 
the terminal. The QHA structure has to be either short and wide (extended to the maximum 
dimensions of the terminal’s top side) or longer and slim (up to 12 cm length and 1.5 cm 
diameter). The optimum of course would be to have a short and slim antenna but both the 
performance and the construction difficulties suppress the number of options.
The final step of selection was performed through simulations with NEC. The initial 
designs were simulated for their pattern performance and only those fulfilling the specified 
requirements were used in the final pattern performance optimisation which was based on the 
QHA performance characteristics described in Table 6.3 and Appendix D.
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8.2.2.2.1 Simulations.
In Table 8.1 the three major antenna candidates are presented. The antennas were 
simulated with NEC and they were in the endfire mode for practical construction reasons. The 
simulations showed that all three antennas have the best VSWR value for the middle frequency 
2090 MHz. For antennas ico_n9 and ico_s5 matching circuits were built. The idea for these 
matching circuits was to bring the sub-band of interest inside the 2:1 VSWR circle in the Smith 
chart independently of where the middle frequency would be after matching. These circuits 
consisted of printed transmission lines and shorted stubs. The antenna ico_c2 even though it was 
not matched externally, operated in the whole band 1980-2200 MHz with essentially no changes 
in performance
Table 8.1 The simulated models
antenna ico_c2 ico_n9 ico_s5
T a x ia l [ui] 0.045 0.0665 0.089
ro [m] 0.014 0.0049 0.006
T elem en t [ ’//4 ]  (m) 2 2 3
N [turns] 0.25 0.5 1
k 0.0778 01883 0.0674
material copper copper copper
wire radius [mm] 0.5 0.5 0.6
[A ; ico_:3
ril ICO n9
\ j  ico_c2
A
8.2.2.2.2 Construction and Measurements.
The antennas were constructed using copper. The wires were twisted around cylindrical 
formers whose diameter was just less than the inside diameter of the wire QHA and their length 
equal to the outer length of the wire QHA (wire diameters inclusive). The two bases of the 
formers were cut so the radiais of the wire QHA could be nested there.
The antennas were fed at the bottom radiais by two coaxial cables. A pair of folded baluns 
was used, and was connected on a square piece of PCB. The antenna was then mounted and 
connected on that arrangement shown in Fig.8.3. The other ends of the coaxial feed were 
connected to a 2-way, 90° hybrid.
ISgyf 2a
(a) Baiuns
Fig.8.3 The folded balun used to feed the WQHA (a) a model (b) two baluns connected on a PCB (c) the 
real prototype
Due to the relatively thin wire used, the antennas were not very rigid and very symmetric.
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so some problems like pattern asymmetries were expected. The antenna ico_s5 is also quite long 
compared to its diameter so there was a need for plastic supporting rings (PVC) or hot glue, in its 
volute. The open distant radiais were kept in place with polyurethane expanding foam. 
Theoretically these dielectrics would load the antenna, shifting its resonant frequency and 
disturbing the radiation pattern. Unfortunately these effects cannot be simulated by NEC and 
their mathematical analysis would have been lengthy.
The matching circuit used for antennas ico _ s5  and ico_n9  were printed on 
ECONOBOARD with 6r =2.5 and the design was based on the output of a NEC simulation and it 
was modelled with PUFF and BOARD MAKER software. The antennas were measured in an 
anechoic chamber with a linear horn antenna.
8.2.2.2.3 Results
ico-c2
Antenna ico_c2 has a relatively large radius (see Fig.6.45b) so the 2:1 VSWR bandwidth is 
expected to be around 9-12% of the centre frequency (2095 MHz) or 188-251 MHz. As it can be 
seen in Fig.8.4a the bandwidth for VSWR better than 2:1 is around 220 MHz. The differences in 
VSWR between the two ports are probably due to differences in length between the two baluns 
feeding the two bifilar parts of the antenna.
Similar result can be observed in Fig.8.5b where the gain of the antenna at zenith (vertical 
and horizontal) for different frequencies shows that the antenna performs best in the range 1900 
to 2150 MHz. The 1995 MHz and 2200 MHz frequencies of interest are inside and very close to 
that range respectively, and the gain variation between them is less than IdB. The differences 
between the VSWR of the two ports (Fig.8.4a) explains the shift of the best performance range to 
lower frequencies. The pattern performance of the antenna at the two frequencies can be seen in 
Fig.8.5.
i:
— ^ C 2  port 1
■------ C2 port 2
(a) 1675 1780 1990 2095freq  [MHz] 2200 2305 2410
2410 2515
freq. [MHz]
Fig.8.4 The bandwidth o f antenna ico_c2. (a) VSWR measurement of antenna ico_c2. Each port is 
measured separately while the other was terminated to a 50 Ohms load, (b) Gain (vertical and 
horizontal) at zenith versus frequency.
The measured patterns are in very good agreement with the simulated ones (see Table 8.2 ) 
considering all the losses (on baluns, feeding cables, connection of antenna on feed) that have 
not been included in the simulations.
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1990 MHz 2200 MHz
Hrz - m eas Vrt - m eas  
Vrt- N ecHrz - N ec
Fig.8.5 Linear polarised gain patterns [dBi] of antenna ico_c2 at 1990 and 2200 MHz. Comparison 
between simulation and measurements.
Table 8.2 Pattern comparison between simulated and measured results for antenna ico_c2 
( dcmax •’ angle of maximum gain, O^dB •’ 3dB angle measured from Ocmax, 
a  ; zenith gain dip, see also Fig.6.17)
ico_c2
measured simulation measured simulation
hrz. vrt. hrz. vrt. hrz. vrt. hrz. vrt.
Ocmax 54° 0° 55 0 55° 0° 57° 0°
03dB 87° 38° 105 47 99° 45° 105° 48°
a [dBi] 0.8 0 1.1 0 1 0 1.5 0
ico-s5
The VSWR and maximum zenith gain bandwidth graphs for antenna ico_s5 (see Fig.6.45c) are 
presented in Fig.8.7
2 r
— 'SSportI 
— —S6pcrt2
c  15)0 
R - 2 - -
f790 2 1 9 02 0 9 0
3 -
c  -4
-6 . .2 -
j c o _ s 5
'ic o _ s 5  m a tc h e d1500 1600 17CP 1800 1900
f requency  [MHz]
Fig.8.6 The bandwidth of antenna ico_s5. faj VSWR measurement of antenna ico_s5. Each port is
measured separately while the other was terminated to a 50 Ohms load, 
(b) Gain (vertical) at zenith versus frequency.
As can be seen in from both graphs in Fig.8.7, the antenna seems to be resonant at around 
1780-1820 MHz with a narrow bandwidth of around 30-40 MHz. The antenna was measured to 
be resonant at a frequency lower than the designed one, possibly due to the use of dielectric 
material inside the volume of the antenna structure for support reasons. On the other hand, the 
two ports of the antenna have identical VSWR performance that would give a very symmetric 
pattern (see measured and simulated results at 1810 MHz in Fig.8.8)
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A matching circuit (one for each port) was designed and built in order to match the 
antenna in two sub-bands 220 MHz away. The circuit consisted of shorted stubs and 
transmission lines and its aim was to bring the two ICO sub-bands into the 2:1 VSWR circle. 
This procedure can be seen in the Smith chart of Fig.8.7a and in the maximum zenith gain graph 
of Fig.8.6b. Initially the centre frequency (1810 MHz) was inside the 2:1 VSWR circle and the 
two sub-bands out of it. When the matching circuit was applied the two sub-bands came inside 
the 2:1 VSWR circle while the non-important centre frequency moved out. The actual matching 
circuit, together with antenna ico-s5 (before being connected) can be seen in Fig.8.7b. The 
matching circuit was designed based on the results by NEC. It performed as required (it created 
two sub-band 250 MHz apart - 1700 MHz and 1950 MHz) despite being designed to work with a 
theoretical antenna that should have been resonant at centre frequency of 2095 MHz
: m atcted ;.
(a)
Fe«dlftg point
Fig.8.7 (a) Smith chart view o f input impedance o f antenna ico_s3 before (tS ^ ^  ) and after the use 
of the matching circuit } (b) antenna ico_s5 and its matching circuit
Finally, in Fig.8.8 the total radiation pattern is presented for the resonant frequency from 
measurement and simulation for the two matched sub-bands. The pattern at 1810 MHz (centre 
frequency) is as predicted from the simulation at the same frequency and the pattern for the 
matched sub-bands is slightly asymmetric, probably due to the effect of the matching circuits 
placed behind the antenna.
o
03
■o
Q. -12
^ ------4  simulated at 1810 MHz
#  #  measured at 1810 MHz
Ù-------A matched at 1700 MHz
JK------ ^  matched at 1950 MHz
-16 --y
-20 - -
frequency [MHz]
Fig.8.8 Total gain pattern for antenna ico_s5 at (matched and unmatched) [dBi]
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ico_n9
The maximum zenith gain bandwidth graphs for antenna ico_n9 is presented in Fig.8.9
1 9 0 01 8 0 0 1 8 5 0 1 9 5 0  ......2 0 0 0 ..........2 0 5 0  2 1 .0 0  2 1 5 0 2200
V lot m a tc h e d  —A —m a tc h e d i
f r e q u e n c y  [M Hz]
Fig.8.9 The maximum zenith gain bandwidth of antenna ico_n9(vertical polarisation).
The antenna was initially matched at around 2060 MHz where the zenith gain was 
maximum. The antenna was built of Beryllium Copper wire (BeCu) and was thermally processed 
(see section 6.5.2.1) in order to create a rigid structure without the need for any dielectric support 
which would affect the resonance of the antenna. As a result, the ico_n9 BeCu wire was 
resonant very close to the desired frequency of 2095 MHz.
A matching circuit was then used to match the antenna (similar to the one in Fig.8.7b) in 
two sub-bands 230 MHz apart. As can be seen in Fig.8.9, the zenith gain of the antenna becomes 
maximum at 1955 MHz and at 2165 MHz very close to the required sub-bands (1985 MHz and 
2200 MHz) when a matching circuit is used. A third frequency of maximum zenith gain was also 
observed at 1770 MHz.
The linear polarised patterns of the ico_n9 BeCu antenna are presented in Fig.8.10
-12A'vV -18
-2 4
V-90 -90h
i "
2060 MHz 1955 MHz
-12
-1 8
-2 4
■90
2165 MHz
90
Fig.8.10 Linear gain patterns [dBi] for antenna ico_n9 BeCu (unmatched at 2060 MHz and matched at
1955 MHz and 2165 MHz)
The measured patterns in the unmatched case are close to the simulated results while in the 
matched cases are quite symmetric. In conclusion antenna ico_n9 operates in two sub-bands 210 
MHz apart with good pattern performance. Moreover, this antenna is the smaller of the three 
presented in this section and can be easily accommodated on a typical size GSM phone as can be 
seen in Fig.8.11.
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Fig.8.11 Antenna ico_n9 placed on a typical GSM phone
Antenna ico_c2, on the other hand, can be used in a HHT with a fairly square horizontal 
profile. The antenna would be included in the outer case and the feeding arrangement could 
probably be included inside the antenna volume Antenna ico_s5 is slimmer than ico_c2 but 
thicker than ico_n9 and longer than both of them. It would have been too large to be used in a 
conventional HHT case like those existing in the present market, but it is within the specified 
dimensions.
ico_m3
Antenna ico_m3 was designed with tighter specifications than the three previously 
presented. The antenna pattern should follow the guidelines presented in Fig.8.12. In the transmit 
mode(1985 -2015 MHz) the gain should be higher than 2dBic for angles above 14.5° (horizon is 
0°) while in the receive mode (2170-2200 MHz) the pattern should have a gain of more than 
OdBic in the 90° to 69.7° range, above 2dBc in the 69.7° to 19° range and above 0 dBic in the 
19° to 15° range
Fig.8.12 Theoretical pattern in the transmit and receive mode.
Antenna ico_m3 was printed on flexible dielectric material (see section 6.5) with the 
copper tracks placed inside the volute in order to be protected (Fig.8.14) and fed with the small 
feed arrangement presented in Fig.6.30. The structure dimensions were as follows:
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radius ( r) [mm] axial length (LoxlTmml No. o f turns element lengths [A/4]
4^3 125.8 1.38 3
The frequency response of the zenith gain of antenna ico_m3 is presented in Fig.8.13. The 
initial antenna structure was resonant around 2010 MHz (in the lower sub-band) while the gain 
in the upper sub-band was lower than required.
-y-
Frequency [MHiJ
Fig.8.13 Zenith gain (right hand circular) [dBic] of antenna ico_m3 versus frequency
Two loading copper rings were used to match the antenna in both bands. They were located 
empirically at the feed point (ring 1) and 62mm from the feed end (ring 2) optimising the zenith 
gain versus frequency response of the antenna (dashed line in Fig.8.13). The zenith gain of the 
loaded antenna is inside the specification requirements for both sub-bands. The exact way the 
two loading rings work is not yet very clear and there is a need for further investigation and 
analysis. A first indication though is that the first ring should be placed at the feed point (current 
maximum) and the second one at the middle point between the first current minimum {ÀJA from 
the feed point - 41.93mm) and the second current maximum {ÀJ2 from the feed point - 83.86mm) 
at 62.9mm. The loaded antenna structure can be seen in Fig.8.14. The rings consist of 2-3 mm 
wide copper tape which was secured in the appropriate place after a process that optimised the 
zenith gain versus frequency response.
reed pDinl
Fig.8.14 The lco_m3 antenna loaded with two rings.
The absolute gain patterns of antenna ico_m3 (right hand polarisation in dBic) are 
presented in Fig.8.15. Both the loaded and unloaded cases are presented and the improvement in 
both bands can be easily observed. Two elevation cuts (<^=0° and cfj=9Q°) are presented for the 
loaded case.
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(t)=0° no rings 
(])=0° 2 rings 
(])=90® 2 rings
Tx mode 
1985 MHz Rx mode 
2200 MHz
Fig.8.15 The absolute gain pattern (RHCP) [dBic] o f antenna ico_m3 at 1985 MHz (TJ and
2200 MHz (Rx)for the loaded and unloaded (no rings) cases.
The loaded antenna radiates very symmetrically in the azimuth plain as can be seen in 
Fig.8.16 where the 0° and 90° elevation plots are included. The difference in the boresight is 
very low and within the limits of the measuring uncertainties. Some more important differences 
can be found in the backlobes.
The loading rings have a significant effect on the performance of the ico_m3 prototypes. 
The specifications are well exceeded in both sub-bands. The rings capacitively load the antenna 
and by selecting the proper location the gain level is significantly increased for the upper band 
while at the same time is decreased for the lower sub-band, without any major disturbances to 
the pattern shape.
8.3 QHA of non-tvpical shape
The typical QHA (cylindrical volute, helical elements) was proved to be a very good 
antenna for mobile satellite personal communication systems due to its pattern performance 
(pattern shape and polarisation) and small size (at least at higher frequencies). However, the 
conventional QHA structure (made of wire or printed on a thin film substrate) inherently has 
some limitations in bandwidth (only one band can be covered without matching or loading), size 
at lower frequencies (e.g. at 1619 MHz of Iridium), and finally in rigidity. Different approaches 
that can improve some of these limitations are presented in this section.
8,3.1 Conical Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (CQHA)
The monofilar conical helix [NAKA-85] and the bifilar conical helix [NAKA-87] were 
presented in earlier sections (4.2.4 and 4.3.1 respectively). Both of these structures had elements 
long enough to support a travelling wave current distribution as explained in the references 
mentioned. Quadrifilar conical helices are presented in [ANCO], [ATIA-71] and [NAKA-97] as 
antennas with very good hemispherical, circularly polarised pattern and wide bandwidth. Both 
antennas consist of four equiangular spiral helices (Fig.8.16 a) defined by the following
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expression;
r - r ^  exp(Gr^) 
where r defines the length of the helix radius [m] 
a  is the spiral factor [m/rad]
00 is the cone angle [rad]
(fAs the azimuth angle [rad]
rois called the generating line width (see Fig.8.17a) [m]
{ 8 . 2 }
e n d
Fig.8.16 Quadrifilar Conical Helix (a) configuration and co-ordinate system (taken by [NAKA-97], (b)
Current distribution on the arms of a quadrifilar conical helix with ^= 10° and spiral factor a^0.05, s/XI 
is the element length in wavelengths (taken from [ATIA-71])
In all three cases the antenna supports a travelling wave current which decays smoothly 
along the antenna’s arms (Fig.8.16b). The current distribution differentiates this type of 
quadrifilar helix antenna from the conventional QHA which supports a standing wave 
distribution (Fig.5.10). The antenna should be long enough to support the decaying current 
distribution in the required frequency range. If the length is shorter, standing waves are created at 
the arm’s end and the circular polarisation performance of the antenna deteriorates [NAKA-87].
In this section a new conical quadrifilar helix antenna (CQHA) is designed in order to 
reduce the axial length of a given QHA and increase its bandwidth.
The cylindrical QHA has its bottom radiais extended to the maximum allowed length - 
Rmax - (specified by the size of the terminal), its top radiais shortened and its axial length 
shortened by a given factor (zf). As a result the cylindrical structure becomes conical with shorter 
axial length. The following should be followed in this process:
(i) the elements of the conical structure are Archimedean spirals (linear increase of radius length- 
Fig.8.18) defined by the following expressions:
r - a t j )  {8.3}
where r defines the length of the helix radius [m] 
a  is the spiral factor [m/rad]
(f) is the azimuth angle [rad]
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Fig.8.17 Comparison between the Archimedean spiral (' ) and the equiangular spiral (
The co-ordinates of the antenna arm are then given by :
= (a ^  + ro)cos(^)
7c = W  + ^)sm (^)
= Ridin{\i/)Zf {2nN  -  (j))
where Xc, y a Zc are the cartesian co-ordinates of the arm 
er is the spiral factor [m/rad]
Zf is the axial length factor { L a x ia i_ c y i  /  L a x ia i_ c o n )  
ro is the top radius [m]
if/ is the pitch angle of the cylindrical Q H A  [rad] 
A is the number of turns of both structures 
R is the radius of the cylindrical Q H A  [m]
{8.3b}
(ii) The element length of the arm of the C Q H A  should be equal to that of the cylindrical Q HA :
Scyl—^con {8.4}
(iii) The total length of the radiais in the C Q H A  should be equal to that of the cylindrical Q HA :
{&5}
+2^0 = 4R
which defines the length of the top smaller radius. The spiral factor (a) is then defined by the 
following equation:
^max -  V 0=2tiN
a  = ^max ~ H)
27TN
{8.6 }
The axial length factor is defined by solving equation {8.4} for Zf. The derived Zf shows 
how much shorter the C Q H A  can be compared to the generator Q H A  (both antennas have 
elements with the same length). Unfortunately equation {8.4} cannot be solved in a closed form
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for Zf . The final equation takes Zf as a parameter which can be optimised in order to fulfil 
equation {8.4}.
The current distribution of the new antenna (CQHA) is of the standing wave type 
(according to simulations with NEC) just as in the generator cylindrical QHA, as can be seen in 
Fig.8.18. The dimensions of the antennas in Fig. 8.18 are in Table 8.2
T able  8.2 Dimensions o f the generator QHA and the generated CQHA
Radius #  
[mm]
Axial Length 
[mm]
Element '^ngth  
[mm]
Pitch angle 
[deg]
Spiral factor
OHA 8 100 112 63.31
COHA 12/5.4 80 100 63.31 1.05
The CQHA was designed to have slightly longer total radius length (/?;^+ro=17.4mm, 
2/?= 16mm) and slightly shorter element length (this difference can also be seen in Fig.8.18b). As 
a result, a 20% length reduction was achieved and the top radiais were long enough to produce a 
prototype which was easily constructed.
{a)
n QHA
0 .8  - -
CQHA
0.2  - -
L ele m e n t len g th  [mm]
Fig.8.18 Current distribution on the helical elements of a CQHA and its generator QHA at 2GHz 
(element length of QHA is equal to 3À/4 at 2GHz). The maxima at 0 and X/2 and the minima at À/4 and 
3À/4 can be observed in both plots (a) current distribution on the antenna structures. The lighter the 
colour the higher the current magnitude, (b) normalised current magnitude on the helical elements. The 
difference between the two element lengths can be observed in this graph.
The CQHA is expected to have a wider bandwidth than the cylindrical QHA due to its 
conical structure. The pattern shape is expected to change at a slower rate with frequency. This 
characteristic can be observed in the simulation results of Fig.8.19 and the measurement results 
of Fig.8.20b.
The pattern shape difference in the 400MHz bandwidth is significant for the typical QHA 
as was presented in the simulation results of Fig.8.19 and the results of the antennas included in 
section 8.2.2.2. On the other hand the CQHA demonstrates a remarkably unchanged pattern 
shape (similar shape to the one produced by the QHA at 1800 MHz). A small gain decrease of 
the zenith gain (less than 2dB) was observed in the simulation results while in the QHA the 
difference was more than 4dB. The measurement results verified these results. The pattern shape 
was almost symmetric (small asymmetries observed are due to the construction of the wire 
model) and remain almost unchanged at the two measurement frequencies.
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Fig.8.19 The total gain pattern of the generator QHA (a) and the generated CQHA (b) at 
1800MHz -^--------- ), 2000MHz ( --------------- ),2200 MHz (• -  -  ) (NEC results)
(a)
 LHCP e Z 2 G H z
 RHCP eZOGHz
Fig.8.20(fl) the QHA and CQHA prototypes (b) the normalised gain pattern of the CQHA (circular 
polarisation) at 2GHz and 2.2GHz. The pattern of the QHA at 2.5GHz can be found in Fig.6.8
In conclusion, the CQHA provides a good alternative to the cylindrical QHA because it 
has lower axial length and wider pattern bandwidth. All the points described in chapter 5 are 
also valid for this antenna which can easily be printed on dielectric film substrate ensuring 
symmetry and rigidity. The performance relationship to the design details needs though further 
investigation.
8.3.2 Square Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (SQHA)
The square helix antenna was presented in section 4.2.4.V [COLB-95] [COLB-98] as a 
radiating structure suitable for mobile satellite communications. In this section the square 
quadrifilar helix antenna (SQHA) is presented as an alternative to the cylindrical QHA having 
shorter axial length without great differences in the pattern performance.
The dimensions of the generator QHA (Fig.8.18a) and the generated SQHA are presented 
in Table 8.3 (see also Fig.8.2 la)
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Table 8.3 Dimensions of the generator QHA and the generate SQHA
Diameter (QHA) 
Sides (SQHA) fiwtol
Axial Length 
fmml*
Element Length 
[mm]
Pitch angle
I ( W
QHA 16 100 112 63.31
SQHA 16 70 112.37 -
As can be seen in Fig.8.2 la the horizontal sides of the antenna are in a small angle relative 
to the xy plane (7.125°) in order to avoid contact between the four elements. As a result the 
“horizontal” sides are 16.1245mm long. The current distribution on the arms of the antenna 
(standing wave) and the total gain patterns at different frequencies as simulated with NEC can 
be seen in Fig.8.21b and Fig.8.21c respectively.
181655-12-^-e ■ 4 //P
IS mm ISmn
Flg.8.21 (a) Geometry of the SQHA(b) Current distribution on the arms of the SQHA. The lighter the 
colour the higher the current magnitude (c) Total gain pattern [dBi] of the generated SQHA at 
1900MHz i ), 2100MHz ( ________ ),2300 MHz  ^ “ ) (NEC Results)
The SQHA prototype is presented in Fig.8.22a compared with its generator QHA. The 
measurement results are presented in Fig.8.22b. The simulations with NEC showed that this 
particular type of SQHA (side length equal to QHA diameter) has a pattern shape similar to that 
one of the generator QHA and it supports the same current distribution as the QHA (they have 
the same element length). The shape of the pattern (simulations) changes in the 1900-2300 MHz 
bandwidth but the zenith gain variation is less than 2dBi. On the other hand the SQHA has 
significant backlobes whose level changes with frequency. In conclusion, the SQHA has a 
performance somewhere between the QHA and the CQHA from the point of view of pattern 
shape and frequency variation.
The measurement results only partially verify the simulation results as can be seen by 
comparing Fig.8.21c and Fig.8.22b. The backlobes were detected and the pattern at the lower 
frequency is similar to the one from the simulation. The shape of the pattern at the higher 
frequency is fine but there is a significant decrease of the zenith gain by almost 5dB. Both 
patterns look asymmetric and the reason for that is the asymmetries of the constructed prototype 
(which is the most difficult to built).
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Fig.8.22 (a) The produced SQHA prototype and its generator QHA,
(b) normalised circular polarised gain [dBJofthe SQHA prototype
The designed SQHA model is based on a typical QHA which performs well in a certain 
frequency range, and it has the smallest possible axial length, by having a cross-section similar 
to the one of the generator’s. It is not, of course, the only possible design that would have been 
called square QHA as any other combination of side lengths could have been adopted (see 
Fig.4.12). However, it shows that the SQHA is another promising alternative to the cylindrical 
QHA as it seems to have a smaller a more rigid structure and a wider bandwidth (variation of 
pattern shape) at least according to the simulations. Further investigation of this antenna 
structure is also needed
8.4 Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (I-QHA)^
8»4,1 The problem to be solved
The communication between the satellite and the mobile, handheld or vehicle mounted, is 
based on a line-of-sight signal. Phenomena of shadowing, reflection, scattering and multipath 
are expected to occur. The transmitted signal from the satellite is not expected to be circularly 
polarised when it reaches the receiving terminal due to the shadowing effects. A polarisation 
loss of up to 3 dB can be expected when the antenna operates with a purely circular polarised 
pattern. Extra losses may also be introduced by shadowing and blockage, predicted from 
different propagation models. These losses together with the environment noise affect the link 
quality and have to be accurately calculated during the design of the system. The pattern of the 
receiving antenna plays a major part in the design and modelling because it has a particular 
shape and polarisation which may contribute in a positive or negative way depending on how 
the environment affects the communication link.
In general, the characteristics of any antenna with pure polarisation (either linear or 
circular) are sub-optimum when it is used in a realistic operating environment, hence, there is a 
need to adapt its characteristics to the characteristics of the incoming signal. This can be done
* United Kingdom Patent Application No 9803273.3, 17 February 1998
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by checking a signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) type parameter and changing the pattern 
characteristics trying to maximise that parameter’s value.
Moreover as described in chapter 7 the G/T of a receiving antenna is related to the 
antenna gain and the environmental temperature. A terminal which is not correctly handled may 
have the antenna’s main lobes illuminated by sources of environmental noise (Earth, buildings 
and sources of impulsive noise) which have a much higher noise temperature than the sky. 
Hence, the mishandling of a terminal would cause not only an increase of the noise temperature, 
but also a decrease of the incoming signal from the satellite. As also indicated in reference 
chapter 7 only a certain pattern shape can be used for optimum performance in a particular 
satellite system and the mishandling of the terminal destroys this advantage.
From the system point of view, it has to be considered that in third generation systems a 
single handheld terminal is expected to have the capability to communicate with different 
system standards, both satellite and terrestrial, in every possible environment, offering to the 
user a totally global coverage. As has already been discussed in chapters 2 and 3, switching 
between different systems means that different operational frequencies and bandwidths have to 
be used. Different pattern modes and shapes have also to be adapted and the antenna should 
have the flexibility to switch between these operating modes and frequencies.
The interaction between the antenna and the human head is another interesting aspect 
[KUST-97]. Conductive scatterers in the close vicinity of the antenna generally affect it. This 
leads to changes on the feedpoint impedance which result in changes on the feed current. This is 
a phenomenon of mismatch which is highly undesirable, as all the power is no longer coupled 
from the transmitter into the antenna. To overcome these performance degradations, there is a 
need for an antenna system that will counteract these de-tuning effects and pattern degradation.
The idea presented in this section has to do with the design of an antenna system capable 
of adapting to all or most of the changes to the incoming signal imposed by the environment, the 
operational system and the handling of the terminal in order to optimise the S/N (or S/N+I) of 
the received signal.
8,4.2 The solution to the problem.
As discussed in all the previous chapters the quadrifilar helix antenna is a very versatile 
structure that can serve different systems and situations
First of all, as described in section 6.4.2, the QHA can serve either a satellite system or a 
terrestrial one by adapting the appropriate pattern shape each time (hemispherical and toroidal 
respectively). This pattern switching can be achieved by phasing the structure in different ways 
(90° and 0° phase difference respectively). More complicated complex feeding (phase and 
magnitude difference) can produce patterns with a null in a certain direction (e.g. towards the 
user’s head) as it is presented in Fig.8.23
90R
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When the QHA is to operate in the satellite hemispherical mode, a well shaped pattern 
which can meet the required specifications can be designed (chapter 6). In chapter 7 the 
contribution of any pattern shape to the overall satellite system (satellite, environment, user) was 
investigated and a methodology on how to select the best pattern shape in different scenarios 
was presented.
270»
m i i m
Element I 2 3 4
Normal fed QHA
Magnitude(V) 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4
Phase(°) 0 90 180 270
Null Steering QHA 
Magnitude(V) 1/24 15/24 8/24 0
Phase(°) 0 150 0 0
QHA with null at phi = 0° 
QHA with null at phi = 90° 
■ Standard QHA at phi = 0°
Fig.8.23 The normalised gain pattern of a standard QHA and a QHA with null in the direction of the 
head. The relative phases and magnitudes can be seen in the adjacent table
In section 6.4.1 the methods that can be used in order to make the QHA structure to 
operate in different bands were discussed. One of them is to use switches on the antenna itself 
that would change the length of the helical element in order to be resonant at the required 
frequency. A matching circuit can be used for the band matching (section 8.2) and also for 
tuning when the antenna is de-tuned due to the proximity of the human head and hand or other 
objects.
Any antenna in the proximity of the human head is bound to interact with it. The effect of 
the human head on the pattern of the QHA was discussed in section 6.3.4. The pattern remains 
almost unchanged, even when the head shadows completely the antenna. As part of the antenna 
is moved above the head’s top horizon the effect is minimised. Results presented in [SUVA-99] 
and (SUVA-99) showed that the SAR (specific absorption rate) on the skin layer of a human 
head from a QHA is less than the SAR from a monopole by IdB (in ear to ear direction) and as 
the antenna moves above the head the SAR is reduced even more (29dB reduction from the 
100% to the 0% shadowed by the head QHA case)
Finally, work within the University of Surrey (LEAC-99)], (LEAC-99b) showed that there 
is significant decorrelation between the linear components of the circularly polarised signal as it 
is received in a scattering environment. A QHA with its four elements connected to four 
receivers and a patch antenna with both linear polarisations (each polarisation connected to a 
different receiver) were used to receive the signal of a circularly polarised source elevated above 
the building line in different combinations of reflective and diffractive environments. The
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results showed the decorrelation mentioned above and also that by phasing the four outputs of 
the QHA appropriately a polarisation diversity gain of up to 15dB can be achieved in heavy 
urban environments where the blockage is high (no line of sight). In an open field situation 
where a line of sight can be established the correlation between the four elements is high and the 
QHA has to operate in the standard way of 90° phasing.
All this flexibility and adaptivety of the QHA is incorporated in the structure patented by 
the University of Surrey and is explained in the following section.
8.4.3 The Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix Antenna Model
w4
1 : Quadrifilar Helical Antenna volute
2 : Adder/ Weight Combiner (A/WC)
3 : Sensor
4 : Controller
5.: Switches on QHA structure (SoS) 
5a. Makes the no-feed radiais to 
be open or short circuit 
5b Change the physical length 
of the helical elements
6 : Demodulator
7 : Baseband components
8 : Splitter
9. : Adaptive Matching Circuit (AMC) 
10 .'Matching Circuit Controller 
wl-w4 : Variable Weights (VW)
Fig.8.25 The block diagram of the patented Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (AGIUS-98)
A simplified diagram of the antenna system proposed can be seen in Fig.8.25. It consists 
of three principle parts: the antenna structure, QHA or other multifilar helix antenna; the 
adaptive components (weighting factors, matching circuit, switches) and the control part.
Initially the QHA (part 1) will operate in its original mode with a hemispherical pattern 
and circular polarisation. The feeding arrangement will be implemented with the phase and 
magnitude adjusters incorporated in the variable weight blocks (parts wl-w4). The outputs from 
these weight blocks will be combined in the adder/weight combiner (A/WC) (part 2) and the 
total signal will be checked by the sensor (part 3). The sensor can work with one of several 
possible criteria; maximum received signal; signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); or signal-to-noise-plus-
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interference ratio (SNIR).
The controller (part 4) continuously monitors the output of the Sensor and adjusts the 
weights (part wl-w4) so as to maximise the chosen criteria. If the total signal is accepted, the 
sensor will send a flag to the controller which will enable the splitter (part 8) and the signal will 
be driven through to the demodulator (part 6) and the rest of the baseband elements (part 7). If 
the signal is not accepted at the sensor stage, then a message will be sent back to the controller 
(part 4) to start an optimisation process. The controller can change the weights in the variable 
weight blocks, to allow for a different combination of phase and/or amplitude and as a result a 
different combination of pattern and polarisation.
The controller can also open and close switches on the QHA structure (SoS) (part 5) to 
allow for better matching in a particular frequency. Finally, the adaptive matching circuit 
(AMC) (part 9) with its own controller (part 10) will correct any mismatches due to de-tuning 
effects caused from the surrounding objects or will match the antenna system to another 
frequency band as required for the system and directed by the main controller.
* A / D
A/DH3
H3
H4 RAMJ9rfH2 H2L.O.
SWR
detector
Ami
D/A
RF
D/A
L.O.
L.O> Source/sink 
of informationDSP
Fig. 8.26 A post-detection processing configuration of the AQHA (AGIUS-98)
Two possible implementations of the I-QHA system can be seen in Fig.8.26 and Fig.8.27. 
In the first one (Fig.8.26) the four elements of the QHA are received independently, they are 
down-converted to the IF band and then stored in the RAM. The signals are then processed in 
order to maximise the SNR. This can be done by either selecting the best of the four signals 
(selection combining) or by weighting and combining appropriately the four signal. It was 
reported in (LEAC-99) and (LEACH-99b) that the maximum ratio combining method of 
deriving the weighting factors was by far better than the best of the selection combining 
methods.
The antenna matching, and the element switching are controlled by the DSP block using 
information from the received signals, the SWR detector (transmitting mode) and the
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source/sink of information block.
The implementation of Fig.8.27 uses a pre-detection maximum combining ratio diversity 
scheme. The benefit of this method is that only one receiver is needed since the signals of the 
four helical elements are weighted (complex weighting) and combined in the RF and then are 
downconverted. The method is beneficial in terms of noise, weight, cost, size and battery life. 
There is, however, a negative side to this scheme which is that the complex weighting 
optimisation has to be done in the RF rather in the easier IF bands. The optimisation of the 
weights is a continuous process as only one signal is detected and also long training sequences 
will be required
II
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Fig. 8.27 A pre- detection processing configuration of the I-QHA (AGIUS-99)
8.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter was dedicated to the design of QHA prototypes with real systems and 
situation in mind. Three were the main parts discussed. The first one is focused on the design of 
small QHA prototypes for handheld terminals operating in the ICO system. Then, two non- 
conventional QHA structures were presented as possible solutions which can reduce the length 
of the antenna and possibly increase the bandwidth (frequency band in which the pattern shape 
and gain level varies within close limits). Finally, the last part is dedicated to the novel idea of 
the adaptive QHA system which can adapt to different environmental and system conditions.
The method and the results of the ESGuT presented in chapter 7 were used to design the 
first set of (wire) QHA prototypes for the ICO handheld terminal. The first antenna (ico_c2) is 
short and wide and it serves both the ICO sub-bands with similar pattern shape and gain level 
without the need of any external matching. The second antenna (ico_s5) is much slimmer than 
ico_c2 and also much longer. Its dimensions are inside the widely proposed ones for SPCN 
terminals (Lax,ai< 120mm, D<15mm) but as it is a slim structure its bandwidth is narrow (2%) 
and a matching circuit was designed to match the antenna in the two ICO sub-bands. The last
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antenna (ico_n9) is the shorter and slimmer of the three and is made of BeCu. This antenna, 
unlike the other two, is very rigid, does not need any supporting structure (which loads the 
antenna) and as a result is resonant at a frequency very close to the designed one (2050/2095 
MHz). A matching circuit was also used with this structure in order to make it resonant in the 
two ICO sub-bands. The measurement results of all three antennas were very close to the 
simulations. The use of the matching circuits was also as predicted. The antennas were resonant 
in two sub-bands 200-230 MHz apart (around the original resonant frequency).
Another antenna (ico_m3) was designed based in more strict specification. This antenna 
was printed on thin dielectric material. The volute was slim and long and resonant at 2010 MHz. 
Two loading rings made of copper tape were empirically placed around the antenna’s cylinder 
and the structure become resonant in the required frequency sub-bands. The measured 
performance of the structure was very close to the given specifications. The idea of the loading 
rings worked very well but further investigation and analysis is needed in order to understand 
their effect.
In the second part of this chapter two novel QHA structures are presented, namely the 
conical QHA (CQHA) and the square QHA (SQHA). QHAs of conical shape were reported 
before in [ANCO-], [ATIA-71] and [NAKA-97] but they all dealt with antennas of travelling 
current distribution which decays along the arms of the antenna and equiangular spirals. The 
model presented in section 8.3.1 are of standing wave current distribution and the antenna arms 
are Archimedean spirals. Moreover, the CQHA is generated by a generator cylindrical QHA 
whose pattern performance is within required limits. The pattern of the generated antenna 
(CQHA) is very similar to the one of the generator QHA and remains almost unchanged for a 
very wide frequency band (400 MHz or 20% at 2GHz). Finally, the length of the CQHA is 20% 
shorter, while its bottom diameter can be extended to the limits of the mobile terminal’s case.
The second new structure is the square QHA again generated by a QHA by setting the 
side lengths equal to the diameter of the cylindrical QHA. The antenna length is 30% shorter, 
the pattern is similar to that of the QHA but with higher backlobes (unlike the square monofilar 
helix [COLB-95],[COLB-98]), and the bandwidth of unchanged pattern shape is wider than the 
one of the QHA and narrower of that of the CQHA.
Both structure seem to be very promising in terms of both performance and size and 
further investigation will reveal their full potential. The size of the QHA can be reduced by a 
few other methods. In [LEIS-95] and [LEIS-96] a QHA is printed on a ceramic dielectric of high 
dielectric constant (6^=36) and as a result the size of the volute is reduced dramatically. The gain 
level of the antenna pattern is expected to be lower than that of a wire antenna due to the lower 
efficiency of the dielectric material and increased copper losses resulting from increased current 
density.
Another approach is that of a coupled-segment QHA [FILI-97]. The elements of a X/2 
long (element length) QHA are broken in to two parts at their centres where the current is zero. 
The lower part is the active segment (connected to the source) and the top one the passive. The
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passive segments are then moved downwards to overlap the active ones. The currents on the 
active set will induce opposing currents on the passive set of segments and finally the total 
current distribution will resemble the one on a typical QHA. The antenna has a much smaller 
axial length which can be optimised for the best radiation pattern.
The last solution in size reduction would have been to use zig-zag line elements 
[DEMI-84] or meander line elements [LEIS-95]. In this way the element length remains the 
same while the axial length is reduced. Variable pitch angle can also be used as a way to reduce 
the overall length of the antenna. All these methods add an extra degree of freedom in the design 
of the QHA and full investigation and analysis is required.
The last part of this chapter demonstrated the patented idea of the intelligent QHA (I- 
QHA) (AGIUS-98). The basic QHA structure is connected to a control system which can adapt 
its performance to the requirements of the surrounding environment and the selected system. All 
the demonstrated characteristics of pattern performance, dual mode, multi-band operation and 
low level interaction with the human head can be utilised by adjusting the complex weighting of 
the four antenna feeds. Even more importantly, the signals received from the four elements in a 
scattering environment were measured to be of low correlation, offering a diversity gain of 10- 
15dB depending on the environment and the method in which the weighting factors are 
calculated. Measurement results processed with the maximum ratio combining were proved to 
give the maximum diversity gain. The SNR is still further improved when ideal pre-detection 
maximum ratio combining is used, where the complex weighting is implemented in the RF 
before the one and only receiver (lower total noise, cost, power consumption).
This particular antenna system is expected to improve the performance of mobile 
terminals in systems of 3"^  ^generation. First of all, it is capable to support a communication link 
between the mobile terminal and a satellite in a heavy urban environment when there is no line 
of sight. Secondly, by utilising the diversity gain the battery life of the terminal can be extended 
as less power needs to be transmitted (as a reciprocal effect to the receiving mode). The antenna 
receiving pattern (and for that matter the transmission pattern ) is directed to the direction of the 
maximum signal by weighting the complex weights in order to maximise the SNR. These last 
two characteristics can be proved very useful in SAR reduction as the terminal needs to radiate 
less power to a direction other than that of the human head. Finally, the terminal equipped with 
this antenna system would be able to operate in an integrated communication environment and 
switch seamlessly between the different systems present.
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E pilo g u e
“I do not know what I may appear to the world, 
but to myself I seem to have been only a boy playing on the sea shore, 
and diverting myself now and then finding a smoother pebble 
or a prettier sea shell than ordinary 
whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me ”
Isaac Newton,
E n g l i s h  p h y s i c i s t  a n d  m a t h e m a t i c i a n
9.1 Outcomes
The basic aim and objective of this project was to investigate possible antenna solutions 
for the handheld terminals of the emerging satellite personal communication networks (SPCN).
This final chapter will attempt to demonstrate the achievements and evaluate the results of this 
investigation. The guidelines for this evaluation were set in section 3.3 where a set of design 
points which an antenna designer should follow are presented.
Initially, the very basic system requirements were set (chapter 2). An extended 
bibliographical survey was conducted in order to select the most suitable antenna type. The 
different types were divided into four antenna groups which corresponded to the system’s basic 
requirements (small size, low gain pattern, circular polarisation, adequate bandwidth) (chapter 
3). The helical antenna stood out from all the structures presented because of its compactness, its 
axial mode radiation and its good circular polarisation. A thorough look at all the different 
configurations of this antenna concluded on the quadrifilar helix (chapter 4). Consequently, the 
QHA became the centre point of this research and it will be evaluated using the aforementioned 
set of guidelines.
Size requirements and dependencies. The initial idea was to design firstly, an antenna 
small enough to be placed on a handheld terminal similar to a medium size terrestrial terminal 
and secondly, a radiator with pattern shape that would meet some given specifications. 
Consequently, the size of the radiator should be within some given limits. The upper ones are 
defined by the size of the terminal. The lower ones are defined by the electrical characteristics of 
the antenna. As the antenna becomes electrically smaller (closer to fitting into a sphere of radius 
A77/2 ) its bandwidth and radiation efficiency are reduced.
The QHA is a highly resonant structure, which means that, in order to radiate at a given 
frequency, the length of its elements should be an integer multiple of ÀIA. This relationship gives 
the smallest possible structure at a frequency and bounds the structure to be very close or even
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out of the given upper size limits (la%(az<12cm, D<1.5cm) at low frequencies. Even more 
important is the relation between the dimensions of the structure and its radiation performance. 
The pattern shape can vary from hemispherical (covers high elevation angles) to cardioid (covers 
low elevation angles and has a gain dip at the zenith) as the relationship between the dimensions 
of the antenna model (pitch, radius, number of turns) change. This relation was studied 
extensively both theoretically (chapter 6) and through simulations and measurements (chapter 5) 
and a set of guidelines resulted. The antenna designer can use them in order to find the structure 
that would best fit a given set of specifications.
At the SPCN frequencies (1.6-2.5 GHz) the QHA has a small compact structure that can 
be easily used on small terminals. This was proved particularly true in the upper frequency range 
(S-band) as was discussed in chapter 8, where the design for ICO antennas was presented. The 
antenna length can be reduced when any of the techniques described in chapter 8 are used 
(dielectric loaded structure, meander line elements, conical and square QHA, coupled elements, 
and variable pitch).
Polarisation characteristics. One of the basic requirements for the SPCN antenna is to 
have circular polarisation. Quantitatively, that means to have axial ratio lower than 3dB at every 
point {6,(f> - elevation, azimuth) of the specified radiation pattern. The QHA has excellent 
circular polarisation characteristics as shown in its electromagnetic analysis (chapter 5) and in 
the simulation and measurement results (chapters 6 and 8). The sense of the polarisation depends 
on the combination of the feeding sequence and winding direction of the helical elements 
(section 6.3.2.4).
However, the idea of the intelligent QHA (chapter 8) demonstrated that in a scattering 
environment, (e.g. urban) the signal from the satellite is no longer circular polarised as the two 
linear polarisation components are changed independently due to the propagation phenomena of 
diffraction and reflection. The I-QHA has the ability to benefit from this effect by combining 
appropriately the received signals and achieve a performance superior to that of the standard 
circular polarised QHA.
Matching requirements and channel bandwidth. The QHA needs a feeding network 
which creates the required 90° phase difference between the four elements in order to operate. 
Any mismatch reduction has to be concentrated at the connection point between the antenna and 
the feeding network. The methods to measure the input impedance of the structure were 
presented in section 6.3.5.1. They are complicated as the antenna can have two or four ports 
which are or are not interconnected (shorted top radiais - element length even number of X/4, or 
open top radiais - element length odd number of À/4 respectively).
The pattern shape bandwidth is still more interesting than knowledge of the VSWR 
bandwidth of the antenna. It has to do with the frequency range of which the radiation pattern 
performance remains within specified limits. For example, a QHA for ICO (chapter 8) has to 
operate in two frequency bands 200 MHz apart. Only a very wide QHA structure can achieve
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this kind of pattern bandwidth (10% at 2GHz). Slimmer (and for that reason more elegant) 
structures have only 3-5% bandwidth so an external matching aid is needed. This was done using 
two main methods. Firstly, a matching circuit was used in order to make the antenna operate 
with the same pattern shape at two different frequencies. Secondly, a set of two rings was placed 
in the periphery of the QHA in order to load the structure and achieve the dual band 
performance. Other ways to do this (section 6.4.1) is by changing the length of the element by 
using some kind of switches on the structure, by using two antennas (one inside the other or on 
top of each other) or finally by generating a conical structure from the cylindrical one (CQHA) 
as described in chapter 8.
The self-phased antenna is inherently matched to 50 ohms and its resonant point can be 
easily found by measuring the Su parameter of its only port. However, the antenna is of very 
narrow bandwidth due to its phasing conditions (section 6.3.1.3). The two-feed QHA is more 
bandwidth limited than the four feed design due to the À/4 baluns used.
Effects of ground plane and the mobile case. The QHA does not need a ground plane 
for its basic operation, just as for a dipole. Both of these antennas are balanced structures that are 
fed with the aid of baluns and no ground is present at the feed point. The presence of any metal 
object behind the antenna cannot be ignored, especially since this is the case when the antenna is 
mounted on a mobile terminal (the case is in ground potential). The outer parts of the feeding 
coaxial cables of a four-feed QHA will be connected on the case which will be acting as a small 
ground. On the other hand, in the case of a two feed QHA the antenna will not be connected in 
any way on the terminal’s case which will act as a reflector.
Simulation and measurement results showed that the radiation characteristics of the QHA 
were insensitive to the presence of the metal case behind it when the antenna was radiating away 
from it. However, when the antenna was radiating towards a ground plane, a significant effect on 
the pattern shape was observed as the radiation was scattered around the case and reflected away 
from it. The direction and polarisation sense of the pattern are completely reversed when the 
metal plate is grounded, is at least M2 wide and the distance between the antenna and the ground 
is M4.
Interaction with the human head. The effect of the human head on the radiation 
characteristics of the QHA was found (from simulations and measurements) to be very low and 
affects only the backlobe and the lower sidelobes. As the antenna moves out of the shadow of the 
head the pattern distortion is minimised.
Studies presented in (SUVA-99) and [SUVA-99b] showed that the SAR (specific 
absorption rate) from a QHA is lower than that of a monopole and it is reduced by 29dB as the 
QHA moves out of the head’s shadow (extracted above the head). The effect of the I-QHA on 
the human head is expected to be even lower as the antenna transmits less power than a standard 
QHA (due to the high diversity gain) and because some sort of pattern shaping is used. The 
adaptive matching circuit which is part of the antenna system will be capable to correct any de-
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tuning caused by the head.
Noise figure. As explained before the QHA needs a feed network which consists of three 
phase hybrids (a 90° hybrid and two baluns or a 180° and two 90° hybrids) which are lossy and 
degrade the G/T performance of the system. Designs that incorporate the feed network are more 
efficient than those using hybrids. An example is the self-phase design which does not need any 
kind of hybrids.
The noise received by an antenna in a given environment was modelled in chapter 7, 
producing a method to evaluate the G/T performance of a given antenna in different scenarios.
Diversity techniques. These techniques are used to overcome fading effects caused by 
multipath propagation. They are normally implemented in the base station as more than one 
antenna are needed (space and polarisation diversity). Space diversity schemes can also be found 
in mobile handset terminals by using two or more antennas (monopole and helix or PIFA) but 
they are not very common as they require cases of big volume.
The I-QHA presented in chapter 8 is a novel one-antenna diversity scheme proposed for 
mobile handsets. As explained before, the signals of the four helical elements are received 
independently (or in pairs) and then are weighted (in RF or IF) by using maximum ratio 
combining techniques. The result is an antenna system that offers up to 16 dB diversity gain in 
heavy urban environments where the multipath phenomenon is very high.
Use of latest material, modelling and manufacturing methods. Different materials 
were used to built and support the antenna prototypes. Initially, copper wire was used but the 
structures created were fragile and needed some kind of support. The different materials used 
(plastic discs, hot glue, polyurethane, paper) proved inadequate and affected the antenna 
performance (mainly the resonance frequency). For that reason beryllium copper (BeCu) wire 
was used to construct the antenna prototypes. This material has the property of resisting changes 
to its shape when it is thermally processed. The models made of BeCu performed much better 
than those made of copper (chapter 8).
The wire models, although rigid, had problems of symmetry and repeatability as they were 
hand made by winding the wire around a cylindrical former. A more accurate and easy way was 
to print the antennas on thin dielectric material which does not affect the resonance frequency of 
the structure (it is very thin so the cylinder is as it has been made of air). The printed film was 
then rolled into a cylindrical shape. These antennas proved to be even better than those made of 
BeCu. They could be easily replicated and they were rigid and symmetric.
Three methods were used to analyse the radiation performance of the QHA. The first one 
was based on the formulation presented in chapter 5 and gives a first approximation of the 
pattern performance and the polarisation of the antenna. More accurate results were produced by 
using NEC (numerical electromagnetic code). This software is able to deal with different 
antenna shapes (cylindrical, conical, square etc. QHA) and also gives the exact current
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distribution and the input impedance of the structure. Micro_stripes, a more advanced simulation 
method, was also used in order to simulate the interaction of the QHA with the head and to 
validate the results from the other two methods.
Reliable operation with minimum moving parts. The QHA in the printed version is a 
rigid and reliable antenna structure. The antenna can become even more compact (more rigid 
and smaller thus more reliable) when its is printed on a dielectric cylinder of high dielectric 
constant [LEIS-95]. In this case the dissipation factor has to be low in order to keep the radiation 
efficiency of the antenna high.
The I-QHA is a more complicated antenna that provides high diversity gain. The reliability 
of the antenna though might be lower as switching components are to be used on the antenna 
structure.
Electromagnetic compatibility. The standard QHA structure is not expected to create 
any emission problems as it is not expected to radiate in frequencies other that the specified 
ones. The case of the I-QHA might be proved different as intermodulation products might be 
created from the use of active components for switching and matching.
The QHA is a resonant structure with multiple resonances (every M4 element length). 
Consequently, it will receive signals at other frequencies (with different gain as the pattern 
changes with frequency) which have to be cut off with the use of a filter (immunity problem). 
The use of active components might make the situation more complex as intermodulation 
products created might fall on the desired bands.
Cost factor. The cost of the wire or printed antenna itself was in the range of a few tens of 
pence and is expected to be much lower when the antenna is massively produced. The 
construction of the antenna on materials of high dielectric constant might increase the cost per 
piece but will make the antenna more rigid and compact thus more reliable.
The I-QHA system of course has many more components ihan the simple radiator and as a 
result the total cost (components, construction, connection) will mçrease significantly. On the 
other hand the terminals overall performance will be enhanced (m dfe^^inrfiess power 
transmitted, longer battery life) so there is a trade off between cost and performance.
System compatibility. The most important consideration in the mind of an antenna 
designer is to build antennas which can meet as close as possible given specifications. The QHA 
antenna has great number of performance characteristics that make it a very volatile radiator.
First of all, it can be compatible both with a satellite and a terrestrial system by radiating 
with a hemispherical or a toroidal pattern respectively (section 6.4.2). These dual mode 
characteristics can be achieved by selecting the phasing between the helical elements (90° for the 
hemispherical pattern, 0° for the toroidal).
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Secondly, the QHA can have a very well shaped circularly polarised pattern to serve 
different types of satellite constellations only by selecting the correct dimensions (section 
6.3.2.2). The fractional turn QHA was proved to be able to produce a wide range of pattern 
shaping with small only changes in dimensions (section 6.3.2.3). The new parameter ESGuT 
(defined in chapter 7) can be used to find the most suitable antenna pattern in different scenarios 
(combination of environment, satellite statistics, atmospheric conditions and user handling). The 
parameter ESGuT shows the average available G/T in each scenario and consequently evaluates 
the downlink performance of the overall system.
Finally, the QHA can operate in more than one frequency bands but only with the use of 
external aids like matching circuits, switches and loading.
All these characteristics are integrated into the I-QHA which is expected to be an antenna 
simultaneously compatible with many systems.
9.2 Future work
This research dealt with a relatively new area of telecommunications. It managed to “touch 
the tip of the iceberg” and possibly to “explore it down to the surface of the sea”. Many more 
areas still have to be investigated and answers given. This section summarises the future work .
The antenna size was proven to be small enough at frequencies close to 2GHz (ICO). 
Antennas in the 1.6GHz range (Iridium) are quite long and wide and size reduction methods 
should be further explored. Most of them add another degree of freedom in the design of the 
QHA and a thorough analysis is required.
The use of the different matching techniques is another area of interest. Adaptive matching 
circuits that can match the antenna in different bands and then compensate for any de-tuning 
should be found. The use of loading rings (the loading mechanism in general) has to be analysed 
in order to understand and use appropriately this effect.
One of the greater concerns for wireless telecommunication technology is the effect of the 
microwave radiation on the human head. The SAR from a real QHA system needs to be further 
investigated and methods to minimise it should be created.
New materials and manufacturing methods can produce more compact antenna structures 
of better electrical performance and lower cost.
Finally, the invention of the intelligent QHA should pass from the modelling to the 
development stage. All the associated problems (implementation, algorithms, number of 
receivers, increase of complexity and cost, adaptive matching circuit, intermodulation and 
reliability) have to be solved in order to realise the potential of an antenna system which looks 
higly promising at the modelling stage
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Appendix A
SPCN
C o m p a r a t iv e -Ta b l e
Global star IRIDIUM Ellipso™ ICO
No of satellites 
and orbits
48 +8 
LEO
66
LEO
10 HEO (Borealis) 
6 equatorial 
(Concordia)
10+2
ICO
altitude
[Km]
. . a*'
1414 785 7846 a . , 520 p. 
8040.
10355
No of planes and 
inclination
8 circular 
52°
6 circular 2 HEO ,116.5°
2 equatorial, 
all sunsynchronous
2 circular 
45°
on-sight 
period/ satellite
-10 min -10  min -1 hour
minimum 
elevation angle
10° 8.2° 30° 10°
average 
elevation angle
40°-60° 40°-50°
period of orbit 
[minutes].
113 100 180 360
available margin 
[dB]
13 uplink 
16 downlink
16 (max) 8 (min)
10 (average)
access scheme CDMA FDMA/TDMA CDMA TDMA
circuits /satellite 2800 3840 4500
frequency and 
uplink/downlink
[GHzM -
1.61-1.6265 
2.4835 -2.5
1.616 1.61-1.6265 
2.4835 -2.5
2.0
spot-beams
/satellite
16 48 61 163
bandwidth
‘ # H z ]  ' V,
16.5 10.5 16.5 16.5
coverage
1 " 't
70°N-70°S global 40° S - 50° S
1 satellite 
above 40° S
2 satellites
global
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Appendix B
A ntenna  
Com parative  Tables
Table Antennas Used in Cellular Mobile Handsets
Sleeve Dipole Helix PIFA
size XI2 dipole 3-4 times smaller than 
resonant monopole
* Small enough to be 
packaged on handset
Radiation
Pattern
Toroid pattern ♦ n.m."  ^ : toroid pattern
♦ a..m‘^ : axial conical
♦ Pattern depends on 
frequency
^Directional pattern 
controlled by structure 
dimensions and ground 
plane shape
Gain 1.61-2.1 dBi in resonance 
1-1.5 dBi reduced by 
ohmic losses
*Highly dependent on 
structure dimensions
-2.6 dBd in upright posit. 
0 dBd in speaking mode 
^Depends on box position
Polarisatioi : linear ♦ n.m.^: any kind, depends 
on on relative dimensions
♦ a.m."^: circular
linear
Bandwidth ±5% of resonant freq. 
Pattern limited
~ 5()MHz when on box 
*BW -I when Laxial T
+ 1-2% from monopole 
+ 8-10% on box
Diversity Primary helix X/4 
Secondary helix X/2 or 
whip antenna
With whip antenna or 
diversity with two PIFAs
Interactiom Case becomes part of 
radiating structure
Strong RF currents on case 
giving 12 dB losses on 
human
hand and a pattern dip in 
normal mode in heads 
direction
2.1 dB losses less than 
sleeve dipole
Impedance Nearly pure resistive in 
axial mode
Varies with frequency and 
height of antenna
Used/
Proposed
Mobile cellular terminals Mobile cellular terminals Mobile cellular terminals
Variation * Tapered ends to reduce 
VSWR 
*Bifilar
*Multifilar (see Chapter 4)
*Conical
^Spherical
etc. ♦ normal mode 
q < 3 / 4
♦ axial mode 
3 /4< C ,< 4 /3
: circumference
PIFA:
Planar Inverted F Antenna
references [FUJI-94] [JOHN-93] 
[STUT-81]
[FUJI-94] [KRAU-88] 
[JOHN-93] [NAKA-all]
[FUJI-94][QASS-94b] 
[JOHN-93] [STUT-81]
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Table B .lb  / ntennas Used in Cellular Mobile Handsets
Whip Patch MTL -r-'
size * Retractable 
*Simple 
*SmaII volume
X/4 or X/2 Feet on box
Radiation
Pattern
Toroidal but also 
function of the housing 
size
Varies with antenna 
shape and feed
Directional but function 
of antenna relative 
dimensions
Gain -IdB d Depends on dielectric and 
pattern shape. Generally 
lower efficiency than a 
wire antenna
High
Polarisation Linear Linear or Circular 
depending on the design 
and the feed 
configuration
Linear
Bandwidth Broad *BW=4/^(32f)
r=thickness 
* Narrow in general 
*Need to separate 
Tx from Rx
20 M Hz
Diversity W ith PIFA or Helix Stacked configuration
Interactions ^Currents on 
conductive housing 
*Can be shielded
Less degradation than 
helix and dipole (-9dB)
Small effects of human 
body
Impedance Rin=60?io/w
Dual Band in 
certain configurations
*Good
*Low VSW R
Used/
Proposed
M obilecellular phones • M obile Satellite 
terminals (MSAT) /
• ESA for M EO satellite 
terminal
M obile cellular phones
Variations *Arrays
*Dual Erequency 
*Dual polarisation
etc. MTL:
M odified Transm ission 
Line
references [JOHN-93] [QASS-94] [JOHN-93] [STUT-81] 
[ZURC-95]
[SEAL-92] [TSUK-94]
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Table B.2 Wide Beam Antennas
Quadrifilar Helix Crossed Drooping Dipole a Spiral Patch
size Less wide than helix but 
with complicated feed- 
needs 90°phase different 
between thetwo feeds.
•  No ground plane
• Quite big - 0.5A height 
A the dipoles
• Curved: 0.38A from 
ground
• Ground plane about IX
see
Table
A.3
see
Table
A.Ib
Radiation
Pattern
*Mainly hemispherical 
*Endfire or backfire 
depending on feed phase 
*Rad.pattem exact shape 
depends on dimensions
Hemispherical adjusted by 
varying the height
Pattern
Modes
Dual mode:Toroid & 
hemisphericaldepending on 
phasing
Gain > 3 d B i Curved : 6dBic 
H PBW =130°
V type : -5 .3  dBic 
U type : 3.5 - 5 dBic
Polarisation ^Circular within main lobe 
*A/?=/f C^ , symmetry.)
Circular
Curved : AR<  4dB 
V type : AR<  7dB 
U type : AR<  4dB
Bandwidth * Resonant structure 
^Pattern B W  wider than 
VSWR BW
*Dual freq. operation 
possible
Relatively wide
Diversity I-QHA
Interactions Insensitive to nearby metal 
structure and the head
Impedance *Self phased is matched 
*Resonant small Zi„ BW
Relatively wide impedance 
bandwidth
Used/
Proposed
• GPS terminals
• Proposed by most SPCN 
companies
• On board Small Satellites
• M SAT for data terminals
• On NASA-JPL Galileo 
spacecraft
• Inmarsat-C data terminal
Variations *Counterwoud 
*With parasitic loop 
*Self Phased 
^Printed
Three types : V, U, Curved
etc. * Complicated fed with 
different types of baluns
Needs balun to be fed
references [KUMA-91] [KILG-all] 
[SHAR-90] [SHAR-93] 
[DETY-94]
[STUT-81] [JOHN-93] 
[KUMA-91] [KFLEE-84]
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Table B.3 Wide Bandwidth antennas
Spiral Biconical Log-Periodic
size • 1-1.5 turns is 
optimum
• r„=XjA and R=XJ4
• (C)Discone : 
H=0.7?i
• B=0.6X., D=0.4?i
•  Simpler construction 
than spiral
•  Planar
• Size like spiral
Radiation
Pattern
• Bi-directional, too 
wide beams broadside to 
antenna plane
• HPBW =90°
• (C)*Uniform in 
azimuth
* In low freq. as 
dipole then as infinite
• biconical monopole
(A) single broad 
beam in +z direction 
• (B) single beam  
HPBW=66°
Gain • Arch. : 5.5-V.5 dBic • ( C ) G ^ = l d B (B) 0 =  9dB
Polarisation • Circular in a range 
±70°
• (C) Linear vertical 
but can be circular with 
polarisers
• (A) linear y- 
direction
• (B) linear y- 
direction
Bandwidth • Typical 8:1 but can 
reach 
20:1
• (C) Several octaves frequency independent
Diversity
Interactions
Impedance •  164 +jO ohms for a 
planar
• equiangular for 6:1 
BW
• (A) Zin = 
12Oln(2/0n)
^Characteristics 
repeat periodicaly as the 
log of frequency
• 7 ? = i io n ,
• VSWR =1.45
• BW= 10:1
Used/
Proposed
• • •
Variations •  Archimedian:
• cavity backed: 
HPBW=90°
AR=l.ldB,
Bw=lO:l
single hemisph beam 
with appropriate feed 
*huge size
• Conical equiangular: 
single main lobe, 
max. gain at ^ 1 8 0 ° , 
circ.pol.
HPBW=SO°, 
sym.metric pattern
• (A)Infinite: 
theoretical
•  (B)Finite : practical
• (C)Discone : 
operational
• (A) log periodic
toothed (wedge)
• (B) log periodic 
toothed trapezoid 
(wedge)
etc.
references [STUT-81] [JOHN-93] 
[KFLEE-84]
[STUT-81] [JOHN-93] 
[KELEE-84]
[STUT-81] [JOHN-93] 
[KELEE-84]
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Appendix C
S im u l a t io n  P a c k a g e s
Cl Method of Moments (MoM) and the NEC Program 
Cl.l Method of Moments (MoMj [SADI-92]
Most EM problems can be stated in terms of an inhomogeneous equation
LO = g {Cl}
where L is an operator which may be differential, integral or integro-differential, 
g is the known excitation or source function,
0  is the unknown function to be determined
The method o f moments (MOM) is a general procedure for solving [C l] where L is treated 
as an integral or integro-differential operator. It is essentially a method of weighted residuals. 
Therefore, the method is applicable for solving both differential and integral equations. The 
method owes its name to the process of taking moments by multiplying by appropriate weighting 
functions and integrating.
MoM has been successfully applied to a wide variety of EM problems of practical interest, 
such as radiation due to thin-wire elements and arrays, scattering problems, analysis of 
microstrips and lossy structures, propagation over an inhomogeneous earth, and antenna beam 
pattern, to mention but a few [SADI-92]
The procedure for applying MOM to solve {Cl} usually involves four steps:
(i) derivation of the appropriate integral equation (IE),
(ii) conversion (discretisation) of the IE into a matrix equation using basis (or expansion) 
functions and weighting (or testing) functions,
(iii) evaluation of the matrix elements,
(iv) solving the matrix equation and obtaining the parameters of interest
C1.2 The NEC Program [NEC-81]
The Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC-2) is a product of Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory and is a user-oriented computer code for analysis of the EM response of an antenna 
and other metal structures. It is built around the numerical solution (Method of Moments) of 
integral equations for the currents induced on the structure by source or incident fields. A model 
may include non-radiating networks and transmission lines connecting parts of the structure, 
perfect or imperfect conductors and lumped element loading. A structure can also be modelled
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over a ground plane that can be either a perfect or imperfect conductor.
The excitation may be either voltage sources on the structure, or an incident plane wave of 
linear or elliptical polarisation. The output may include induced currents and charges, near 
electric or magnetic fields and radiated (far) fields. The integral equation approach is best suited 
to structures with dimensions up to several wavelengths. Although there is no theoretical size 
limit, the numerical solution requires a matrix equation of increasing order as the structure size is 
increased relative to the wavelength.
A wire segment is defined by the co-ordinates of its two end points and its radius, trying to 
follow the path of the real structure as close as possible. The NEC rules require (in order to 
calculate accurately the current distribution) the length of each segment should be less than O.lX, 
at the desired frequency. Very short segments with lengths less than 0.00 IX, should also be 
avoided. The wire radius should be less than X/30. When the extended thin kernel is used as an 
option, the ratio of the length to the wire radius should be more than about 0.5, but when the 
standard thin kernel is used that ratio should be more than 2. In standard NEC-2 the antenna can 
have no more than 100 elements and in any junction no more than 30 segments can be connected 
and the ratio of the bigger length wire over the shorter should be less than 5. In the same way, the 
ratio of the wire radii should be less than about 5.
One of the greater limitations of NEC is that it can work only for wire antennas and any 
other structure must be created as a wire mesh. This is fine for cases like antennas on aircraft or 
boxes but not with great accuracy. NEC cannot work with any kind of dielectric volumes. Thus 
microstrip antennas for example cannot be simulated. Finally, when a ground plane is used NEC 
produces the radiation pattern only for -90°<0<90° covering only the top hemisphere of 
radiation. This situation is independent of the distance between the antenna and the ground plane 
because the program assumes infinite ground plane. On the other hand, when a grid plane made 
by wires is made with structure commands the elevation pattern covers the whole sphere 
surrounding the antenna and the are very close to reality.
Another limitation of NEC is its inability to plot any circular polarised field components. 
The sense of polarisation, the axial ratio and the tilt angle exist as standard outputs but only the 
two linear field components are calculated and plotted. The disadvantage of this is that there is 
no graphical presentation of what percentage of the linear field components belong to the cross- 
polar circular and to the co-polar circular fields. Full information (complex field values , axial 
ratio and tilt angle ) though is given in the text output files)
In the first steps of this project, NEC-81 was used. This is a DOS based version using the 
NEC-2 kernel without any graphical user interface. The Quadrifilar Helix Antenna models 
presented in later chapters were simulated on another version of NEC called NEC-Win Pro 
(Paragon Technology Inc and Nittany.). This version is Windows oriented and gives the user the 
opportunity to visualise not only the radiation pattern in 2D and 3D but also the antenna structure 
from any possible angle. The antenna structure is given in a spreadsheet as co-ordinate numbers 
and information for the excitation, the loading, the output and the ground plane can be given
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through menus. The different outputs can be extracted in text files on the screen or on the printer 
as in NEC-8 1 .This program can handle up to 2000 segments and give information on a Smith 
chart
In [BURK-96] it is suggested that NEC can be very reliable in simulating simple monofilar 
helical structures. The authors of NEC compared simulation results with measurement results 
presented in [STUT-81]and they found that they are in reasonably good agreement over the main 
beam, while the lower regions of the patterns differ, in part, due to the finite back plane used in 
the measurements and infinite plane used in NEC model. In the same reference is also suggested 
that multi-arm helices can be a problem for the NEC point-matched solution.
C2 Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method and the Micro-Stripes Program
C2.1 Transm ission Line M atrix method [SADI-92] [KCCMS .3]
The link between field theory and circuit theory, the major theories on which electrical 
engineering is based, has been exploited in developing numerical techniques to solve certain 
types of partial differential equations arising in field problems with the aid of equivalent 
electrical networks. There are three ranges in the frequency spectrum for which numerical 
techniques for field problems in general have been developed. In terms of the wavelength X and 
the approximate dimension / of the apparatus, these ranges are:
X » /
X = /
X « /
In the first range, the special analysis techniques are known as circuit theory', in the 
second, as microwave theory', and in the third, as geometric optics (frequency independent). 
Hence the fundamental laws of circuit theory can be obtained from Maxwell’s equations by 
applying an approximation valid, when X »  /.
The idea of replacing a complicated electrical system by a simple equivalent circuit goes 
back to Kirchhoff and Helmholtz. The recent applications of this idea to scattering problems, 
originally due to Johns [JOHNS-71], has made the method more popular and attractive.
Transmission-line modelling (TLM), otherwise known as the transmission-line-matrix 
method, is a numerical technique for solving field problems using an equivalent circuit. It is 
based on the equivalence between Maxwell’s equations and the equations for voltages and 
currents on a mesh of continuous two-wire transmission lines. The main feature of this method is 
the simplicity of formulation and programming for a wide range of applications. As compared 
with the lumped network model, the transmission-line model is more general and performs better 
at high frequencies where the transmission and reflection properties of geometrical 
discontinuities cannot be regarded as lumped.
Like other numerical techniques, the TLM method is a discretisation process. Unlike other 
methods such as finite difference and finite element methods, which are mathematical
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discretisation approaches, the TLM is a physical discretisation approach. In the TLM, the 
discretisation of a field involves replacing a continuous system by a network or array of lumped 
elements. For example, consider the one-dimensional system (a conducting wire) with no energy 
storage as in Fig.C.l(a). The wire can be replaced by a number of lumped resistors providing a 
discretised equivalent in Fig.C.l(b). More general systems containing reactive elements as well 
as dissipative elements will also be considered
—I—Wr—I—W— W——W—o
Fig. C .l (a) One-dimensional conducting system, (b) discretised equivalent
In two dimensions, the shunt and series nodes are used. The shunt node is used to simulate 
magnetic fields polarised within the two-dimensional plane and the electric field polarised 
normal to the plane. The series node is used to simulate electric fields polarised within the plane 
and magnetic fields polarised normal to the planes. Both nodes were originally developed for 
simulations in lossless medium, but later the ability to model electric losses was included.
The first 3D node to be developed [AKHT-74] was a combination of shunt and series 
nodes and it is known as the expanded node due to the separation of the shunt and series nodes. 
This led to a separation in space of the locations where the various electric and magnetic field 
components can be obtained. The separation of the electromagnetic field components causes 
considerable difficulty in defining the location of structures within the simulation space. To 
overcome this, the condensed 3D node was developed.
The condensed node [SAGU-82] has the advantage that all six field-components can be 
calculated in the same location, greatly simplifying data preparation and Post processing. 
However, the node has non-symmetrical properties. That is, voltage pulses incident at the node 
along the link transmission lines behave differently depending on the orientation of the lines. 
The next 3D node developed [JOHNS-86] was the symmetrical condensed node which overcame 
this difficulty whilst also being the most accurate of the 3D nodes. The development of a hybrid 
3D symmetrical condensed node is another advance in TLM nodes [SCAR-90]. This node has a 
number of significant advantages over the original symmetrical condensed node. A much larger 
time step can be used with the hybrid node. This in turn reduces the number of time samples that 
need to be computed to cover a given time interval. Another advantage is that the hybrid node 
has better dispersion characteristics for both axial and non-axial wave propagation. This results 
in greater accuracy compared to the original synunetric condensed node.
The TLM method involves dividing the solution region into a rectangular mesh of 
transmission lines. Junctions are formed where the lines cross, forming impedance
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discontinuities. A comparison between the transmission line equations and Maxwell’s equations 
allows equivalences to be drawn between voltages and currents on the lines and electromagnetic 
fields in the solution region. Thus, the TLM method involves two basic steps :
(i) Replacing the field problem by the equivalent network and deriving analogy between the 
field and network quantities.
(ii) Solving the equivalent network by iterative methods.
C2.2The Micro-Stripes program [KCCMS.3]
KCC’s Micro-Stripes provides 3D electromagnetic analysis of arbitrary geometries 
yielding results in both the time-domain and frequency-domain. The software is based on the 
Transmission Line Modelling Method (TLM) using the 3D hybrid symmetrical condensed node. 
A small cell of space {voxel) is modelled as a 3D junction of transmission-lines (a node). Larger 
regions of space are modelled by connecting many nodes together. At every time-step, voltage 
pulses are scattered at each node and connected to the neighbouring nodes. Micro-Stripes 
calculates the impulse response of a device and a comprehensive range of post-processing 
programs are available for generating other results including S-parameters and far field radiation 
patterns.
Micro-Stripes is significantly faster than frequency-domain Finite Element codes. Wide­
band frequency-domain results with very fine resolution are obtained from a single time-domain 
solution. This results in considerably shorter computation times (computer resources required 
increase only linearly with the number of nodes) and greater accuracy in the prediction of 
resonances.
Typical applications to which Micro-Stripes has been applied are: waveguide filters, 
waveguide couplers, waveguide to coax, waveguide to microstrip, rectangular to circular guide, 
horn antennas non-planar microstrip circuits, microstrip to coax, microstrip to stripline, 
non-planar patch antennas, dielectric resonator filters, wire antennas, package effects, EMC 
analysis.
The software is easy to use, featuring a window based graphical user interface. The 
structure to be simulated is given through different commands written in a text file (*.geom). 
Future versions are expected to support CAD type inputs. Different materials can be easily used 
in layers in every direction. The program has also the option to use a Cable as a material to built 
wire antennas. The structure model has to be placed in a Work_Space. The whole model then has 
to be meshed. Extra care has to be taken during meshing. The time step size is defined from the 
smallest cell and if this is unnecessarily small the computation time becomes too long. On the 
other hand if a very large cell size is selected the maximum model frequency may be lower than 
required. The size of the cells is also important because they should follow the shape of the 
simulated structure as closely as possible to avoid “staircase” inaccuracies. The software offers 
three types of cell meshing: Regular mesh ( cells of same dimensions). Graded mesh (cells with
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different dimensions in different parts of the Work_Space) and Lumped cell ( cells in a particular 
part of the Work_Space are lumped together and are treated as one cell)
In the input file the output Time_Domain (currents) and SpaceJDomain fields (near field) 
have also to be specified. The Space_Domain fields are calculated inside the Equivalent_Surface 
that should surround the antenna structure and be inside the Work_Space. Boundary conditions 
are imposed on the sides of the Work_Space. For an antenna simulation with no use of structure 
symmetries absorbing boundary conditions are used. In the case of symmetry exploitation 
Magnetic and Electric Walls can be used
The meshed model is then saved and is processed using the program’s solver. The 
TimeJDomain result of the simulation has then to be filtered and pass a Fourier transform to 
output the resonances of the structure at different frequencies. The Near field result is 
transformed to Far field output. All of the outputs can be exported in graphs, or 3D plots or in 
text.
Simulating an antenna structure with Micro_Stripes is not a difficult process. A wire 
antenna takes an unnecessarily long time to be modelled and simulated with Micro_Stripes and 
is quicker to be simulated with NEC. On the other hand, the use of Micro_stripes is more 
appropriate for model including some dielectrics or other object near to the radiating element. 
Finally a TLM model needs more care in designing it because of the mesh, feed, materials, 
boundaries and field modelling constraints.
Fig.C.2 shows a meshed model of a short helix over a ground plane.
Fig.C.2‘ (a) The geometrical model (helix.geom)of a short helical antenna fed over a ground plane made 
in Micro_Stripes (b) the meshed model of the helix which is going to be simulated
NEC-Win was used as the primer tool to simulate the different antenna types. Micro_Stripes 
was acquired at the end of this project and was not used as a prime simulation tool. However, 
a lot of modelling has been done to establish its credibility and to simulate complex 
situations including dielectric materials.
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C3 MATLAB and the HELIXC program 
C3.1 MATLAB
MATLAB is a technical computing environment for numeric computation and 
visualization. MATLAB integrates numerical analysis, matrix computation, signal processing, 
and graphics
The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB is an interactive system 
whose basic data element is a matrix that does not require dimensioning. This allows the user to 
solve many numerical problems in a fraction of the time it would take to write a program in a 
language such as Fortran, Basic, or C.
Typical uses include general purpose numeric computation, algorithm prototyping, and special 
purpose problem solving with matrix formulations that arise in disciplines such as automatic 
control theory statistics, and digital signal processing (time-series analysis).
C3.2 HELIXC
HELIXC (Helix_Creator) is the program produced to create different helical antenna types 
of various shapes (cylindrical, conical, ellipsoid).. The program was written in MATLB version 
5 in the UNIX environment using all the new user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
capabilities of this version.
The input (Fig.C.3) includes different helix dimensions, the number of helical elements, 
the shape of the structure and the type of the feed and the output can be either a NEC or a 
Micro_Stripes input text file.
fn o u ts
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Fig.C.3 The input menu of creating a Cylindrical Helix
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Appendix D
R a d ia t io n  P a t t e r n  
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FTQHA
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Appendix E
S o f t w a r e  C r e a t e d
E.1 GuTiSS
This software was realised in MATLAB® and calculates the noise received from an 
antenna on different environments and also the ESGuT parameter for different satellite systems 
(chapter 7)
File wmaew H*ip
EnvironraenlM it. P#tt#mOutput Rtet
Input
Parameters
Atm. Oond. I 8«t. Systam UMrHMKl. A n tan raS y s
:#P'
g n p h » f  ^
GuTiSS
Action
* r r
Fig.E .l The GuTiSS software user interface
E.1.1 Inpouts
•  Output Directory : a name is given to the output directory where the output files are 
stored for further use
• Frequency : the frequency used in the model can be given
• Ant.Pattern: the antenna pattern used in the model can be selected (Fig.E.2) (Fig.7.2)
• Environment : the environment that contributes the received noise can be selected. 
There are three options
I-select a pre-defined environment (like these in Fig.7.3)
II select the picture of the environment (like these in Fig.7.6)
III— define a new environmental profile
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Fig. E.2 The Antenna Pattern selection window
Fite W indow  Help
mMstics
Cuctonrifi*
Picture#
Predefined
Flg.E.3 The Environment selection window
•  Atm. Cond. : the atmospheric conditions can be selected (Fig.E4) and the CCIR 
rain model runs to produce the rain attenuation A( 6)
• Sat. System : the statistics for different satellite systems can be selected (Fig.E5) 
and loaded for use in the calculation of ESGuT (see section 7.7)
• User Handl. : this window is used when a tilted pattern is considered (Fig.E6).
The pattern slice is initially rotated in 3D, then tilted around the given axis and then
averaged (see section .7.6..)
• Antenna Sys.: this window is used to give values to the antenna feeding system 
(Fig.E7)
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Fig.E.4 The Atmospheric Conditions/CCIR 
Rain Model selection window
File Window Help
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Fig.E.5 The Satellite System selection 
window
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Fig.E.7 Antenna System window
E .1 ,2  Outputs
The software has two outputs :
♦ GuT : by pressing this button the noise received from the selected pattern under the 
selected environmental and atmospheric conditions is calculated by using the model described 
in the previous section. Both the thermal noise at the output of the antenna (T a ) at the input of 
the antenna feed system (Ttot) are given as results Then the G/T pattern is calculated and plotted
♦ ESGuT : by pressing this button the Effective Statistical G/T (see section 7.7.) for the 
noise calculated from GuTiSS and the selected satellite system is calculated.
Each of the clickable buttons produces a relevant graph (antenna pattern, satellite 
statistics etc). There is an option to stop having all the graphs produced when the user is giving 
the different inputs from the input buttons.
E.2WOHA F
This piece of software (written in Matlab) calculates the fields of the QHA using the 
analysis of chapter 5 (Fig.E.8)
The dimensions of the QHA are given in the input :
1. frequency
2. radius
3. pitch angle
4. pitch distance
5. axial length
6. number of turns
7. units of dimensions
Only one of the inputs (3),(4),(5) should be given. The data are loaded (LOAD) and then 
the fields are calculated The resulted fields for the antenna analysed in chapter 5 can be 
seen in Appendix E
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Fig.E.8 The WQHA_F software user interface
E.3 HELIXC
H ELIX C  was used to create cylindrical and conical Q H A  files w hich w here used  as 
inputs for the sim ulation packages (NEC and M icro_stripes)
HELIX Creator
Cylindrical
l  î E î  IX  G r e a t o r
by A.A Agius,
CCSR, University of Surrey 
a,a ,ag ius@ surrey.ac.uk .
Fig.E.9 The HELIXC software user interface
Cylindrical Antenna ^ 0 ;
. ■ 5<
: Other.
Fig.E.10 Cylindrical QHA selection window
E.3 A Cylindrical structures
T he user can initially select betw een tw o Q H A  types (cylindrical and conical - the 
curved button is for curved m onofilar helices) (Fig.E.9).
T he cylindrical selection leads to another pair o f  selections (self-phased Q H A  or 
typical tw o or four feed QHAs) (Fig.E.10)
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The software takes as inputs the following parameters (F ig .E .ll):
1. frequency
2. radius (two values for the self-phased design)
3. pitch angle (two values for the self-phased design)
4. pitch distance (two values for the self-phased design)
5. axial length (two values for the self-phased design)
6. num ber o f  turns
7. num ber o f  helical elem ents (only for the Cylindrical Helices (F ig .E .ll.r ig h t))
8. D istance from  ground
9. num ber o f  linear segm ents
10. w ire radius
11 .units o f  dim ensions 
12.w inding direction
O nly one o f the inputs (3),(4),(5) should be given. T he Cylindrical Helices p rogram  can 
create structures o f any num ber o f helical elem ents (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6  or 8). T he data are loaded 
(LO A D ) a plot o f  the loaded antenna can be seen by using the PL O T  button. T he data 
button opens another w indow  (Fig.E.12).
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Fig.E.12 The output window of WQHA_F
The user can give the nam e o f the output file (extension .nec for the N E C  program  
and .geom  for M icro_stripes). Then the user can select the antenna (m ultifilar antennas) to 
be endfire or backfire, to have open or shorted top radiais (no-feed radiais) and the num ber 
o f sources. The program  creates the input geom etry file, puts the sources on the appropriate 
segm ent, sets the correct phasing in order to  have an antenna w ith the selected  d irection  o f 
radiation.
The output files are actually  created by clicking buttons N EC or TLM  and they are in  
the form at each o f  the tw o sim ulators can read.
E.3.2 Conical Structures
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Fig.E.14 Conical QHA generator tool
The Conical Helices program  (Fig.E.13) creates the structure o f  the C Q H A  presen ted  
in chapter 8. The C Q H A  is generated from  a a cylindrical Q H A  o f know n perform ance in
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order to decrease the axial length o f  the antenna and increase the bandwidth. For that 
purpose the Conical Helix Tool is used (Fig.E.14). The inputs to the tool are:
1. Dim ensions o f  the cylindrical helix (No o f  turns, axial length, radius)
2. The maximum allowable bottom radius o f  the conical structure
3. The maximum and minimum ratio between the total radius length (rtop+rbottom) o f  
the conical structure and the cylindrical one
The elem ent length button gives the elem ent length and the pitch angle o f  the 
cylindrical QHA. Then the inputs in the IN section should be given.
4. ratio o f  axial length o f  conical QHA and cylindrical QHA
5. radial ratio (as in 3)
The program gives in the OUTPUT section the design details o f  the conical structure 
and the elem ent length difference between the cylindrical and the conical QHA (should be 
as close as possible to zero)
The Conical H elices(Fig.E .13) program has similar inputs with the Cylindrical 
H elices (F ig .E .ll right) plus any extra information needed for the generation o f  the CQHA.
The output program is identical to the one for the cylindrical structure (Fig.E.12)
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Appendix F
O u tp u ts  o f  WQHA_F
S o f t w a r e  ( q h a  e m  analysis)
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